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PREFACE

The main objects in writing this work have been—first, in the

interests of Technical Education
;
secondly, to place before the

reader and student—by simple methods of description and in as

compact a handbook as possible—the principles and conditions

under which cotton goods are respectively constructed and

produced.

It is hoped that the work wdll not only be interesting and

educational, but also that it will materially assist the student in

obtaining valuable knowledge which will be of use to him in his

daily duties, either at the mill, where the practical side is greatly

in evidence in the preparatory processes and the production of

the woven cloth from the loom, or in the town warehouse, where

the woven cloth must be sold and pass the inspection of the

merchant's buyer before distribution to the shipper or retailer.

No attempt has been made to exhaust the subject of fabric

structure and design: a whole book might easily be written on

this subject alone.

Gauze or leno and Jacquard weaving have only been lightly

touched upon, they also being too comprehensive a subject to be

dealt with fully in a work of this kind.

The writer hopes that departmental heads, overlookers,

weavers, preparation men, cut-lookers, designers, warehouse-

men, cloth and yarn salesmen and buyers, may find the book of

practical assistance.

The student who is preparing for the weaving examinations

will also find great help from the study of this book, and as a

further aid to him weaving questions are given at the end as

set by the City and Guilds of London Institute at examinations

for ten successive years.

19356
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Wherever the opportunity occurs it is recommended that the

student should supplement the knowledge obtained from this

work by a practical course of instruction at the most convenient

Technical School.
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THE COTTON WEAVER'S HAI^DBOOK

CHAPTER I

WEAVING

Definition.—Weaving is the art of forming a cloth or fabric by
the interlacing of strands or threads of various thicknesses, one
with another, in order to form one broad sheet.

Warp and Weft.—Two distinct sets of threads are used in

its formation, known as (a) the warp, (b) the weft.

I 2 3 4 S 6

^ A A A A A

Fig. 1.

The warp threads, or " twist " yarn, run longitudinally in the

woven fabric, and the weft threads run cross-wise or at right

angles to the warp.

For distinction the weft threads are usually spoken of as
" picks " or " shots."

Fig. 1 illustrates the simplest method of interlacing warp with
weft, known as plain cloth, A being the warp threads, B the weft

threads or " picks,"

A
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As a rule the warp threads or " twist yarn " are stronger* than

the weft, on account of the increased tensile strain and frictior

during the operation of weaving. In the spinning process

there is also a greater amount of twist " or turns per inch given

to the warp yarn, and it is usually spoken of as being " harder

twisted " than weft. Weft yarns are spun from a softer cotton

fibre, and, containing fewer " twists " or turns per inch than warp
yarns, they are spoken of as being " softer " spun. A soft weft

admits of a fuller cloth being produced, as it ^' fills in and
''covers'' better than when hard spun. (See chapter on yarns,

&c., p. 167.)

Determining Width of Cloth.—Referring again to Fig. 1,

a number of warp threads. A, run paraUel with each other so as

to make up the width of fabric. It may be said, therefore, that

the width will be limited for two reasons :

First, according to the closeness and number of threads com-
posing the warp width.

Second, according to the width of loom in which it has to be

woven.
Limitation of Length.—The only limitation lengthways of a

piece when weaving is that which is considered to be the most
useful and convenient.

Fig. 2 illustrates diagrammatically what is meant by width and
length. The distance A-B will be the width, composed of a certain

number of warp threads running lengthways, C-B, and con-

tinually interlacing with the weft threads, or " picks," which are

carried across the loom by means of a shuttle, the weft being

supplied in a convenient form on the cop " or bobbin to fit in

the shuttle.

Selvedges.—The edges A., B, are called selvedges, and in some
cases the warp threads are made of much stronger material than
that used for the bulk of the fabric. Folded yarns are often

employed for this purpose, because during the weaving process single

selvedge yarns are liable to break out oftener than any others,

(a) on account of the contraction between the reed and cloth width

;

(b) on account of the pulling action of the weft in the shuttle

as it is picked " across. This is more particularly the case with
cottons.

A good selvedge therefore protects the sides and ensures good
working not only in the loomj but also in the after-processes of

bleaching, dyeing, printing, or finishing.

* Owing to the fibrous nature of the spun thread, *'warp twist" must
undergo the process of " sizing " previous to being put in the loom for
Aveaving. This has the effect of laying the fibres, and to a certain extent
strengthening the thread.
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A good weaver always endeavours to produce a good selvedge.

Quality.—The number of threads per inch warp and weft way
and the diameters of the threads are the chief factors in deter-

mining the strength and quality of the cloth. It will be obvious

that the total number of warp threads in the fabric width varies

according to the quality desired.

Fia. 2.

For an example we will assume that the width of cloth in

Fig. 2 is 30 ins. and threads per inch will count 70 under an
inch counting glass. 70 x 30 2100 ends in warp.

By means of a process known as warping the warp threads

would be run in parallel order to a definite length, and afterwards

run together in a broad coiled sheet on to a weaver^s beam ready
for the loom. This would be called the weaver's warp. It will

be seen that if the threads per inch are reduced and the same
diameter or thickness of thread is retained a lighter fabric by
weight is produced, or vice versd. On the same principle we may
assume that if the same number of threads per inch be retained

and a finer diameter of thread be used we should still obtain a
lighter fabric, or vice versd.

This will also apply to the closeness and thickness of " picks

per inch.

The thickness, fineness, or diameter of a thread is spoken of as

its " counts."

From the above we see that the strength and quality of a
fabric may be varied by a rearrangement in the proportion of
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warp threads and " picks,'' and also in the selection of various

diameters or counts " of yarns.

Functions of Reed and Healds.—The closeness or otherwise

of the warp threads in the fabric is determined by the reed and
healds.

The reed resembles a fine steel comb enclosed in a frame. Fig. 8

Fig. 3.

shows a reed. Steel wires are secured in an upper and lower

framework, A, A, called ^* baulks." The close or open setting of

the wires, or the divisions or splits between the wires, are termed
dents," and vary in the number to the inch according to the close-

ness of the warp threads desired in the fabric to be woven.

A fixed number of threads for ordinary weaving, usually from

B
Fig. 4.

two to five, are placed in each split or dent in one regular order

across the width of the warp.
The reed also serves to force the weft to its proper position in

the cloth during the operation of beating-up."

The chief function of the healds is to determine the particular

order in which the warp threads shall be placed side by side and
interlaced with the weft to form a " weave " or design,

A heald consists of a series of looped threads knitted side by
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side and stretched between two staves or shafts^ Z), called heald

staves, as shown at Fig. 4.

The warp threads, are drawn by means of a hook through

loops or heald eyes, (7, in the order desired to produce some
particular method of interweaving with the weft. The number of

Fig. 5.

heald staves required to weave a fabric varies according to the
" weave " or " design."

Weaver's Beam.—Fig. 5 shows a weaver's beam fixed in posi-

tion in a drawing-in frame so that the warp threads may be drawn
through the healds and reed before being taken to the loom.

Mechanical Operation of Interlacing the Warp with the
Weft.—The healds are operated upon by a special mechanism
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attached to a power loom, known as " shedding motions." In the

simplest shedding motion, by a suitable arrangement of levers and
cams, or tappets," the heald staves are lifted or depressed so as

to produce the desired method of interlacing the warp threads with

the weft. When the stave is lifted all those warp threads passing

through the heald eyes are also lifted, and a division or " shed" is

formed, owing to some of the heald staves being up while others

are down. Through the division formed the shuttle is picked
"

or shot. The repeated change of positions of healds in an upward
or downward direction, with the insertion of a pick of weft each

time, is the means of the warp threads interlacing with the weft

so as to form the woven fabric.

On the hand loom the healds are lifted or depressed by means
of the weaver's feet operating on treadles, which in turn act on
levers connected to the heald staves.

Fig. 4 only shows a portion of one heald stave, but not less than
two may be used conveniently for weaving the simplest plain

cloth.

Again referring to Fig. 1, it will be seen that the warp threads

and weft threads weave alternately with each other. Nos. 2

and 4 warp threads pass over No. 1 weft thread or pick, and
Nos. 1 and 3 warp threads pass over No. 2 pick.

The interlacing of Nos. 2 and 4 warp threads with the third

pick is exactly like the first pick
;
consequently the system of

interlacing is composed of a repetition of Nos. 1 and 2 picks

(a) lengthways of the cloth and Nos. 1 and 2 warp threads

{b) widthways.
(a) Is spoken of as warp-way.
(b) Is spoken of as weft- or pick-way.

Any particular system of interlacing warp with weft is denoted
by the term ''weave," sometimes miscalled ''design."

The weave for a plain cloth will be seen to be on two warp
threads and two picks.

Two heald staves will be required, there being two systems of

interlacing ; and every alternate thread will be drawn through
the heald eyes on the same heald stave—z.e., all odd threads

through healds on No. 1 stave^ and all even threads through the

healds on No. 2 stave, as shown at Fig. 6. The particular order

in which the warp threads are drawn through the heald eyes is

called the " drawing-in plan," or " draft/' and for Fig. 6 would be

given as in Fig. 7.

The numerals represent the order of threads. The first shaft is

at the front, through the heald of which is drawn No. 1 thread.

The second shaft is at the back, through which is drawn No. 2

thread.
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If 2000 warp threads were required to make up the width of

cloth, 1000 would be drawn through the heald eyes on each stave

in the order shown by the draft."

When a large number of warp threads are required to the inch,

and only two staves are employed, it necessitates the heald eyes

being knit very closely together. To avoid this, and thus prevent

Fig. 6.

overcrowding, four staves w^ould be used, and the warp threads

drawn in as shown in Fig. 8.

Nos. 1 and 2 shafts are coupled in the loom and worked as

one.

Kos. 3 and 4 shafts are also coupled and worked as one. The

_4
^Worked as N92 Shaft

®
/

\Worhed as N9I ShafL

Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

same results are obtained, but the threads are not so crowded in

the heald, and more satisfaction will be got in the weaving
process.

Weaving a Plain Cloth.—Fig. 9 will explain the action of

tappets on the treadles and healds when weaving plain cloth in

the power loom as seen in end view.

It has been shown that all odd threads are drawn through the

healds on No. 1 stave, and even threads through healds on ISTo. 2

stave, and also the weave is on two warp threads and picks. In
this instance the weave will also represent the method or order

in which the healds shall be worked in an upward or downward
direction by means of the tappets, known as the weaving plan "

or " tappet plan."
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Weaving Plan or Tappet Plan.—This plan is used to indicate

the correct positions of the cams or tappets, A and A', so that they
wiU operate on the treadles, B, B', connected to the healds, and by

Fig-. 9.

this means determine which heald shall be lifted and which
depressed to form the necessary " shed " or division in the warp
threads for the shuttle to pass through. The weaving plan is

shown at Fig. 10.

The vertical spaces 1 and 2 represent the first and second healds

respectively. The horizontal spaces represent picks to be in-

serted.

Where the square is filled in it means that the heald on the

same pick must be lifted, and where it is blank the heald must
remain down. For instance, in Fig. 10 on the first pick No. 2
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heald is up and^No. 1 heald left down ; on the second pick No. 1

heald is up and No. 2 down. Two cams or tappets, A and A\ will

therefore be necessary to operate upon two treadles, B and B\
Action of Plain Tappets.—The tappets are placed in opposite

positions on the tappet shaft to correspond with the blank spaces

shown on the weaving plan (Fig. 10). As they rotate each will

operate on its own treadle and heald alternately, so that there

will always be one up and one down, and by this means a division

or '*shed" is formed in the warp threads, and the weft pick

inserted. The shaft on which the tappets are placed will make

Fig. 11. Fig. 13. Fig. 12.

one complete revolution for two picks inserted in the cloth, and
during this period the healds will have reversed their positions.

The tappets would be styled " two picks to the round.'' The action

of the tappets is as follows : When one or the other of the cams
depresses its treadle, the heald to which it is connected is de-

pressed. The upper portions of the healds are attached to roller

straps, and as one is depressed it lifts up the other by winding on
the strap.

Determining Number of Heald Staves required.—As
previously stated, the number of healds used will vary according
to the weave " or design required to be produced in the cloth.

It may be taken for granted that as many shafts or staves of

healds will be required to produce a weave or design as there are

distinct interlacings 'of warp threads with picks.

Take as an example Fig. 11, which is an exaggerated plan

weave of a three end twill cloth. Here three distinct positions are

shown of warp threads interlacing with picks.
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No. 4 thread occupies exactly the same position when inter-

lacing as No. 1 thread—viz., over the first and second pick and
under the third pick. No. 5 thread is like No. 2, and No. 6 is

like No. 3. The complete weave, therefore, is on three ends and
three picks, two-thirds of the warp being shown as floating on
the surface of the cloth, and the remaining one-third being weft.

It will be in the reverse proportion underneath. The weave or

design would be shown as at Fig. 12, which will also represent

the weaving plan, so denoting that three shafts of healds are

necessary for weaving it.

All warp threads would be drawn through the healds on each

stave inconsecutive order, as shown by the draft in Fig. 13.

This weave is termed a two warp and one weft regular twill, or

nankeen twill, also Regatta and Galatea weave. The tappets

would be fixed on the tappet shaft in the loom according to the

weaving plan (Fig. 12), so as to give three different positions of

healds when forming the " shed " for three consecutive picks in-

serted. In this case the tappets are fixed on a counter shaft

worked from the tappet shaft, and will only make one complete

revolution for the three picks inserted in succession in the cloth.

This would be termed a three to the round " set of tappets.

Action of Healds and Tappets.—Fig. 14, A, B, and C, shows
the various positions of healds to produce the three end twill.

The treading or lifting of healds is as follows :

Fig. 14, A. First pick. Healds 1 and 2 up. Heald 3 down.

„ 14, B. Second pick. ,, 1 3
,, ,, 2 ,,

„ 14, C. Third pick. „ 2 „ 3 „ „ 1

The fourth pick being like No. 1, the healds will again return
to position as shown at Fig. 14, A. The tappets will also have
completed one revolution, and will continually repeat, a shot
or pick of weft being inserted in the shed for each movement or
change of position of heald staves.

In Fig. 15 is shown an exaggerated plan weave for a four end,

three warp, and one weft regular twill, sometimes called a three
vip and one down twill, or Florentine twill. The order of inter-

lacing warp with weft, as in Fig. 12, is in diagonal form, which
gives a ribbed or ^H.willed "effect on the surface of the cloth. It

will be seen that threads Nos. 1 and 5 interlace alike. The
following is the exact manner of interlacing:

Nos. 1 and 5 warp threads pass over Nos. 1, 2, 3 picks and
under No. 4 pick.

Nos. 2, 6 threads pass over Nos. 1, 2 picks, under 3, over 4 pick
Nos. 3 and 7 threads pass over No. 1, under 2, over 3, 4 picks.

Nos. 4 and 8 threads pass under No. 1, over 2, 3, 4 picks.
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There being four distinct positions of warp threads when inter-

lacing with weft, four shafts of healds will be necessary for

I 2 3 5 6 7 6

Fig. 15.

weaving it. In this case every fourth thread will be drawn on
the same shaft of healds.

Fig. 16 is the draft or drawing-in plan.

Fig. 17 is the weave or design as shown on design paper. It

1.2 3 .a

is also the weaving plan," or tappet plan. A four to the round
set of tappets will be required.

Figs. 18, 19, 20, 21 illustrate diagrammatically in end view the

positions of healds as determined by tappets for the four consecu-

tive picks inserted.
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Fig. 19.

1^^

Fig. 20,
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The working of the healds is as foHows

:

Fig. 18. First pick. Nos. 1, 2, 3 healds up. No. 4 down
19. Second pick. „ 1, 2, 4 „ „ „ .3 „

„ 20, Third „ „ 1,3,4 „ „ „ 2 „

„ 21. Fourth „ „ 2, 3, 4 „ „ „ 1 „

Three-quarters of the warp threads in this case float on the

/. 2.5.4

Fig. 21.

surface of the cloth, and the remaining quarter is weft. This

would be called a three and one warp twill.

If the marks in Fig. 17 are taken to represent weft, and the

Fig. 22. Fig. 23.

blanks to represent warp, we obtain a weft twill as shown in

Fig. 22 in exaggerated plan weave, and Fig. 23 for weaving
plan.
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The drawing-in plan would be the same as in Fig. 16, the

necessary alteration being effected in the formation of the

tappets.

Fig. 24 is another method of interweaving the warp threads on
four staves, known as a two-warp and two-weft regular twill, or

Harvard twill, the proportion of warp float to weft float being

Fig. 24. Fig. 24a.

equal on both sides of the cloth. The necessary alteration in

weave is here again eflfected by using a different form of tappet, as

given by weave Fig. 24a, which will also represent the weaving
plan.

Re-arrangement of Tappets.—An irregular or broken twill

may be produced, as in Fig. 25, by using the same draft and

12 3^-125^

Fig. 25.

slightly rearranging the tappets so that the}^ will operate on the
treadles and healds in a difierent order, as shown by tappet plan
Fig. 26. This is termed a " stockinette," or broken Harvard.
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In Fig. 26 the third tappet is made to Hft the third heald on
Nos. 2 and 3 picks. By referring to Fig. 24a it wiH be seen that

heald No. 4 Hits on the same picks.

The fourth tappet, Fig. 26, Hfts the fourth heald on Nos. Sand
4 picks, whilst for Fig. 24a it will be seen it is worked by the

third heald and tappet. To get the broken twill the position of

the third and fourth tappets are reversed, and by this means the
regularity of the twill is destroyed.

A broken effect can also be obtained with the three and one
warp twill (Fig. 17) by a rearrangement of tappets as shown in

weaving plan Fig. 27.

This is sometimes called a satinette, or broken Florentine.

Fig. 26. Fig. 27. Fig. 28.

An Alternative to Re-arrangement of Tappets.—Broken
twills exactly like Figs. 26 and 27 may be produced with-

out rearranging the tappets, but an alteration in the order of

drawing the threads through the healds would be necessary ; in

fact, the draft is rearranged instead of the weaving plan. Fig. 28

shows the rearranged draft, the weaving plans being the regular

twills, Figs. 17 and 24a. The latter arrangement is not advisable,

and should be avoided if possible for simple weaves of this

character. A broken draft is not so convenient for a weaver as a

straight over " draft, as such types as Figs. 13 and 16 would be

termed.

Another common form of weave is produced on five healds,

known as a five-end sateen, or satin twill. A warp sateen is so

termed because a warp surface is produced on the cloth, and a weft

sateen is for a weft surface. Fig. 29 represents an exaggerated

plan weave of a five-end warp sateen, and Fig. 30 the same for a

weft sateen> Figs. 31 a>nd 32 show the respective weaves, which
also represent the weaving plans. Fig. 33 is the draft for both

weaves.

A sateen weave is really a broken or rearranged twill, as will

be seen from Fig. 34, which is a regular five-end, one-warp and
four-weft twill.

The rearranged positions of warp intersections (Fig. 32) are as

denoted by the arrows.

The sateen weave may also be obtained by using Fig. 34 as the
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Fig. 32.

Fig. 34.

Fig. 31. Fig. 33.
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weaving plan and rearranging the order of drafting or using a
" broken draft," as in Fig. 35. This, however, is not to be

recommended, when the cloth is to be all one weave, for the same
reasons as given for the four-end broken twill.

When and how the foregoing Weaves may be used.

—

The preceding examples may be considered

_^ as standard weaves, and comprise the founda-

5 tion structure of the majority of woven
o fabrics, either in their simple form or in

combination with other weaves, to produce

/
figured and striped designs.

When a cloth is wanted light in weight,
Fig. 35. hut of firm structure, the plain method of

interweaving is used, because the warp and
weft intersect with each other oftener than in any other system

of weaving—in proportion to the number of warp threads and
picks used. Therefore the more intersections or interlacings

of warp with weft there are for a given number of threads and
picks, the better and firmer bound will be the fabric. A limit,

however, is reached in a plain cloth, when it is not possible to

weave the warp threads and picks sufficiently close
;
consequently

recourse must be had to some other method of weaving. The
number of intersections will then be reduced in propol'tion to the

given number of warp threads and picks, thereby enabling the

warp and weft threads to lie closer together, and so produce a

heavier and thicker fabric.

A very simple way is sometimes adopted of running two or

three threads together through a heald eye and working as one

l/|2|3|4|
I Im

Fig. 3G. Fig. 37. Fig. 38. Fig. 39.

in the cloth with the plain weave, as in Fig. 36. Another
method would be to put two picks together in one shed, as shown
at Fig. 37, Figs. 38 and 39 being the respective weaving plans.

These would be termed taped or matted weaves.

Sometimes, instead of putting two separate picks of weft in a

shed and using Fig. 39 as a weaving plan, the weft will be reeled

two ends together and wound on to a " pirn or bobbin to fit into

the shuttle, and the simple plain weaving plan used.
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The weft threads, however, do not lie so straight in the cloth

as in the first method. Imperfections are also liable to occur,

owing to one or other of the double-reeled threads being occasion-

ally broken. It is, however, when such weaves are used as the

three, four, and five end regular twills, or the five end sateen,

that a greater scope is ofiered for the production of fabrics requir-

ing an increased number of threads and picks, with greater

weight and thickness. The following sectional diagrams will

explain this more clearly.

Assume that a plain cloth is weaving with 50 warp threads

per inch and 50 picks per inch, with the diameter of both yarns
equal to 20 single counts.

/ 2 J 4

Fig. 40. Fig. 42. Fig. 43.

By leference to Fig. 40 (which is a section weft or pick way),

, it will be seen that the warp thread. A, interlaces or intersects

over and under the weft picks fifty times in one inch of cloth.

Between each pick inserted, also, there is always the thickness of

the warp thread, which offers resistance to the pick of weft as it

is forced to its position in the cloth.

Fig. 41 shows a section warp way, the weft thread or pick, B,
passing over and under the warp threads, and, as in the previous
case, preventing the warp threads lying very closely together.

Figs. 42 and 43 show one warp thread and pick respectively,

repeated in the weave on design paper to correspond with the
sections.

If 70 threads and picks to the inch are required, and the same
thickness of yarns used as in the previous example, the pro-
babilities are that most unsatisfactory results will be obtained
should the plain weave be retained. Assuming that the threads
are to be woven in singles, and not " matted " or " taped," the
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three- or four-end twiH weave must be employed. If the three-

end twill is employed there will be nominally 47 intersections of

warp with weft per inch for each warp thread and pick. If

a plain weave was employed there would be 70 intersections of

warp with weft for the same number of ends and picks per inch.

In a square inch of cloth, therefore, we have in the first case

70 X 47 = 3290 intersections of warp with weft.

In the second case,

70 X 70 = 4900 intersections of warp with weft.

The following diagrams will further explain this.

Fig. 44. Fig. 46. Fig. 47.

Fig. 44 represents a section weft or pick way of one warp
thread intersecting the weft.

Fig. 45 the same warp way. The weave being a three-end
twill, Figs. 46 and 47 represent the markings on design paper for

one end and pick respectively.

In Fig. 44 it will be seen that warp thread A only makes two
intersections for three picks inserted in the cloth, which represents

the full extent of the weave'' or complete design. The succes-

sive picks are repetitions. Similarly the pick B, Fig. 45, only
makes two intersections on three warp threads, the remaining
intersections being repetitions.

In other words, the total intersections per inch for one thread
will be § of 70-46f.
From the above it will be obvious that less resistance will be

offered to the warp threads and picks during the operation of
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weaving, and as a natural result these threads may be put closer

in the cloth. By the employment of weaves like Figs. 48 and
49, which are sections of a three and one warp twill and a two
and two twill respectively, it is possible to produce a cloth with

the warp and weft threads still closer, there being only two inter-

sections of warp with weft for each set of four threads and
picks.

Fig. 48. Fig. 49.

The inference to be drawn from the foregoing examples will be
that the greater the intervals between the intersecting points of

warp with weft, or weft with warp, the less will be the resistance

when attempting to increase the closeness of warp threads and
weft in the cloth.

By the use of a five-end sateen a still wider scope is offered for

increasing the closeness of warp and weft threads per inch^ thus
allowing a heavier, fuller, and bulkier fabric to be produced.
The alteration in the fabric weave also admits of a variation in

the thickness of the yarns or threads used, due regard being
given, of course, to the maximum number of threads per inch per-

missible for the required thickness. By this means a variety of

qualities of fabrics may be produced.

Reverting to Fig. 44, it was assumed that 70 threads of warp
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and weft would weave satisfactorily. Presuming that any further

increase in the thickness of the yarns would be detrimental to the

cloth if the same number of threads be retained, and it was
essential that the same weave be employed with a thicker thread,

the difficulty may be obviated by reducing the threads per inch

in proportion to the area of the thread used.

On the same principle also it is possible to increase the number
of threads per inch and use yarns of reduced diameter. The
qualities of the two fabrics, however, would not be the same.

It must be understood that there is no hard and fast rule that

a woven fabric shall contain the same number of threads per inch

warp and weft way, nor that the thickness or count" of warp
and weft shall be the same. The proportion of warp threads to

weft and the thickness of the yarns is governed by a variety of

circumstances, such as weave, use of fabric, and cost.

Why Certain Weaves are Selected for Ordinary Cotton
Cloths.—For a plain weave firmness and lightness are given as

characteristic features.

Examples may be seen in cloths known as calicos, muslins,

lawns, nainsooks, printers, tanjibs, cambrics, longcloths, ginghams,
zephyrs. Such fabrics as plain sheetings, sail-cloths, canvas cloths,

bicycle tyre cloths, &c., are usually plain textures and very strong.

The yarns being very thick and strong, a large number of threads

cannot be put to the inch. In comparison with the previously

mentioned examples, they would be termed heavy plain cloths.

In the three-end twill (two warp and one weft) and the four-

end twill (three w^arp and one weft) it is customary to put a

greater proportion of warp threads to picks per inch ; hence the

term warp-face twill." If a " weft-face " twill is required, the

probabilities are that a greater proportion of picks to warp
threads per inch will be put into the cloth. In the four-end

—two and two twill—the proportion of warp to weft may be
approximately uniform.

A five-end warp sateen or other warp sateens on a greater

number of threads should contain a greater proportion of warp
threads to picks per inch.

A weft sateen would contain a greater proportion of picks.

In grey twills, or bleached warp-faced cloths, as drills and
ducks, the stronger yarns are more exposed to wear and tear,

therefore better able to resist than the weft.

A large number of weft face twills and sateens are used for

dyeing and printing purposes in the piece length, the object being

to get a good surface to print upon. Since the process of cotton

mercerising came into vogue, a great number of sateens, in addi-

tion to dyeing, undergo this process. The result is a very silky
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appearance on the cloth surface, on which the colour may be

uniform or in solid stripes or figured effects.

In woven coloured fabrics— cloths in which the yarns used

to form the pattern are dyed in the thread state before producing

the weaver^s warp—a distinct advantage is obtained by using warp-

face weaves. The variously coloured threads, when run together

side by side in the warp, form striped patterns, and when a warp-

face weave is used the greater proportion of the colour is kept on
the surface of the cloth

;
by this means a bold stripe is shown to

the best advantage.

Should all the warp threads be composed of one colour, say

red, a solid smooth red surface is obtained, the major portion of

the weft being thrown to the back and practically hidden from
view on the surface. By using a differently coloured weft to

warp, and suitable combinations, " sheen " or shot " effects may
be produced.

When colour is depended upon for the ornamentation of a

fabric of medium strength and weight, a warp sateen weave is

the best. Good examples may be seen in the sateen stripe

skirtings, and the common grandrelle sateen striped shirtings,

which are extensively worn by the working classes. With suit-

able combinations of warp colours some beautiful striped patterns

may be produced.

For coloured pattern weaving, known as " checked efiects,"

where it is essential that coloured warp threads and picks be used
in various proportions, it is imperative that a weave should be

selected which will show the colours of warp and weft to equal

advantage. It would not be advisable to use a warp sateen weave
for this purpose, as the various coloured weft threads would be

hidden from view on the surface, and the desired effect destroyed.

The best arrangement would be to select a weave which gives

approximately an equal quantity of w^arp and weft on the surface,

such as plain weave, four-end, two-warp, and two-weft twill, four-

end two and two broken twill, or any other weaves of a larger

number of threads to the complete design, giving an equal pro-

portion of warp and weft on the surface of the cloth, examples of

which will be given in later chapters.

For fabrics requiring a raised back " the cloth is usually warp
face and weft back. By constructing the cloth thus, the raising

machine, in the after-processes, partially disintegrates the weft
fibres, and gives that soft and woolly feel which one is accustomed
to in such cloths as swansdowns, cotton trouserings, and some
classes of fabrics used for dressing-gowns, pyjamas, &c.

The common flannelettes " are mostly woven with equal floats

of warp and weft, e.g.^ plain weaves, or two and two twills, owing
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to the necessity of raising the weft, or having a woolly appearance

on both sides of the cloth. In order that the cloth may have a
good nap " or woolly surface to give the soft feel, the warp
threads should not be put very close together in the reed, the

weft should be very " soft spun," of a long libre, clean, and level^

also much coarser than the warp, so that the raising machine may
easily nip up the weft fibres. If the warp threads be put too

close together in the reed, the raising machine will not be able to

get at the weft sufficiently to raise the nap properly.

This is the true secret of producing a good woolly flannelette.

At the present time there is less inclination to put a great

amount of " nap " on some qualities of flannelettes, because the

tendency of this is to weaken the construction of the fabric and
impair its wearing qualities

;
accordingly a large quantity of

double warp flannelettes are being made at the present time with

a slightly raised nap on each side. By this means a strong fabric

is obtained which will resist a greater tearing strain either warp
or weft way.

In numerous cases the foregoing weaves are used as ground
weaves only in combination with small figured stripes and fancy

woven goods generally. At other times weaves of a more
advanced and different character would be used either as ground
weaves, all-over weaves, or combination weaves. These, however,

will be dealt with at a later stage of this work.



CHAPTER II

DESIGNING-

THE USE OF DESIGN PAPER—THE COMPLETION AND EN-
LARGEMENT OF DESIGNS—SIMPLE COMBINATIONS IN

STRIPE FORM

Use of Design Paper.—Ruled and square design or point

paper is used as a means whereby the warp threads in the weave

or design of any woven cloth

maybe shown in their simplest
|

order of intersecting with the ^ ^

weft threads. It is also a - -
I M I I

| | j
I I I I I

[
I

| |
I I I I I

"

useful means of showing the I IIxIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII
most convenient form for I Illtllll IIIIIIII IIIIIIII
working out designs at the

loom. This will be obvious _I

—

-"Z
to the studentwho hasstudied b-^. IIIIIIII IIIIIII-. IIIIIII..

the " weaves " in the previous I IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII

chapters.

Fig. 50 illustrates design I IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII
paper ruled 8 by 8 square. I IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII
Sometimes the paper is ruled I IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII
in various proportions, such I N I I I i I I I I I I M I I I I I I I ! I

as, for example, 8 by 7, 8 by

6, 8 by 9, 12 by 12, 12 by 11,

12 by 10, &c.

The various rulings are to suit different proportions of warp

threads to picks per inch required in a cloth, when designing for

Jacquard figured fabrics. This branch of weaving, however, does

not come within the scope of the present work. For the use of

the beginner 8 by 8 or 12 by 12 design paper will be found most

convenient.

Completion of Designs.—The manipulation of every thread

and pick in a weave or design must first be decided upon, so as to

25
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form a desired order of interlacing known as the full design.*'

By this means any original design or weave, or any combination

of weaves, may be worked out in a complete state, and afterwards

the weaving plan and drawing-in plan obtained, so that the

mechanical operations of the loom may reproduce the same in

the cloth.

In Fig. 50 the vertical spaces, A, may betaken to represent the

warp threads, and the horizontal spaces, B, the weft or picks."

Each small square represents the position of a possible inter-

section of warp with weft, or weft with warp.
It is optional as to which of the squares shall be filled in or left
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Fig. 51. Fig. 52.

Hi m i n
Fig. 53.

blank in order to form weave or design. When putting the

design on paper it is important that, at the least, one full or
" complete design " be given, as instanced in Figs. 12, 17, 23,

24a, 26, 27, 31, and 32.

Enlargement of Designs.—Sometimes a weave has to be
repeated on design paper, with the view of combining with
another form of weave—one weave to serve as the groundwork,
and the other to produce a striped efiect in the cloth. The
number of repetitions of the ground weave between the striped

weave will determine the width of the full design." Fig. 51 illus-

trates a two and two twill repeated or enlarged twice warp way.
Fig. 52 shows the same repeated weft way. Fig. 53 shows the

same enlarged four times—i.e., twice warp way and twice weft
way, or as it is sometimes expressed, ^' two repeats warp and weft

way." The shaded squares in each example show one complete

weave.

A design is not complete unless the first end and pick join

perfectly and regularly with the last end and pick shown on the

design paper, as illustrated in Fig. 53. It will be seen that No. 5

end, which is the first end of the repeat, joins correctly with

No. 4, which is the last end in the complete design.

In this manner the continual two under and two over weave"
is produced. The same may be said with regard to the picks.

Fig. 51 shows how a repeated plain weave would be put on
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design paper when combined with two repeats of four-end twill

(three warp and one weft), so that a striped design may be

obtained. Figs. 55 and 56 show drawing-in plan and weaving

plan respectively for same.

In all the drafts which follow, the horizontal spaces must be

taken to represent heald staves, and
the filled in squares will give the

order of drawing the warp threads

through the heald eyes on those

particular staves.

In Fig. 51 it will be noticed that

the plain weave, although complete Fig. 54.

by itself on two picks^ is repeated, so

as to interlace on the four picks necessary for producing the 4 end

twill. The student must now pay particular attention to this point,

as in the following pages examples will be met with of " weave com-

binations " requiring several repeats before the complete design is

obtained.

Combination in Stripe Form.—Eeverting again to Figs. 54

Fig. 55. Fig. 56.

and 55, it will be observed that the warp threads required to

produce the ground plain weave are repeatedly drawn through

the healds of the front two staves in order to make up the desired

distance between the four end twill weave. Further, the eight

threads forming the twill weave are drawn twice over the back

Fig. 57. Fig. 58. Fig. 59.

four staves. To vary the width of stripes, therefore, when com-
bining weaves in this manner, it is only necessary to change the

order and number of threads in the draft for each weave, without

changing the weaving plan.
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Cram-Denting.—Fig. 57 illustrates a design for a plain weave,

arranged to give a cord effect in stripe form. The four threads

working together, and numbered 11 to 14, should be of a coarser

yarn than the ground threads, and put in one " dent " or splib
"

of the reed. This would be called " cram-denting," as in all pro-

bability the ground threads would be put two in one dent."

Only two staves of healds would be required to produce it.

Fig. 58 is the draft, and Fig. 59 the weaving plan

m
Fig. 60. Fig. 61. Fig. 62. Fig. 63.

Combination Stripe Weaves.—Fig. 60 shows another com-
bination with plain weave, of a two and two stitch, necessitating

four picks for the completion of design pick way. Figs. 61 and 62
being draft and weaving plan respectively.

Fig. 63 shows another combination in stripe form, of plain

weave with what is known as the "four pick stitch." Eight
picks are required in this instance for the completion of design

pick way. The stitch effect is produced by the healds carrying

those threads working over four and under four picks alternately,

Figs. 64 and 65 being respectively draft and weaving plan.

Fig. 61. Fig. 65.

Presuming that it was required to produce a coloured stripe in

designs Figs. 54 to 60, the strong coloured threads may be used

as follows

:

For Fig. 54 in the four end twill.

For Fig. 57 in the cord.

For Fig. 60 in the two and two stitch.

For Fig. 63 in the four and four stitch (cram-dented).

The ground could be of a neutral shade or some quiet colour to

harmonise.
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Another example of a plain weave combined with two other

weaves is shown in Fig. 66. Twelve picks are required to com-
plete this design ^' pick way." They are made up as follows,

viz. :

6 repeats of plain.

2 repeats of three and three stitch.

1 repeat of six and six stitch.

Figs. 67 and 68 show draft and weaving plan respectively.

A variety of designs may be obtained by combining these

Fig. 66. Fig. 67. Fig. 68.

simple weaves, and varying the proportion of threads in ground
and stitches, also using various shades and colours of warp threads,

and cram-denting those ends weaving six and six stitch.

A careful analysis of the preceding examples of combination

stripe weaves will make it apparent to the student that it is only

necessary in the weaving plan to use one distinct method of

lifting the healds in order to produce variety of patterns in

stripes formed by the combined weaves, according to the ideas of

the designer.

For future guidance—it may here be necessary to remark for

the correct working out of designs—the actual number of healds

or vertical spaces representing the weaving plan must be the

same as the horizontal lines in the draft. The former being the

chart for the laying of the tappets, which must operate upon the

healds required, as shown by the horizontal lines in the draft.

At a later stage, more will be said regarding this matter.



CHAPTEE III

WEAVES

Twill Weaves.—Twill weaves may be divided into four common
classes; (1) Regular; (2) Broken; (3) Fancy; (4) Figured.

A regular twill may be produced on any number of threads, to

form one complete design.

As, however, the number of threads for a complete design

rarely exceeds sixteen for ordinary tappet and dobby work, no
higher number will be considered for the present. By referring

to the previous examples of regular twills, it will be seen that

a characteristic feature is the formation of a diagonal line in one
regular order. This diagonal effect is continually produced by
the warp and weft intersections traversing one thread and one

pick further from their respective positions each time a pick of

weft is inserted.

The number of threads raised or depressed for interlacing

purposes, are the same each pick, for any one twill.

For example, it will be observed in the two and two twill

(Fig. 24a) the weft passes over two and under two warp threads

each pick. For the three and one warp twill (Fig. 17) the weft

passes under three warp threads and over one each pick. For the

three and one weft twill (Fig. 23) vice versa.

When a larger number of threads than used in the previous

examples are employed, greater scope is allowed for the produc-

tion of twills.

Some partake of a fancy character, as distinct from the ordinary

regular twill, while others may admit of a small figure being

introduced, as distinct from the fancy twill. Hence we obtain

from the regular twill both fancy and figured twills.

A number of regular twills may be produced on the same
number of warp threads and picks by simply varying the propor-

tions of warp and weft floats. The higher the number of threads

allowed for the complete weave the more varied will be the twills

produced, as will be shown by the following examples,

30
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Fig. 69 is a five end, four warp and one weft regular twill.

By leaving out a mark on each pick of the design we obtain the

three warp and two weft twill, Fig. 70.

By leaving out another mark we get the two warp and three

weft twill, Fig. 71, which will be found to be simply the reverse

weave to Fig. 70.

Fig. 69. Fig. 70. Fig. 71. Fig. 72. Fig. 73.

If one more mark is taken out we obtain the one warp and

four weft twill, Fig. 72, which is just the reverse of Fig. 69.

A twill of a fancy character may be obtained by taking the

two warp and three weft twill (Fig. 71) and introducing a plain

weave between the warp diagonal as shown at Fig. 73. This

class of weave is sometimes termed a combination regular twill,

and although it may be granted that there is a combination of two
weaves, the calico has been introduced as an after-thought—to give

more prominence to the warp diagonal—and also add to the

merits of the fabric both in appearance and construction.

This method of constructing twills may be followed for six,

seven, eight, or more threads.

The following are the various ways to arrange the order of

interweaving, without giving a reverse weave, or introducing a

plain weave between as in Fig. 73, viz. :

Six end tioill.

(1) 5 warp and 1 welt.

(2) 1 „ „ 2 „

(3) 3 „ „ 3 „

Nine end twill.

(1) 8 warp and 1 weft.

(2) 7 „ „ 2 „
(3) 6 „ „ 3 „
(4) 5 „ „ 1 „

(1)

(2)

(3)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(1)

(5)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

{^)

(6)

Seven end tiollL

6 warp and 1 weft.

5 „ „ 2 „
1^ 5? J> 3

Ten end twill.

9 warp and 1 weft.

8 „ „ 2 „
7 „ „ 3 „
r> „ „ 4 „
5 „ „ 5 „

\celve end twill.

11 warp and 1 weft.

10 „ „ 2 „

Eight end twill.

(1) 7 warp and 1 weft.

(2) 6 „ „ 2 „
(3) 5 „ ,,3 ,,

(4) 4 „ „ 4 „

Eleven end twill.

(1) 10 warp and 1 weft.

(2) 9 „ „ 2 „
(3) 8 „ „ 3 „
(4) 7 „ „ 4 „
(5) G „ „ 5 „

3

4
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From the above it wiH be seen that, as the threads to a complete

design are increased, there wiH be a greater variety of weaves
obtainable.

The student should work out on design* paper or in pocket

design book all these examples, and then try with twills on a

larger number of threads.

The following three examples are produced from above, viz.

:

Fig. 74 is a three warp and three weft twill.

Fig. 75 is a five warp and two weft twill.

Fig. 76 is a four warp and four weft twill.

The fancy character may also be given to all the above, by in-

troducing the plain weave between in diagonal order as previously

mentioned.

Figs. 77, 78, and 79 are three examples.

Fig. 77 being on the six end three and three

basis.

Fig. 78 being on the seven end four warp and
three weft basis.

Fig. 79 being on the eight end three warp
and five weft basis.

Fig. 74. Fig. 75. Fig. 76. Fig. 77. Fig. 78.

In all the above examples the weaving plan would be the same
as the design, and a straight over draft used.

It may be here remarked that when the warp threads and picks

per inch are equal in a regular twill cloth, the angle of twill should

be approximately 45 degrees.

The next class of twill to be considered is the broken twill

;

which is simply a " turning " or reversing of the threads in a

regular twill weave. Fig. 80 shows a six end—three warp and
three weft broken twill. By referring to Fig. 74—which is the

six end regular twill—it will be seen that the last three threads

in the weave, are running in an opposite direction in Fig. 80.

If Fig. 80 is used as the weaving plan, a straight over draft

may be used. The same result could be obtained by using the

regular twill, Fig. 74, as a weaving plan and having a broken
draft as Fig. 81.
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In the first case the broken twill is produced by rearranging

the order of lifting the healds, and in the other case by rearrang-

ing the order of drawing the threads through the healds. This

would be known as a broken draft." The first-named method is

by far the better, as the weaver is not so liable to draw the threads

through the wrong healds, should they break out in the loom.

The foregoing principle for producing broken twills will hold good
for a higher number of threads, the point to observe being that

4
6

e
s

^ ^—
i

Fig. 81.

care must be taken in making the design complete both warp and
weft way, so that the joining up for repetition will be perfect.

"When one-half of the threads in the weave are turned in the
opposite direction to the other half the aim must be, where possible,

to let the joining of the turned weave be exactly a counter change.
That is, where the last thread in the first half is a warp float, the
first thread in the second half must be a weft float as shown in

Fig. 82. Fig. 83.

Fig. 80, and further illustrated in Fig. 82, which is the eight end
four warp and four weft twill turned.

This form of arrangement gives a clear and well-defined outline
to the weave, and at the same time avoids all loose floats. As in
previous examples the complete weave (Fig. 82) may be used for
the weaving plan, with a straight over draft. Or the regular
diagonal twill (Fig. 76) could be used for the weaving plan with
a broken draft as Fig. 83, the former, however, being the better
arrangement.

C
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It will be observed that two systems of drafting are given

—

one system by dotting on design paper, as Figs. 55, 58, &c., the
successive arrangement of dots in squares indicating the order of

warp threads ; the other system by means of horizontal line and
numerals, the numerals indicating the order and position of warp
threads as they are drawn through the healds. Another class of

broken twill, which, however, loses its source of

origin when seen in the cloth, is produced by the

rearrangement of the threads in ones, twos, threes,

fours, &c., as shown by the following : Fig. 84 is a

rearrangement of Fig. 74 by taking the threads in

the following order, and placing them side by side

as in Fig. 84, viz., first thread, third thread, fifth

thread, second thread, fourth thread, sixth thread,

to form a new weave.

Fig. 85 is a rearrangement of Fig. 86 by reversing alternate pairs

of threads and placing them side by side, as shown by numerals
below. By turning every alternate pair of threads in Fig. 79 we
obtain the broken effect shown at Fig. 87, the numerals below
indicate the rearranged position of threads. Some of the effects

produced may be practically useless for cloth structure. Others,

however, will be found very effective and useful for 'Aground

Fig. 84.

13U356S 7 9101311

Fig. 85. Fig.
1 2U3 56 8 7

Fig. 87.

weaves " where other figure is introduced for striped effect, or
again as all over weaves."

The more threads there are in one complete weave or design
the greater will be the scope for producing a variety of effects.

It is on the rearranged twill basis that the satin twill or sateen
weave is constructed.

Satin or Sateen Weaves.—The principle of construction for
a sateen is the same whether it be a warp or weft face weave.
The object of a sateen weave is to destroy the decided twill

effect as seen in a regular twill, and so arrange the inter-
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sections of warp and weft that they will be regularly distributed,

and at the same time hidden from view on the cloth surface.

This will have the effect of giving an almost solid and smooth
surface to the cloth, which is absent in a regular twill. As
explained previously, it is specially advantageous where colour

is necessary to produce pattern. Another favourable point is

that the threads lie closer together, therefore more can be put
in a given space than for any other complete design

woven on the same number of threads. With the

exception of the four and six end, all sateens can

be constructed perfectly. The four and six ends
are called imperfect " and all the others per-

fect."

In constructing a perfect sateen the aim must be
so to arrange the intersections that no two adjoin,

but must be at regular intervals apart, so that

the last pick and the last thread in one complete design or weave
will join up in the same regular order.

A good method to determine the intersecting points for each

thread and pick is to take a certain number as a basis for counting

which is under half of the total threads required to complete the

weave. This number when divided into the total number of

threads in weave must leave a remainder. The remainder, how-
ever, must not be either a multiple or common measure of any
other number which will divide equally into total ends in weave.

Take, for example, the five thread sateen. Two is the nearest whole
number under half of five, therefore 5^2 = 2 + 1. If the intersect-

ing points for succeeding picks are placed at intervals of two
threads from each other a perfect sateen will be obtained as shown
in Fig. 88. Fig. 89 diagrammatically shows the placing of inter-

secting points in intervals of two to produce five end sateen weave,
Fig. 88.

With respect to the six end sateen, if a number under half is

taken it will be found there is no remainder when divided into

six. This necessitates the arrangement of intersections in such a
way that they are not uniformly distributed, as shown by Fig. 90,

which is an enlarged design, the shaded squares being the com-
plete weave. Again, referring to Figs. 88 and 89, the method
of procedure would be to commence at the top left-hand corner

square on design paper and put in the mark to represent the

intersection of first thread with fifth pick. From this point count
two threads on the pick below as indicated by numbers in diagram
(Fig. 89), and put the intersection for the fourth pick, which is

found to be with the third warp thread. The intersection of the

third pick is found to be with the fifth warp thread. When
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counting for the position of intersection on the second pick it is

necessary to return to the first thread again and count two, which

brings the intersection on the second thread. Again, counting

Fifth Pick

Fourth

Third

Second

First

:5

intersection',

W/////////////Mm

/

/ y/Secondm

m/mff/im

1

/

w/im,

wm
1 Mi

Fig. 89.

two from this point, the position for the remaining intersection is

found on the fourth thread, thus completing the design. If the

Fig. 90. Fig. 91. Fig. 92.

counting is continued from the fourth thread we obtain a repeti-

tion, as shown at Fig. 1)1, which is the enlarged design, the
shaded portion giving one complete design.
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Fia. 106, Fig. 107. FiG.|108,
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In arranging the intersections for sateen weaves, the counting

may be from left to right^ as in Fig. 88 ; or from right to left, as

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

j

a

Fig. 109. Fig. 110. Fig. 111.

:a:

Fig. 112. Fig. 113. Fig. 114.

ia Fig. 92. The difference between the two is that in one there

is a slight diagonal ribbed effect perceptible on the surface of

cloth, and in the other it is less distinct,

and runs in the opposite direction. A
distinction is sometimes made between
these two weaves, the weave giving the

bolder rib or diagonal being termed a

satin twill " or French twill," and the

other—which is not so bold a rib and a

better-covered surface—being called a

sateen. In the majority of cases for cotton,

however, both are generally termed
sateens.

The direction of the twist in the weft

also has an influence in determining the character of the cloth

surface in a weft sateen.

Figs. 88 to 115 give all the arrangements of intersections for

perfect sateen weaves up to 16 threads.

Fig. 115.
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The following is a detailed list

:

Fig. 88 and 92, 5 end sateen with intersections at intervals of 2

„ 93 7 2

94 7

„ 95 8 3

„ 96 9

„ 97 9 4

„ 98 10 3

„ 99 11 n M ?j n ^

„ 100 11

„ 101 11 4
5» 5? n ^

„ 102 11 !? 5? 9? n ^

„ 103 12 V „ J, „

„ 104 13 ?? n •> 1! 2

„ 105 13

106 13 4
?7 J? 7) 7? ^

107 13 n 51 )? ^

„ 108 13 6

„ 109 14 '? 1? 1? 55 ^

„ 110 14 5

„ 111 15 2

„ 112 15 4

„ 113 16 •^i

„ lU 16
5 5 5 5 J» J? 5J

„ 115 16 55 5! 55 55 55 7

In all the preceding examples, the complete design also repre-

sents the weaving plan
;
consequently the number of staves of

healds required for the production of the weave will be the same.

The method of drawing the threads over the heald staves will be
from front to back in consecutive order, known as a " straight

over draft."

It will be noticed that only one system of arrangement can be
adopted for the five^ eight, ten and twelve end sateens. For
practical purposes these four named sateen weaves are pre-

ferred to any others, because errors in the laying of tappets for

correct working of healds are not so liable to occur as in the

others.

The distribution of the intersections also is such, that no
matter whether the weave is a warp or weft face, the intersections

are covered to the best advantage by the preceding and succeed-

ing warp thread and pick float.

The bulk of the sateens in the cotton trade are on the five end
weave, the eight, ten and twelve end being occasionally used.

The chief uses to which the sateens, on threads above five to

the repeat are put, are in the filling up of groundwork in special

designs, or in the production of special striped designs in combina-
tion with other weaves.

It must be borne in mind, that the more threads there are to
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the complete design on which a sateen is put, the more loose will

be the floats, and the poorer the wearing qualities ; this may be
compensated for by increasing the number of warp threads and
picks to the inch.

Sateens may be produced on any number of threads above the

examples given, by using the methods of construction previously

given.

Sometimes by rearranging other twills in satin order neat

effects may be obtained. Fig. 116 shows
a design rearranged in eight thread

satin order from design, Fig. 79. Fig. 117

shows the principle upon which the small

spot is arranged. The shaded dot re-

presents satin arrangement. The order

of rearranging threads in Fig. 79 will be

seen to be as follows in Fig. 116, viz.,

Nos. 1, 4, 7, 2, 5, 8, 3, 6 as indicated by shaded squares, Fig. 117.

Fig. 119 shows another rearranged twill in sixteen end satin

order, obtained from the fancy twill, Fig. 118, the shaded dots

again denoting the distribution-points.

Fig. 116. Fig. 117.

"ill

Fig. 118. Fig. 119.

Corkscrew weaves are really rearrangements of regular

twills similar to Fig. 84, and further illustrated by Fig. 120,

which is rearranged from Fig. 121 regular twill. The best cork-

screw effects are produced on an odd number of threads. Why
this is so will be apparent when it is considered that in Fig. 120
the successive threads of Fig. 121 are placed as alternate threads,

as denoted by the numerals. If an even number of threads

was used this would not be possible. Fig. 122 is a further illus-

tration of corkscrew weaves on 9 threads and 18 picks. This is

produced from Fig. 123 by taking each consecutive thread and
placing them as alternate threads for design, Fig. 122. For
ground weaves, the corkscrew is not often used in cotton. It is

principally employed^ in the [.worsted and woollen industry for
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suitings, &c. A form of weave, however, known as a diagonal,

which may correctly be termed a corkscrew twill, is often used in

the cotton trade in a variety of forms. Its foundation of con-

struction may be based on one or another form of regular or

fancy twills.

Fig. 124 gives a simple form based upon the fancy twill shown

163 738U95 1 23 k 5 6 7 89 101112

Fig. 120. Fig. 121.

at Fig. 124a. The difference between the two is that three

picks are shown in Fig. 124 for each pick in Fig. 124a, hence the

number of picks to complete will be 8 x 3 = 24 picks. Fig. 125
is produced from the same base, only four picks are used for each

pick of base, 8 x 4 = 32 picks.

Fig. 122. Fig. 123. Fig. 124. Fig. 124a.

Stepping.—Modifications of Figs. 124 and 125 are shown at

Figs. 126 and 127 respectively, a twill groundwork being intro-

duced between the bold diagonal rib. This style of figure is

useful either as an all over weave or as a small figure, introduced

in stripe form along with a plain or twill ground weave. An
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endless number of weaves " of this character may be produced

on from eight to twenty threads. The number of picks to the

complete design would of course depend upon the "stepping'*

given to the "diagonal rib."

For example : Figs. 124 and 126 are in steppings of three. Figs.

125 and 127 are in steppings of four.

The angle at which any twill runs, therefore, will be seen to be

Fig. 125. Fig. 126. Fig. 127.

influenced by the "stepping." At the same time it must be
borne in mind that the preponderance of warp threads to picks,

or vice-versd, will afiect the angle.

Elongated Twills.—Assuming that the warp and weft

threads were equal to the inch in the cloth, the angle at which
the diagonal ribs would run in the cloth for Figs. 124 to 127 would
be considerably greater than 45°, whilst the design which forms

the base would be approximately 45°. If warp threads are taken

for weft picks and weft picks for warp threads in Figs. 124, 125,

126, 127, we see a twill of a reclining character is formed at a

much less angle than 45°.

Various angles of diagonals or twills may be obtained to suit a

warp face or weft face cloth by increasing the " stepping or

design in the direction of warp threads or picks just as required.

What are known as " elongated " twills are produced in this way.
Fig. 128 illustrates a fancy diagonal on 24 threads and 72

picks. This might be reduced on its number of threads to come
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within the scope of an ordinary dobby, working say 16 to 26

shafts.

Combination Twills.—This class of twill is formed by com-
bining two regular twills with alternate

threads of each. Any twills of a regular

character may be selected. For some
classes of work a wide scope is offered to

the designer for the production of new
effects, but for the ordinary run of

cotton fabrics they are not of very great

value.

Fig. 131 shows the principle on which
they are constructed. Figs. 129 and 130

are the two weaves to be combined.

The arrangement of one thread from
each weave is usually defined as thread

and thread " or end and end.''

It will be noticed that threads from
Fig. 130 are placed on the odd numbered
threads for Fig. 131, and threads from
Fig. 129 on the even number. It is

necessary to give two repeats of Fig. 129

so that the combination may be complete.

The rule to determine the total threads

required to complete a combination twill

is to ascertain the least common multiple

of threads in each weave and multiply by
two ; and for picks, the least common
multiple of picks in each weave. For
example : the L.C.M. for Figs. 129 and Fig. 128.

130 will be 6. Therefore 6x2 = 12 warp
threads and 6 picks ; a combination of three end and eight end
twills would require 3x8 = 24 L.C.M. = 24 x 2 = 48 threads and
24 picks, as shown by Fig. 132. Figs. 133 and 134 are the

separate weaves.

Combination weaves may also be produced pick way instead of

warp way by arranging one pick from each design alternately.

This method of arranging is known as pick and pick." In this

case the total number of picks to form the complete design will

be twice the least common multiple, i.e., just the reverse of the

thread and thread arrangement. By referring to Figs. 129 to 134,

and reading warp threads for picks and picks for warp threads, a

design of this type will be produced. Fig. 135 also shows a

design arranged on this system, Figs. 136 and 137 being the two
weaves forming the combination.
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It is far simpler to produce some forms of combination weaves

pick way than warp way, an ordinary straight over draft with a

dobby is aU that is required in the former case ; whilst in the

latter case special drafts and an increased number of healds

would be necessary in addition to the use of a dobby or special

m
±t ±1

Fig. 129. Fig. 130. Fig. 131.

tappets. In some cases also two warp beams would be required,

which would be determined according to the variation of the two

weaves which were combined.

Figured Twills.—Figured twills are regular twills with a

Fig. 132.

small figure introduced between the diagonal lines, as shown at

Fig. 138, which may be produced on sixteen ends and picks.

The small figure between the diagonal is complete on four ends
and four picks, but, as will be seen, it occupies four difierent

positions for one complete design of diagonal twill. In this

example the four end figure is a measure of the sixteen end twill,

consequently the last pick in the figure and the last pick in the

diagonal twill will coincide, and thus produce the complete design

on sixteen ends and sixteen picks. Fig. 139 shows the sixteen end
twill separately, with the positions marked for the introduction of

the small four end and pick figure. It is a common occurrence when
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producing figured twills for the small figure between the diagonal

twill to be on such a number of threads and picks as will not be

a measure of the total threads and picks in the complete diagonal

twill design. When this is the case, it is necessary to continue

both the twill and figure on such a number of picks as will be

Fig. 133. Fig. 134. Fig. 135. Fig, 136. Fig. 137.

a common multiple. For example : assuming that a figured twill

is required to complete on twelve ends—so that it will only be
necessary to use twelve heald staves—and a small figure on five

ends and picks must be introduced between the diagonal twill:

as sixty is the least common multiple of five and twelve, it will

be necessary to continue the twill and figure until this number

Fig. 138. Fig. 139.

is reached on the design. By this means the last pick in each
of the two complete weaves finishes at the same time, and when
repeated will join perfectly with the first pick, as shown at
Fig. 140. It will be seen the twelve end twill is repeated five

times, and the five end figure twelve times, before a perfect join-

ing of the first and the last picks for both weaves are made to
form the complete design.
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figureIt will also be noticed how the position of the small

between the diagonal changes relatively to the first thread in

the design.

The best way to arrange a figured twill is to first determine
the number of threads for completion.

Afterwards fill in the desired twill

weave to complete in itself on the

same number of picks. The small

figured efiect which is considered suit-

able may now be fitted in between the

twill. Presuming that the figure does

not complete itself in its repetition on
the last pick of the completed twill

design, it is usual—and advisable—to

continue both weaves pick w^ay, as ex-

plained for Fig. 140.

If the design was produced warp
way instead of pick way, the number
of shafts of healds required for its pro-

duction would be greatly increased

without any material advantage, and
in some instances the design would be

rendered impracticable for ordinary

tappet or dobby work. When the

design is completed pick way, it only

necessitates a longer pattern chain or

set of lattices being used for the

dobby.

The student may always determine
beforehand the number of picks a

figured twill will be completed on, by
simply obtaining the least common
multiple of picks in one complete design

of the combined weaves.
Fig. 141 gives a sixteen end figured

twill, the small figure between the

diagonal twill being composed of two
different weaves, but, as a whole, it

will be found to be on eight ends

and picks. Two repeats of this figure

and one of the diagonal twill there-

fore complete the whole design.

An endless scope is here ofiered to the student, and it will be

time well spent if he were to try to produce other designs on the

preceding lines. In all the examples given of figured twills, the

Fig. 140.
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Figure

weaving plans are the same as complete designs, and a straight
over draft would be used.

At a later stage something will be said regarding the manner
of utilising the foregoing weaves for the production of new
designs by means of fancy drafts and combinations.
How to get the Draft and Weaving Plan.—In the pro-

duction of combination weaves, or fancy
figures for the purpose of creating new
styles or novelty of design, it is

essential that a designer should have
a thorough knowledge of drafts and
weaving plans. This is necessary to

avoid any possible chance of producing
effects " beyond the capacity of the

pattern machine, be it tappet, dobby,
or Jacquard; also, as regards the first

two machines, in order that the drafting
of threads through the healds may be
worked in the loom with the least

trouble and greatest convenience to the weaver. As pointed out

earlier in this work, the weaving plan represents the lowest number
of shafts and picks on which any particular design maybe produced

;

therefore, we may take it that the representative threads shown
will all be interlacing in a different manner. It is from this plan

or chart that the tappets are set or the dobby lattices pegged.

The draft or drawing in plan will represent the collection of all

Fig. 141.

I j I I M i I
' ' I I I I I
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Fig. 142.

threads comprising the full design which weave alike, and show
them on their own heald staves, in the order they musb appear
in the design when woven. It is in the application of the

weaving plan to the draft when the warp is in the loom that any
desired pattern may be produced.

As an example, Fig. 142 will be taken to represent a full

design which is desired to be produced in cloth. The draft and
weaving plan is required for the same.
The full or complete design, which may be termed a combina-
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tion stripe, is on twenty-eight threads and eight picks. The
figure being complete on eight picks it is necessary to repeat the

two and two twill pick way so as to complete both at the same
time. The following method may be adopted for ascertaining

the draft and weaving plan :

For Draft—First, number all warp threads in consecutive

order from left to right.

Second, commence with thread number one and see if any other

Fig. 143. Fig. 145.

threads are shown intersecting in exactly the same manner; if

so, bring them all down to their respective positions on the

representative heald staves. Continue this process with all the

other threads, each in turn, until every one in the design has

allotted to it a place in the draft.

Horizontal lines or spaces are shown, each representing a

separate heald stave. Commencing according to above instructions

with thread No. 1, it will be necessary to show its position in the

draft by a dot in the square as shown on the horizontal line

stave or shaft No. 1, Fig. 143. By looking over the design

carefully, and reading from top to bottom of design, it will be
found that threads No. 6, 21, and 26 are shown weaving
precisely in the same way as No. 1 thread. Dots must therefore

be placed in the corresponding positions or order on stave No. 1

to show that they may all be operated by the same heald shaft.

Having finished with the first thread and shaft, proceed with
the second thread. Nos. 2, 5, 22^ and 25 will be found as

weaving the same ; these must be shown in their proper order on
shaft No. 2. In turn take Nos. 3 and 4 threads. It will then be
found that Nos. 5, 6, 7, 8, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 28 threads

are accounted for by being shown on staves Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4.

No. 9 thread, however, being of a distinct weave will require a
separate stave, so a dot is put to indicate its position in the draft

on stave No. 5. No. 17 thread also interlaces in the same way as

No. 9 thread, and must be carried down to its position in the
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draft on the same stave, No. 5. Nos. 10 to 16 threads will all be

found to interlace differently ; and as will be seen from the draft,

separate staves must be used. Threads Nos. 17, 18, 19, and 20
being like Nos. 9, 10, 11, and 12 respectively, are shown in their

proper order on their own staves.

In turn threads numbered 21 to 28 are shown in their proper

order on their respective staves.

For Weaving Plan.—Collect all the threads in the full design

^
iS

4^

iS

ft9—H
te—te

e—^
r^r-T ^—^

S—3 ^ ^
i'g d5

i—6 rV ^
Fig. 146.

together which are weaving or interlacing differently ; that is, all

those threads requiring distinct staves as shown by the draft.

Place them side by side in the positions and order corresponding

to the stave over which the thread is drawn, as shown at Fig. 144,

which represents the weaving plan.

In the weaving plan it will be observed that the first four

vertical spaces Nos. 1 to 4, representing the first four heald

staves, are the same as in the full design. Fig. 142 ; but the

remaining vertical spaces representing heald staves 5 to 12 are

the same as threads Nos. 9 to 16. (Fig. 142.) To further assist

the student, the weaving plan, Fig. 144, is again shown at Fig. 145,

where each thread intersection is placed opposite to the heald

stave, in the draft on which it must operate when weaving in

the loom, after the pattern chain of dobby is pegged from it. In
all the examples of weaving plans which follow, the first vertical

space to the left will represent the first heald stave.

As previously stated, sometimes a draft would be shown as

Fig. 146 instead of as Fig. 143 ; numbers instead of dots being

given to represent the order in which the threads are drawn
through the healds.

Weaving plan, Fig. 144, must be used for setting the tappets or

pegging the dobby lattices. In the majority of cases the design

D
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Fig. 144.
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would be considered a dobby pattern, owing to the number of

heald staves required foi* its production being rather greater than
for ordinary tappet work.

Examples of Design.—By referring back to Figs. 51 to 68
the student will find further examples of drafts and weaving
plans. It may be necessary to say that other terms given to a
weaving plan are : tappet plan," " lifting plan," pegging
plan," treading plan," *Hie up."

It will be seen from the foregoing remarks that the drafting of

threads plays a very important part in tlie formation of a design

;

7 9

9—te-

-ft-

-Mr-

FlG. 147. Fig. 148.

also repetition of one system of weaving may be continued to form
any width of figured stripe or ground weaves as the occasion

demands.
To give variety to a ground weave—especially if some other

weave efiect is introduced to form a figured stripe—the drafting

may be occasionally broken, as was explained when dealing with

simple twills. A system of drafting, however, has not yet been

touched upon which may be utilised for adding novelty to certain

styles of weaving. This is the diamond or zig-zag draft. To a

certain degree the ends numbered 5, 6, 7, and 8, Fig. 142, are of

this class of draft, but in reality this system would be described

as a turned draft on those few threads. For a simple example of

diamond drafting we will take Fig. 79^ which, if taken as the

weaving plan with a straight over" draft would produce a

regular diagonal* twill. By employing the diamond draft, as

shown by Fig. 147, which is really a reversing of the order of

drawing through the threads, we obtain a zig-zag or wavy efiect

across the cloth as shown by complete design. Fig. 148.

It will be observed that the first eight threads are running in

an opposite direction to Fig. 79. This has been done for the sake

of simplicity. In actual practice it would be immaterial.
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Only fourteen threads are necessary to produce a diamond or

zig-zag from an eight end twill. In the production of wavy lines,

as in Fig. 148, the terms "herring-bone" and pointed draft are

sometimes used.

By reversing the order of weaving pick way in the weaving

plan, as shown at Fig. 149, we obtain a perfect diamond pattern

A

Fia. 149. Fig. 150.

when draft Fig. 147 is used, Fig. 150 being the full design
produced.

It will be noticed that in order to produce the complete design,
the weaving plan 149 has to be extended to fourteen picks, so as to

8 ^—
7^ /4

^ ^
5 ^
4S

3 W
B ^
^

Fig- 151- Fig. 152.

obtain the zig-zag pick way, whilst the draft completes the forma-
tion of the diamond warp way.
Examples innumerable could be given of diamond patterns, but

the foregoing must suffice.

The points to be observed in their construction are : a part of
the design or weave must be selected for reversing where the
joining will be perfect, and one thread and pick will act as a centre
to work from, as shown at A, A\ Fig. 150.

Turned drafts are something akin to diamond drafts, but the
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effect on the design is somewhat different. Fig. 76 will be taken
as our example, it being an ordinary four and four regular twill.

A straight over draft on eight threads would be used to produce
the pattern exact. By increasing the number of threads in the
draft to sixteen, and drawing them as Fig. 151, we obtain a broken
effect warp way, as shown by Fig. 152, the weaving plan being as
Fig. 76, or the first eight threads in Fig. 152.
By turning the order of weaving pick way and increasing the

Fig. 153. Fig. 154.

number of picks in weaving plan to sixteen, as in Fig. 153, and
still retaining the turned draft, Fig. 151, we obtain the full design

shown in Fig. 154.

It will be noticed that where the design commences to turn, the

weave of one thread or pick is exactly opposite to the adjoining

one. For example : in Fig. 154 the eighth and ninth threads

are weaving opposite to each other, and also the eighth and ninth

picks. This opposite weaving is termed a counter-change weave,

and serves to produce a better bound and more defined outline to

a design than would otherwise be possible.

When arranging drafts the object should be to put all those

shafts for the same order of weaving together, and if possible

those shafts containing the greater number of warp threads

should be placed in the front positions, if this can be done
consistently with the arrangement of the draft being simple

enough for the weaver to understand. As an example of good
drafting we will take Fig. 155, which is a combination weave of

a two and two regular twill and a four and four regular twill

arranged in an end and end order ; that is, every alternate thread

will be of the same weave character. (See " Combination Twills.")

It will be seen that all odd threads consist of the two and two
twill weave and all even threads of the four and four weave,

sixteen threads ai^d eight picks being required to complete the full
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design. The student at this stage will be aware that four heald

staves will be requisite for the two and two twill, and another
eight staves for the four and four twill. In arranging the draft-

ing the best method will be to place those shafts for the same
weave which contain the most threads in one repeat of design in

the front positions. This weave is the two and two twill.

The front four shafts 1, 2, 3, 4, therefore, may be arranged to

carry all the threads weaving two and
two twill, and the back eight shafts, 5, 6,

7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, to carry all threads

weaving four and four twill, as shown by
draft. Fig. 156.

For the weaving plan collect the four

threads of the two and two twill weave
and place them side by side ; afterwards

do the same with the eight threads of the four and four twill

weave, as shown by Fig. 157.

If it is desired for some special reasons to weave the eight-

thread twill on the front eight staves instead of at the back, as in

Figs. 155, 156, and 157, it is simply a question of rearranging

the positions of the staves and readjusting the weaving plan.

Figs. 158 and 159 she ' this rearrangement of draft and
weaving plan respectively.

From this it will be obvious that a draft may be rearranged

Fig. 155.

12 3U5G 7 8 0101112

Fig. 156. Fig. 157.

in any desired order, provided a corresponding alteration is made
in the wea^ving plan.

If the student has thoroughly mastered the previous subject-

matter he will now be in a position to experiment with weave
effects and combinations, with the object of producing striped

designs suitable for fancy styles of dobby cloth.

A wide field is here open, as there are so many ways in which
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combinations may be made and figures produced; the scope is

practically unlimited. To assist the student in his experiments

Fig. 158.

a few suggestions are here given for the production of new
designs.

Figs. 54 to 68 are combinations of simple weaves, but now an

Fig. 160.

attempt should be made to produce designs, and introduce figures

of a more elaborate character.

The first figure selected is a diamond, as shown in Fig. 150, and
we will introduce it with the two and two twill and a turned
draft and the four-pick stitch as a groundwork. A striped

design is produced, as shown in Fig. 160, by determining before-

hand the proportion of ground threads to figuring threads. It
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must be noted that the diamond weave in this example is referred
to as the figure.

The draft is shown at Fig, 161 and the weaving plan at
Fig. 162. ,

Owing to the diamond figure being on 14 picks, it is necessary

Fig. 161.

to make the complete design on 28 picks, so that the twill and
figure together will join with their o\.n weaves perfectly.

It will be observed that the 9th, 10th, 34:th, and 35th threads

Fig. 162. Fig. 163.

are stitch effects for 20 picks, then they float underneath for a
few extra picks.

A broken line will therefore be presented in the design on each
side of the diamond, if these threads are coloured to suit, the
general combination.
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With a suitable combination of colours and yarns a design of

this character would do for a Harvard shirting, a type of cloth

very much used for domestic purposes. The following is suggested

as a useful combination of colours.

8

2

4

15
4

2

35

threads white (twill)

sky-blue (stitch)

white (twill)

pink (diamond figure)

white (twill)

sky-blue (stitch)

The warp to be
picked with
white weft

Instead of the sky-blue stitch threads being broken as shown on

Fig. 164.

the design, they may be arranged to work continually four up and
four down. If this were the case, 56 picks would be required to

complete the design, because three weaves, each with a different

number of picks in one complete pattern, are combined, viz.

:

4 picks required for two and two twill

8 „ „ four „ four „
14 „ „ diamond

The least common multiple for 4, 8, and 14 is 56, so that when
making the weaving plan it would be necessary to continue
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Fig. 162 to 56 picks with the continual four-pick stitch. The
student should work out the above for himself on design paper.

Fig. 168 shows how easy it is to adapt another figure to draft

Fig. 161 by simply making a fresh weaving plan and re-pegging

the dobby lattices, or lags, Fig, 164 being the full design produced.

To add variety and make the diamond more prominent a Y or

wavy figure is introduced alternately.

To further illustrate methods of pattern or design production we
will take draft Fig. 165, which is on 16 heald staves^ and assume

40

46

4 8 /2 /6 20 24 26

I 5 9 /3 /7 2/ 25

Fig. 165. Fig. 166.

that all the threads in the warp are in one colour, say gold, sky-

blue, or pink, suitable for a cotton dress material.

Fig. 166 is the first weaving plan suggested, producing the full

design shown in Fig. 167.

Other weaving plans suggested are Figs. 168, 169, and 170, all

of which are applicable to draft Fig. 165, and—with a suitable

weft—would be very effective.

It will be good practice for the student to work out on design
paper the full designs produced by the last three mentioned
weaving plans, care being taken that the interlacing of threads

shown by the weaving plan are placed in the proper order in the
full design as denoted by the drafting or drawing-in plan. When
these are finished, and for further practice, a few original ideas

might be tried, and, if possible, woven in the loom.

Ample facilities are now being offered to earnest students for

experimenting in this direction with the number of looms at his



Fig. 168.. Fig. 169..
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disposal at the various technical schools in this country. The
ambitious ones, therefore, should not neglect such opportunities.

Figured twills combined in stripe form with either calico,

Fig. 172b. Fig. 171a. Fig. 171b.

regular twills, or broken twill weaves can be made effective when
produced in the fabric. Space will not permit more examples

being given, but the persevering student is recommended to use

Fig. 171. Fig. 172, Fig. 173.

his inventive faculties by dotting down on design paper or in a
pocket design book, which he may carry, any neat figures or

weaves which suggest themselves to him as he goes about his

daily avocation, due regard being taken, of course, to the capacity
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of the (lobby machine, or whatever the pattern-producing
mechanism may be.

For cotton goods the Hmit for dobby work is usually sixteen

heald staves. A few dobbies are made to work up to twenty.

Standard Weaves.—Figs. 171 to 186 illustrate common

Fig. 174. Fig. 174a. FiG.'a74B.

Fig. 175. Fig. 175a.

Fig. 176. Fig. 176a.

types of weaves, frequently met with as all-over weaves." They
may, however, be successfully used for the production of fancy

striped designs, either as ground weaves or for figuring stripe

weaves, at the discretion of the designer.

The best arrangements for drafts and weaving plans are also

given when used as all-over weaves," and marked respectively

A and B. Where no weaving plans are shown they will be the

same as the design.
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Fig. 171 is an 8-end honeycomb woven on 5 staves.

,, 172 is a 12-end „ „ 7 „
173
174:

175

176

177

J? ?? ?j

diced or diaper weave woven on 8 staves,

barley-corn woven on 15 staves or IG staves and
" straight over " draft,

seeding or oatmeal woven on 8 staves.

huckaback woven on 6 staves.

178 is another form of diced weave woven on 16 staves.

179 is a Bedford cord woven on 4 staves.

Fig. 177. Fig. 177a. Fig. 177b.

B1
1

i 1

1

Fig. 178. Fig. 178a.

yyy i iwFHi i

Fig. 179. Fig. 180,

A honeycomb is a weave which may be practically produced

on any number of threads over eight. Diced effects may be

made either with large blocks or squares of alternate warp and

weft surfaces, or large and small squares of same alternately both

warp way and pick way. It is only necessary to vary the number
of threads on the two sets of staves. It will be noticed that the

warp floats in one square are placed exactly opposite to weft
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floats in the other, so that clear and well-defined edges are given

to the squares.

Barley-corns are rather loose weaves, and not suitable for the

general class of fabric as an ''all-over weave." Fig. 178 will give

a similar effect in the cloth if it is all grey or '* self-coloured."

Figs. 176 and 177 will produce cloths with a rough surface

Fig. 181. Fig. 181a. Fig. 181b.

Fig. 182. Fig. 182a. Fig. 182b.

Fig. 183. Fig. 183a.

'23^56789
Fig. 183b.

if coarse weft and warp are used. Examples of these may be
seen in some classes of towelling entirely different from the Terry
or Turkish towelling. Fig. 176 is arranged on the four-end
satinette basis.

A Terry towelling weave is not a pure single cloth, but a form
of loop pile.

Figs. 179 and 180 will produce a rib lengthways of the woven
cloth, the width of rib being determined by the number of

threads working between the two threads weaving plain.
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Fig. 180 is a Bedford cord on 6 staves*

181 „ canvas weave on 4 staves.

182 canvas weave on 4 staves.

Fig. 184.

Fig. 184A.

rn Bw mjr
S..S ,

S mm
mmm

H

:

Fig. 184b.

Fig. 185. Fig. 185a.

Fig. 186a.

Fig. 186. Fig. 186b,

Fig. 183 is a spot weave on 9 staves.

5, 184 „ double warp face sateen on 10 staves.

185 „ double weft face sateen on 5 staves.

186 „ crape weave on 5 staves.
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The canvas weave, Fig. 181, wiU give a rather open effect, which
may be made more pronounced by leaving an empty dent in the
reed between the fourth and fifth threads each time. Fisf. 182
IS a similar weave on an increased number of threads. If
necessary, an empty dent may be left between the sixth and
seventh threads in each pattern. Fig. 188 maybe utilised either

for a warp or weft spot. By opening out the spots and introducing
several threads and picks of a plain weave between each, a weft

spot formed with spun silk or

mercerised weft may be obtained,

the ground plain weave being
composed of cotton weft. This
would, however, necessitate the
use of a double box loom.

Fig. 184 would be of great

advantage where a compara-
FiG. 187. Fig. 187a. tively heavy fabric was desired,

and also where the warp yarn
was composed of a superior material, to show it off to the best

advantage on both the face and back. An inferior weft could be
used in this case, as it would be completely hidden. A good
example of this class of weave may be found in the double satin-

faced ribbons, which have a silk face and back and a cotton

weft. Fig. 185 would also be useful for producing a com-
paratively heavy fabric, or for the production of a fabric in

which the warp (which would be completely hidden) may be

composed of a cheap material whilst the face and back weft

could be of a more expensive material. Fig. 186 would show
to the best advantage as a dobby crape weave if the marks
were taken to represent weft floats, all the even threads, which
are simply a one-thread calico weave, to be, say, white or grey,

and all the odd threads, which really form the figure, to be another
colour, such as red, sky, or pink. The drawing-in plan for the

figuring portion is somewhat broken, and in order to make it

much better and easier for the weaver to follow, the eight threads

shown as being drawn over the back four heald shafts would in

some cases be drawn consecutively over eight separate heald

staves, thereby increasing the number of shafts of healds required

from five to nine.

A similar style to Fig. 176, known as a sponge weave, is shown
at Fig. 187, this being arranged on the ten-end satin basis as

indicated by the crosses.

Figs. 188 to 195 are weaving plans on fourteen staves suitable

for Oxford or Harvard shirtings.

A neat figure on a coloured warp stripe is usually required for
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this class of fabric. All the above may be applied to any of the
following three drafts, Figs. 196, 197, and 198.

It will be observed that the ground weave is the ordinary two
and two weave or Harvard twill on the JSrst, second, third, and

Fig. 188. Fig. 189.

fourth staves. The figuring stripe is drawn over the fifth to

twelfth staves, and the stitching threads over the thirteenth and
fourteenth. If the ground weave is white and the figuring

threads pink, sky^ or blue, with stitching threads to harmonise, the

figures as given above will be effective when woven with white
weft.

The front four heald staves in the draft are for the twill weave
in each case.

Earlier in the chapter (Figs. 116 to 118) it is shown how a fancy
twill weave may be transformed into another form of weave by
rearranging the warp threads in satin order* By going a step

further we may take the satin order of interweaving as a basis

for the production of still more elaborate effects. In this case,

E
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instead of single threads only being rearranged, we may take

small spots or figures and set them out on design paper on any

Fig. 191.

convenient number of ends and picks in such positions that they

correspond to a calico or satin intersection.

For heald stave work it is a common practice to arrange a spot

weave or other small figure in alternate positions, known as

calico order," there being an equal number of threads and picks

for each spot, as shown at Fig. 199. The distance apart of spots

may be determined by simply increasing the number of warp
threads and picks weaving calico " for ground weave.

Fig. 200 is the draft. If such a spot as this, however, had to

be arranged in satin order, the large number of heald staves

required to produce it would preclude its adoption for ordinary

dobby work ; hence a limit is soon reached for the class of spot

which is adaptable.

For the arrangement of spots in satin order any number of
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warp threads may be selected, so long as it is a common multiple

of the total spots required.

As an example we will take Fig. 201, Avhich shows the arrange-

ment of a small spot on ten threads and picks in five-end satin order.

The threads and picks are divided into five equal squares, as in

Fig. 192.

Fig. 202, and a spot is put in the squares shown by crosses corre-

sponding to squares and intersections or dots of the ordinary satin

weave, shown at Fig. 203. Figs. 20^ and 205 show the draft and
weaving plan respectively.

Fig. 206 shows spot A arranged in five-end satin order on twenty
threads and twenty picks ; four threads and four picks being

allowed for each spot.

Fig. 207 is the best draft, and Fig. 208 the weaving plan on
eleven staves.

Fig. 209 is a spot arrangement in satinette or broken Florentine

order. The relative positions of spots being fixed by the centre

float in each. It may be woven on twelve heald staves.

In Fig. 210 two forms of spots are shown arranged in eight-

thread satin order. Each form would travel in its own diagonal line

when woven in the cloth. Twenty staves would be required to
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produce this completely, and for ordinary dobbies would not be
applicable. By bringing the spots closer and putting on sixteen

Fig. 195.

threads andpicl<s, it could be produced on sixteen heald'staves, as
shown by Fig. 211. A different weave more in the form of a
figured twill may be produced by leaving out the calico weave
between the spots. Both designs serve to further illus-
trate the extent a designer may go who is experimenting for
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novelty in small woven effects, and may be profitably studied.

By way of a change the oblong warp figure could be altered to a

weft figure. If the threads and picks are divided into eight equal

parts, warp and weft way, ib will be found that the centre intersec-

FiG. 199. Fig. 200.

Fig. 201.

)

->

Fig. 202.

/ 2 5 4 £

Fig. 203

Fig. 204. Fig. 205.

tion of each spot will denote its position relatively to the others,

and the spot which is constructed round it will correspond to an

intersection of the eight-thread satin weave.

Fig. 212 has the spot arranged on a five-end satm basis, and

when produced in cloth would give the honeycomb weave eflfect.

Extra Warp Figures.—In the previous chapters all weaves

or figured eff'ects shown as designs are produced by a combina-
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tion of one warp and one weft, hence the term often applied to

such, viz., single cloths. By means of introducing a few figuring

Fig. 206. Fig. 206a.

Fig. 208. Fig. 209.

threads at intervals across the width of a fabric from a set of
threads which do not partake of the ground structure, some ex-
cellent results may be obtained in design when suitable colourings
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are employed. The figuring threads are visuaHy woven from a
separate warp beam to the ground threads, and are also crammed
in the reed—between the ground t hreads—as extra warp threads.

Fig, 210.

When figure is not desired to be produced on the cloth the figure

threads are usually allowed to float underneath the cloth without

taking any part in producing the ground structure, consequently

the floating material or threads between one figure and the next

is wasted in regard to its value for enhancing the quality of the

fabric.

Fig. 213 iUustrates diagrammatically in plan the principle of

extra warp weaving. The thin lines represent

the ground weave, which in this case will be
plain, whilst the thick lines represent the

extra figuring warp crammed in the reed

between the ground threads. The shaded or

dotted lines represent the floating of the extra

w^arp threads underneath the cloth when not

required to form figure on the surface. It

Fig. 212. will be seen by the nature of the two weaves
that the contraction of the plain ground

threads will be much greater than the extra warp threads, and for

this reason the two sets of warp threads are woven from separate

warp beams, and separately tensioned. Great scope is oflfered to a
designer in this system of weaving, especially so if the operatives

are capable of performing their work in an intelligent manner.
In the finer makes of goods there appears to be a tendency for a
greater dema»:d for such designs, which is likely to continue for

some time to come. The illustration given herewith is only a
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simple spot weave introduced between the calico threads, but it is

sufficient for illustration purposes.

Fig. 218.

Any other style of figure which would be considered efiPective

may be introduced so long as the capacity of the dobby or other

1

Fig. 214.
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Fig. 216.
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pattern-producing machine is not over-reached. Fig. 214 shows

a^Tangement of Fig. 213 on design paper, and Figs. 215 and 21

G
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show the best draft and weavinor plan respectively. The ground
structure for this class of weaving ujay be either, plain, twill,

satin or all-over fancy or figured weave ; the only limitation

being, as previously stated, the capacity of pattern-producing

machine in use.

Alhambra Quilts and figured Dhooties are good examples of

this kind of weaving on an elaborate scale.

Assuming that the ground threads are

put two in one dent in the reed, the extra

thread shown for figure, in example,

would be crammed in one dent between
the two ground threads. In this parti-

cular case one extra warp thread is

crammed in one dent, but it is a common
occurrence to cram two or even three

threads where the extra figuring is re-

quired in order to give a very bold and
effective figure on the ground weave.

One of the striking features in an extra

warp-woven cloth is that no matter what
may be the ground structure—should all

the extra warp figuring threads be pulled

out—the quality of the cloth would not

be afiected to any appreciable extent as

regards its firmness of structure, but its

value would be diminished conisderably

owing to the absence of an ornamentation
which gave the cloth its chief attraction.

When the Jacquard machine is brought

Fig. 217. i^^to use some beautiful and elaborate

results may be achieved by this system of

weaving. This branch of weaving is^ however, beyond the scope

of the present work.

Yig. 217 is given as a suggestion for a weaving plan to be

applied to draft, Fig. 218;, as practice work for the student. It

will be noticed that the ground weave in this case is a twill, and

that a four and four stitch is introduced. The four and four

stitch threads would be woven from the same warp beam as the

ground threads. The figured threads on shafts 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 would

be woven from a separate warp beam to obtain satisfactory

results.

Lappet Figures.—This is a method of figuring cloths of a

light texture principally by means of a series of extra warp

threads usually termed " Whip Yarn."

No dobby or Jacquard machine is used in this case, but a
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special device is attached to the loom, consisting of a framework
carrying a series of needles spread over its width and through the

eyes of which the whip threads are severally passed. The needle

frame and needles have a lateral and vertical movement im-

parted to them. The lateral movement determines the length of

float required to form the desired figured effect, and the vertical

movement lifts up the whip threads to form a shed along with

the ground warp threads to stitch them in with the weft as it is

25.26.27.28 59.60.61.62 Stltcti
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Fig. 218.

picked through. It is only possible to produce figure on one side

of the cloth. The scope for the production of design is somewhat
limited, and where detail is required this system of figuring is

not of great use, as the effects produced are more or less *^ floaty

or loose in weave, similar to some kinds of needle embroidery.
Fig. 219 illustrates diagrammatically the principle of inter-

lacing the whip yarn with the ground structural threads of the

cloth. At each pick, or transverse thread, it will be seen the
whip yarn—as represented by the thick line—is stitched in.

This is a peculiar feature of lappet weaving, and a close student
will always be able to detect this class of weaving from any other
kind.

It may be mentioned that a separate needle is usually required

for each figure in the cloth width, and a separate needle frame
for each distinct form of figure. A pattern similar to the illus-

tration given would be woven with one needle frame only ; the

alternate positions of figure being obtained by giving a gradual

lateral movement forward, each pick from the first position till

the second position is reached. In the formation of the figure

given, the frame has a reciprocating movement every two picks,

on the completion of which it gradually works back in short

floats to the position for the formation of the first figure again.

The precise distance that the needle frame must traverse each
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pick is determined either by specially shaped cams, or various sizes
of pegs, acting upon convenient levers connected to the shifting
needle frame. Two-frame lappets are mostly in use, although
it is possible with some lappet motion to work up to four frames.

1

Fig. 219.

By using two needle frames, and traversing them in opposite
directions, designs of a diamond form may be produced.

It will be seen that the nature of the figure produced on the
surface of the cloth, and the length of float, will determine the
contraction of whip yarn in a piece. This is very excessive com-
pared to the contraction of ground warp, and as it is usually
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coarse, and a good quality of yarn, the cost of the fabric is con-

siderably enhanced. The whip yarn is woven from special rollers

separate from the ground warp.

Extra Weft Figures.—Another system of producing figures

on the ground structure of any cloth is by means of an additional

I

Fig. 220.

weft which, when not required to form figure, is allowed, as in
the production of extra warp figures, to float underneath the
cloth transversely between one figure and another, as shown by
shaded line. This waste material is usually cropped off in the
after process of finishing. Fig. 220 illustrates diagrammatically
the principle underlying the construction of this class of weaving.
It will be observed that two picks of extra weft are shown
together between two picks of ground weft. The two picks of
extra weft would either be of coarser material and softer spun
than the ground weft, or else of a dilSferent colour, necessitating
the use of a loom with multiple shuttle boxes. The common
make of multiple shuttle box loom in the cotton trade has usually
changing or multiple boxes on one side only of the loom sley,
whilst on the other side there will only be one box. This is the
reason why two picks of each sort of weft are inserted consecu-
tively, as not less than two may be inserted at one change of
shuttle box. Where it is necessary that a single pick of ground
and extra weft should be inserted alternately, a loom with
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multiple shuttle boxes at each end of the loom sley would have to

be used, known as a "pick and pick" or pick at will" box
looms. For ordinary purposes this is not required, and is very

Fig. 224.

seldom resorted to in the cotton trade. Fig. 221 is the extra
weft spot to be produced, and Fig. 222 shows the same arranged
in the design for an ordinary box loom. Figs. 223 and 224 are
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draft and pegging plan respectively. In the actual weaving of

the cloth the spot picks would be forced close together to give a

solid appearance ; also the ground picks would be forced close

together, so that a solid structure would be produced irrespective

of the presence of the extra weft spot figure. This is usually

effected by bumping up " the extra weft in such a way that

the uniform picks per inch in the ground cloth are not interfered

Fig. 225.

with. This may be done by connecting a lifting jack of dobby to

the pushing catch of taking-up motion on loom, so that where
extra w^eft is inserted—by means of pegs in the dobby lattice—the

pushing catch is taken out of action and thus prevents the cloth

at this stage being wound round the feed roller. Where ground
picks go in the pushing catch will work in the ordinary way.
The example (Fig. 224) given would be best woven face side

down in the loom owing to the fewer shafts which would be

required to be lifted at one time by the dobby.

Other weaves beside calico for ground could be adapted to suit

the class of cloth desired. Whatever the ground weave may be,

however, it is only necessary to see that every pick in the com-
plete ground weave is accounted for between the extra weft
picks, and also that the first and last pick of ground join up
perfectly when the design is completed .Fig. 225 illustrates a weft
spot design with a 2 x 2 twill ground, Fig. 226 being the spot

introduced.

In some cloths of a light construction it is sometimes necessary

to bind the extra weft figure between the ground picks much
better than is shown in our example, in order to avoid the
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Fig. 227.

threads getting plucked out during the cropping process, and so

destroying the figure. In a heavy picked cloth this is not quite
so essential, but wherever it can be done it is advisable to do so.

Fig. 227, if introduced as an extra weft spot, gives an idea how
a spot might be bound.
Swivel Weaving.—Swivel weaving is another method of pro-

ducing solid figures by means of extra weft on a firm ground
structure. Unlike the ordinary system of figuring by extra weft

—in which the shuttle carries the weft used
from one figure to another straight across

the width of fabric—in the above system of

figuring, the waste or floating weft is avoided
by having a separate small shuttle containing
its own weft for each spot or small figure in

addition to the ground weft shuttle. By
this means waste is reduced to a minimum.
This class of weaving, worked in conjunction
with the Jacquard machine, is the most
common in the silk-weaving industry : hence

its great value for producing figures extra to the ground without
an excessive waste of expensive material. Attempts have been
made, with a certain degree of success, to introduce a modified

form of swivel mechanism applicable to cotton-weaving looms.

It is, however, only in cases where the extra weft material is

likely to be very expensive that a fair return on the additional

outlay may be expected.

Swivel woven figures are easily identified, as each figure will

have its own short pick of weft, which will be continuous and
independent of the ground weft, the only portion of waste being

one single thread between each figure lengthways of the piece,

caused by the swivel shuttle remaining idle when extra figure is

not required. This may easily be sheared ofi* without impairing

the beauty or quality of the woven figure. As compared with the

ordinary method of producing extra weft figure, the swivel

figures are more firmly bound in the cloth. When worked
in conjunction with the Jacquard machine, the swivel system of

weaving admits of any variety of weave or form of figure being

produced.

The distance apart of the operative swivel shuttles in warp
width will determine the size of figure and number of extra

figures obtainable. In some arrangements of swivel shuttle frame,

alternate positions of the weft figure within a certain space may
be obtained with one shuttle by automatically moving the whole
shuttle frame sideways for the second position, and then moving
it back again laterally to produce figures in its first position. The
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swivel shuttles all work simultaneously for one or two picks, as
the case may be, alternately with the ground shuttle.

Swiss Embroidery.— This in reality is an after-process of
weaving. The ornamentation, which is generally in the form of
spots of various sizes worked into the cloth, in many cases
resembles some kinds of lappet spots. A close examination,
however, will reveal to the observer a distinct difference in the
manner by which the figuring thread is attached to the cloth. In
this method the ornamentation consists of an equal amount of

Fig. 228.

floating material on both sides of the cloth, as if it had been
worked through with a needle. The spot, therefore, will be solid

on both sides, and reversible.

Pile "Weaving.—Pile fabrics are of two distinct kinds, viz. :

(a) Those in which the pile or flushing is produced by the weft

on a firmly constructed ground cloth structure.

(b) Those in which the pile or loop is produced by special warp
threads additional to the ground threads.

The weft pile fabric embraces by far the largest variety of

cloths in the cotton trade. Examples of these may be seen in

the common kinds of velveteens, corduroys, moleskins, and fus-

tians generally. The pile or weft flushing in the two first-named

fabrics is cut and sheared in the after-processes. By this means
a soft, spongy, woolly, and velvety feel is given to the surface of

the cloth and constitutes its chief character.

Fig. 228 illustrates in cross-section warp way the characteristic

feature in the construction of a weft pile fabric, in which the dots

represent the warp threads,

A being the ground cloth picks or backing picks, whilst

B shows one weft pile pick or flushing thread.

The proportion of pile picks varies from two, three, and four to

one ground or backing pick, according to the quality of cloth

desired.

It will be seen that the ground picks, A , form the main structure

of the fabric, and in the weaving process are beaten very closely

together under the pile picks. After leaving the loom the pile

flushing would be cut with a special cutter in the centre of the
flo^, as indifJatad by arrows. By this means the weft flushes are

F
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made to stand out on the surface of the firm cloth structure pro-
duced by the backing picks, and when sheared and finished the
soft, velvety touch, which one is accustomed to, is obtained.

In addition to the proportion of pile picks to ground picks vary-
ing, the method of interweaving the backing pick with the warp
threads will also vary, as, for example, plain or tabby back, three-

!

f
1:sr LI1+

FiQ. 229.

FXG, 230. Fig. 231.

end twill or Jeanette back, four-end 2x2 twill, or Genoa back.

There are also several patented fabrics in which special claims are

made for fastening the pile with the ground pick moi'e securely

than in the common makes of pile fabrics.

Figs. 229 and 230 are designs for tabby back and Jeanette back
velveteen weaves. The length of pile float may be varied over a
greater or less number of warp threads to suit the reed being
used, and also the length of pile required on the cloth when
finished. Fig. 229 would be called a five-float velveteen, and
Fig. 230 would be called an eleven-float velveteen. The backing
picks are indicated by the crosses opposite.

Fig. 231 is a corduroy weave with a Genoa back. A longi-

tudinal rib would be produced, the size of rib or flushing being
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determined by the number of warp threads over which the weft
floats and the position of binding warp threads which weave tight

into the cloth. The first, second, thirteenth, and fourteenth

threads are binders which determine the width of longitudinal

pile rib. The construction of this kind of pile fabric is pre-

cisely on the same principle as the velveteen, with the exception

of the surface appearance.

Fig. 232 shows another weave for corduroy, in which it will be
seen that all the warp threads work in pairs, and the backing

i
Fig. 232. Fig. 233.

weave is a three-end twill, two ends in each case working as one.

In all the examples here given the warp will be of a strong nature,

usually a two-fold thread. The reed would be coarse, but a large

number of picks—varying from two hundred to four hundred per

inch—would be put into the cloth. A fine weft would be used.

A moleskin weave is given at Fig. 233. The weft for this kind

of cloth would be much coarser, and few^er picks would be put in

than for the velveteen or corduroy. The weft pile in this case is

not cut.

Warp Pile.—This class of weave structure comprises both loop

or uncut pile, as instanced by Turkish or Terry towels, Brussels

carpets and patent tapestry cloths, and cut pile, as warp pile

velvets and warp pile plushes.

Terry warp pile is produced by means of an extra warp at a

slack tension and a special beat up of the reed in loom. The
warp to form the ground structure is woven from a separate beam
at a tight tension. In some instances the let-ofF from the terry

beam to form the loop is positive, but in the majority of cases it

is negative, consequently the loop or pile is apt to be irregular.

In the weaving of this class of loop pile the reed is fixed to only

beat up the weft every third, fourth, or fifth pick according to

quality of towel desired.

Every student must be familiar with this class of weave, as the

Turkish towel is so common for household and domestic uses.

The common method of construction being as Fig. 234^ in
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which it will be seen the weave is on four ends and three picks,

every alternate odd thread being a'ground thread, whilst the others

are pile threads, one of which is shown as giving a loop on the sur-

face of the cloth, and the other alternate even thread giving a loop

on the underside of cloth. The odd threads in this case, therefore,

would be woven from the tight warp beam, and the even threads

from the slack or terry warp beam. When analysed the weave con-

sists only of two threads arranged to weave respectively two up
and one down, and two down and one up in two different positions.

The contraction of the terry warp will be considerably greater

than the ground warp. The reed in this case would beat up to

form terry on the second pick as indicated by cross.

The pile on Utrecht velvet, patent tapestry, and Brussels

carpets are all produced by means of wires inserted in the shedm
Fig. 2U. Fig. 235.

during the process of weaving. The pile warp from the first two
named will be worked from a separate warp beam to the ground,

but in the case of Brussels carpets, as this is produced by means
of the Jacquard machine, each coloured pile thread will be spe-

cially tensioned from separate bobbins placed in a specially

constructed creel behind the loom.

It is not intended in the present work to enter into details

regarding this class of weaving. A brief reference, therefore, must
suflBce.

Fig. 235 illustrates, in section, the principle of construction for

ordinary wire warp pile weaving.

The loop at the point where the cross is shown indicates where
the wire for producing pile is inserted, instead of the pick of the weft
which forms the ground structure of cloth. It may be mentioned
that specially constructed looms are made to produce this class of

fabric, in which the ordinary picking motion for propelling the
shuttle across the loom is automatically put out of action whilst

the wire is inserted to form the warp pile.

Various sizes of loops may be formed by using different thick-

nesses of wire. It is also possible to form both cut and uncut pile

on the same cloth by arranging for the insertion of cutting and
non-cutting wires as required.

Compound Fabrics.—This class of weaving may be said to

embrace all those fabrics in which more than one warp and weft
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take part in their structure. The objective in selecting weaves
such as these will be invariably to obtain a heavier and warmth

-

giving fabric than would be possible with the ordinary weaves. A
wide scope is here also offered for the production of design, with
the assistance of colour, by the interchanging of warp or weft from
one distinct fabric to another. The class of weaving commences
with backed fabrics in which the object sought will be to produce
a heavy fabric without interfering with the general surface

appearance of the weave : one side of the cloth acting as a kind

A Face pick.

B Warp threads.

C Black pick.

Fig. 237. Fig. 238.

grr.

Fig. 239.

of lining. This class of fabric may be backed with [a) weft picks,

or (6) warp threads.

In numerous cases the fabrics would be reversible, and conse-

quently, in order to distinguish the two kinds, the term {a) double

weft face, or (5) double warp face is frequently used. These terms

also avoid any confusion when speaking of backing picks or

backing weave for weft pile fabrics, which really are, as previ-

ously pointed out, solely for forming the ground structure of

the fabric.

Fig. 236 illustrates, in section for two picks, a double weft face

fabric. The face weft is a four and four weave as Fig. 237, while

the back is an eight-thread regular twill as Fig. 238.

Fig. 239 shows the full design to produce the complete com-
bined weave. By reading weft threads as warp in Fig. 239, a

double warp face fabric would be produced, as shown by section,

Fig. 240, in which one weft is used and two warps. Fig. 241 is

design for same, Figs. 242 and 243 being draft and weaving plans

respectively. In Fig. 23G it will be noticed that the intersection

of back weft with the warp is in such a position as to be hidden
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from view on the surface side, owing to the preceding and suc-

ceeding face picks closing over it.

In the double warp faced cloth also the intersection of the warp

with the weft should be in the most convenient position for it to

be covered by the preceding and succeeding warp face thread, so

c

A Face warp. y^^.^ 243.
B Weft pick.

C Back warp.

that it will be hidden from view on the face side of the cloth, as

shown by example from Fig. 240.

This class of weaving is also of great use in such cases as using
Si cotton warp with a double weft-faced worsted or woollen weft,

or cotton weft with a double warp-faced silk warp, so that the price

of the fabric would be Fomewhat cheapened.

In the preceding examples the proportion of face and back
warp threads or picks is equal, thus necessitating the face and
back warp threads or picks being shown in the design, either as

end and end or pick and pick, or in twos as will be most conve-

nient for a double warp face or double weft face fabric. In some
cases the proportion of face threads or picks is much greater than
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the back, as, for example, two face one back, three face one back,

&c., enabling a heavier material to be used at the back of the
cloth, specially for weight and warmth, without any idea of

making the fabric reversible. In other cases the face warp or

FiCr. 244. Fig. 245.

2

3

weft may be of a different colour to that used for the back.

Where the proportion of face threads or picks is greater than back
threads or picks, this must be taken into account, and exact posi-

tions and proportions of face and back threads or picks shown
when marking out the full design for same.
Two-ply or double-weave Fabrics. Three-ply and four-

ply Fabrics.—The first-named of above fabrics may be composed
of two distinct cloths fastened together at the sides only, and
forming a bag-shaped cloth or tube, or the two cloths may be

arranged to stitch one into the other, and thus form by their com-
bination a very stout and strong
fabric. Each warp and weft, how-
ever, will retain its individuality,

except at the points where one
stitches into the other. The double
plain weave is a very common
method to adopt for the production
of the rough bagging or other Fig. 246.

tubular cloths, such as pillow-slips,

tubular lamp-wicks, tapes, &c., which are in common use, the

specific object in these cases being to produce the tubular form of

fabric irrespective of weight. Fig. 244 illustrates in section

warp-way a weave of this kind, in which it will be seen there are

two distinct setts of warp threads and only one weft. The weft

passes alternately between the upper and lower sett of warp
threads. The proportion of face and back warp threads in this

instance will be equal. The clrawing-in plan would be as

Fig. 245, and the weaving plan as Figs. 246, 247.

Two setts of plain healds will be required, and in order to enable

the student to better understand the weavinf]^ of the same from a

/ 2 3 4 IS
~" N CO ^

Fig. 247.
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practical point of view, we will assume the four positions of healds

to be as shown diagrammatically at Figs. 248 to 251, the front two

I Z 3 4-

Fig. 248.

2^^ Pick
/ Z 3 f

Fig. 249.

healds to work the face or top cloth, and the back two healds to

work the bottom cloth.

The principle of working consists in the alternate positions of

front and back healds to form their own portion of cloth.

When the face or top cloth is to be formed, it will be observed

that all the healds which work the bottom cloth will remain down,
sc that the threads which are drawn through them will be out of



the Way and not interfere with the construction of the face cloth

as the weft passes through the shed. Obversely, also, it will be

S'^^ Pick
12 3^

Fig. 250.

Pick
I 2 3 4-

Fig. 251.

seen that when the bottom cloth is being formed the healds which

work the face cloth will remain up, so that the threads forming

the face cloth warp will be out of the way and not interfere with

the weaving of the bottom cloth when its weft is inserted in the

shed. Referring to the weaving plan, Fig. 247, it will be seen

that Nos. 1 and 2 healds work the face cloth, and Nos. 3 and 4

healds work the bottom cloth. The face healds operate all odd
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threads in warp, as shown by the draft to form plain weave oil

Nos. 1 and 8 picks, as indicated by crosses in the weaving plan.

The healds working the back warp and all even threads are left

down out of the way, thereby allowing the weft to interlace only
with the face warp threads on these picks.

Nos. 3 and T healds work the warp threads to form a plain

bottom cloth, as indicated by crosses in the weaving plan (Fig. 247)
on the second and fourth picks. On these picks it will be noticed
that healds Nos. 1 and 2, working the face warp threads^ are

lifted up out of the way, so that the weft on this pick will only

interlace with the bottom cloth warp threads.

Diagrams 248 to 251 show precisely the positions in which the

two setts of healds would be lifted or dropped according to the

picks inserted during the operation of weaving in the loom, there-

by enabling the two cloths to be quite distinct, except at each side,

and thus forming the desired tubular form of fabric. A double

fabric fastened at one side only can be produced by arranging the

weaving plan so that two consecutive picks go into the face cloth,

and then the following two consecutive picks into the back cloth
;

the desired form of fabric being obtained by a constant repetition

of this order of inserting the picks in the two cloths. When
taken out of the loom, the cloth could be opened out to double its

loom width. For practical purposes, however, this form of weav-
ing for ordinary fabrics would serve no useful purpose, as it would
be much cheaper to produce the full width cloth in a broader

loom.

It could, however, be advantageously used occasionally for

narrow tape weaving, as instanced in the narrow tapes used by
dressmakers—instead of the ordinary galloon tape—for binding

the waist parts of ladies' skirts to form the belt. The double

woven tape in this dispenses with the use of two single ones.

Fig. 252 represents a section warp way. Fig. 253 being the

weaving plan, and Fig. 245 will serve as the draft.

Another improved method for the same purpose as above de-

scribed is shown at Fig. 254, in which it will be seen that the part
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marked jL is n double plain cloth, between which the upper part

of skirt would be sewn, whilst the other part, is a simple plain

cloth, containing twice the number of picks per inch found in

either of the cloths in part A .

The two projecting picks,

C and ]), should really be

continued in the single part,

i>, but they are shown un-

finished, so as to more clearly

illustrate its construction.

That is, the picks forming
the portion B are divided Fig. 254.

between the two cloths in

portion A. Part A serves for the belt or waist-band of ladies'

skirt. Six shafts of healds would be required to produce a fabric

of this kind : four for the double portion A, and two for the

plain portion B. The draft would be similar to Fig. the

Back
C/oCh

Face
Cloth

-4&-

-4Q-

34 6 S

f3 5 7

Fig. 255.

f

Double Clcth

Healds.

') Plain Cloth

-) Healds

number of threads between the double portion and plain portion

would vary according to the width of tape required ; Fig. 256

would be the weaving plan, in which it will be seen it is like

Fig. 253, with the addition of two shafts for the plain single

cloth weave.

A very interesting study in cloth structure on the tubular prin-

ciple of weaving may be seen in the woven cartridge-belts often

used in the Army and by our Volunteers.
Following the suggestion of producing two cloths stitched to-

gether at one side only, still further, if we were to have separate

wefts for each cloth, and use a double box loom, two distinct

fabrics would be produced. As in the previous example, no useful

purpose would be served in weaving two distinct cloths in one
loom^ but the principle which underlies the construction of such

clothsmay be utilised to form the basis forconstructing double cloths
of a more serviceable kind. Coming to the more practical side, the

two cloths may be firmly bound together—as mentioned at the
commencement of this chapter—by arranging that the face cloth

warp threads shall at intervals intersect with the back or bottom
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cloth weft and vice versa—that the back cloth warp threads shall

interlace with the face weft, and by this means a merchantable and
serviceable fabric is produced.

A sectional diagram of a fabric of this type is shown at Fig. 257
pick way, in which the interlacing of the face warp thread with the

back weft, and the interlacing of back warp with face weft is

Back Face

Fig. 257.

apparent
;
by this means the two sections are well stitched together,

and a strong, firm, and compact fabric is obtained. Fig, 257a
would be the Hfting or weaving plan, assuming that the front
two healds are for producing the face cloth and the back two
healds for the back cloth, the warp threads being drawn alter-

nately over their respective setts of heald shafts. By referring to
weaving plan and diagram, it will be seen that when pick No. 1

for face cloth is inserted, a heald shaft from the back cloth is lifted

and stitches its warp threads to the face cloth by allowing the
face pick to pass under them all. In a similar manner, when
pick No. 4: for back cloth is inserted, a heald shaft from the face
cloth is allowed to remain down and the back weft pick passes over
all the warp threads drawn on this heald shaft, thus stitching them
in the back cloth. When pick No. 1) for face cloth is inserted, the
opposite shaft of back cloth to that previously lifted is now lifted

and stitches with the face cloth. And again, when pick No. 14
is inserted for back cloth, the opposite shaft of face cloth to that
previously left down is now allowed to remain down and stitch its

warp threads with the back cloth. [Note.—For Fig. 257a the first

pick and first shaft will be at the top left side.]

Any system or order of binding the two fabrics together may be
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adopted, so long as a method is strictly adhered to which does not

interfere with the general working of the cloth in the loom, or

impair the structure of the fabric desired.

The two-ply fabric is not confined to the plain order of weaving,

but other weaves such as three, four, five, six end-twills, cfec, may
be used. Fig. 258 illustrates, in cross-sections, a 2 x 2 twill two-

/ 3 5 7 9 II 13 15

Fig. 258. Fig, 259.

ply cloth. In this example the two cloths are firmly bound to-

gether by a special stitching warp, one end of which is shown by
the thin line. The intersecting of the stitching warp threads,

with face and back picks alternately of the two cloths, is so

arranged that they are completely hidden from view both on the

face side and back of cloth by allowing the warp threads of the two
cloths to float as shown at Nos. 1, 3, G, and 8 picks. The
order of picking through the weft will be one pick face and one

Black White

White Black
Fig. 260.

pick back alternately, as shown by the numbers. This order of

picking may be changed, if found necessary, to two picks face and
two picks back alternately.

Reversible tubular cloths, to present at intervals differently

coloured warp and weft, may also be produced by the double cloth

system of weaving similar to that illustrated by the diagram in plan.

Fig. 259, and cross-section. Fig. 260. It will be seen that the two
cloths of different colours, the warp threads of which are arranged
alternately through their respective setts of healds, reverse posi-
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tions for any required number of picks. Assuming that the two
warps were white and black respectively, and the same colours of

weft as warp were used, we should obtain alternate solid spaces

of white cloth and black cloth on both the face side and back.

By adopting the double cloth principle of weaving, the white and
black spaces could be made to produce the tubular form of weave
from one selvedge to the other selvedge. In this system of

weaving the two setts of healds which
would be required for the two cloths

respectively would serve to weave for

the face and back cloths alternately.

In fixing out the weaving plan it

is necessary to remember at which

A stage one sett of healds acts for the

face cloth and which sett acts for the

back cloth. The drawing-in plan

would be just like the one as used

for the ordinary two-ply plain cloth ;

each sett of coloured threads of course

being confined to its own sett of

heald shafts. The weaving plan, how-
ever, would be variable according to the number of picks of one
colour required to form face cloth before changing to back cloth,

and vice versa.

By using four setts of plain healds, instead of two setts, a square
or block efiect may be produced, similar to diagram, Fig. 2G1, in

<"._..
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which it will be seen that not only do the coloured warp
and weft threads change their positions w^eft way, but they
also change their positions warp way. This is accomplished by
treating the two parallel squares of warp threads as distinct

double reversible cloths, and for this reason the threads of one
square must be drawn through a difierent sett of healds to the
other square. Assuming that the squares are black and white
alternately, and twelve ends of each colour in each square, the
dra wing-in plan would be as Fig. 202.
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Further, if we must take the same number of weft picks of each

colour as warp threads to each square, it will require forty-eight

picks to complete the weaving plan. Twenty-four picks being

taken up in producing squares No. 2 and 3 by the insertion of

black and white weft alternately, or two picks white and two picks

black, and the remaining twenty-four

serving to construct squares Nos. 1

and 4. If the previous example has

been mastered by the student, the /
following explanation regarding the /

/

/

/
/

TWICE
OVER

formation (if these squares by the

manipulation of the healds should be

sufficiently explicit. It is necessary to /
refer to the drawing-in plan, and to

bear in mind that the progressive

numbers denote the alternate positions

of black and white warp threads.

For the purpose of explanation, also,

we will assume that the two colours of /
weft are inserted one pick each alter-

nately. Fig. 268 will be the w^eaving

plan to produce the same. Three kinds /
of lifting marks are given to facilitate

explanation. For practical purposes

they would all be taken to represent a

heald lifted. The x indicates the pick

on which the solid warp colour is

weaving with its own weft on the face

side of cloth. They being shown in

four distinct positions of weaving plan

.

All solid squares, as H, indicate the pick on which the solid warp
colour is weaving with its own weft on the under side of cloth

;

whilst the shaded squares indicate every position and pick in

which the various setts of healds are lifted up to keep their

respective warp threads out of the way of the weft when it is

being inserted to interlace with warp on the under side of

cloth to form the solid weave. A reference to the diagram in

plan. Fig. 2()1, in conjunction with drawing-in plan and weaving
plan will be sufficient to understand that when square No. 1 is

being formed altei-nately with No. 4 square, all the black threads

on No. 2 sett of healds for the first pick must be down, and one
heald of No. 1 sett must be up whilst one pick of white weft is

inserted. Simultaneously the threads on No. 4 sett of healds

must be up in order to keep them from interlacing with the

white weft as it interlaces with the white warn threads under-

/ — white weft.
— —- black weft.

Fig. 263.
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neath; one heald of which is lifted on !No. B sett, as will be

seen from weaving plan. For the second pick, on which the

black weft in No. 4 square is inserted, the order of weaving is

reversed. One heald of No. 4 sett must be up to form plain

cloth, and the two healds of No. 3 sett remain down, to be out

of the way of black weft. Both healds in No. 1 sett carrying

the white warp threads are lifted up to keep on the upper
side of black weft in No. 1 block, and one heald of No. 2 sett is

lifted to stitch or interlace with black weft underneath No. 1

block. The third pick will be

the opposite shed to the first

pick, and the fourth pick will be

the opposite shed to the second

pick.

By reference to the weaving
plan it will be seen that after the

insertion of twelve picks of each

colour the manner of interlacing

is completely reversed from one
square to the other

—

i.e., the
Fig. 264. lifting of the Nos. 1 and 2 setts

of healds for the first twenty-four

picks will be exactly the same as the lifting of Nos. o and 4 setts

of healds for the second twenty-four picks. Also the lifting of the

Nos. 3 and 4 setts of healds on the first twenty-four picks will be
exactly like the lifting of Nos. 1 and 2 setts for the second

twenty-four picks. By this means we obtain the solid woven
squares of the two colours. [Note.—The first pick and first shaft

in Fig. 2G3. will be at the top left side.]

A good example of this kind of weave may be seen in the woven
square pattern canvas very commonly used by ladies for cross-

stitch ornamentation.

Three or more ply fabrics are of great use in the production of

very heavy and strong goods, such as woven belting and
hosepiping.

Fig. 264 illustrates the principle of constructing a three-ply

fabric, in which three setts of plain healds would be required, i.e.,

one sett to work the top cloth, one sett to work the middle cloth,

one sett to work the bottom cloth.

The illustrated section would give a cloth three times its weav-
ing width when taken out of the loom, but for economic reasons

a cloth of this character would not be produced in practice. The
usefulness of this principle of construction is found, however,
when the warps belonging to the three cloths interlace with each
other's wefts, so that they are all stitched together to form a
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thick and heavy fabric. Fig. 265 is the drawing-in plan for the
three-ply, in which it will be seen that the warp threads for each
cloth are drawn consecutively through their own setts of healds,

whilst Fig. 266 is the weaving plan to produce the cloth three
times its width. The weft in this case, therefore, must pass
through the various sheds " as follows :

Bottom
I

Middle
{

Top
{

Fig. 265.

Pick. Up. Down.
First. Top cloth shed. No. 1 No. 2

Second. Middle cloth shed. No. 3 No. 4

Third. Bottom cloth shed. No. 5 No. 6

Fourth. Bottom cloth shed. No. 6 No. 5

Fifth. Middle cloth shed. No. 4 No. 3

Sixth. Top cloth shed. No. 2 No. 1

i 1X1 11 1

/ 2 3 4 5 6

Fia. 266.

All healds for middle and
bottom cloth down.

(All healds for top cloth

up.

All healds for bottom
cloth down.

All healds for middle,
and top cloth up.

All healds for middle,

and top cloth up.

(AW healds for top cloth

J
up.

I

All healds for bottom
\ cloth down.
All healds for middle and

bottom cloth down.

This weave would be on six picks to the round.

By arranging a weave on twelve picks to the round, ample
scope would be allowed for conveniently stitching the various

cloths together, so that a serviceable and strong fabric would be

produced.

Fig. 267 illustrates, in section weft way, one method by which
this may be done.

Various methods of stitching the cloths together may be
adopted, either by stitching {a) the top cloth into the middle
cloth, and middle cloth with bottom cloth, {h) by stitching top cloth

with bottom cloth, and bottom cloth with top cloth, and middle
cloth into top and bottom cloths alternately, (c) by introducing

special binder warps.

G
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Fig. 268 shows in cross-section the interlacing of warp threads

to form a three-ply fabric twill face and back, the middle warp
in this instance acting as a binder and stitching alternately into

the face and back cloths, as indicated by the thin line.

Fig. 269 illustrates in cross-section the principle upon which a

Dots represent weft picks. Lines represent warp threads.

Fig. 267.

Fig. 268. Fig. 269.

four-ply fabric is constructed, Figs. 270 and 271 being the

drawing-in plan and weaving plan respectively, supposing that

there were an equal number of warp threads in each fabric. As
was mentioned in the weaving of three-ply fabrics, the method of

binding the various fabrics together may here again be arranged
in a variety of ways to suit the principal objects desired in the

formation of the fabric. In the example given, the top warp
binds into the second cloth on No. 6 pick, the second cloth

binds into the third cloth on No. 15 pick, and the third cloth

binds into the bottom cloth on the eighth pick. In this example
the picks for each cloth respectively would be inserted in consecu-
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tive order. In the arrangement of drawing the threads through
the healds, as Fig. 270, the heald shafts for each separate cloth
are together in pairs. Another arrangement would be to make a
straight-over draft on the eight healds, as Fig, 272, but in this

Healds For

Bottom f"
Cloth \ _

Third |_

Second
|

Top r

Fig. 270.

7
S

B
T
S

r
B
T
S

B
T
S

I

2

3
4

S
6

7
8
9
10

II

12

12

14

/5

iQ

1
i

1
*

1% i >^

t

\
%

i
1

1 it

\t 1 X

Fig. 271.

T = Top cloth. S = Second cloth.

^ = Bottom cloth. Third cloth.

Small dot (•) denotes where the upper cloth

heald stitches with lower cloth.

X = Lifting of heald to form cloth.

//// = Healds lifted out of way so as not to

interfere with cloth formation.

Hea/d For

Bottom Cloth •

Third >*

Second •»

Top '*

Bottom »»

Third '*

Second

Top »»

Fig. 272.

method the position of the two healds for each separate cloth

would be split up, and this would necessitate a rearrangement of

weaving plan to work the respective rearranged position of healds.

Both methods are adopted.
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The woven ladder tape used for Venetian blinds is a good
example of what may be done by the four-ply system of weaving.

{See special diagram.) Figs. 273, 274, 21b,

CO ^ lO

d 6 6M !-((-(

Gauze or Cross-weaving.—This system of weaving differs

entirely from all other systems inasmuch as all the warp threads

do not run parallel or at right angles with the weft, but are more
or less twisted round each other. The peculiarity of this kind

of weaving will not allow of a close or heavy fabric being produced

owing to the aforesaid partial twisting of the warp threads interfei--
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ing with the beating up of the picks. It, however, offers wide scope

to the dasigner for ornamentation in cloths of light texture, either

alone or in combination with other systems of weaving.

Fig. 276 shows a section weft way of a simple plain gauze
effect, Fig. 277 being an exaggerated plan of same. Referring

to Fig. 2 7 7, it will be seen that threads marked (7, which are

Fig. 276. Fig. 277.

called the crossing threads, alternately pass from the right to left

side of standard threads B. It will also be noticed that the
crossing threads, (7, in this example always pass underneath the

standard threads, and over the weft-picks A,
If the crossing threads, C, were to be withdrawn from the cloth

—just for experiment— it would be found that the standard
threads, B^ were all laid underneath the weft picks, and conse-

quently not producing a woven fabric by their own combination
What is known as Leno " is a combination of gauze with a few
plain picks. This term is now quite general in the cotton trade

for all classes of goods in which the gauze weave is introduced with
any other kind of weave in light fabrics, either as all-over effects

or in stripe form.

The manner in which the crossing threads, (7, are made to pass

under threads, B^ from left to right is by means of a doup heald

placed in front of the ordinary sett of healds.

Fig. 278 illustrates the same, in whicl^^ is a common heald
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and ^ is a loose slip, or half-heald, passed through the eye and
upper part of heald A, The crossing thread, in addition to being

i
A B

Fig. 278.

drawn through the eye of an ordinary heald in the usual manner,
is also passed underneath the standard thread and through the

loose slip on the doup heald, as indicated by diagram. Fig. 278.

Fig.

[
Doup
Heald

Fig. 279 is the drawing-in plan for the^same.

The weave for Fig. 277 is complete on two picks, and simply

consists in the lifting together of heald N'o. 4 and loose slip No. 1
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alternately, with doup heald and slip Nos. 1 and 2 as shown by
lifting plan, Fig. 280. When heald No. 4—which carries the

crossing thread—is lifted, what is known as the open shed " is

formed.

The open shed is formed on the right side of standard thread
Fig. 279, by lifting up, also underneath the standard thread to the

right-hand side, the loose slip No. 1, as illustrated diagrammati-
cally in Fig. 281. The next shed would be termed the cross-shed.

X

/ 2 3 4 5

Fig. 279a.

2"^ Dick
/^^ pick

Fig. 280.

This is accomplished by dropping healds No. 3 and 4, and lifting

up together doup heald and slips 1 and 2, the crossing thread now
being lifted to the left-hand side of standard thread, as

shown diagrammatically in Fig. 282. The crossing thread is

usually on a separate warp beam to the ground threads, and
should be slackened only to allow the crossing to take place when
the cross-shed is being formed.

For this purpose the crossing threads, in addition to being
woven from a separate warp beam, are all passed over or under a
special rod, known as a warp slackener, shown at^. Figs. 281 and
282, which is made to operate on the correct pick, either by special

tappet or from a dobby.
In Fig. 281 the slackener rod is out of action when the open

shed is being formed ; in Fig. 282, in action for cross-shed.

This branch of weaving covers too wide a field to be treated

at length in the present work, and for examples of a more
advanced character the student is recommended to study the
works of other writers, who deal with the subject at greater

length.

It may be noted that the crossing threads for the gauze examples
given are alternate with the ground or standard threads. In
other classes of Leno weaving the crossing threads are arranged

in various proportions to ground threads, and may be arranged

also to cross two, three, four or more ground threads in order to

produce very open effects. It must be borne in mind, however,
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that aU those threads passed under or over by the crossing

thread must be drawn through the same dent of the reed

as the crossing thread itself, otherwise no crossing can

4i

o

Fig. 281.

take place in the operation of weaving. The crossing thread

may also be made to pass over two, three, four or more
picks on one side of the standard thread before returning to the

opposite side. As many doup healds and slackeners will be re-

quired as there are distinct crossings required in the formation of

the design. Fig. 283 diagrammatically illustrates a combination

weave in stripe form, six picks of plain weave, one and one cross-

ing, and three and three pick crossing, two doups and slackeners

being necessary for its production.
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Fig. 284 is the drawing-in plan, and Fig. 285 is the weaving plan.

It will be noticed in the weaving plan that a lifting mark for the
dobby or tappet is shown whenever the loose slips on doup shaft

are lifted either in the cross or open shed. This is done for the
purpose of relieving the strain on the crossing thread, which would
otherwise occur, owing to the pulling action of the springs

attached to the heald staves underneath the loom.
Mention has only been made of bottom doups.
Sometimes top doups are used. When this is the case, the

^ 3

1,

5

6

3

4

~N? 2.Siackener.

'N9I. Slackener.

\ Doup N9 2.

[Doup NOl,

5 £

Fig.

Plain healds.

Ground thread shaft.

Open shed shaft for doup 2.

Ground thread shaft.

Open shed shaft for doup 1.

285.—Lifting Plan.

crossing threads pass over the standard threads, the crossing being

effected by dropping the ordinary healds and doup healds as

required to form the open or cross shed. For some kinds of

designs the top doup would be preferable, as the crossing weave
is much easier to be seen by the weaver during the weaving pro-

cess on account of the crossing threads being on the upper side of

the cloth when in the loom. For ordinary work, however, the

bottom doup will answer quite as well, and its working is much
easier for the student to follow.

In weaving plan Fig. 285, the lifting of the healds, doups, and
slackeners is shown on lines to correspond to their own healds in

drawing-in plan, and is indicated on each pick by crosses. The
picks in this case must be read horizontally as shown by progres-

sive numbers.



CHAPTER IV

THE POWER-LOOM AND ITS ACCESSORIES

After the warp is drawn in it is taken along with the healds and
reed to the loom, which will be fitted up with either tappets or

dobby. If a Jacquard machine is used instead of tappets or

dobby, then the warp is taken direct to the loom, and its threads

either drawn in " or twisted in through the harness.

Types of Power-loom.—The framework of a power-loom is

composed principally of iron, and is made of various strengths to

suit the class of fabric intended to be woven. The types for

common use may be classified under three sections, viz.

:

(a) Light construction.

(b) Medium construction.

(c) Heavy construction.

One of the lightest types of looms is known as the common
calico or plain loom, on the loose reed principle, intended to

weave light fabrics, and specially designed to run at a speed of

210 to 240 picks per minute. The widths of looms vary to suit

width of fabrics required to be produced, the width capacity being

denoted by its reed space. As the reed space of loom is increased

it will be necessary that its speed shall be decreased accordingly.

Also, as the weight of a fabric increases it is found necessary to

not only design the loom for a slower speed than the plain loom,

but to specially construct it in its bearings and gearing, so as to

withstand the greater power exerted in beating up and picking

across the shuttle. This class of a loom would also be constructed

on the fast reed principle.

In the ordinary operation of weaving three distinct movements
are absolutely necessary for the production of woven cloth, viz. :

First.—Opening the shed or making a division in the warp
threads by means of the tappets and healds known as shedding
motions."

Second.—Sending across the shuttle containing the weft at
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right angles to the warp through the shed or division made by
the tappets. This is known as the picking motion."

Third,—Forcing the weft (which has been previously picked
through the shed) close to the previous pick by means of the reed

and sley. This is known as beating up the weft."

The last pick beaten up is spoken of as the " fell of the

cloth."

Fig. 9 shows the position of weaver's warp beam and warp shed
in end section view when " gaited up " in the loom. It is ten-

sioned by weights and levers. The shed being open. G is the
warp and the warp beam at the back part of lower framework,
CC being the healds through which the warp threads are drawn
to weave plain cloth. The healds are connected to top roller,

in this instance by means of cords and strapping. The reed, i>, is

placed in a groove in the sley or lathe, jP, which, in turn, is bolted

to the sley swords, at each side of the loom. The movable
hand-rail or sley-top, A", is grooved underneath, into which fits the

upper baulk of reed D, The reed is thus kept in position. As
the cloth is woven it is carried forward by the take-up motion
over breast beam, Z, round feed-roller, J/, on to the cloth-roller,

N.. The underside of healds are connected by means of cords

to treadles, BB\ which are alternately operated upon by tappets

AA! , Motion is transmitted from the main driving shaft to the

loom by belt and pulley fixed at the end of first motion or crank-

shaft P. From this crank-shaft all the movements necessary for

the working of the loom are transmitted and timed. The sley,

which is for the purpose of beating up the weft and carrying the

shuttle, receives a backward and forward motion from shaft, F,
through crank, Sy and connecting-rod, V being a rocking-rail or

pivot on which sley sword rocks. Every time the shuttle, X, has

passed through the shed the reed, D, is carried forward along with
sley, to the most forward position to beat up the weft. Motion
is also transmitted to tappet-shaft, 0, from crank-shaft, P,by means
of toothed gearing in the ratio of 1 to 2, thus causing tappet-

shaft, 0, on which are fixed the plain tappets, to make one

complete revolution for two revolutions of crank-shaft, F, and
also the two tappets, as previously explained, to alternately

act on the two treadles. For more than two picks to the round
of tappets either counter-shafts would have to be used, and fixed

underneath or at the side of the loom^ or else plate or box tappets

would be used and fixed at the side of the loom. The approximate

timing of the three mentioned movements is as follows : when
the crank, S, is passing its top centre the shed commences to open,

and as it passes the front centre the previous pick inserted is

beaten up. By the time the crank has reached its bottom centre
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the shed should be full open ready for the shuttle to be picked

through. By the time the crank reaches its back centre the

shuttle should have passed through the shed into the shuttle- box

on the other side of the sley, and as it passes the front centre again

the weft pick first inserted is beaten up to the fell of the cloth,

all other movements being a repetition.

Tappets.—Tappets are both positive and non-positive in their

action on the healds. A positive tappet is one which will either

lift or depress the healds as required.

A non-positive or negative tappet is one which requires the

help of springs or weights to bring the heald back to its original

position after it has been operated on by the tappet. Sometimes
when tappets are worked by means of counter or tubular shafts

underneath the loom a spring-top arrangement will be used to

bring back the healds to their original position. At other times

a system of top rollers is adopted, arranged on the compen-
sating principle of motion. This system, however, only admits

of weaving cloths with the same number of healds lifted or

depressed each pick, such as calicoes, twills, and sateens.

Tappets are constructed both for open shedding and closed

shedding. The most satisfactory results are obtained from the

open shed tappet. For ordinary work the closed shed tappet is

not used.

An open shed tappet is so constructed that a heald shaft may
be kept up or left down, and form a stationary line for two or

more picks, as required. Further, when a change or movement of

heald is desired to form pattern, it is caused to move directly from
its highest to lowest or lowest to highest position for the forma-
tion of the new shed. A closed shed tappet will bring the healds

up or down to the central position of the shed each time a pick

is inserted in the shed, no matter how many picks the heald is

required to remain up or down to form the necessary weave. This

is practically forming a shed from the centre of the tappet, and
would be termed a centre shed tappet. With a centre shed
tappet, therefore, the healds are all brought level in the centre

of the traverse in an upward or downward direction between
each pick of weft inserted.

On Shedding generally.—For the production of good cloth

good " shedding " is essential. If the shedding is bad, it is possible

to produce the worst results with the best warp yarn. It is very
important, when commencing a warp in the loom, that the connec-

tions of healds to the treadles will not be such as to produce too

large a shed. The size of the shed should be regulated by the size

or depth of shuttle ; that is^ it should be sufficiently large to allow

the shuttle to pass through without its upper part rubbing on
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the top portion of shed. The smaller the shed, the less strain

there will be on the warp yarn. If the shed is made too large a

great strain is put upon the warp threads, and in many cases they

will be stretched beyond their limit of elasticity, and finally break

and make bad cloth. The warp threads forming the bottom part

of the shed must not press too heavily on the sley raceboard, as by
this means unnecessary friction is put on the yarn, which will

have a tendency to weaken and break it. Coarse yarns will stand

a heavier pressure than fine yarns, one reason being that, owing to

fewer picks per inch being put into the cloth than for fine yarns,

the traverse of the warp will be quicker and therefore less friction

on a given length of thread. The aim in shedding should be to

obtain as near a straight line as possible with the top and bottom
shed so as to obtain even shedding." The usual method to

obtain this result is to lift the back shafts a little higher than the

front in proportion to the distance from the fell of the cloth.

The size of the sheds may be regulated to a great extent by :

(a) The adjustment of cords and leathers on treadles and jacks

for a side-box tappet.

(b) The adjustment of connecting-rods on the top cross-rod

levers for the Yorkshire treading motion.

(c) An allowance in the diameter of bowls on the whip-rollers

;

also the point of connection between healds and treadles for the

undertread motion.

(d) The adjustment of connections with healds and treadles

underneath the loom when a spring top is used.

The Picking Motion,—Next in importance to shedding is the

picking motion for propelling the shuttle from side to side of the

loom through the division in the warp thread or, as it is commonly
termed, the shed."

Two distinct methods of accomplishing this are adopted, viz.

:

1. The overpick.

2. The underpick.

The first obtains its name from the fact of the picking sticks

necessary for the propulsion of shuttle at each end of the loom
being fixed horizontally above the loom sley and shuttle-boxes,

whilst the picking sticks for the second named are placed under-

neath the sley^ and each pass through a slot in the lower part of

shuttle-box at each end of the sley. The overpick is best adapted

for quick-running looms, and there is only one principal form in

which it is applied, known as the " cone pick."

There are several types of underpicks, some of them being

specially suitable for slow-running and heavy looms, the following

being well known, viz. ; scroll pick, silk pick, Yates' pick, side-

lever pick, latch pick.
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There is less liability of getting dirt and oil in the cloth by the

use of the underpick. In the overpick, " the picker " and spindle

on which it slides must be kept clean from fluff and dirt, failing

which the accumulation of dirty oil and flafF will eventually be

loosened and thrown into the " shed " or on to the cloth as it is

being woven, thereby producing oil stains.

Beating up the Weft.—This third principal motion of the

loom is effected by the loom crank, sley and reed combined. The
reed fits into the sley^ and also serves to keep the warp
threads in position when beating up the weft. The sley is con-

structed of well-seasoned wood, and carries the shuttle-boxes at

each end. On the surface of the sley, known as the raceboard,

the shuttle traverses when picked across from one box to the

other over all warp threads forming the bottom portion of the
" shed."

In its flight across the sley raceboard it is guided in a straight

path by rubbing slightly against the reed.

For the purpose of beating up the weft, a smart blow by the sley

and reed is necessary at the most forward position, and, in order

to allow the shuttle suflScient time to pass through the shed from
one box to another, a slight pause or dwell of sley is necessary at

its most backward position. The movement of sley, therefore,

must be eccentric. The amount of eccentricity of sley is deter-

mined by the width of loom. A smarter b^at up is required, and
more time must be allowed for the passing shuttle for a broad
loom than for a narrow loom. The greater the amount of pause

or eccentricity at the back position of sley, the smarter will be
the beat up, owing to its quicker speed at the front position.

To obtain the necessary eccentricity at the back stroke, the

crank shaft is placed in a lower plane than its point of connection

with the sley sword. The size of crank and length of connecting

arm will also affect the eccentricity of the sley. The greater the

throw of crank, the shorter the crank arm, and the crank being

placed in a lower plane than its point of connection with the sley

swords, all tend to increase the sley's eccentricity at its back
position. The shorter the throw of crank, the longer the crank
arm, and the nearer the crank shaft approaches the straight line

in relation to its point of connection with the sley swords, the

less will be the eccentricity of the sley.

As an example, take an ordinary engine crank and connecting-

rod. The connection to cross-head at its nearest and furthest

points will be in the same plane as the crank shaft of the engine.

The amount of eccentricity or pause will be equal in this case at

both ends of the stroke or traverse. As regards the traverse of the

loom sley, however, owing to the sley sword oscillating on a fixed
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centre below, called the rocking rail, its point of connection will not
always remain in the same plane in relation to the position of the
crank shaft, but will vary according to its most backward or for-

ward position. As previously stated, the greatest pause is obtained
when the loom crank is at its backward stroke, thereby allowing

the shuttle sufficient time to pass safely through the open shed,

formed by the shedding mechanism.
It will readily be seen that for heavy work and broad looms it

is necessary to have a longer pause of the sley, in order to get the

necessary smart beat up of weft. This is often accomplished by
having a large crank and short connecting-rod.

Auxiliary motions in Connection with the Power-
loom.—For the production of perfect cloth it is important that

special motions be attached to the power loom so as to assist and
work in harmony with the three primary movements. When com-
pared with the common hand-loom, the power-loom may be said to

perform all principal motions automatically, which previously were
done by the weaver.

From the fact of all the motions having to be controlled by the

hand-loom weaver himself, it will be obvious that only one loom
could be attended to. He therefore would have to perform the

following operations, viz.

:

{a) Operate on treadles with his feet to work \

the healds and to open the shed

;

(h) Pick through the shuttle with one hand ; I in succession.

(c) Beat up the weft with the other hand by
means of the loom sley

; J

(d) Wind the cloth on to the cloth roller at regular intervals so

as to place the picks of weft in the cloth in as uniform a manner
as possible

;

(e) Watch the consumption of weft in shuttle so as to catch it

before it broke or ran out

;

(/) Watch the traverse of shuttle from one box to the other so

that, in the event of its not getting to its destination, he would
check the swing of the sley and prevent the shuttle being trapped
between the warp threads

;

{g) Piece up and draw broken ends through the healds

;

(h) Renew the weft as it became exhausted.

With the exception of the latter two operations, all the above
may be brought into action automatically, when required, on the
ordinary power-loom. This diminution in the number of opera-

tions necessary on the part of the weaver now makes it possible

for a variable number of looms, from two to six, to be attended to

by one person.

In a later type of power-loom, known as the automatic weft
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supply loom, the renewal of the weft is accomplished automatically

by special mechanism. A still larger number of looms, from eight

to twenty, can be attended to in this case.

Reverting once more to the operations necessary for the hand-
loom weaver to perform ; the first three movements, known as the

three primary motions, have already been dealt with and known
as the shedding, picking, and beat-up motions respectively.

The fourth mentioned, (0^), is automatically performed on the

power-loom by the take-up motion, which consists of wheel gearing

connected to the feed roller or cloth roller worked from some con -

venient part of the loom {see Frontispiece).

Two types of take-up are used, viz., (a) the positive take-up

;

(b) the non-positive or drag motion. The former is best adapted
for the weaving of light and medium constructed cloths with even

spun wefts.

The latter is more adapted for very heavy cloths with uneven
weffcs. The majority of cotton looms are fitted up with some
principle of positive take-up, as it is very convenient to alter the

number of picks in a cloth by simply changing a pinion wheel,

which determines the picks per inch.

On the drag motion the take-up of cloth and warp is regulated

by weights and levers on the warp beam behind the loom^ and by
a ratchet and pawl and counterpoise at the front of the loom, the

cloth being wound direct on to the cloth roller, instead of as in

the positive, which is taken round a feed roller previous to being

wound on the cloth roller.

The fifth (e) is now accomplished by the weft fork stop-

ping motion, in which a fork and series of levers are put into

action to stop the loom immediately the weft breaks or runs
out.

The sixth (/) has its parallel action in the shuttle protector, or

smash preventer, attached to every power-loom, of which there

are two types, viz., (a) loose reed, {b) fast reed.

In the loose reed arrangement, in the event of the shuttle

failing to reach the shuttle-box, or if it gets trapped between the
warp threads, the reed would be pushed out of its position and
prevent the ends being broken by the shuttle, at the same time
stopping the loom.

With the fast reed arrangement, the shuttle is prevented from
smashing the warp threads if trapped in the shed by a stop-rod

and tongue—actuated from a swell in shuttle-box becoming in-

operative—coming in contact with the shoulder of a frog at the
front part of loom.

The loose reed is very suitable for fast-running looms and
lightly constructed fabrics.

a
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The fast reed is very suitable for medium and slow-speed

looms for medium and heavy work.

Multiple Shuttle-boxes.—A plain or stripe loom has only one
shuttle-box at each end of the sley, and can only use one sort of

weft. A multiple shuttle-box loom, or check loom, has a single box
at one side and several boxes—from two to six—at the other side.

The advantage of a multiple shuttle-box loom is that (a) various

coloured wefts may be inserted pick way to form checks or squares

to correspond to the colouring of warps
;

(b) various counts of

weft or classes of material may be used pick way to produce some
particular effect.

Not less than two picks of one colour can be inserted before a

change of shuttle takes place. Two types of multiple box loom
are in use, viz., drop boxes and circular or revolving boxes.

Drop box looms are mostly adopted in the production of the

medium and heavier types of fabrics, whilst circular boxes are

adopted for the lighter makes of fabrics, where the loose reed

shuttle protector is in use on the loom and a fast speed is desired.

There are several types of drop box motions, some of which are

positive in their action and others negative. The most modern are

on the positive principle of working and actuated by eccentrics.

The circular box motion is positive in its action.

Another type of multiple shuttle-box loom has more than one
shuttle-box at each side of the loom sley, and is known as a pick

and pick or pick at will " loom. In this type a single pick of

colour may be inserted and then changed to another colour for

the next pick.

The bulk of the check looms in use are for the production of

coloured woven goods, the remainder being used in the production

of grey goods, which require two or more counts of weft in their

construction, either for weight producing purposes, extra grey
weft figures, or cords.

For the production of coloured woven goods^ check looms are

available to allow of from four to six colours or shuttles being

used to produce pattern. The original idea of " checking " was
to insert the same colours of weft in warp to form a square

check. A variety of checking in coloured woven goods now in

vogue is a long distance removed from the original idea, yet at the

same time quite as good and pleasing combinations may be pro-

duced by the use of " bastard checks," which in numerous cases

are adopted instead of the "correct form" of inserting weft

colours exactly as warp colours.

Tn certain styles of block or square patterns it is essential to

use a checking to coincide in number of picks with the warp
coloured threads in order to obtain the squared pattern.

Different colours, however, may be used in the weft from those
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in the warp, but the same proportion of the colours substituted

should be maintained. Assuming that the number of ends per
inch in warp were equal to the number of picks per inch, it would
be a very simple matter to make a checking chain for the changing
boxes from the written warp pattern, provided that not less than
two ends of each colour were together, and that the grouped
threads of all other colours were arranged in multiples of two.

Take, for example, the following simple warp colouring, which
we will assume is for a cloth equal in reed and pick, and is to be
checked square

:

Warp pattern.

24 white.
2 pink.

2 white.

2 green.

2 white.

2 pink.

ir

The checking would be the same as in the warp pattern. If there

had been three coloured ends instead of two, the checking could

still be the same as above to form the square, as it would not be

practicable on the ordinary check loom to insert an odd pick. The
substitution of four coloured picks to coincide with the two coloured

warp threads would probably make the checking too heavy.

Taking the above colouring again as our example, and assum-

ing that it was for a cloth pattern in which the warp threads

must be, say, 80 per inch, and weft picks only 60 per inch,

it will be obvious that should the same number of picks be used

in the checking as threads to one pattern in warp, the result of

the combination would not be a squared effect, but a drawn out or

much longer pattern weft way^ owing to the fewer number of picks

per inch in the cloth. To obtain a square effect as near as

possible, it will be necessary to reduce the number of picks in

pattern to be inserted, in proportion to the ends and picks per

inch in cloth, which is practically a quarter less in picks. The
ten picks of two and two checking cannot be reduced, so the

total reduction in the pattern for checking must be made in the

number of white picks inserted. The most suitable checking,

therefore, will be as follows, viz.

:

16 white picks.

2 pink „
2 white ,,

2 green „
2 white „
2 pink „

26"
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This principle of arranging checkings may be adopted in any
styles of patterns in cloths, where the reed and pick are of

different proportions, or even in cloths in which colourings are
to be imitated from patterns of cloths of a much better quality.

Simple checkings of about two or four picks of a colour con-

trasting to the ground colour are often used in combination with
dobby figures. In checkings of this kind no attempt is made to

produce a squared checking, but they would be simply the
bastard checks.

By the insertion of coloured picks in some particular order, so

as to interlace with special warp threads, it is possible to produce
some very effective designs. A simple example is given at

Fig. 286, which is taken from
an old examination paper. This

effect may be produced on
two shafts of healds, v/orking

two up and two down alter-

nately, as shown in Fig. 37,

Chapter I., which, as pre-

viously mentioned, is known
as a two picks in the shed

weave. The precise manner
in which the square effect is

obtainable is by changing the
Fig. 286. position of coloured thread in

warp, after a certain number
of threads have been drawn through the healds, so that they

appear on opposite shafts at each successive square.

Similarly for weft way, after a certain number of picks have

been inserted, the position of weft colours will be reversed. As
an illustration the following will answer for warp pattern and

checking, viz.

:

Waj'p pattern two threads in one eye. Checking.

2 white. \ Twice Same as warp
2 black./ over. pattern.

2 white,

4 black.

iT

It will be seen that as the draft is on two shafts of healds only,

the four black threads coming together at regular intervals will

cause the positions of colours to be changed at every repeat of

pattern, which in this case is every fourteen threads.

The white threads on every alternate pattern will be lifted to-

gether, whilst on the intervening pattern the black threads will
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be raised simultaneously. As the weft colours are inserted, there-
fore, it will be seen that, assuming two picks of white are shot
across m succession and in the same shed in one square, they will
interlacewith the white warp threads when lifted, and in the other
square they will interlace with the black warp threads when lifted.
The insertion of four picks of black in succession weft way

changes the positions for the
next repeat of checking, by
which the two picks of white
which had previously inter-

laced with the white warp
when lifted will now, on the
same sett of warp threads,
interlace with the black warp
threads when lifted, and vice

versd for the black picks in-

serted. In this way the
vertical and horizontal lines

are produced, and on close

examination it will be seen
that these lines are produced by the contiguity of the same
colours—warp and weft respectively.

Large squares and bolder lines may be produced by increasing

the number of repeats in a square before changing positions of

threads in draft, or picks in checking, or putting a larger number
of picks of one colour in one shed, say four picks or six picks, be-

fore changing to another colour.

In producing patterns of the above character it is very easy for

a weaver to cause the regularity of the pattern to be broken by
allowing the " checking" or colours from the shuttle-boxes to get

in their wrong positions or sheds" through the weft breaking
or running out, and afterwards finding the wrong lost pick.

Fig. 287 is another example of a more complex weave, which
requires the aid of a dobby for its production. This example is

also taken from a weaving examination paper. The chief charac-

teristic of this design is the black spot produced on a small square
check ground without the aid of either an extra warp or weft.

The pattern of the warp we will assume to be two white and
two black single threaded, and the ground weave to be a four-end
two and two weave. The spots being arranged alternate will re-

quire separate figuring shafts for the two positions. The solid

square black efiect is obtained by allowing the white threads,

where spot is to be produced, to float underneath wherr the two
picks of black are inserted in succession, and lifting all black
threads to form the square when the two picks of white are
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inserted. In this manner the white picks are hidden
from view on the face side of the cloth, but show themselves

behind, which, however, will not be of much consequence. To pre

vent them floating too much
behind, they may be inter-

laced with the white warp
threads, which also will be

hidden from view on the

face side of cloth. The
spots may be arranged

further apart, or increased

in size, according to the

ideas of the designer by an
alteration in the draft and
weaving plan.

In a small way the con-

struction of the above-

mentioned spot is based

upon the double cloth

principle of weaving with
two warps and two wefts.

Figures produced by a

combination of special colours of warp and weft, as Fig. 287,

require great care on the part of the weaver, as the sequence
of the figures may be easily spoiled by broken picks or the

insertion of colours of weft at the wrong time.

Another form of checked pattern is shown at Fig. 288, which
may be made to illustrate several systems of weaving. The first

to represent a ground structure on the ^Hwo pick in shed " prin-

ciple of weave in two colours, as Fig. 286, whilst the black spot

could be thrown up on the face side of the cloth as an extra warp
figure worke^d from a separate warp beam to the ground threads,

and could either be made to float underneath from one spot to

another, or occasionally stitch into the black weft picks as they

were inserted, in such a manner that the square check pattern

will not be interfered with.

The second form in which it may be utilised is by dispensing

with the extra warp figure and producing a solid effect in a some-
what similar manner to Fig. 287, by allowing the black weft to

interlace with the black warp thread, whilst the white threads

would float underneath.

A third form would be for the production of a heavier and
more expensive class of fabric, by which the ground structure

could be woven on the backed cloth principle of weave, and the

^pot introduced as an extra weft effect, the extra weft being
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^pun silk or mercerised. Whilst a fourth form would be to have
the same ground structure, but an extra warp figure introduced

instead of the extra weft. In this case, however, assuming that

only one colour of weft was used for the ground structure, no
checking would be necessary, and therefore does not come within

the scope of this chapter. For the benefit of the student, how-
ever, it may be noted that the illustration is again culled from a

weaving examination paper, to which the following question is

attached, and may be profitably studied for a good example of

cloth construction in a more advanced stage than the previous

examples.

Question. Mark out a design for a 4 by 4 matting vesting

similar to sketch, with four-end coloured spots on a self-coloured

ground ; the cloth to be backed with calico ; order of weave one
end and pick of back to four ends and picks of face.

Bind the two cloths together at points least liable to show on
the surface.

Split and Selvedge Motions.—Many narrow fabrics are woven
two and three in the width of loom. When this is the case, a few
dents in the reed will be left empty between each fabric, and a few
threads worked at the edge of each selvedge to fasten it and
prevent fraying after they are severed from each other in the

finishing process. A few threads woven in the plain gauze weave
answers the best for a fast selvedge; this maybe done by a simple

loop attachment to the front heald for a plain cloth, whilst in

other cases a specially constructed split selvedge motion, which is

more reliable, would be used.

If a plain selvedge is required on a sateen weave, skeleton healds

are sometimes used, or a special selvedge motion worked from a

cam underneath the loom would be employed.

Catch Cords.—Catch cords are employed to work special stitch-

ing threads for cloths in which two or more picks in the shed are
inserted. It will be obvious that if two picks are inserted in

succession in the same shed, the return pick will not be caught at

the selvedge in the usual way, but will be dragged forward and
produce a bad side. The catch cord is made to lift up and down
a strong thread or a few warp threads alternately, and so catch

and hold out the second pick to the full width of cloth, and thus
insure the production of a fast selvedge.

Principal Loom Accessories. Temples.—Temples are used
for the purpose of holding out the cloth in width, thus reducing
contraction at the reed to a minimum. Failing the use of these
the warp threads would be much closer together at the sides than
in the middle portion of fabric. They are placed at each side of

the cloth so as to grip the selvedges along with a portion of the
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cloth. By this means the pull of the weft in the shuttle and the

tension of the warp are counteracted to a certain extent. The
reed is also prevented from being unduly strained at the sides

owing to what would be an excessive side pull. There are several

types of temples in use to suit light, medium, or heavy fabrics, the

chief being (a) the Roller type, with one, two, or three spiked

rollers
;

(b) the Ring type, fixed horizontally or inclined.

Check Straps and Buffers,—Check straps are used on the loom
for the following reasons :

First.—To gradually bring the shuttle to a full stop when picked

into the box from the opposite side.

Second.—To prevent any sudden shock being given, and, to a

certain extent, avoid the rebounding of shuttle when it reaches

the shuttle-box.

Third.—To avoid picker striking the box end.

It is fixed on the shuttle-box spindle in an over pick loom
behind the picker, and really acts as a bufier. In some cases a

bufier would be used on the spindle.

Buffers are usually made of leather and placed on the front

part of box spindle, to which is also attached the buffer strap,

so that the picker in its most forward traverse on spindle may just

come in contact with it after picking, instead of beating solid

against the spindle head.

Pickers and Picking Bands.—The picking band is usually made
of oak-tanned leather, and connects the picking stick on an over-

pick loom with the picker. The picker is usually made from
buffalo hides and steeped in sperm oil previous to using. Its

province is to impart the transmitted motion from picking band
and picking stick to the shuttle and so propel it across the

loom.

Oak-tanned picking bands usually sweat and cause oil stains in

the cloth, and for safety,when weaving light coloured goods, chrome
bands or stainless bands are used. The first cost appears to be

more expensive, but the results prove that they are quite as

economical as oak tanned with less liability for staining the cloth.

(See Frontispiece for position of above accessories.)

Shuttle Guards.—To comply with the Factory Act all looms
must be fitted with a shuttle guard to prevent the shuttle flying

out of the loom. As a matter of fact, the writer is not yet

acquainted with any that ensures such safety. But they do serve

to keep the shuttle from flying out very high and injuring persons

in the upper parts of their body, and at times they keep the

shuttle low, so that it will find its way to the box, or get caught in

the shed again. By this means, therefore, accidents from flying

shuttles are reduced, but not abolished entirely. A rod about J inch
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thick and the width of reed space, if cranked at each end, and
screwed on to the handrail of the sley so as to project, will meet the

requirements of the Act. There are also several types of adjust-

able patent shuttle guards on the market.

The Dobby Machine.—The dobby machine is adopted for

the production of weaves of a fancy or more intricate character

which are beyond the range of the ordinary tappets on a loom.

By its use, also, a better scope is offered for the production of

designs or weaves on a much larger number of heald shafts and
picks to the complete round of pattern. It is also very useful

where frequent changes of weave have to be made on one warp
length, as the changes may be made without any loss of time, a

fresh set of pattern lattice being all that is desired, which
may be prepared beforehand. Owing to the pattern lattices taking

up very little room, the number of picks which may be used in

one complete weave is practically unlimited. There are several

types of dobbies in use at the present time on both the positive

and negativ^e principle of working. The majority in use in the

cotton trade are on the negative principle of working, in which
springs are used to pull the heald shafts down again after being

lifted up to form a shed. The same principle of working is

embodied in the various types of negative dobbies in use, which,

in the main, consists of a system of arranging a peg in the lattice

to work its own heald shaft in its proper order, and which will

correspond to a lift of tappet on its own particular heald shaft.

Fig. 289 is a sectional view of a common type of a negative

double-lift dobby, known as the Keighley open-shed dobby. The
machine in this instance \> ould be fixed on the top part of the

loom, AA^ being the feet which would rest on pillars or stands,

fastened to the loom top rail. BB' represents one lifting jack,

on bell crank lever principle, the point, B, being attached to its

own heald shaft by cords, and should come over the centre part

of heald shafts when fixed in the loom, so that the connecting-

cords may be attached to the heald shaft at equal distances from
its centre. The machine will be fitted up with as many jacks,

BB\ as will be found most convenient to work with the same
number of healds, sixteen to twenty jacks being the maximum
for the ordinary dobby. The pattern chain or lattices work
round cylinder, aS', which is impelled one-eighth of a revolution

every two picks by the action of a pushing pawl, or some other

convenient mechanism not shown in the figure. Each single

lattice therefore serves for two picks and has two rows of holes

placed in alternate positions as shown by sketch. Fig. 290, to

accommodate pegs when it is required to lift up heald shafts.

The first row acts for the first pick, and the second row for
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the following pick. The first row of holes, with their pegs placed

in position, also operate the lower draw hooks, E\ and the second

row, with pegs placed in position, operates the upper draw hooks,

E, as will be described. There will be as many holes in each row
as there are lifting jacks in the dobby. Each hole in the lattice

corresponds to a feeler lever, P, in the dobby. In this case there will

be twice the number of feeler levers, P, as there are lifting jacks.

Fig. 289.—Section of Hatteesley's Non-Positive Dobby.

The odd feelers, P, each have a finger or turned-up piece of

metal, cast at the opposite end, on which rests the lower draw
hook, E\ to which motion may be communicated when necessary.

For the same purpose the even numbered feelers are connected

to the upper draw hooks, E, by the vertical needle F. As the

lattices revolve, a peg, iY, lifts up its corresponding feeler, P, at its

heavy end, the opposite end, T or T\ fulcrumed about one-third

distance from this end, will be depressed and allow the draw hooks
which they respectively control to fall in a lower position so as to

comein contact with the draw knife, or Z>,' as willnow be described.

C is a lever working on rocking shaft P. This lever, C,

receives an upward and downward movement from the second

motion shaft of loom, and to which are connected the draw knives,

D and ]j\ respectively. As the lever, (7, works in an upward or

downward direction every alternate pick, the knives will be
drawn horizontally in their slots in alternate positions to the
right or the left accordingly. By this means the draw hooks, E
and P*, when depressed, are put in the line of traverse of the draw
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knives alternately, as previously mentioned. When this is so, one

draw knife at a time draws the depressed hooks along with it to

its extreme position on the right.

The opposite ends of the draw hooks, E and E\ are connected by
a hook and small pap to the top and bottom positions respectively of

movable vertical baulks or levers H, The centre of baulk in

turn is connected with the dobby jack or bell-crank lever, BB\
at the point K, L is the fulcrum for the jack. Assuming that

the bottom draw knife, D\ was at its extreme point of traverse to

the right (the diagram shows the two draw knives in the middle

of their traverse), the top draw knife, i>, would be at its extreme

point of traverse to the left, the rocking lever, C, being at its

highest point. The upper part of the baulk would impinge against

the dobby frame, if, which would act as a fulcrum for the time

being. The lower part of the baulk, ZT, would be drawn to its

extreme right position through its connections with the draw
hook, E' , The vertical baulk is transferred into a lever of the

second order, therefore the bell crank lever, B and B\ must be

lifted up at the point, B, by its connection with the baulk at the

point K and fulcrum Z. In this manner the heald shaft will be

lifted for one pick which, in this case, will be the first pick on
the lattice. On the return of the draw knife to the left position

all those hooks and healds which have to remain down for the

next pick will be drawn to their starting positions again by the

aid of spiral springs attached to the heald sliaft underneath the

loom, i.e., the healds will be pulled to their lowest position again

at the bottom portion of the " shed."

For the next pick the positions of the draw knives, i> and D\ will

be reversed, and, assuming there is a peg in the lattices for one of

the same heald shafts to be again lifted, a top draw hook, E^ for

that particular heald required to be lifted will be drawn forward
by hooking on to the draw knife, Z), in its traverse to the right.

The top draw hook, E^ will act on the vertical baulk, in a similar

manner to the bottom draw hook, E\ only the fulcrum for the

baulk will be at the bottom instead of at the top, and the same
heald will remain up owing to the lower draw knife, D\ acting as

a temporary fulcrum for the bottom part of baulk, ZT, through
the hook, E\ till its extreme traverse to the left is completed, then
the lower part of the baulk, H, will impinge against the dobby
frame at point, M\ which then becomes the final fulcrum and also

the initial fulcrum for a lift of heald from its lowest position

similar to what is described for the working of the bottom
draw hooks. At other times, when a heald is required to be
kept up for two or more picks in succession, the upper draw
knife, D, would act as a temporary fulcrum for the upper part
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of baulk, in a similar manner as just described. By this

means the jack, BB\ will be kept up or again be lifted through
its connection at K, Each succeeding lattice, with its pegs pre-

sented to their corresponding feeler levers, will act in a similar

manner to the first two picks, the selection of healds to be lifted

being determined by the pegs in lattice. The mechanical move-
ments of other parts of the dobby will be a repetition of the first

two movements described. To peg a sett of lattices it is neces-

sary to know from the weaving plan which is the first shaft in

Fi'rsC
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Fig. 290.

the draft, and the first pick to be put into the cloth. Afterwards

it is a very simple operation to put pegs in holes to correspond

to positions of marks shown on the weaving plan.

Fig. 290 shows diagrammatically how this is accomplished. We
will take Fig. 295 as the weaving plan,which is of a simple kind, on
eight picks and seven shafts. By reference to draft, Fig. 294, it

will be seen that the first two shafts on the left of weaving plan

are of a plain weave, whilst in this case the first pick must be at the

top of weaving plan, owing to the lattice cylinder revolving from
right to left. Commencing at the top left-hand corner of the

weaving plan for the first pick and shaft, the lattice would have
to be pegged reading from left to right as given below. The pegs

being indicated in their correct position by vertical marks on
diagram, Fig. 290, the lattice pegger must take care that the

holes are pegged or missed in succession, according to the following

reading from the weaving plan, viz. :

Fir8t lattice.

1st Pick
I

Peg 1 hole. Miss 1. Peg 1. Miss 1. Peg 3.

Shoir [ / 0 / 0 ///

2nd Pick \ Miss 1 hole. Peg 3 and miss 1. Peg. 2.

Second row V / /
/ n

of holes I ^
^
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Second lattice.

3rd Pick \Peg 1 hole. Miss 1. Peg 3 and miss 1. Peg 1.

First row j / 0 /// 0

4th Pick \Miss 1 hole. Peg 1. Miss 1. Peg 4.

Second row j 0 / 0 ////

Third lattice.
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5th Pick \ Peg 1 hole. Miss 1. Peg 1. Miss 1. Peg 2. Miss 1.

/ / 0 / 0 //
\Miss 1 hole. Peg 3. Miss 1. Peg 1. Miss 1.

/ 0 /// 0 0
6th „

Fourth lattice.

^ , p. , ^ Peg 1 hole. Miss 1. Peg 3. Miss 2.anricK
/ / 0 /// oo

Q4-U T>- 1 1 ^^i^s 1 ^^^6- 1- ^iss 1. Peg 3. Miss 1.
»tn ricK / 0 0 / / 0

Seven holes in a row are pegged in this example, because only
seven jacks in the dobby are used to weave the figure required.

The remaining nine jacks would be idle.

Not less than eight lattices^ which are equal to sixteen picks,

can be used in practice, so that it will be necessary to link up to

the above another four lattices, with

the pegging of the weaving plan again PATTERN
repeated.

If the lattice cylinder of a dobby re-

volves from left to right, the lattice

would have to be pegged for the first

pick from the bottom pick of weav-
ing plan, and reading upwards for

all succeeding picks, instead of, as

in example given, reading down-
wards.

The first shaft of healds, however, Fig. 291.

would be the same.

Other well-known single-cylinder dobbies are the Wards" and
" Climax."

Sometimes dobbies with two cylinders are used instead of one,

such as Catlow," " Blackburn " and " Burnley " dobbies.

Two setts of lattices would then have to be used, and in this

case one lag would only serve for one pick, the lattice on each

cylinder being pegged on alternate picks from weaving plan and
working alternately with each other.

Figs. 291 and 292 show peg plan and pegged lattices respec-

tively. The lattices are shown as being pegged the reverse to each

other as indicated by the numbers which is necessary for the
" Blackburn " or Burnley dobby. The alternate pick in the
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peg plan for a Oatlow dobby would be pegged on both setts of

lattices in the same direction, and not opposite, as would be the

case with the first two mentioned.

Automatic Looms.—At the present time much is being done

by machinists and inventors to introduce into our cotton industry

a loom '
* ' ^

LATTICES,
15 ta[B"~:^l2l''^l^^^ l oX?TH]?^=^QXQIo^|

15

3;

.0lQ|glgl.oiQi:o¥O^
[

|
ToiOiO^^| oi.o'[l

which will be self-

acting in its shuttle changing

or replenishing of weft. At-

tention is being directed more
particularly to the plain loom,

with the main object of mak-
ing it possible for one weaver

to attend to from twelve to

twenty looms, instead of as at

present from five to six, and

by this means increasing the

weekly wage of weaver, al-

though the rate of payment
per piece will be less.

In America the loom is no

longer in the experimental

stage, but is widely adopted,

especially in tlie Southern

States, no fewer than 80,000

being in use for making cali-

coes, China shirting, drills,

and sheetings, because they

have found them a distinct

advantage. Why they have

been adopted so quickly in

these States is mainly owing

to the fact that the work-

people are scarcer, much in-

ferior, and less intelligent at

their work than a Lanca-

shire mill hand. They are

also of mixed nationalities.

When it is not possible to

obtain the best and most intelligent labour, recourse is found in

the employment of labour-saving machinery, hence the adoption

of the automatic looms in these States. Since the introduction of

the Northrop loom into this country, interest has been aroused,

and controversy has raged regarding the merits, or otherwise, of

such a loom or any other labour-saving device for the cotton trade

of Lancashire. It is contended by a number of persons that the

Fig. 292.
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conditions of labour are miich different in this country, and that

our operatives are far more expert, and by this means are able to

manipulate an inferior quality of cotton yarn with better results

than may be obtained by any automatic loom.

On the other hand, the scarcity of labour in some districts may
justify and warrant its adoption to a large extent, even in the

Lancashire cotton trade.

The characteristic of the so-called automatic loom is that it is

automatic so far as regards the changing of the weft shuttles or

weft pirns. A magazine or receptacle is filled with weft spools or

pirns, and in other cases with shuttles containing a fresh supply
of weft, so that when the weft becomes exhausted in the operative

shuttle, a mechanical contrivance connected to the weft fork makes
the change of shuttle or weft without the assistance of an attend-

ant, and thus saves time. From this it will be seen that one of

the main duties of a weaver is dispensed with, i,e., the re-shuttling

of weft and re-starting of the loom, the remaining duties being :

(1) To keep the magazine charged with weft

;

(2) To piece up all broken warp threads
;

(3) To take the cloth off" the loom when necessary

;

(4) To report to overlooker if loom gets out of order.

It is therefore by attaching the self-shuttling mechanism that a

weaver is enabled to attend to additional looms. It will be obvious

to a practical man that if the weft has to break or become ex-

hausted before operating on the shuttle-changing mechanism, there

must be a fault in that portion of the cloth where the piecing up
of one weft thread with another is effected. By this means broken
picks, cracks, or other defects are created, and in some of the

looms an attempt has been made to rectifythemwith partial success.
" Feeler " motions have been invented with the object of accom-

plishing the change of weft before it breaks, so as to continue the

regularity of weaving in the cloth.

In the event of the weft breaking, in this case the loom would
stop by means of the weft-stop motion in the ordinary way.

Where feeler motions have not been attached to the change
motion, in order to contend with the broken picks and cracks the

taking-up motion is put out of action for a tooth or two, but if

not properly set will create thick places.

Enough has been said for the present on the generalities of the

automatic loom, and now a few remarks may be made respecting

some which are in use and being experimented with.

The Northrop Loom,—This is really a weft bobbin or spool

changer, and is an American invention. The bobbins of weft or

spools are placed in a magazine or hopper, as shown in Fig. 349,

and as the weft becomes exhausted in the shuttle, fresh
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bobbin or skewer of weft is forced in, the full bobbin at the

same time pushing out the empty bobbin or skewer into the

receiver.

The shuttle is self-threading, and is constructed very ingeni -

ously. An automatic warp let-ofF motion is also fitted to the loom
to ensure regularity as the warp beam decreases in diameter. The
loom and motion is supplied intact ; the motion alone will not be

fitted on to any other existing loom, as the whole machine is a

speciality itself. Like all American looms it runs the opposite

way to the English make. A feeler motion and warp-stop

motion are attached if necessary.

Hattersley Loom.—This loom and automatic motion is also sup-

plied intact, the makers claiming that as the loom must be

specially constructed, they cannot fit the motion on any of their

ordinary types. In this motion the shuttles are changed in

contradistinction to the bobbin or cop on the Northrop system.

Therefore the magazine is kept supplied with a number of shuttles

containing weft, and when it becomes exhausted, the new shuttle

is put into the box by means of a carrier, whilst the old one is

pushed out. In this motion the loom slows down during the

changing operation, and immediately this is done regains its

normal speed. The changes are brought about by a series of

cams at the loom side which receive their initial motion from the

weft fork for ordinary work, or from the feeler motion if

attached

.

The Blackhiirn.—This is also a shuttle-changing device, and is

much simpler in construction to the two previously mentioned.
In this motion the full shuttle is forced downwards into the box
and the empty one is pushed out.

As in the " Hattersley " this loom also slows down during the

changing operation.

Other automatic motions, which are simply shuttle changers and
may be attached to existing looms at a small cost, are the Cowburn,
and Gregson and Monks. In both of these motions the change
of shuttle is'performed without interfering with the speed of loom.

The Kip-Baker loom is also a shuttle changer, and originally

was worked by electrical contact. This, however, is now changed
to the mechanical.

Cook's Cop Changer,—This is a very simple arrangement for

changing the cop or spool. The shuttle in this instance is pro-

pelled across the loom on its side instead of its base as is usual.

The new cop is fed through the front of the shuttle-box into the
shuttle, and at the same time the spent cop is forced out at the
back of the shuttle box. This invention may be attached to any
kind of plain loom.



CHAPTEK V

ANALYSING OR DISSECTION OP CLOTH

Cloth is dissected for two main reasons—namely, first for design,

structure, or weave ; second for quality.

For Design, Structure, or Weave.— The following method of

procedure is recommended :

1. Count the number of threads and picks the complete or

full design occupies in the woven fabric.

2. Mark off on design paper a corresponding number of

squares warp and weft way.

3. Select one prominent thread in design if possible, to re-

present the first thread and pick for dissection, preferably on
the left-hand side of design. As an alternative, mark a warp
thread with ink.

4. Pull out a few picks, until the one is reached which is

marked. Then trim the edges of warp threads with scissors, so

that the picks will be easier to draw out.

5. With a fine pricker or needle, trace out the interlacing

(from left to right) of the first pick with the warp threads, for

one complete design warp way.

6. Where the warp threads pass over the weft, put dots into as

many squares on design paper as there are threads passing over
the picks, and in a corresponding position to the threads in

woven design. Where the weft passes over warp threads, leave

the squares blank, for as many spaces as threads passed over.

7. On completion of the first pick, draw it out and proceed
with the second and following picks in rotation, until the inter-

lacing of every pick in the complete design is transferred on to

design paper.

8. Get out draft and weaving plan.

As an illustration, we will assume that Fig. 293 represents an
exaggerated plan weave of a woven cloth, and Fig. 294 a sec-

tional view of warp threads with each pick taken separately and
actually showing the interlacing of warp and weft

T
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Commencing with the first warp thread and pick at the top
left-hand corner marked 8, trace out on design paper its order
of intersecting. By reference to Fig. 295, which is the trans-

ferred design, it will be seen that on the first square, a dot is

placed to show the first warp thread passing over the weft.

No. 2 square is blank, because weft passes over No. 2 warp thread,

and when diagram is followed across, it will be found that marks

Fig. 293.

and blanks on design correspond to warp and weft respectively in
the cloth.

Fig. 296 is draft, and Fig. 297 weaving plan.

If the student chooses he may put marks in the square on
design paper to represent weft passing over warp, and leave
blanks for warp up. One system, however, should be adhered
to whichever it may be.

An inch glass is recommended for use. After constant prac-
tice it will be found a simple operation to prick up " the pattern
or design on paper by placing the lens or glass on the cloth sur-
face and reading through it, certain styles of weaves will become
familiar and may be dotted on paper with ease without resorting
to the examination of each individual thread and intersection.
When a stripe design of two weaves is under dissection^ care must
be taken that the correct joining of the two is eflTected between
the first and last pick shown for the complete design.

For some styles of weaves the student might with great advan-
tage dot down on design paper the intersection of each warp thread
in succession with the weft for one complete weave, instead of
taking each pick consecutively as previously described.

Analysing for Quality.—A salesman or manufacturer often
has strange cloths put before him for quotation purposes. Before
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a price can be ascertained, it is necessary to obtain the following

particulars, which constitute the quality of cloth, viz.

:

1 . Ends and picks per inch.

2. Counts of yarns.

3. Quality of spinning.

4. Reed woven in.

5. Contraction of warp length and cloth width.

If possible it is advisable to procure several inches of cloth so

that an evenly woven portion may be selected. For counting the

threads and picks an inch glass should be used, care being taken

Fig. 295. Fig. 296. Fig. 297.

when counting that it is not near to the selvedge. For accuracy

the counting glasses at the mill and town warehouse should be
tested for the same gauge. It is a common occurrence for

untested glasses to vary from one to two picks and threads to the

inch. These ought to be avoided for counting purposes.

Special testing machines may now be used for ascertaining the

counts of yarns.

One method is to cut a square piece of cloth to definite dimen-
sions by means of a template. A stipulated number of threads

are counted and afterwards placed on a quadrant balance, similar

to Fig. 299, the resulting counts being registered on an index by
means of a pointer. For accurate testing the cloth must be

thoroughly washed and dried naturally, so as to clear away all

size" or " finish " in the yarns. Fig. 298 illustrates a testing

machine, known as the Universal Yarn Assorting Balance, by
which the number of threads when cut to template and balanced,

represent the actual " counts " of yarn.

Allowance should be made in the dimensions of the templates

for the differences in length between the warp and weft threads

when in their contracted positions in the woven cloth and when
they are laid out in a straight manner after being drawn out.

A better method for ascertaining the counts of yarns—when a

large piece of cloth is available—is to adopt the Manchester
testing-house system.

Take a number of threads, 30 inches long, and weigh on a

finely set balance. A calculation is then made from the weight

and total length to ascertain the correct counts.
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An addition of 2 per cent, is allowed 01; the grey tested weight
to compensate for the loss sustained through scouring the cloth

before testing. The following may be taken as an example of

testing—60 threads 30 inches long^ weigh 15 grains (including
the 2 per cent, allowance), find the caunts.

Fig. 298.

As all yarns are not uniform in diameter, several tests should

be made, and an average obtained, this being done by the testing-

house. There are occasions, however, when the dimension of

the piece for dissection is so small that it is impossible to carry

out the preceding instructions with accuracy. Also, when a piece

is required quickly by a buyer^ some readier method of arriving at

the approximate " counts " of yarns must be adopted. An
experienced person can tell to a count or so the diameter or
" counts" of the threads, as they are pulled direct from the cloth,

at the same time making allowances mentally for the " sized " or

finished state of the thread This, of course, only comes to a

person with constant practice, and is rather risky unless followed

by a closer test. The following method is better and safer.

Take a number of threads, say eight to twelve, according to thick-

ness, and compare them with an equal number of threads of
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similar characteristics

—

i.e., dyed or sized state—the counts of

which are known. With the threads of the unknown counts in

the left hand, loop round the threads of the known counts with

the right hand, and with left and right-hand fingers turn in

opposite directions. Any difference in their diameters will soon

be apparent. If the known threads are thicker than the

unknown, try thinner threads of a known counts, still using a

number equal to unknown threads. If they come about equal in

diameter it may be concluded that the approximately correct

counts are ascertained.

Another method would be to keep to the same counts of the

known thread, taking as many threads as counts of yarn, and
drawing one thread away or adding one thread to unknown
counts until both twisted bunches were the same in diameter.

The number of threads of unknown counts would represent

counts. Assume that 20 threads of 20^ yarn were found equal

in diameter to 24 threads of an unknown count when twisted

together. The approximate unknown counts would be 24^.

After quoting for a cloth, and should the order be obtained, if

the cloth has not been made before by the successful competitor

a safe process will be to make a sample warp and weave with the

yarns quoted for, so as to test their accuracy before putting the

bulk of the goods into work. The buyer, however, in the

majority of cases would not take the risk of placing the order

subject to the submitting of a sample length, but would hold the

manufacturer responsible for any deficiency in quality.

Quality of Spinning,—The amount of strength and elasticity

required in a warp thread is governed by the class of fabric

under consideration, the following being the main factors in

determining such—viz., threads and picks per inch, weave, counts

of yarns.

Warp threads lying close together, and of fine counts, will

require a better quality of yarn than coarser threads not so closely

set in the fabric. A fabric with a large number of picks per inch

will require a stronger and more elastic w^arp thread than one
which is lighter picked of the same yarn counts.

A fabric with a calico weave will require a better warp yarn
than a twill weave with the same number of threads and picks

per inch of the same yarn counts.

A warp-faced fabric, such as a Warp sateen, will require a level

quality of spun yarn free from slubs and snarls.

A weft-faced fabric will require a level and clean weft, other-

wise the defects in the weft will be apparent.

When folded yarns are used to any great extent in a warp, it
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is very important that good folded threads free from snarls

singles and knots be selected, more especially in the finei

reeds.

A good twine thread may do for ordinary and low qualities of

cloth, but for very best work a framed doubled yarn should \)e

used free from singles, snarls, corkscrews or knots.

63^

Fig. 299.

—

Yarn and Cloth Quadrant.

Three, four, or more folded threads, if used for fine reeds, must
be absolutely free from any of the above defects in doubling,

failing which trouble will arise in the working of the same in the
loom, and therefore production lessened. A guaranteed knotless

framed yarn is recommended for this purpose.

Reed woven in.—As the systems of reed counting vary so much
in different districts, the best method is to denote the counts of

reed by the actual dents or splits per inch. From this datum the
actual counting of the threads per inch at reed and the total

number in the width over all may be obtained. An allowance
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must be made for contraction between the ends in cloth and ends

in reed.

In the majority of cotton fabrics woven, the weft as it intersects

with the warp threads, has a tendency to pull them closer together,

and naturally there occurs a contraction between the width of

warp threads at the reed and in the cloth. The amount of con-

traction will vary according to {a) the nature of the cotton thread ;

(5) the weave
;

(c) counts of yarns
;

(d) tension of warp
; (e)

closeness of threads ; and no empirical rule has yet been found
whereby the contraction maybe arrived at by calculation. Expe-
rience is the only rule one can use for ascertaining the true

results, and this must be based on weaving the warp at a normal
tension. A fine weft will pull in more than a coarse weft for

the same number of warp threads per inch. A soft or unsized

weft will pull in more than one which has been sized. The bulk

of cotton cloths, however, are made with a soft or unsized weft

and afterwards finished.

These remarks on contraction at the reed will also apply to

contraction of warp threads.

N.B.—If a full width sample of cloth is submitted for quota-

tion, it will be an easy matter to ascertain the reed contraction

by withdrawing one weft pick the full width across and measuring
at a normal tension. The difference between this and the

measured cloth width is the contraction at the reed.

If suflS.cient length is given, a warp thread may also be with-

drawn from a definite length of cloth, and measured on the

stretch. The difierence between the two measurements will give

the warp contraction, which may be worked out in percentages

for future reference.

Assuming that a 28-inch cloth with 64 threads per inch

contained 1800 ends, and the width over all at the reed was
30 inches, the following would give end per inch at reed—viz.,

1800 -r 30 = 60 per inch, or 30 dents per inch 2 threads in a dent,

and would be called a 60 reed " Manchester and Stockport

counts.



CHAPTER VI

CLOTH QUOTING Oil COSTING

Assuming that the necessary particulars regarding the cloth for

quotation are obtained, the calculation for warp and weft may
be proceeded with, after which their cost at the market price of

yarns worked out is added to the cost of all other expenses
necessary for the production of the cloth.

Hule to find weight of warp yarn :

Ends per inch width in Length of warp yarn
in cloth inches in yards .

yards in hank x Counts of yarn

Rule to find weight of weft

:

Picks per inch x T'^^ x ^f^^^
'

^ inches at reed of woven cloth

= lbs.

Yards in hank x Counts of weft

* Less allowance for waste.

lbs.

For some classes of coloured goods the following method of

calculation is often adopted with satisfactory results when calcu-

lating for weft required, viz. :

Pirk^ npr inoh v ^^^^^ ^^^P V ^^^ngth of \ (instead of cloth
i-icKs per men x ^^^^ x

^^^^ ^^^^j length)

840 * (yards for hank) x Counts of weft.

* No deduction.

Allowances for waste in warp and weft

:

It is essential, when a correct costing is required, for an
allowance of 4 to 7 per cent, to be made for waste in weft.

Although it does not actually go into the cloth it must be

purchased, and therefore must be included in the cost (a small

return of course being obtained by the sale of the waste material)

137
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In some cases also an aUowance for waste is necessary in the

warp yarn when it has to undergo preparatory processes, such as

winding and warping. The system of preparation therefore wiU
decide this point. (See chap, vii.) In all instances the allowances

must be deducted from the length of hank. For example, if 5 per

cent, is allowed for weft waste, instead of dividing by 840 yards,

as shown in preceding rule, it should be 840 - 5 per cent. = 798.

For convenience in calculating 800 is invariably used.

The following four cloths will be taken as our examples in

costing :

(1) A grey calico, the yarn of which is bought in the twist cop.

(2) „ „ „ on the back beam.

(3) A coloured twill cloth prepared on a section warper.

(4) A „ dobby „ Yorkshire dressing frame.

Particulars for No. 1 Cloth.

16x16 per quarter inch 32 inches wide 116 yards cloth ; or

64 X 64 per inch 32^ warp 50® weft.

Allowances : 40 yards per hank in weft for waste ; 2 per cent,

waste in warp ; 2 inches on cloth width for reed contraction ; 4

yards on cloth length for warp contraction.

Ends in warp 64 x 32 = 2048
Reed width 32 + 2 = 34 inches

Warp contraction 116 + 4 = 120 yards.

Weight of warp

:

64 X 32 X 120 X 100*
9-3 lbs.

840 X 32 X 98

* Two per cent, allowed for waste.

Weight of weft

:

64 X 34 X 116 3944 ^ 194 „— = — 6 — say 6i lbs.
800 X 50 625 625 ^ ^

Estimated cost of 16 x 16 (actual) grey cloth 116 yards long.

s. d.

R)s. 32® grey mule twist cop @ Id. , 5 b\
Twist cop winding .... 03
Beam warping ..... 0 Of
Slashing and sizing .... 0 4|
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s. d.

Weft. Brought forward . 6 ] |^

6J lbs. 50s grey cop @ l'{d. ... 41
Weaving ...... 26
General and incidental expenses, 50 %

of weaver's wage .... 13

Particularsfor No. 2 Cloth.

Same as No. 1, only the twist yarn is bought on the back

beam.
N.B.—No allowance is here made for waste in warp as it is

assumed to be practically nil from a manufacturer's point of

view.

There is, however, a small amount of waste at the end of a set

of beams, also at the gaiting and finishing of a weaver's warp.
When a manufacturer buys yarn on the back beam he saves the

expense of winding. No outlay is required for cop winding
machines, and less room is wanted at the mill.

Warp weighty

64 X 32 X 120 64

840 X 32 =T = ^H^^-

Estimated cost of No. 2 Cloth :

Wa7y, s. d,

9^ lbs. 32 grey twist on back beam @
7^d. . . .... 5 8f

Slashing and sizing @ ^d. . . . 0 4|

Weft.

6| lbs. 50^ grey cop @ 7^d. . . 4 1

Weaving ...... 26
Working expenses . . . . 13

13 llj

Particulars for No. 3 Cloth.

27 inches finished width. 70 threads per inch, 64 picks per

inch.

66 yards of cloth from 70 yards of

warp.

2/50 = 25 hanks to lb. warp andl8»

hank weft.
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Allowances.—For contraction between reed width and finished

cloth width—3 inches.

40 yards per hank for waste in warp and weft.

Warp calculation,

70 X 27 X 70 1323

200800 X 25

2/50 = 25 hanks to lb.

Weft calculation,

64 X 30 X 66

= 6 lbs. 10 ozs. say.

800 X 18

132

15
8| lbs . say.

Estimated cost for No. 3 Cloth (coloured).

Warp,

6|lbs. 2/50 twist in bundle @ lid,

per lb. .....
Dyeing and sizing warp twist, in

bundle, @ 2\d. per lb.

Winding twist yarn @ Id,

Sectional warping, 162 hanks (calcu-

lated on 840 yards to hank) @ lOd,

per M.
Sectional beaming ....

Weft,

6 1

1

0

0

0

3

6|

8f lbs.l8« weft in hank @ U. per lb. . 5 10
Dyeing @ . . 1

Pirn winding weft at Id, per lb. 0

Weaving 2 H
Expenses ...... 2 H
Finishing and make up @ ^d, per yard 0

21

Particulars for JSfo^ 4 Cloth {coloured).

Woven in a reed 33 splits or dents to the inch, two threads in

the dent = 66 threads per inch.

30| inches wide at reed. 100 yards of cloth with an allowance

of 87o added for warp contraction 24^ warp twist. 68 picks per

inch of 16^ and 20^ hank weft, " checked " or picked in the

following proportion, viz. i
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8 picks of white 16^ counts

2 picks of blue 20® counts

Allow 40 yards per hank for waste in weft. No allowance for

warp waste.

It is assumed that the cloth will come out 28 inches wide in its

finished state.

Warp calculation^

66 X 301 X 108

840 X 24

Weft calculation (in hanks).

68 X 301 X 100

10| lbs. say.

= 2591 hanks.
800

^

\ of the weft hanks are 20^.

259 -r 5 = 51-8, say 52 hanks.

4 of the hanks are 16^.

.-. 259-4= 207-2, say 208 hanks.

Weight of 20« weft will be 52 ^ 20 = 2f lbs.

Weight of 16« weft will be 208 - 16 = 13 lbs.

Estimated cost of No, 4 Cloth,

Warp. s. d,

10| lbs. 24^ warp twist in balled warp

@ l^d 6 IH
Dyeing and sizing in warp @ 2^d. . 2 3

Weft.

2| lbs. 20« hank @ 7icZ. ... 1 7J
Dyeing in hank @ 2d. ... 5

13 lbs. of 16« Rove hank @ l^d. . 7 10

J

Bleaching @ Id. for 10 lbs. . . 9

*Dressing 1 warp, 2013 ends, 108 yards,

3 colours ..... 1 OJ
Winding 13 lbs. of 16^ weft on pirns

@ M. for 10 lbs. ... 101

Winding 2f lbs, 20« weft @ Id. per lb. 2i

21 llf

See note at foot of page 142.
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s. d.

Brought forward . 21 11

J

Weaving at 3d per pick per J inch on
100 yards cloth .... 43

Working expenses, &c. . .43
Finishing @ ^d, per yard . . . 1 OJ

31 6J

It must be particularly understood that the prices given for yarns,

dyeing, labour, &c., are only approximate and must not be relied

upon for actual costing. The prices of yarns are constantly

changing according to the state of the cotton market. Dyeing
prices also vary according to the colours and class of dyes required.

Wages for winding, warping, and weaving vary in different

districts and lists must be consulted to be accurate.

Further Examples of Costings, taken from Examination
Paper.—Ascertain the average cost per yard of the following

range of three patterns of Harvard shirting, based upon prices

and particulars as given below, all to be woven in a reed with 38

dents per inch, 31 inches wide at reed, 68 picks per inch of 16^

bleached rove weft. Do not make any allowance for waste.

Pattern No. 1 Stripe.

Ends in

dent @ Counts.

24 blue 2 24S

4 white 2 24«

4 red 4 2/80
4 white 2 24S

24 blue 2 24S

4 white 2 24S

64 ends in 31 dents.

Pattern No. 2 Stripe.

Ends in

dent. Counts.

44 blue 2 24S

4 white 2 24S

4 sky 2 24S

4 red 4 2/80
4 sky 2 24S

4 white 2 24S

64 ends in 31 dents.

Pattern No. 3 Stripe.

Ends in

dent. Counts.

24 white 2 24S

4 sky 2 24«

4 blue 4 2/80

4 sky 2 24S

24 white 2 243

4 blue 2 24S

64 ends in 31 dents.

Basis of payment for dressing :

4d. for 1200 ends, 1 colour, 70 yards of warp yarn.

\d. extra for every additional 100 ends.

Id. extra for each additional colour over the first. Working out
as follows

:

1200 ends = . . . U.
800 ends = . . .2d.

2 colours extra . . 2d.

8 X 108
M. for 70 yards.

12'M., say 12J(i.
70

Weaver's wage. cloth contains 17 picks per J inch.

17 X 3 = 4s. 3flf.

Note.—Fractions less than a farthing: are not taken into account.
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24« twist @ 9d. per lb., 2/80 twist @ Is. Sd, per lb , 16« weft @
7d, per lb., dyeing blue @ S^d. per lb., sky 2(i. per lb., red bd, per

lb., bleaching ^d, per lb., sizing warp ^d. per lb.

Preparing warp, any method, Id, for 20 hanks.

Winding weft. Id, for 20 hanks.

Weaving and other expenses, allow 4:d. per pick per J-inch for

100 yards of warp.

Calculation for Weft.—Say cloth comes out 94 yards :

^^X^^X 94 = 1474 say 141 lbs.
840 X 16

*

38 dents per inch.

31 inches wide at reed.

38
114

1178 total dents.

1178 -r 31 dents per pattern = 38 patterns in width.

64 ends to pattern.

38 patterns.

512
192

2432 = 1178 dents.

Calculation on 100 yards warp :

2432 X 100
, , .= say 290 hanks in warp.

Proportion of colours in Pattern 1

:

Counts.

Blue f of 290 hanks = 218 -r 24 =9iVlbs.) „ ^
White j\ of 290 „ =r 54 -^ 24 = 21 lbs. j

""^^^

Ked of 290 „ 18 -r 2/80 = 40 = 7 ozs

290

Proportion of colours in Pattern 2 :

Counts.

Blue ii of 290 hanks = 200 -f 24
White i of 290 „ =36^ 24 = 1^ „ ^ = lUof24s.
Sky 1 of 290 „ = 36 -f 24
Red iVof290 „ = 18 -r 40 = 7 ozs.

290

= 8ilbs.l
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Proportion of colours in Pattern 3 :

Counts

White f of 290 hanks = 218 -f 24

Sky i of 290 „ = 36 -f 24

Blue of 290 „ = 18 -f 24

2/80 Blue ^ of 290 „ = 18 -f 40

290

= 9 Libs.
= n .,

— 3.— 4 ?1

= 7 ozs.

= 11^ of 24S.

Estimated cost No. 1 Cloth,

100 yards warp = 94 yards cloth.

s. d.

Ill lbs. 24nwist @ 9d 8 6

7 oz. 2/80 twist @ Is. 8cZ. .

Dyeing 9^2 1^^. blue @ 3JcZ per lb.

0 8|
2 8

Bleaching 2J lbs. white @ ^d. per lb. . 0 If
Dyeing 7 ozs. red @ 5cZ. per lb. .

Sizing say 12 lbs. @ JfZ. per lb. .

0 2J
0 6

re/i!.

14f lbs. m @ld 8

Bleaching weft 14| lbs. @ Jci per lb. . 0 11

Preparing Warp. 290 hanks @ Id, for

20 hanks ..... 1 2i
Winding Weft. 236 hanks at Id. for

20 hanks ..... 1 0

Expenses and weaving @ 4cZ. per pick

per quarter inch - 1 7 @ 4cZ. . 5 8

30

30^. IJc?. -j-94 yards = 3-84(i. per yard cost.

Estimated cost of JVo, 2 Cloth.

s. d.

Ill lbs. 24« twist @ 9cZ. per lb. . 8 6

7 ozs. 2/80 twist @ Is. M. per lb.

Dyeing 8| lbs. blue @ 3JcZ. per lb.

0 8^04
2 5

Dyeing 1| lbs. sky @ 2d. , 0 3

Dyeing 7 ozs. red @ 5c?. per lb. . 0 2i
Bleaching 1^ lbs. white @ Jc?. per lb. . 0

Sizing say 12 lbs. @ ^d. per lb. . 0

12 81
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Weft.

Brought forward

llf lbs W @7d
Bleaching weft 14| lbs. @ per \cL .

Preparing warp 290 hanks @ Id, for

20 hanks .....
Winding weft 236 hanks @ Id. for

20 hanks .....
Weaving and expenses, 17 picks @ M.

per pick . . . , .

30s. Id. -r 94 = 3-84cZ. per yard cost.

Estimated cost of JVo. 3 Cloth,

11J lbs. 24« twist @ 9c^. per lb. .

7 ozs. 2/80 twist @ Is. 8c?. per lb.

Dyeing 2/80 blue) say li lbs. @ SJc^,

Dyeing 24^ blue/ per lb.

Dyeing 24^ sky 1J lbs. @ 2d. per lb.

Bleaching 9y\^ lbs. white @ |c?. per lb.

12 lbs. warp sizing @ ^d. per lb.

per lb. .

290 hanks at Ic?. for

141 lbs.

±4i lbs. 16« @ 7cZ,

Bleaching weft

Preparing warp
20 hanks

Winding weft 236 hanks @ Id. for 20
hanks

Weaving and other expenses, 17 picks

@ 4:d. per pick . . . «

s. d.

ft

11

1

1 0

5 8

30 1

s. d.

8 6

0 8i

0 4i

0 3

0 7

0 6

g

0 11

1 2i

1 0

5 8

28

28s. Sid. -r 94 = 3-61d. per yard cost.

Cost No. 1 Cloth . 3-84

Cost No. 2 Cloth .
3-84

Cost No. 3 Cloth .
3-61

11*29 4- 3 = 3*76(:Z., average cost per yd.

Note.—To get at the true cost an allowance should be made for

weft waste.

K
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Costing for a fancy coloured dohhy mercerised stripe with

an extra warp figure.

Particulars, 27 finished

:

70 reed, 2 and 4 ends in dent, 40^ single Egyptian warp.

Say 70 yards warp. 2/40 extra figuring warp.

2/10 mercerised warp.

64 picks per inch, 50^ bleached cops.

Ends in warp as follows :

White 1505 40« Egyptian single.

Colours 365 40^ Egyptian single. Say 29J inches

„ 245 2/40 good American. at reed.

Mercerised

White 56 2/10

2171

Say 125 hanks 40^ Egyptian ring

=^ lbs. @ Is. Ad. per lb. . . 4 2

Bleaching, sizing lbs. @ Id.

per lb 0 3J
„ 30J hanks 40^ = I lb. at Is. 4d.

per lb. ..... 10
Dyeing, sizing f lb. @ 3d. , . 0 2J-

„ 20 hanks 2/40 = 1 lb. @ Is. Id. . 11
Dyeing @ 2id 0 2J

„ 4f hanks 2/10 = 5^ mercerised

white = say 15 ozs. @ 2s. . . 1 10

J

16

Weft. 0^x291x^0 ^^^^ ^^^^^^

$^0 = 3i lbs. @ Is. . 3 2

W Bleaching in cop @ l^d. 0 4

3

12 3J
Dressing two beams ... 12
Weaving and expenses, say Ad.

per pick, 16 picks for 70 yards
warp ..... 54

Finish Scotch, or other equal finish 2 0

20 H
Say (36 yards finished cloth, cost S'77d, per yd.
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1902. Second Year's Examination Paper.

12. What would be the cost per yard of the following Oxford
shirting cloth : 760 yards cloth from 800 yards warp, width in

reed 33 ins., 30 dents per inch in reed, 40 picks per inch, with
extra picks crammed in, as per checking pattern. Allow 40
yards per hank for waste in both warp and weft.

Fattern,

12 dents

12 „
1 „
3 „
1 „

10 „
1 „
3 „
1 „

Weft Pattern,

32 White 12«

2 Sky 32« = 1

4 White 12«

2 Sky 32« = 1

16 White 12«

2 Sky 32« = 1

4 White 12

«

2 Sky 32« = 1

Warp

48 White 40«

36 White 40^

4 Sky 40«

12 White 40«

4 Sky 40«

20 White 20«

4 Sky 40«

12 White 40«

4 Sky 40^

144
22 repeats

288
288

3168
66 selvedge

White)

3234

44
22 repeats

88
88

968
(20^22 dents for

selvedge

990

64 = 60 picks in 1J ins.

Prices.

40^ White warp bleached and sized Is. 2d, per lb.

40« Sky „ dyed „ Is. U. „
20« White „ bleached „ lid. „
12« White rove weft bleached . lOd,

32« Sky weft dyed . . .Is. Od „

Winding 40^ warp Is. 2d, per 10 lb. bundle.

20« „ Hd,
„ 12^ weft bd, „

32^ weft Is, Od. „ „
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Warping, 10c?. per 1000 hanks.

Beaming warp, dd.

Drawing-in, Sd. per 1000 ends.

Weaving, 3s. 2d, for 100 yards cloth«

Other expenses, IJ times weaving,

Analysis ofpattern in warp.

20« White. 40« W^bite. 40« Sky.

20 ends. 108 ends. 16 ends.

22 repeats. 22 repeats. 22

440 216 32

66 extra for selvedge 21 6 32

Total ends in

506 2376 352 = 3234

Calmlations for 40^ white warp.

594

= 594

Calculation /or 40^ sky warp.

88
X = 4^=. 8'8 1bs.
X ^0 10

10

Calculation for 20^ white warp.

253 m X ^00 ^261 ^ 25.3 lbs
^00 X # 10

10

Weft calculation,

38
40 X 33 X = 1254 total hanks in warp without

crammed picks.

Proportion of checking.

56 picks with 12^ white.

4 „ „ 32* sky. Crammed two picks as one.

60
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Total

rV of the weft hanks without cramming Hanks.

will be 32^ sky = say 83J- x 2 for cramming = 167

It of the weft hanks without cramming
will be 12S white = say 1170J = 1170^

1254 13374

167 hanks sky -r 32 = 51^1 lbs., say 5|- lbs.

1170i „ white - 12 = 9'7i „ „ 97i „

Calculation for Cost.

Warp. £ s. d.

59| lbs. 40« white @ 1^. 2d. per lb. . 3 9 4

8| „ „ sky @ Is. 4rZ. „ . . 0 11 9

2b^\ „ 20« white® lid. „ . . 1 3 2i

Winding warp 40« = 68ilbs. @ Is. 2d. for

10 lbs 0 7 Hi
20« = 25 3^^^ lbs. @ ^d. for 10 lbs. . 0 1 4J

..T . , 1 ,
^^^4 X 300 ^^^^ , ,Warping actual hanks = 3080 hanks

@ lOcZ. per 1000 ....
Beaming warp .....
Drawing-in 3234 ends @ Sd. per 1000

Weft.

971 lbs. 12« white @ lOd. per lb. .

5J lbs. 32« sky @ Is. per lb.

Winding weft. 97i lbs. 12« white @ 5(^.

per 10 lbs. .....
5} lbs. 32« sky at Is. per 10 lbs. .

Weaving 760 yards @ 3s. 2d. for 100 yards
cloth ......

Other expenses, IJ times weaving .

Total Cost £13 3 lOJ

0 2 7

0 0 3

0 2 2

4 1 3

0 5 3

0 4 Of
0 0

1 4 1

1 10

760 -r £13 3s. 10J(^. = 4'16cZ. cost per yard,

say 4:-^^d. cost per yard.

Questions on Costing, 2nd Year's Examination, 1898.

What would be the cost per yard of the following gauze dress

goods fabric—120 yards cloth from 128 yards ground, and 180
yards lace warp ? Width in reed, 33 inches, 20 dents per inch in

reed, 72 picks per inch. 36* bleached cop weft.
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Allow 40 yards per hank for waste in both warp and weft.

Wdrp Pattern,

56 sky 32«

4 White 32^

1 Sky 4/20 lace

8 White 32«

1 Sky 4/20 lace

4 White 32«

Prices,

32« warp @ U^d, per lb.

4/20 warp @ Is. Id. „

2/50 selvedge @ Is. Od. „
36« weft @ lOd. „

(bleached)

Bleaching warp @ 6cZ. per bdl.

Dyeing sky @ 3(^. per lb.

74 threads = 18 dents Sizing warp @ Ic^.

36 patterns 36 patterns Winding 32^ @ IcZ.

444
222

108
54

2664 648
48 selvedge 12

2712 - 660 dents

Winding 4/20 @ id. „
Warping @ Is. per 1000 hanks.

Beaming Id, per 100 yards of

warp.

Drawing-in Id, per IQO ends.

Weaving 5s. for 100 yards of

cloth.

Selvedge 2/50« white

Other expenses If times weaving price.

Proportion of colours in warp :

32^ sky 2016 ends
]

32« white 576 „ [ 128 yards warp
2/50 white selvedge 48 „ J

4/20 sky 72 „ 180

2712

Warp,

lOxV lbs. 32« for sky @ ll^d, per lb.

lbs. „ white @ ll^d, per lb.

3;^ „ „ lace yarn for sky (a

Is. Id, per lb

Say 7J hanks 2/50 = 1 lb. selvedge @ Is

per lb.

Dyeing warp lOy^^ ^^s. sky 32^ @ 36Z.per lb

H „ 4/20
Bleaching warp 2j% lbs. white 32« @ 6d

per 10 lbs

£ s. d.

0 9 8 1

0 2 H
0 3

0 0 4

0 2 H
0 0

0 0

19
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£ s. d.

Brought forward . . 0 19 9|
Sizing 32^ warp 13 lbs. say @ Id, per lb. 1 1

Twist winding, say 13 lbs. 32« @ Id. per lb. Oil
31 „ 4/20 @ \d. „ 0 0 li

Warping 404 hanks 32« and 2/50
16 „ 4/20

Weft

420 „ @ l5. per 1000 0 0 5

Beaming 128 yards ground warp @ Id.

per 100 yards .... 0 0

Beaming 180 yards lace warp @ Id. per

100 yards 0 0 n
Drawing-in 2712 ends at \d, per 100 ends 0 2 3

9y^(j lbs. 36« bleached cops @ lOtZ. per lb. 0 8 3

Weaving 55. for 100 yards cloth 0 6 0

Other expenses, 1| times weaving . 0 10 6

Total cost - £2 9

120 yards -r £2 9^. ^d.^^'M. cost per yard

Say bd. „ „

Calculate the cost per yard of 1000 yards of cloth from 1050
yards of warp of the following check fabric ; other costs besides

those mentioned to be covered by a sum equal to IJ times the
cost of actual weaving.

Warp Pattern,

16 light-blue, 2 in a dent, 30 twist at Is ^d per lb. for yarn
dye and size.

1 fancy 3-fold^

grandrille, in

one dent, com-
posed of

.

4 light-blue as above.

1 fancy 3 -fold as above.

16 light-blue as above.

8 white, 2 in a dent, 36 twist at I5. 3c^. per lb. for yarn,

46 bleach and size.

1 thread of 30 yellow { ^o i lu x-

\l thread of 2o4hitei @ ^'^^^P^^ ^^^^^^^

1 thread of 24 red [
resulting counts.
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46 Brought forward
4 pale sky, 2 in a dent, 30 twist at Is. dd, per lb. for yarn,

dye and size.

8 white as above

58 = 30 dents.

To be checked same pattern as warp, but all 40^ weft at Is, Id,

per lb. for colour; lid, per lb. for white ; and 2 picks of 40^ red

and white print at Is. 4cZ. per lb. in place of 1 thread of grand rille
;

36 ins. wide and 60 ends per inch in reed ; 60 picks per inch
;

winding warp. Id, for 25 hanks
; winding weft, Id. for 18 hanks

;

warping, lOd, per 1000 hanks
; weaving, 3cZ. per pick per J in.

for 105 yards of warp.

Calculation for the S-fold grandrille to find residting counts.

30
30
30

30 = 1

24 = ]i

20 = IJ

30 -r 3| 8^ resulting counts.

Warp Pattern,

16 light-blue

1 3-fold grandrille

4 light-blue

1 3-fold grandrille

16 light-blue

8 white

4 pale sky
8 white

58

36 pattern

348
174

= 8 dents 30« counts

= 1 8«

= 2 „ 30«

= 1 8«
j>

- 8 „ 30«
jj

= 4 „ 36«
?>

= 2 30«
?>

= 4 „ 36«
>>

= 30 „
36 pattern

1080

2088 Total ends in warp.

60 ends 2 in dent> s 30 dents per inch

36 ins. at reed.

1080 total dents.
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Analysis of Colours in Warp Pattern,

30Might-blue. 3-fold grandrille. 36« white. 30« pale sky.

36 ends to pattern. 2 16 4
36 patterns. 36 36 36

216 72 96 144
108 48

1296 576

Warp Calculation,

108

54 lbs. light blue

3

0 15
$-2 X 1050 45

11;^ lbs. 3-fold grandrille = 8* counts.
X

U 4

4 5

^7?0 X

X

4^

= 20 lbs. white.

^4^0 = 6 lbs. pale sky.
X

X0
10

Calculation tor weft. 60 picks. 36 inches reed space.

18

00x00x1000 ^18^^^^^^3 total hanks.
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Checking

16 Light blue 40«

2 Red and white print

4 Light blue

2 Red and white print

16 Light blue

8 White
4 Pale sky
8 White

60

Analysis of colours in checking,

40« Light blue 40« White. 40« Print,

and sky
40 Picks 16 Picks 4 Picks,

f of weft is 40^ colour =1714 hanks.

A- „ 40« white = 686 „
40« print = 171 „

T5
JL
1 5

Say 2571 „

1714 hanks -f 40 -say 42f lbs. @ Is. 1^. per lb.

686 „ -T-40- „ 17^ „ @ Is. 4c/.

171 „ -40= , 41 „ @ Is. Od, ,

Calculation for Cost,

Warp, £ s, d.

54 lbs. 30^ light-blue @ Is. 3. per lb. 3 7 6

111 3-fold grandrille @ Is. Id, „ 0 12 2i

20 „ 36« white @ Is. dd, „ 15 0

6 „ 30« pale sky @ Is. 3(/. „ 0 7 6

Weft,

^21 „ 40« colours @ Is. ItZ. „ 2 6 3i
41 „ print @ Is. 4c?. „ 0 5 8

17^ „ „ white @ lid, „ 0 15 9

Winding warp, 2088o<2050 ^ ^610 hanks\ . .

840 @ Id for 25 J
^ ^ ^2

Winding weft, 2571 hanks @ Id. for 18

hanks 0 11 11

Warping 2610 hanks @ lOd, per 1000 . 0 2 2
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£ s. d,

10 2 8i

1 17 6

2 6 lOJ

£14 7 1

£14 75. Id. -r 1000 = 3-44c?. per yard cost.

N.B.—No allowance is here shown for either warp or weft waste,

it being assumed that this is covered by the extra allowance in

the expenses.

The basis of payment for weaving plain goods is much lower

than for fancy goods.

The working expenses for a grey calico mill will also be much
less than for a fancy weaving concern. The item of expenses

therefore will vary just in proportion to the increased cost of

production. The weaving price is usually taken as the basis for

fixing the working expenses. For example : In cloths Nos. 1 and
2 the expenses are shown as being only 50 per cent, of the

weaving price, whilst in cloths Nos. o and 4 they are taken as

100 per cent, of weaving. In some cases 75 to 90 per cent,

would be charged for expenses according to the work in the cloth.

Working expenses are usually put in a lump sum, as shown, and
are supposed to cover all standing expenses that seldom vary
from year to year, such as the following : Rent, rates, taxes, coal,

gas, water, interest on capital, depreciation of plant, salaries at

mill, overlookers' wages, warehouse wages, cleaning, carriage,

insurance, renewals, stores, &c. In some cases an additional

amount will be put on so as to cover town expenses, commission
on sales, discounts, profit and extra costs for labour and working
material, especially for fancy and other classes of weaving. It is

in the keeping down of these expenses, consistent with good pro-

duction and management, that profits should be made. Hence
the amount allov/ed for working expenses in a quotation is very
important.

It must also be definitely understood what system of prepara-

tion is being selected for costing purposes. See preparation

processes (chapter vii.). Warp and weft yarns are sold at the

market price of the day, less 2|- cash 14 days.

Items to be considered before selecting qualities of
cloth for a given purpose.

1st. The nature of the material to be used, whether all cotton

or mixed, or otherwise.

Brought forward
Weaving, 3d. per pick per quarter inch on

105 yards warp = 3/9 x 10 .

Other expenses .....
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2nd. Purpose for which the cloth is intended, whether purely

ornamental or for utility, or for both combined.
3rd. Whether light or heavy textures.

4th. Price.

5th. Machinery weaving the same.

In the selection of reed picks and diameter of yarns, the

threads per inch must be more or less just in proportion to the

fineness or coarseness of threads employed. The weave or ground
structure of the fabric also to a certain extent will influence the

proportion of threads. The weave also is governed by the purpose

of the cloth. Cloths are required for various uses and seasons.

Amongst the various uses may be mentioned the following

:

Dress goods, underclothing, trousering, hangings, toilets, table-

covers, towels, and general household cloths.

The selection of a light or heavy texture, for dress goods,

&c., depends upon (a) Season, i.e., Summer and winter wear,

{b) Markets.
Colourings in stripe or check form, also coloured figures, play

an important part in the productions of fabrics according to

{a) Season; (6) Markets.
The selection of colourings vary very much for difierent parts

of the world, such as Eastern styles ; African styles ; Continental

styles ; South American ; Home Trade ; Colonial.

Some markets are very coarse in taste and only take gaudy
and startling colours. Other markets take quiet and efiective

styles.

The most important item from a business point of view is the

price at which the cloth is to be sold. This, to a large extent,

governs the quality of cloth to be made.
The price of the same cloth is liable to vary according to the

state of the cotton market, which at times is very fluctuating.

Another important matter when preparing to make new
designs and new cloths, is to make careful inquiries as to whether
the machinery at command is equal to the work to be made, i.e.,

(a) Suitability of looms
;

(b) Capacity of pattern machine, be it

Tappet, Dobby, or Jacquard.
Presuming all the necessary particulars have been decided

upon, viz., (a) Determining the ends and picks per inch

;

(b) Counts of same
;

(c) Weave or decoration,

It is of the utmost importance that suitable yarns should be
selected in the particular counts required so as to weave without
difficulty to the weaver and consequently the best results to the

manufacturer (see chapter ix.).
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The following is a market report culled from a cotton-
trade paper

:

" Cotton prices keep ebbing and flowing, but there is httle

change in the general level, and the battle is left to the usual

gang of operators, as the public are keeping aloof from dabbling

in cotton owing to the situation being so uncertain. The prospects

of a large yield do not as yet make any important impression on
the bull element in the various cotton markets, and the reason for

this is to be found in the fact that the world continues to be in a

position for paying good and profitable prices for cotton yarns

and cloths. How long this will be the case remains to be seen,

but the great increase in the consuming power will require large

crops of cotton, whatever the price may be. A couple of short

crop seasons will place the cotton industry in a most awkward
position, and the efforts to increase the growth ought to meet
with all possible encouragement and support from the trading

and labouring classes in Lancashire. We regret that this has

not been the case up to the present, and not for the want of

financial ability, but from careless indifference as to the import-

ance of the movement. Taken as a whole, we cannot say with
truth that the past week was one of activity in cotton circles, still

users turned up in moderate numbers, but their purchases were
somewhat restricted in quantity.

" The opening day brought buyers of American and Egyptian
to the front, and holders raised quotations, the latter being
especially firm, while the former was in good request for export.

Brazilian was in fair demand, and prices slightly firmer. Futures
were much in evidence, and prices higher. Demand was well

sustained next day, especially for American growths, and prices

advanced 10 points, but futures were not so firm, still the rates

were higher than on the previous day. Egyptian was in reduced
request, but prices were again increased, and this was the case

with South American growths. During the next four days the

buying was on a reduced limit in all sections of the market, and
prices fluctuated in a less degree, but the tendency was in the

downward direction, except for Egyptian cotton, the tone of

which was firm throughout the week. Indian cotton met with
little inquiry, and the sales were small. Quotations were firm

and unchanged on the week. The week's estimated sales are put
down at 59,000 bales. Four thousand five hundred bales of

American were sold for export and speculation. The imports

totalled 184,100 bales. Prices all round are firmer than a week
ago. American futures are dearer, the closing prices being

5'Q7d, for February and March delivery.
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In the yarn market a very steady tone has prevailed during
the week, and a moderately large business has been done.

Spinners have again been in the mood to enter orders where the

delivery stipulations were sufficiently accommodating to be satis-

factory to them, and could be agreed upon without endangering
the execution of the contracts previously in their books. Many
spinners are entirely precluded from doing any trade requiring

early delivery, and are quite under the necessity of refusing any
but follow-on business. Users have bought freely here and there,

and some have operated to a large extent in well-known and
reliable spinnings, having thought it advisable to do something
in the way of covering against the extensive cloth sales which
they have been recently making. There is very little alteration

on the week in the matter of yarn supply, and users who have
waited with the intention of getting in on better terms have met
so far with a double disappointment, for not only have they

rather lost in point of price in many instances, but they have
been put to further inconvenience by having to wait longer for

the yarn they have bought than would have been the case had
they acted promptly and bought earlier. It is remarkable how
firm sellers are keeping, and the buying powers of users of many
descriptions of twist and weft are being put to very severe tests

nowadays, much to the disappointment of those who have been
waiting for larger supplies and lower prices. Spinners' engage-

ments on all sides quite stand in the way, and keep the market a

difficult one for buyers. Bundle yarns for export have been in

fair request, a moderate business having been done at fair prices.

Egyptian spinnings have been strong and dearer on the week, and
although the current level of prices is often considered dangerously

high, business has been done where delivery could be arranged.

The cloth market has been firm throughout, with a good tone

and, in many directions, considerable activity. There has, of

course, been irregularity in the experiences of sellers, and not all

merchants have been buying largely, but in some quarters the

business done has been on a very large scale, several extensive

contracts having been placed. Manufacturers have held

very stiffly to full figures, which have been paid more readily

than for some time back, the question of securing requisite

delivery having been of greater importance at the moment than

that of price. Some descriptions of shirtings are now more
deeply under order than they have been for many months, and

an active, healthy tone has often prevailed. For India there has

been some large buying, and there has evidently been great con-

fidence in the comparative safety of current prices for, at any

rate, some months to come. China business has not been large
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nor very much in evidence during the week. The nearer foreign

markets have found prices rather too stiff for large purchases.

Printing cloths have been steady, with moderate trade. In the
home trade the demand has been quietly steady, and manufac-
turers keep very busy."

OFFICIAL QUOTATIONS.

American.

G.O. L.M. Md. G.M. F.G.M. M.F.
American 5 '27 5-71 G'0:3 6-37 6-53 *6-83

M.F. Fair. G.F.

Pernam 6-36 6-82 7-13

Ceara . 6-53 6 D7 7-24

Paraiba 6-35 6-79 708
Maceio .

*6-37 *6-81 *7-08

Egyptian.

Fair G.F. F.G.F. Gd.
Egyptian, brown . *10i lOf 10| ll^V
Do. upper . * Of 10^-^^ 10j% 10^1

Egyptian, brown, fine, 11^6
Ditto, upper, fine 11

J

Egyptian quotations do not refer to Bamia or

Upper Egypt cotton.

Indian.

Broach
B'nuggar
No. liOomra
Bengal
Tinnivelly .

F.F. G.F. F.G.F. Gd.
- - - 5|

*4
*l_o *4.JL^16 *16

Bengal, Superfine, *'^^2

*Nominal.

_9 *A.ll

*4.j) *4.li.

^3| 3|

*H —

F.G. Fine
1

*4 1 o

4

In Medium Yarns, per lb. (in cop),

4's to 16's twist counts 8f
8|20^s

32's

34's

40's

50^s

9i
H
Hi
18

to

to

to

to

to

to

d.

H

11.m
14
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cL

lO's to 28's weft counts to

30's

36's

46's

50's

)>

?>

> J

>>

:y

9f
Q 9"
^TF
Ql.)

to

to

to

to

to
I^tV
12

60's
»> 13| to

70's 15 to 16

80's
5 ) 5) 19| to 20|

In Medium Yarns, per lb. (in bundle).

d. d.

20's counts 8| to 9|
32's „ lOiV to ll^V
40's „ lOf to Uf
50's „ llf to 12|

In Bolton Yarns—Egyptian—per lb. (in cop).

d. d.

60's twist counts 18J- to 19|
70's 20 to 2U
80's 22 to 24i
90's 23| to 27f

lOO's 26J to 31

120^s 31| to 35i
60's weft counts 18 to 19

70's 19 to 20
80's 20 to 21

90's 21* to 23
lOO's 23 to 24|

In Two-Fold Yarns (in cop).

d. d.

20's counts 10 to 11

32's )) 11* to m
40's )> to

50's )> 13tV to

60's ?) 19| to 231-

70's >> 21| to 25|
80's )> 23| to 29
90's j> 25f to 32

lOO's >j 27| to 35
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In Two-Fold Yarns (in Bundle).

20s counts to

32s >> Uid. to 12fc^.

40s iJ 12id, to 13JfZ.

50s
)> 13^V^. to 156^.

60s
?>

20c^. to 23ifZ.

70s
j>

22d. to 26id,
80s 2M. to 20id,
90s

55
26<;. to ?j2id.

100s
>? 2Sid. to 35|cZ.

Yarn,
Inches. Cloth Counts Yards. Counts or Prices.

per i-in. Weight.

s. d. s. (Z.

32 Printers . 16 X 16 116 32s-50s 17 6 to 18 6

36 19 X 22 50 llflb. 13 H „ 14 0

38 Shirting . 12 X 12 371 30s- 30s 6 0 „ 6 101

38 16 X 14 371 30s-30s 6 1

1

7 0

45
?5 16 X 15 371 81 lb. 7 8 H

39 J?
16 X 15 371 9 lb. 7 101,, 9 0

44 ?J 16x 15 371 10 lb. 9 0 „ 10 0

29 Jaconets 14x 14 20 40s-50s 3 9 „ 3 11

32 14x 14 20 40s-50s 3 11 4 1

36 T cloths . 12x 10 24 4 lb. 4 4 „ 4 11

32
J'

14 X 14 24 6 lb. 4 10 „ 5 7

50 Mexicans 18x 18 24 7 lb. 6 0 „ 6 10

39 ?> 18x 18 24 8 lb. 6 7 „ 7 7



CHAPTER VII

DIVISION OF THE COTTON INDUSTRY IN
ENGLAND.

The cotton industry at the present time may be divided into

two distinct branches, viz., (1) Cotton spinning
; (2) Cotton

weaving. A person who carries on the business of a spinner

only is termed a cotton spinner." One who carries on the
business of a weaver is termed a " cotton manufacturer/' A
person who carries on both industries is styled a " cotton spinner

and manufacturer." Cotton manufacturing may again be sub-

divided into two sections, viz. : (a) The manufacture of grey
goods

;
(h) the manufacture of " coloured " goods.

In the manufacture of grey goods, yarns and cloths are pro-

duced in what is known as the grey state, and after leaving the
loom they undergo various processes, as bleaching, dyeing, printing,

mercerising and finishing, or any other special treatment required

for commerce. In some instances the cloth will be sold and used
in its grey state.

Coloured goods manufacturing means the weaving of goods
in which the threads or yarns composing the fabric are dyed,
bleached or ornamented in various colours previous to the
weaving process.

A subdivison may again be made in the manufacture of the
two classes of goods as follows: (c) Plain weaving; (d) Fancy
weaving.

Plain grey weaving may be said to consist of all common weaves,
such as calicoes, twills, repps, sateens, sheetings, &c., which may
be produced by means of tappets. Plain coloured weaving, as

zephyrs, ginghams, jeans, twills, stripes and checks, coloured

sateens. Fancy grey and coloured weaving consists of cloths of a
fancy character on which small figures, floral eflfects, geometrical

effects, &c., are produced, necessitating the use of dobbies or

Jacquards, such as brocades, lenos, dress goods, figured spots,

lappets, swivels, &c.

Special manufacturing of small wares, such as ribbons, tapes,
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bands, lamp wick, book-marks, boot webs, hose piping, belting,

&c., are not included in the above classes.

In order to prepare warp threads for the loom, certain pro-

cesses known as " preparatory " must be gone through, so as to

make a convenient form of weavers' warp to facilitate the weaving
of the cloth. This is accomplished by running the threads or ends

together in various numbers, parallel to each other, in one long

length, at the same time coiling them in a broad sheet on to the

barrel or beam for weaver.

For manufacturing purposes, yarns are received from the

spinner in various forms, the following being the chief :

For warp,

(a) In the grey twist cop or ring bobbin.

(b) „ „ bundle or reeled hank.

(c) „ balled warp or chain warp.

(d) On the slashers back beam.

For weft.

(c) Dyed or bleached cop. (d) Eing bobbin.

The following systems of warp preparation are at the present

time in vogue in English mills :

System A.—(Grey goods.)

1st process, winding twist yarn from cop or ring bobbin on
to warper's bobbin. (See Figs. 321, 322, 323.)

2nd process, beam-warping. (See Fig. 325.)

3rd ,, slasher sizer or cool air sizer. (See Figs. 326, 327.)

4th ,, drawing-in or twisting.

5th „ weaving.

System B.—(Grey goods.)

When warp ^' twist" is purchased from the spinner on the
slasher's back beams.

1st process^ slasher sizer or cool air sizer.

2nd ,, drawing-in or twisting.

3rd „ weaving.

(a) Reeled hank.
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System C.—(Grey goods.) Heavy coarse work. Twist pur-

chased in the balled warp from the spinner.

1st process, press beaming machine. (^See Fig. 334.)

2nd „ drawing-in or twisting.

3rd 5, weaving.

System D.—Another system of preparing grey warps suitable

for velveteens, fustians, &c., is advocated by some machinists.

The machine used is known as the combined sizing -beaming

machine." The threads are sized direct from the warpers' bobbin

and run on the warpers' beam. Afterwards the threads are

rewound from the warpers' beam on to the weavers' beam.

System E.—(Coloured goods.)

Twist yarn is'purchased from the spinner in the reeled hank
or bundle, afterwards dyed and sized the required colours.

1st process, winding yarn from dyed and sized hank on to

warper's bobbins. {See Figs. 324, 328.)

2nd process, warping by vertical mill or sectional warper. {See

Figs. 329, 333.)

3rd „ beaming or " running-on." {See Fig. 331.)

4th „ drawing or twisting.

5th „ weaving.

System F.—(Coloured goods.)

The " twist " is purchased in the balled warp or chain from
spinner, afterwards dyed and sized in the ball or chain form.

1st process {a) dressing on the Yorkshire dressing frame {see

Fig. 336) ; alternative processes : (6) Scotch beaming
;

(c) long
chain beaming.

2nd process, drawing-in or twisting,

3rd „ weaving.

System G.—The yarn would be purchased in the balled warp and
dyed and sized as for System F, and then the coloured threads run
on to the weaver's beam by means of tlie press-beaming machine
{see Fig. 334), instead of the Yorkshire dressing frame. This is not
a very satisfactory process for the ordinary run of coloured work,
but answers very well for the coarse kinds in which few ends
are in the warp and heavily sized.

Another system similar to the Yorshire dressing process, but
not so satisfactory for better-class work, is known as semi-beaming
or half-dressing. It, however, is only suitable for the coarser
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cloths requiring not more than two colours and where it is essential

that a wiry sized feel and weight be retained in the warp threads.

In the Yorkshire dressing system there is a tendency to over-

brush the warp threads as they run on to the weaver's beam and
thereby break up the size " on the warp threads. This has the

effect of destroying entirely the objects sought to obtain in some
makes of cloths.

There is also a machine on the market which dispenses with
dressing for some classes of work. The warps are first dyed on
the beams and afterwards run through a special slasher sizing

machine on to the weaver's beam.
The Preparation of a Warp for the Loom.—The required

preparation of a warp for the loom should be determined by the
class of fabric. The two chief reasons for adopting a specific process

are : {a) for cheapness
;

{h) to give the best results in quality of

cloth and production, and therefore the least trouble to the weaver.
When there is a steady demand for any particular class of cloth

it is an easy matter to adopt a system of preparation which will

be both economical and give good results, as, for example, the grey
goods trade, in which large quantities of one cloth will be produced.

As the slasher sizer is specially adapted for dealing with large

quantities it is selected for the grey goods trade. The cylinder

slasher is used for the coarse and medium trade, but for finer

work a slasher without cylinders has been introduced, known as

the cool-air sizer. In this machine there is not the same tendency
to flatten, overdry, or burn the threads as in the slasher. The
sized yarn is passed through a heated chamber and is slowly dried,

thereby producing a rounder and tougher-sized thread. In the

manufacture of coloured goods, owing to the variously coloured

threads forming the pattern, a system of preparation different to

that for grey work must be employed. Owing to the vagaries of

fashion the tendency for fancy coloured goods is to order only

small quantities of one design. As this means short lengths of

warp, a system of preparation is adopted which will give all-

round good results. By adopting the Yorkshire dressing process

there is no unnecessary waste of yarn in the warps, as they are

ordered the correct length from the spinner, and afterwards dyed
and sized the required colours. This system is largely in vogue
in the east and south-east Lancashire districts. The various

forms of sectional warping machines are also largely employed in

the south-east districts for coarse and medium work with a variety

of colourings. They are very suitable, and an up-to-date manu-
facturer of coloured goods will not be without one or two. For
small special orders, however, it is necessary to utilise a large

number of warper's bobbins, and usually there is some waste
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Some manufacturers prefer the sectional warper on account of

the brighter colours obtainable from a hank-dyed yarn. In addi-

tion to the selection of a good warp twist for satisfactory results,

it is also important that the preparatory stages of the warp should

not be neglected, therefore the sizing of the warp must be suit-

able to the conditions under which it has to work
;
failing this,

serious trouble may follow.

The following may be given to show the conditions upon which

the sizing of a warp should be gauged, viz.

:

(a) Reed, pick, and weave of cloth.

(b) Class of yarn.

(c) Humidity of weaving-shed.

(d) Percentage of size required or increase in weight.

The exact form in which the yarn is to be received by the

manufacturer will be determined by the system of warp pre-

paration adopted.

Weft supplied in the cop state saves the expense of winding on
to pirns.

A large amount of weft is bleached in the cop. In coarse num-
bers, however, it is very wasteful at times. A cross-wound nosed
cop specially spun for bleaching is sometimes obtainable for coarse

weft.

Yarn dyed in cop only answers satisfactorily for solid colours

as black, red, blue, &c., and is liable to be uneven in shade and
wasteful at times. Great improvements have of late been made
in the cop dyeing processes, and the fancy shades are becoming
more popular amongst manufacturers who have no winding frames.

Cops spun from the dyed cotton give a more level shade, but the

thread is apt to be unevenly spun. These can only be obtained

in solid colours, as it would be too expensive to spin small quan-
tities of fancy shades. Hence one reason for not being so popular
for fancy colours.

Hank weft is used principally for dyeing purposes, so that

small quantities of any colour, if necessary, may be obtained. Up
to recently it was only possible to get indigo weft colours in the
hank. It is now possible to obtain them in the dyed cop.

Brighter colours may be obtained in the dyed hank ; there is

also less waste by the weaver than in the cop when used for weft,

owing to the thread being wound on to a bobbin to fit the shuttle
;

there is, however, the additional expense of winding on to pirns.

As in the bleached cop it is most economical to use dyed hank
in the coarser number than in the dyed cop say in counts below



CHAPTER VIII

YARNS FOR MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

In the selection of threads or yarns for manufacturing purposes

the knowledge of the following items is of great importance, viz

:

First—Strength.
Second—Evenness and uniformity in diameter.

Third—Turns or twists per inch.

Fourth—Dampness or excessive moisture.

Fifth—Elasticity.
The strength and elasticity of a yarn are very important when

required for warp purposes. It is not essential for it to be strong

if for weft purposes, except for special fabrics. For warp pur-

poses we have " mule twist and ring twist." Throstle

twist is occasionally used, but is practically obsolete.

For weft purposes we have "mule weft" and "ring weft."

Ring weft is supplied on spools or tubes and occasionally in the

hank.

Mule weft is supplied in cop or hank.

The turns or direction of twist for warp is shown by diagram,

Fig. 300a. Fig. 300b shows the direction of twist for an ordinary

weft cop spun on the mule. "

Fig. 300a. Fig. 300b.
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Hank weft is usually spun or twisted in the same direction as

the warp. Hence we speak of yarns being spun " twist way and
" weft way

It will be seen that for warp twist, if the thread is held between
the fingers and thumbs of both hands, and the right finger and
thumb are turned in a direction away from the body, the thread

will untwist. If it is an ordinary cop weft the right fingers will

have to be turned towards the body so as to untwist the thread.

There are occasions, however, when a mule weft cop is spun
" twist way as Fig. 300a, i.e., in some kinds of grey weft sateen

cloths it is common to adopt this direction of twisting " in order

to obtain a particular surface on the cloth.

The strength of a yarn will vary according to :

(a) The class of cotton it is spun from.

(b) The diameter or thickness, known as the counts."

(c) The amount of twist " or turns per inch it contains.

Yarns are spun from Indian, American, Brazilian, Egyptian
and Sea Islands cotton. The inferior and coarse classes of yarns
are spun from Indian cotton, but there is not much of it used in

England at the present time. The medium classes of yarns are

spun from American cotton, and occasionally Brazilian. The
best and finest yarns are spun from Egyptian and Sea Islands

cotton.

The best cottons for fine yarns are both carded and combed.
Ordinary cottons for coarse and medium counts are carded only.

There are three general forms of twisted yarns, viz., [a) hard
;

(i) medium
;

(c) soft.

A standard rule given by machinists for ascertaining the twists

or turns per inch being as follows :

For warp mule twist.

Multiply the square root of counts by 3f

.

For mule weft.

Multiply the square root of counts by 3;^.

For exami^le

:

The turns per inch for a IG*^ mule twist will be 4 x 3| = 15
turns.

The above are for American cottons.

The turns per inch are slightly under for Egyptian and Sea
Islands cotton because the fibre is longer.

Ring spun yarn usually has a multiplier of 4 for warp and 3J
for weft. Folded yarns have a multiplier of 4 to 4J on the square
root of the resulting counts.

Spinners, however, do not bind themselves to adhere to

the above rules, owing to the variation of the cotton staple from
season to season.
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Hard spun warp yarns are used for heavy and strong fabrics

which are to resist excessive wear and tear. Also where finishing

is not necessary, such as some classes of jeans, skirtings, sail-

cloths. Sometimes folded yarns will be used. Medium spun
yarns are largely used for ordinary fabrics requiring finishing

after weaving in order to improve the appearance and feel such as

dress goods. Oxfords, Harvard shirtings, zephyrs^ ginghams,
drills, brocades, and several classes of grey cloths.

Soft spinnings are chiefly used where yarns are to be heavily

sized for weighting purposes, either before weaving, or afterwards
during the process of finishing.

It is not advisable for ordinary work to use soft spun warp
yarns.

Soft spun wefts are often used in brocades, dress goods, shirt*

ings, and similar kinds of cloths to fill up better and throw up the

figure used in their ornamentation.
In the better classes of goods super soft-spun wefts are used.

This kind of weft is usually made from the better and cleaner

grades of American cotton, and if purchased in the hank form
would be called a rove weft.

The following are the weights and measures table for cotton :

Table of Weights.

24 grains = 1 pennyweight (dwt.)

43 7J grains
]

or ounce (oz.).

18 dwts. 5J grs.J

7000 grains]

or [ = 1 lb.

16 ozs.
J

10 lbs. = l full bundle.

The ozs. and lbs. are avoirdupois.

The dwts. and grains are troy.

Table of Measures.

yds. = 1 thread (one revolution of cotton reel).

120 yds.]

or [ = 1 lea or wrap>
80 thds.J

840 yds.
j

or — 1 hank.

7 leas J
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Counting or Gristing of Cotton Yarns.—By counting or

gristing is meant the system or basis upon which the diameters,

fineness, or thickness of a thread or yarn is gauged. Another
definition would be : a means of ascertaining the total length of

spun yarn for a given weight.

Single Cotton Yarns.—The counts of single cotton yarns are

based on the number of hanks of 840 yards in one pound or

7000 grains.

Example : 20 cotton hanks weighing one pound would ^be

termed 20^ cotton.

There are usually 10 lbs. of yarn in a cotton bundle. Therefore

The finer or higher the counts, the greater the length per pound.
Coarse numbers below 3^, used for weft purposes in counter-

panes and other coarse fabrics, are termed " bump " yarns.

Sometimes the term " candlewick " is used for very coarse counts.

The counts are denoted by the number of yards weighing one
ounce. This kind of weft is extensively used for coarse and
heavy goods, such as bagging, Alhambra quilts, &c.

Example ; A yarn weighing 60 yards to the ounce would be
termed 60^ " bump."
Some coarse yarns are spun from waste cotton, and are termed
condenser" or waste yarns instead of " bump." This class of

yarn is much rounder than the ordinary class of spun waste
wefts.

Folded Ya7'ns.—When two or more single threads are twisted

together they are called folded yarns. If two were twisted

together the folded thread would be called a two-fold," the

actual counts or hanks per lb., as a rule, being just half the

number as indicated
;

e.g,^ a folded thread consisting of two
single threads of 40^ counts would really be equivalent to 20
hanks per lb. by weight, of 20^, and would be termed a two-fold

forties, written thus, 2/40^
To determine the actual number of folded hanks in a pound

for any number of folds, divide the number of single threads

forming the folded thread into the counts of the single threads.

Examples

:

Two-fold forties written thus 2/10 = 20 folded hanks to lb.

20 X 10 = 200 hanks
= 200 X 840 yards to hank - 168,000 yards.

Three-fold thirties

Three-fold sixties

Four-fold sixties

Four-fold one hundred

3/3t

3/60

4/60

10

20
15

J?

and [twenties /120 30 »»
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Cabled yarns consist of two-fold threads again folded, as, for

example, in sewing cotton. A 6 -fold 60^ thread would consist of

3 folded threads of 2/60^ cotton.

Fishing-net yarns and heald yarns are other examples of cabled

yarns. Owing to a shrinkage occurring through the twisting of

the threads round each other in folded yarns, there will not be

a full 840 yards to each single hank.
This shortage will be determined by the number and thickness

of the threads folded. Sometimes an allowance is made for this

by the doubler using finer single yarns than actually denoted, so

as to obtain the correct weight and counts and full length of hank.

Folded threads are not always composed of threads of equal

diameter, but may consist of threads of different counts or

diameter. The system of ascertaining the counts will therefore

be diifferent to the foregoing, a few examples of which will now
be given.

Kule for ascertaining the counts of a folded thread composed of

two difierent counts

:

Multiply the two counts together and divide by their sum.
The quotient will give hanks per lb. or resulting counts (not

taking into consideration the shrinkage by twisting round each
other).

Example : What will be the counts of a folded thread composed
of one thread of 20^ and one thread of 30^ ?

30 X 20 600—— = 12^ resultmg counts.

Another method for any number of threads twisted together :

Take the highest covints and divide it first by itself and the

other counts in succession, then divide the sum of the various

quotients into the highest counts, and the answer will be hanks
per lb.

30 -r- 30 1

30 -f 20 = IJ

2i)30
12 Ans.

Another method : Ascertain the weight of a hunk in grains

for each counts of thread used, and divide sum into 7000 grains.

The answer will be hanks per lb.

Ex. 1 hank of 30^ weight 7000 -f 30 = 233^ grains.

1 „ 20^ „ 7000 -f 20 = 350^ „

583^

7000 -r 5834 = resulting counts.
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When more than two threads are employed in the folding, the

last two methods are more suitable for calculating the counts.

As an example of folding with three threads of different counts,

we will assume threads of 60% 30% and 20^ are used.

By adopting the second rule we get the following :

60 -f 60 = 1

60 20 = 3

6)60

10^ resulting counts.

Second method :

7000 -f 60 = 116| grains =
7000 -f 30 = 233i „ =^

7000 -f 20 350 „ =

700)7000 grains.

10s resulting counts.

No matter how many threads be twisted together^ by adopting

the above methods of calculating, the resulting counts may be

obtained for any folded yarn.

To go a little further, another rule maybe given for ascertain-

ing the count of a thread to use in a two-fold yarn so as to

produce a certain resulting thread when the counts of one of the

threads is already known. Rule :

Multiply the two counts together of the given and required

threads and divide by the counts of the given, minus the required

counts.

Example : The folded yarn desired is 12^. One of the threads

comprising it is 20^ and the other must be found.

20 X 12 240
_ = -g— = 30^ single thread to twist with 20^

Another method :

Grains.

7000 -r 12 = 583i \583i - 350 = 233^ grains required weights.

7000 -f 20 := 350 / = 7000 -~ 233^ = 30^

The first example given of folded yarn will show the proof.

Worsted Yarns.—The counts of worsted yarns are denoted by
the number of hanks of 560 yards in one pound. The difference

between this and cotton is in the length of the hank.

Eighteens worsted means 18 hanks of 560 yards to the pound.

J-o of 1 lb.
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To make worsted counts equal to cotton counts by weight and
length deduct one third from its counts.

To make cotton counts equal to worsted counts by weight and
length, add one half to cotton counts.

Examples

:

(a) 18^ worsted minus J of 18 = 18-6 = 12^ cotton counts.

(6) 12^ cotton plus | of 12 = 12 + 6 =18 worsted counts.

The counts of spun silk single threads are denoted by hanks of

840 yards to the pound, same as single cotton threads.

There is a distinct difference, however, in the counting of

folded threads.

Whereas in cotton the resulting counts of the folded yarn is de-

termined by the number of folds or threads used ; in spun silk the

resulting counts or hanks per pound are indicated or expressed by
the higher number.

Examples :

Forties two-fold spun silk, written thus, 40/2 = 40 hanks
per pound, and consists of two threads of eighties twisted

together.

30/3 = 30 folded hanks per lb. consisting of 3 threads of 90^

20/4 = 20 „ „ „ 4 „ 80«.

It is important for yarn calculations that these differences

between spun silk and cotton folded yarns should be specially

noted.

Spun silk is produced by mechanical methods from the waste
net or raw silk.

Linen.—The counts of linen yarns are denoted by the number
of leas of 300 yards in one pound.

10 leas = 1 hank.

20 hanks
or

1
bundle

200 leas
J

The finer the counts, the lighter will be the bundle.

Mercerised folded Yarns.—The counts are based on the number
of threads composing the folded thread exactly like cotton yarn."

Silk Noil yarns are spun from the waste of spun silk, and their

counts are usually based on hanks of 560 yards to the pound, same
as worsted counts.



CHAPTEE IX

THE SELECTION OF WARP YARNS AND
YARN TESTING

The chief features of a good yarn for warp purposes should be :

(a) strength, (6) elasticity, (c) uniformity in diameter, (d) clean-

liness, (e) freedom from slubs, snarls, motes, &c. As the com-
parative strength of a thread is determined by the number of

fibres in a cross-section, it follows that the thread containing the

largest number for any particular counts will have the finest

fibres. Therefore the finest fibre and the longest will produce the

best, most elastic, and strongest thread in proportion to its

" counts." The quality of a yarn for weaving purposes should

be governed to a large extent by the following conditions,

viz., (1) reed and pick of cloth required, (2) counts, (3) weave.

It is on the selection of a good and suitable yarn that the cost of

cloth should be computed. The amount of tension and friction

borne by the yarn during weaving must be considered The chief

tensional strain is caused by pulling round the warp beam, which
must be held tight in the loom. The frictional strain is caused

by the rubbing action of the reed, healds and sley race board

when they are working. The closer the warp threads are

put in the reed and healds, the greater will be the friction

on those threads. Also the closer the picks are put in the

cloth the greater will be the frictional strain on the warp
threads, no matter whether the threads are put closer in the

reed or not. As an example : a cloth woven in a 72 reed

plain weave 36^ might possibly weave with satisfaction 60 to 64

picks per inch with a good American cotton. If the picks were
increased to 80 per inch a greater strain would be put upon
the warp threads owing to the greater number of times the

sley and reed traverse over the one inch of yarn, and probably it

would be necessary to use the finest class of American cotton or

Egyptian cotton. It is a good practice to keep a record of what
certain yarn spinnings have previously accomplished, and also the

174
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strength or pulling strain

for one lea. It is better

to choose a yarn on the

top side of quality rather

than the under side so as

to ensure better produc-

tion and superior quality

of cloth. Machines
similar to Fig. 301 may be

employed for ascertain-

ing the strength and elas-

ticity of one lea, and ma-
chines as Figs. 302, 303,

304 for a single thread.

Only an approximate idea

of strength, however, can
be arrived at by the lea

tester, as in this case the

breaking strain is shown
for a number of threads

collectively, i,e., eighty

double threads, and is no
criterion as regards the
strength of the weakest
parts of the threads.

Any irregularities or

weak parts in an other-

wise good, strong thread

would render the yarn
useless for best work, and
it is just possible that

such defects may not

show themselves in a

tested sample, more espe-

cially when a lea is tested

.

An experienced person

will test for quality of

strength and elasticity by
holding sample threads

and pulling with one
hand several singles, so

that an average strength

may be mentally gauged.

Various types of single

thread yarn testers are

Fig. 301.—Lea Testee.



Fig. 302.

—

Baer's Single Thread Tester, Worked
WITH Oil Plunger.

'J his machine also indicates the elasticity of the thread.



Fig. 303 —Moscrop's Single Theead Testing Machine.

Will test six threads simultaneously, and register the

breaking position for each thread, each time on a chart.

This machine makes about 480 tests per minute.

M
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now on the market, by which several tests of single threads

may be made, and judgment may be formed as to the strength

and quality by the average strength of the weakest threads

tested on any of the machines shown at Figs. o02, 303, 304.

Mule twist may be spun up to the finest yarns. King twist,

however, seldom goes over GO^ in England. There is a soft-

ness and elasticity in a mule-spun thread which is scarcely

obtainable in a ring twist. If anything, the mule twist is more
iibrous and will produce a better covered cloth than ring, the

latter being usually a harder spun thread, but not so elastic as the

former. The more fibrous and softer spun thread of the mule will

also take up more " size," and also contracts less during weaving
than a ring twist. It will be seen from the above that the

fullest " cloth Avill be obtained from a mule twist of a softer

spinning than ring. A mule yarn is considered to be more regular

in construction than ring yarn. A ring spun yarn is considered

to be a rounder thread than a mule spun thread. There are

numerous makes of cloths, however, where a ring yarn will

answer better than a mule, i.e., a weft sateen cloth, in which
it is not necessary to have a soft-twisted warp, but a good
mule weft would be essential. After a yarn has been selected

and delivered, and whilst in its grey state, it is necessary that

the following tests should be made : {a) for counts, {b) weighty

(c) moisture.

The importance of the strength of a twist thread having been
fully explained, it now remains to be seen what necessary precau-

tions should be taken by a manufacturer. In the first place, let

it be understood that the tests suggested in the following chapter

must be made immediately on the receipt of yarn in its gre]/

state, and after seeing that scale weights agree with invoiced

weights.

The following precautionary methods are recommended, viz. :

First.

Second.

Third.

Fourth
Fifth.

Sixth.

Test for strength and elasticity.

,, counts.

„ length.

uniformity of spinning.

Seventh.

,, turns per inch.

,, ,, cleanliness.

,, 5, moisture.

Testing for Strength.—Let it also be understood here that

the first, second, and seventh tests should be made when the yarn
contains its natural moisture.
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The first test is obtained to a limited extent by means of the

pulHng machine.

For the strength and elasticity test, a single thread may be

taken, or a length of 120 yards may be reeled into what is known
d, lea" and taken to the testing machine.
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The breaking strain or " puH " will vary for the same counts of

yarns according to quality of cottons used and the dryness of the

thread.

To get the approximate breaking strain for one lea of good

working American ring twist yarn the counts of the yarn under

test is sometimes divided into 1700. If the breaking strain falls

below the quotient obtained the strength of the yarn is considered

to be below the standard. For super American and Egyptian
ring twist yarns 1900 would be taken as the dividend.

In a book entitled Textile Texts/' and presented by the

Draper Company, Hopedale, Mass. U.S.A., the following break-

ing weights for one lea of ring warp yarns are given for both

American spun yarns and English spun yarns :

Bkeaking Weight of American Warp Yarns per Skein.

Weight given in Pounds and Tenths.

No.
Breaking
Weight.

No.
Breaking
Weight.

No.
Breaking
Weight.

No.
Breaking
W^eight.

No.
Breaking-

Weight.

20 88.3 40 41.6 60 31.7 80 24.6

1 21 83.8 41 43.8 61 31.3 81 24.3

2 22 79.7 42 43.0 62 30.8 82 24.0

3 530.0 23 75.9 43 42.2 63 30.4 83 23.7

4 410.0 24 72.4 41 41.4 64 30.0 84 23.4

5 330.0 25 69.2 45 40.7 65 29.6 85 23.2

6 275.0 26 66.3 46 40.0 66 29.2 86 22.8

7 237.6 27 63 6 47 39.3 67 28.8 87 22.6

8 209.0 28 61.3 48 38.6 68 28.5 88 22.4

9 186.5 29 59.2 49 37.9 69 28.2 89 22.2

10 168.7 30 57.3 50 37.3 70 27.8 90 22.0

11 154.1 31 55.6 51 36.6 71 27.4 91 21.7

12 142.0 32 54.0 52 36.] 72 27.1 92 21.5

13 ]31.5 33 52.6 53 35.5 73 26.8 93 21.3

14 122.8 34 51.2 54 34.9 74 26.5 94 21.2

15 115.1 35 50.0 55 34.4 75 26.2 95 21.0

16 108.4 36 48.7 56 33.8 76 25.8 96 20.7

17 102.5 37 47.6 57 33.4 77 25.5 97 20.5

18 97.3 38 46.5 58 32.8 78 25.3 9S 20.4

19 92.6 39 45.5 59 32.3 79 21.9 99 20.2

103 20.0
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Breaking Weight of English Warp Yarn Given in Pounds.

Ordinary Cotton.
Long Stapled.

Egyptian or American.
Xatuber

of

Yarn. Com. Fair. Snper. Com. Fair. Snper.

12

-

135 155 185

16 90 100 112

20 75 85 98

26 60 68 78 80 90 100

30 50 55 62 70 80 90

32 45 50 58 65 '.5 85

36 40 46 53 52 60 68

40 36 40 44 50 55 60
50 40 45 50

60 30 33 37

70 26 28 31

80 20 22 25

The practical manufacturer or yarn buyer, however, will

not put his entire confidence in this, but will take several

threads in his left hand, and by means of his right will pull

at the threads singly to ascertain the amount of stretch or elas-

ticity before breaking. This is a common test by a practised

hand from spinners' sample before purchasing a new " spinning."

A careful man will never buy a new yarn, one he has never

used before, without having a sample submitted by the spinner.

There are times, however, when the bulk does not come up
equal to sample, and the yarn is passed through the dyeing

or sizing processes. At these times it is very difficult to put
the responsibility on the spinner, as he will invariably argue

that he cannot accept responsibility after it passes through subse-

quent processes over which he has no control. After all is said

and done, the only real test lies in the weaving-room. Provided

the yarn is properly prepared, the quality and quantity of cloth

produced will be ample evidence as to whether the yarn is a good
or poor one.

Testing for Counts."—The second test is also of the

utmost importance, for upon the correct diameter of thread

depends the right quality of cloth produced, and also when the

yarn is bought in the cop or ring, the correct length, as will be

further explained later.

If the yarns are too fine the woven qloth will be too light and
not as full—in other wwds, not up to quality. If too coarse the
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cloth will come out heavier than required and the quality of cloth

will be improved. In all probabiUty the buyer will not object to

this in a large number of cases, but on the other hand an objection

might be raised on account of the purpose for which the cloth is

intended. Apart from this, however, it is the manufacturer's

own loss for future business. If a repeat order is placed, the

buyer will expect the same quality of cloth delivering again. The
manufacturer, if ignorant of the previous yarns being too coarse,

will order just as he did for the previous lot. Presuming that

the counts of yarn for repeat order when tested were exactly

Fig. 305.

correct, or a trifle lighter than ordered, the quality of cloth

woven would be inferior to the first lot, and if the customer was
an awkward man to deal wath, no amount of explanation would
satisfy him, the result being a claim on the goods for being under
quality, or else the cancellation of the order. This, perhaps, may
be an extreme view to take^ but at the same time it is possible.

Instances are known when there has been a change of spinner for

the same counts of yarn, supposed to be of equal quality, where
the cloth has not been the same. If the system of tests given

however, are carried out, this would be avoided to a certain extent.

Sometimes, also, when inferior cotton is on the market the yarn

will vary from the same spinnei*, both in cleanliness and quality.
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The counts of yarn may be tested from the cop, hank, balled warp?

or slasher's beam, as follows :

From Coil.—Take three or four cops selected from the middle
of a skip or case, and place them on tlie hand wrap reel, as shown
at Fig. 305.

Keel off one lea or 120 yards from each. An index on a clock

face w^ill register this length, and a bell will also ring. It is not

wise to depend solely on the ringing of the bell for registering

the length, but the operator should notice the position of the

handle at starting and commence to count the actual revolutions

required.

Take off the leas separately and weigh separately on a pair of

scales for the purpose. Divide the weight in grains of each

separate lea into 1000. The result will be the counts. A lea is

part of a cotton hank, and 1000 is \ of 1 lb., or 7000 grains, the

counts of cotton, as previously explained, being determined by the

number of hanks contained in 7000 grains. Repeat with the other

three cops, and then take the average.

The following example will serve as a general illustration. Sup-
pose four cops after wrapping weigh on the average the following

1st Cop, 2 dwts. 2 grains = 50 grains

ord ,, 2 ,, P> 51

4th „ 2 „ 2 „ 50 „

200 --4 = 50 grains.

50/1000

20^ counts.

For satisfaction it is recommended that several tests should be

made from the same cop, as it is possible for the wrappings to

vary slightly at different parts.

An important point is to see that the variation in weight is not

too great, especially so for coarse and medium counts.

Dyed cops usually test lighter after dyeing owing to the stoving

of the yarn before dyeing. In the majority of cases the loss of

weight is really loss of moisture, which is not regained by the

yarn when in its normal condition after dyeing.

If the cops to be tested are bleached, it will be necessary to

make an allowance for loss of weight in bleaching, which is about
ten per cent, loss on the grey weight.

Heeling at Uniform Tension,—As shown in the table of

measures, the wrap reel is 11 yards in circumference. It will

be obvious that on the reel, although the thread is spread over
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a limited width on the face of the reel and for one revolution

will be exactly yards, there must be a certain number of

threads overlapping before the eighty revolutions to compose
the lea " are completed. As each layer is wound round, the

length of the thread for each additional revolution will be
slightly increased, the inference being that more than 120 yards

will be contained in the *'lea" when taken off the wrap reel.

Assuming that this is so, the results of the yarns tested will

give slightly coarser counts than otherwise would be the case.

This excess will be more pronounced when testing low numbers
than for higher numbered yarns. These defects may be more
apparent than real, because the supposed fault may be some-
what neutralised, or on the other hand made worse, by the

tension at which the thread is reeled from the cop. The degree

of tension at which the thread should be reeled is somewhat
arbitrary and yet—in order to arrive at a fair test for the counts

—is very important. Under these circumstances the fairest way
will be to reel the thread at such a tension as appears to be
consistent with the degree of tension at which the thread has

been wound during the formation of the cop in the spinning

process, or if reeling from a hank, the degree of tension at which
the spinner appears to have reeled the yarn from the cop or ring

bobbin. From this it will be seen that it is possible to obtain, if

a lea is slackly reeled, a coarser test than should be the case, and
on the other hand a finer test is obtained if the reeling is too

tight. There is no commercial standard of tension for yarn-

testing purposes, and as a consequence spinners have a good loop-

hole by which they may extricate themselves from difficulties

with manufacturers which otherwise might in numerous cases

prove very much against them. A reel has been specially

designed by Mr. Lester, of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce
testing-house, which reels the thread at a uniform tension, and
at the same time accurately automatically measures the length

before it is wound round the reel. In case of dispute this ought
to be of great assistance provided the disputants accept the

conditions laid down by the testing-house regarding yarn testing.

Testing from Hankfor Counts*—Take one lea, either by splitting

from hank or reeling off on to the wrap reel at a uniform tension,

then proceed exactly as for cop.

Or take the number of hanks as indicated by the counts and
see if they weigh one pound. In testing this way it must be

ascertained whether the hanks are single or double, and also

that the hanks test the correct lengths. In the majority of cases

it is customary for single yarns to be made up in double hanks,

1680 yards instead of 840 yards. Therefore if a 20*^ hank
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yarn made up double hank is to be tested, only 10 hanks must
be weighed. In the same way, if a folded yarn had to be tested,

the number of hanks would be determined by the folds, as

explained under the counting of yarns.

Testing from the Balled Warj^,—Take 120 threads one yard long,

equalling one lea, weigh and test as before.

Another method is to take the actual grey scale weight and
work out by the following rules :

Multiply ends in warp by the length and divide by 840 (yards
to hank) and the w^eight. Take the following example : A warp
contains 1985 ends, 720 yards long, and weighs 85 lbs. What
will be the counts ?

Testing from the Slasher s Beam.—Take 120 threads one yard
long and proceed as before. If the exact weight of the empty
beam is known the gross weight may be ascertained, and after

deducting weight of empty beam, calculate as in the second

example given for testing a balled warp. The weight of empty
beam should be checked when the yarn is run off.

Testing for Lengths.—In order to ascertain the correct

length of yarn in a skip or case of cops it would be impracticable

to measure every yard. Therefore the manufacturer must pay
particular attention to the count " tests. If the yarn wraps
fine, and the actual weight of grey yarn agrees with the invoiced

weight, then there should be an excess in length, providing all

allowances for tares, paper, tubes, &c., are correct. If, when
wrapping, the counts come out coarse, then the inference will be,

assuming all the allowances for tares are correct, a shortage in

length ; a greater amount of weft would therefore be required

than had been calculated for, consequently the cost of production

much greater than anticipated. An account showing the number
of gross, tare and nett weights of every skip or case should be
kept by the manufacturer, and as they come empty the tare,

including the paper, should be again weighed and entered up
against the spinner's allowance for tare on that particular skip.

In some cases the tares will differ from the spinner's by a few
pounds, one reason for this being that when weighed at the spin-

ning-mill it may have been very dry, and when checked^ after

emptying at the weaving-mill, it may have absorbed too much
moisture through being exposed to inclement weather. Although

307 6

X Uij) 2382

7 17

- = ^^lYu ^iiswer.

This would be called 20^
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it is recommended to weigh immediately on the receipt of yarn,

it may be pointed out that there may be exceptions to this rule,

wlien the yarn is deHvered by a railway company or carrier in wet
weather or fog. It is then not an uncommon occurrence for it to

take two or three days in transit between the spinner and manu-
facturer. Should the skips be exposed to the damp atmosphere
there is sure to be an excessive amount of moisture in the yarn.

Therefore they should be kept for some time in a room at a

normal temperature and then weighed. In numerous instances,

owing to ignorance on the part of the yarn weigher, this excess

weight—in reality excess moisture—has been put down to the

good nature of the cotton spinner.

Sometimes cops are spun on paper tubes especially for fine

counts. If only small ones are used no allowance will be made
for the paper by the spinner, but at times an extra charge will

be made, as there is slightly more labour required in preparing

for their spinning than an ordinary pasted bottom. In the

aggregate for fine yarns, however, there is slightly less waste
than with the pasted bottom. The tubes are very useful when
the cops are for bleaching purposes.

When cops are desired for dyeing purposes, they are usually

spun on small perforated tubes, so that the cops will be easily

skewered in the dyeing process, and also to allow the dye to

penetrate to the cop bottom.

As in the former case no allowance is made by the spinner for

the weight of these tubes, but an extra charge is made to cover

the cost of extra labour in fixing them on the mule spindles

before spinning. It is as well, however, to test occasionally to

see that the proportion of paper to yarn is not too great.

Ring Yarn on Bobbin.—As mentioned for cop yarn, the "counts"

test will assist in ascertaining if the correct length is being re-

ceived. So far it has not been possible to spin ring yarn very

successfully on the bare spindle, which is done with a mule cop.

All ring yarn therefore for warp or weft is sold by the spinner on
bobbins. This being so, an allowance for bobbins on the invoiced

gross weight will have to be made in addition to the skip or case

tare. These bobbins should be periodically weighed to check
spinner's allowance, and a record kept same as for skips of cops.

Adopt the same coarse with throstle bobbin yarn.

Bach Beams.—In running through the slasher sizing machine
the ends w^ould pass over a measuring roller before winding on to

the weaver's beam.
The count'" test should also be referred to, and the yarn on

the beam weighed on similar lines as given for skip yarn.

Balhd Warp,—Yery few manufacturers trouble about checking
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the actual lengths on a balled warp. They usually look to the
length of cloth turned out from the loom, which will vary accord-

ing to counts of yarn, and other causes. It is a good idea, how-
ever, to run a warp occasionally over a measuring roller, which
could easily be arranged, and then an accurate test could be made.
A common method of testing is to get the actual scale weights
and then compare with the calculation weight, which, however,
will only show whether the yarn is spun on the fine or coarse

side, assuming that the length is correct, as was pointed out when
dealing with the testing for counts from the balled warp.

The following two examples will serve to show how it would
be possible to determine approximately when the length was
greater or less than invoiced :

(1) Presuming that the counts wrapped ^' light " or " fine " for

one lea, and on weighing the full warp it came fully up to calcu-

lation weight. The inference would be that the length was over

the amount invoiced.

(2) Presuming that the opposite results were found to apply,

i.e., coarse counts and under calculation weight ; or even if the

actual scale weight coincided with the calculation weight for the

correct counts. The inference would be a shortage of length

invoiced.

It will be aswell to again remind the reader that we are assuming
these tests to be made when the yarn is in the ordinary condition

of natural moisture and in the gre]/ state.

The following is the rule for ascertaining the calculation weight
of a warp or chain :

Multiply the ends in warp by the length in yards and divide

by 840 yards and the counts of yarn.

Example : A warp contains 2000 ends, 700 yards long, 20^

counts. Find the calculation weight.

1000

X ^0 12

12

A variation of 1 per cent, over or under calculation weight is

permissible to the spinner when supplying yarns to the manu-
facturer on the invoiced scale weights. The manufacturer is

recommended to insist on buying warps from the spinner by
calculation weight and not by scale weight.

Reeled Hank.—This is a comparatively simple test. Pick out a

few hanks indiscriminately from the bundle to be tested. Or
better still, select a few bundles and take about two hanks from
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each. Arrange the hank on a ^' swift " or " rjce," and then
measure on the wrap reel (Fig. 305). If the hank is a single one,

7 leas should be registered on the index. If a double hank 14

leas should be registered. Care must be taken that the thread

does not wind on the reel too slack or too tight, but a nice

uniform tension must be maintained. It can easily be seen from
the index how many yards the hank is short.

See explanation under " Testing for count for cops.'*

The next step is to take each bundle and count the total hanks.

As the counts are determined by hanks per pound, the total

number will also vary according to the counts. In a 20* bundle,

therefore, we should expect to find at the lowest 20 hanks x 10 lbs.

= 200 single hanks or 100 double hanks. If the yarn wraps
light the spinner will sometimes put in extra hanks to make up
the 10 lbs., and an honest dyer will see that these extra hanks are

delivered to the manufacturer. Sometimes reeled yarns are made
up in 5 lb. bundles, for shipping purposes mostly.

Reeled Yarn Terms.—It may be of interest at this point to

explain a few terms applicable to reeled yarn :

{a) Single cross reeled hank.

(h) Double cross „ ,,

(c) Straight „ „
{d) Seven lea ,, or wrap ^' reeled.

(e) Blue tie, red tie, &c.

(/) Mule, ring, w^ater twist.

{g) Grant reeled hank,
{h) Rove hank.

Single cross reeled hank means that only 840 yards are in the

hank, and the ends are continually crossing each other as they
pass on to the reel, which is a distinct advantage when the

hank has to be dyed, as it partakes of an open character like

network.

This method of reeling is usually expressed [|thus : x E-eeled.

Double crossed simply means a double hank or 1680 yards, and is

expressed thus : x x Keeled.

A straight reeled hank has its thread wound on in reeling by
means of a slow traverse guide. There is not the same crossing

or network of threads as in the cross reeled hank. It is usually

resorted to when the hank has to be divided into leas, so that they

may be split off separately. A hank prepared after this manner
therefore would be termed a " seven lea hank '' or wrap reeled."

Such terms as blue tie, red tie, &c., refer to the colour of the bands
or ties which are used in dividing the hanks, and in the majority

of cases they will denote the spinner's quality of yarn.

Mule twist or mule weft means that the yarn will have been spun
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oil the male, no matter whether it is delivered in the cop or hank,

The same may be said with respect to ring yarn. Water twist
"

is throstle yarn, and is a term which has been handed down from

Arkwright's time, when his water frame was used for spinning

purposes. In a few more years there is every probabihty of

there being no throstle yarn, as the ring is fast superseding the

throstle frame.

A Gra7it reeled hank is a special quick traverse, or very open

Fig. 306.

—

Twist Testek. (See descriptive matter.)

crossing of thread as it is being reeled in the hank. It is usually

reeled in long lengths, from 2000 to 3000 yards.

liove hank is a soft spun mule weft very clean and full and
made from a superior American cotton staple.

Testing for Turns per Inch.—Some manufacturers attach

so little importance to the amount of twist in a thread that they

simply ignore the test. In some classes of cloths a hard spun or

soft spun yarn will make a remarkable difference in appearance and
finish. In folded yarns the turns per inch are very important.

Several machines are on the market for this purpose, known as

twist testers, two types of which are represented in Figs. 30G and
307. In the machine represented in Fig. 306 the thread is held

between the two jaws shown, one of which is stationary whilst the

other rotates when the handle is turned to gradually take out the

twist in the thread, and each complete turn will be registered on
an index for the purpose. Any reasonable length of thread may
be taken, say from two to four inches, according to thickness;

a gauge underneath marks the distances in inches. When all the

twist has been taken out of the length of thread under test the

finger on the index plate will show the total turns ; this divided

by the number of inches of thread tested will give the average
turns per inch. For fine single threads it is somewhat difficult

to determine when all the twist has been taken out, and for this

reason a very short length—sa}^ one inch—should be tested. To
better enable the determination of the completeness of the un-
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twisting in a thread, a machine, as Fig. 307, is on the market,

The measured thread to be tested in this case

would be secured at each end between two
jaws, each of which rotates in opposite direc-

tions when the handle is turned, thereby

taking out the twist at both ends of the

thread simultaneously, and registering the

same on the index plate for the purpose.

At the opposite end to the index plate the

amount of contraction in the thread is also

indicated. Both machines are portable and
may be laid horizontally on an ordinary table

or desk. For the standard rule to obtain the

turns per inch in an ordinary spun American
cotton yarn, see chapter viii.

Uniformity or Regularity of Spinning.
—It requires a trained eye to detect the irregu-

larities of a spun thread, as there are so many
faults which might be caused through bad
spinnicg or poor cotton, such as slubs, motes,

snarls, thick and thin places, crackers. It is

not within the scope of this work to explain

their causes, belonging, as they do, to the pro-

vince of the spinner.

Examining machines, however, may be ob-

tained (similar to Fig. 308) ;
they are used

for detecting any irregularities in the yarns
which will be shown upon a black ground.
It must be borne in mind, however, that the

cheaper and poorer the yarn, the more defects

will be perceived.

For Cleanliness.—A clean yarn free from
broken or crushed seed, or broken leaf or

dirt is of importance. In the lower classes

of yarns spun from Indian cotton we find as

a rule a very dirty thread. As the quality of

the thread improves we find it is also cleaner

and freer from dirt or leaf. A practised eye will

easily ascertain from a sample whether the yarn
is sufiiciently clean for the purpose intended.

Testing for Moisture.—It is well known
that some cotton yarns contain an excessive

amount of moisture over the standard amount.
According to the ruling of the Manchester

Chamber of Commerce, cotton is said to be in correct or standard

Fig. 307.—Baek's
Twist Tester for

taking out the

twist at both ends
of the threads.

(8 6 e descriptive

matter.)
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condition when it contains 7*834 per cent, of moisture. This is

based on the standard or official regain of 8^ per cent, adopted
by the testing-house. It is assumed that 100 parts by weight of

absohitely dry cotton (dried at 212° F.) will take up or regain

8i parts by exposure to the ordinary conditions of the atmosphere.

Fig. 0U8.—Yaen Examining Machine.

For the moisture test, take 5 or 10 lbs. of yarn and stove it for

a few hours at the above temperature until all the moisture is

evaporated. After this weigh very accurately at the same tem-
perature, and then put in a cool place for a sufficient length of

time to allow it to regain its natural moisture, say about twenty-
four hours. Then weigh again, and calculate the percentage of

increase in weight between the dry state and atmospheric state.

When heated to above temperature the yarn should regain 8-|- per
cent, and all above would be considered to be in excess of the
normal condition of the yarn, and should never exceed more than
2 or 0 per cent, of this.
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Special ovens can be obtained for making these tests, the
following instructions in one instance being given, by the makers,
viz.

:

Weigh 10,000 grains and put in oven for five hours at a tem-
perature of 170^ to 180°. In this time it will lose all the

Fig. 309.—Yarn Conditioning Oven.

moisture it can at this temperature. When it is again weighed,
add 8 per cent, to bring up to atmospheric condition or standard
condition.
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Example

:

Weight put in oven . . . 10,000 grains.

Weight when taken out . . 9000

1000
Deduct 8 per cent, on dry weight 720

grains

280 excess.

Excess moisture is 2*8 per cent.

Fig. 309 illustrates an oven in which the yarn can be dried and
weighed under the best conditions.

It is when purchasing yarn in the cop state that an excessive

amount of moisture may be put in and charged for as yarn, unless

the manufacturer adopts a system of testing. When yarn is spun
it is a common practice for the spinner to condition it a day or

two before delivering to the customer. Yarn will absorb about
3 per cent, of moisture when taken from a spinning room tempera-
ture of 70° to 80° and placed in a normal atmosphere. From this

it will be evident that, presuming a yarn has been tested for counts

and found to be correct, and when afterwards tested for moisture it

is found to have contained an amount far in excess of the 8 to 8J per

cent, regain, the thread will in reality be finer than what it is

taken for. The following examples will illustrate, assuming that

10 per cent, is the maximum allowed, i.e., 1\ per cent, over the

assumed natural regain of say per cent.

Two separate leas of 20^ from different skips of cops weigh 50
grains each. On testing for moisture, however, one is found to

contain 12J per cent, and the other 15 per cent.

.-. In No. 1 we have 2J per cent over the permissible limit of

10 per cent.

In No. 2 we have 5 per cent, over the permissible limit of

10 per cent.

No. 1 = 50 grains weight of lea when taken from skip.

1-25 = 2|% excess.

48-75 actual yarn weight if oiJy 10""/^ of moisture
'

' in cotton.

i!^^ = 20*5 actual counts.
48-7

N
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Ko. 2 = 50 grains weight of lea when taken from skip.

2*5 = 57o excess.

47^5 1000 01 f 1—Tzr^ =21-0o actual counts.
47.0

Sometimes yarns will wrap too coarse, and before one can be

certain as to this being accurate, it is always best to ascertain the

amount of moisture in the yarn by the above method.
It may here be noted that the testing for moisture is of the

greatest importance when the yarn is supplied in such a condition

that the accurate lengths of threads cannot be obtained as will

be the case when purchasing grey twist or weft cop. When back
beams or balled warps are bought by calculation weight, provided

the lengths and counts test correctly, there would not be any
advantage from the spinner's point of view by introducing exces-

sive moisture.



CHAPTER X

REED AND HEALD COUNTING AND
CALCULATIONS.

As pointed out earlier on, the system of counting reeds varies so

much in different parts of the country that it is only possible

to have a proper understanding for general use by always stating

the number of dents per inch and threads in a dent. It may
be of interest, however, to know the chief systems adopted
throughout the country.

The most popular system in Lancashire is, without a doubt,

the Manchester and Stockport, which is based on the number of

dents in two inches. Assuming that two threads are put in each
split, which is the most general way, we obtain at once the number
of threads per inch at the reed. For example : A 66 Manchester
and Stockport reed would mean 33 dents to the inch. If there

are two ends in each dent =66 ends per inch. A 66 reed three

ends in dent would give 33 x 3 = 99 ends per inch.

Radcliffe system is based on the number of dents per inch,

e.g., 30 reed would mean 30 dents to the inch.

Bolton system, as mostly used in the toilet trade, is based on the

number of 'beers of 20 dents in 24J inches.

A 20 reed Bolton would thus mean 20 beers of 20 dents in 24J
inches. Therefore 20 x 20 = 400 -f 24J = 16|-, nearly, dents per
inch, or a 33 Manchester and Stockport count.

Bradford system is based on the number of beers of 40 ends
in 36 inches (assuming tw^o ends in the dent).

A 60*^ reed would mean 60 beers of 40 ends on 36 inches.

10 20
00_xjl0

H
0
3

To bring Bradford system to Manchester and Stockport, multiply

by 10 and divide by 9

195

= 66f threads per inch.
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A Scotch system is to take the number of splits or dents in

the Scotch ell of 37 inches. The dents per ell would be expressed

in hundreds, thus : 18°°, meaning 1800 dents in 37 inches. If

37 is divided into 1800 we obtain dents per inch, and so ascertain

its equivalent in other systems.

Another Scotch system is to take the number of porters of 20
dents in one ell. A porter is the Scotch equivalent for beer.

Blackburn system is based on beers of 20 dents, or 40 ends in

45 inches.

Preston system varies from beers of 20 dents, or 40 ends in 34 to

54 inches. The latter systems, however, are practically obsolete,

Healds.—The counts of ordinary healds are denoted by specifying
the healds per inch on each stave. For example : a heald shaft con-

taining 20 healds per inch would be spoken of as 20% single

shaft. In some districts four shafts will be taken as a

standard, and the total number per inch specified so as to repre-

sent the sett or reed on the Manchester and Stockport system,

e.g.^ 80 sett 4 shafts would mean 20 healds per inch on each

stave = 80 per inch altogether.

For a 5 shaft sateen 20 per inch on the heald stave would be
equivalent to 100 sett.

For fancy drafts spaced healds are often used. A set of heald

shafts in this case will consist of various numbers to the inch, as

they will be specially knit to the drafting or pattern desired.

Take as simple examples the following drafts A, B.

^
^ f0

s s

—f 4 6 /£•

-t-^ 9- H ie

Draft A.

-n? U-

-7^

-^e

—

4 ie f€ io DO 24

H—^ 6 f5 /7 10

Draft B.

Tf this had to be woven in a 60 reed (Manchester and Stock-
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port), four patterns would be required per inch, i.e., 15 x 4 = 60.

Therefore the following will be the counts of healds to use :

1st Stave 5 per pattern X 4 = 20 per inch
2nd X 4 - 20

3rd „ 2 X 4 = 8 „
4th „ 2 X 4 - 8 „
5th „ 1 X 4 - 4

60 „

It is just possible that a sett of healds similar to the above

would not be specially knit, but would be made up of spare

healds in stock. If the healds per inch counted more than was
necessary, the overplus could be " dropped " or left empty. For
instance, shafts with healds 10 per inch could be put for Nos. 3

and 4, and as only 8 per inch are required for the pattern, two
healds could be left empty every four patterns, the same may be

done with the other shafts if necessary.

We will now take a fancy draft, for which it will be necessary

to obtain specially knit spaced healds. The reed we will suppose
to be 72, Manchester and Stockport.

There would be three patterns per inch of reed width, and the

average healds per inch on each stave would be as follows

:

Healds per patt. Patts. per Healds per Total healds

Staves. on each Stave. inch. Stave. Staves, per inch.

Nos. 1 and 2 7x3 = 21x2 42

„ 3, 4, 5, 6 2 X 3 = 6 x 4 24

„ 7 and 8 1x3=3x2 6

72

Assuming the warp threads had to be 36 inches wide at reed,

the total healds on each stave may be obtained by multiplying

healds per inch by width.

A draft is usually forwarded to the heald knitter with in-

structions to knit to a certain reed and width over all. By means
of a special scale he is able to ascertain at once the width of

pattern and space occupied of one heald on the shaft, and from
this the spacing of healds on the staves is worked. Although it is

not necessary to supply the heald knitter with these instructions,

as credit must be given him for knowing his business, it will not

be out of place to illustrate the principle upon which fancy draft

healds are knit. In the above example. Draft B, one pattern

will take up over all 8 shafts a space of ^ of an inch. Some of the

healds will be seen closer together on one part of a stave than
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another, and upon this accurate knitting the good working of

a warp in the loom largely depends, bad gauging of distances

apart proving sometimes disastrous to a warp in the loom which
has not over strong yarn.

As every heald shown on the draft in this particular instance

represents a single thread, and we are assuming that it is a

regularly dented pattern {e.g,^ the same number of threads in

each dent in the reed), one heald will occupy the space of part

of an inch on the staves.

With the instructions before us we obtain the following par-

ticulars of knitting. For the purpose of easy explanation, when
the term miss one, miss two, &c., is used, it must be understood

to mean in this instance y^^, two, &c., y^, of an inch.

Knit 1

Miss 1

Knit 1

Miss 5

Knit 3

Miss
Knit
Miss
Knit
Miss
Knit
Miss
Knit

5

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

Miss 1

24 = J of an inch.

Shaft No. 3. Shaft No.

IVTiss 4 Miss 7

Knit 1 Knit 1

Miss 8 Miss 2

Knit 1 Knit 1

Miss 10 Miss 13

24 24

Shaft No. 4.

Miss 5
Shafts No.

Knit 1 Miss 20

Miss 6 Knit 1

Knit 1 Miss 3

Miss 11
24

24 TTa

Shaft No. 5.

Miss 6

Knit 1

Miss 4

Knit 1

Miss 12

24

It is customary, wherever possible, to instruct knitter to put

a few extra healds on some of the staves, so that they may be

used for selvedge ends,

A very useful rule to ascertain the average healds per inch on

a stave is to take the healds required in one pattern as repre-
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senting the width ; and ends per inch will then denote the
number of patterns. Rule : multiply healds per pattern on one
stave by ends per inch at reed, and divide by ends in pattern.
We will take Draft B again as an example:

Healds per
pattern on Number of

one stave. pattern.

1st Shaft 7 X 72
2nd •1 7 X 72
3rd

?) 2 X 72
4th )? 2 X 72
5th 2 X 72
6th 2 X 72
7th 1 X 72
8th n 1 X 72

Width in Average
inches. per

504 24 21
504 24 21

144 24 6

144 24 6

144 24 6

144 24 6

72 24 3

72 24 3

Total per inch 72

Any drawer-in who has to draw in pattern warps with different

drafts in the width will find this rule of great assistance by work-
ing to the following instructions, viz., First obtain the average
per inch by the above rule for each separate draft ; afterwards

obtain the average healds per inch on each stave for all the

distinct drafts in the width, and in addition allow a few extra

healds per inch for irregular drafting, so that they may be
dropped " to keep the warp straight in the healds.

When it is necessary to obtain the total healds on each shaft

for any particular draft, it will be obvious that a stated width

^ ^ ^
^ ^ ^

e ^ ^
9" i5 ^

—*

—

€ DO 21}

-^-^—5 H—^ B—^V—

Draft C.

must be given. It will then be necessary to obtain the total
number of patterns in the width, and then simply multiply
healds per pattern by total patterns in the width.

Drafts with irregular Denting of Threads.—A large
number of fancy patterns are made nowadays in which a bold
stripe is formed, and when closely examined the threads are
found to lie alongside each other much closer than the ground
threads or bulk of the cloth pattern. This is known as cram or

I
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irregular denting of warp threads. In calculating total healds

required for a warp of this character it is necessary to base all

data on the actual number of dents in the reed width, which, when
divided by the actual number of dents occupied in one pattern,

will give the correct number of patterns in the warp width.

Draft 0 will serve to illustrate.

We will take the following as the warp colouring and method
of denting, viz.

:

6 ends White in 3 dents.

4 Pink
)j

1

4 Sky blue
5>

2

4
5> White

?>
2

4 Sky blue
5?

2

4
??

Pink
?)

1

26
>J

in 11

Front two shafts.

3, 4, 5, & 6 ,,

Front two shafts.

3, 4, 5, & 6 „
Front two shafts.

3, 4, 5, & 6 „

Assume the reed to contain 44 dents per inch, and width at reed

is to be 33 inches.

First ascertain total dents required = 33 x 44 = 1452 dents,

1452 -r 11 dents per pattern = 132 patterns in width.

We may now ascertain total ends in warp :

26 ends in pattern.

132 patterns.

3432 total ends in warp.

By taking ends per pattern on each stave, and multiplying by
patterns in width, we obtain total healds, as in previous examples.

Sometimes other proportions of denting will be used, but

whatever it may be, this principle of calculating on actual dents

required in the reed width and dents occupied by one pattern

will hold good.

It is also an easy matter now to calculate the number of

threads of each colour required in the warp, as follows ;

White. Pinh, Sky.

10 8 8

132 patts. 132 132

1320 1056 1056 = 3432 total ends.

Selvedge is not taken into account.
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If the above colours are of different counts the weights for a

given length can be easily ascertained by adopting the rules

set forth for calculating weight in the earlier chapters of this

work.

Dressing or Beaming-splitting Sheet. — Manufacturers

who keep a stock of certain cloth patterns which they like

to sell during the season will get warps of 2000 to 3000

ends, dyed and sized various standard colours, and keep

in stock. When any particular pattern is desired to be

dressed or beamed, the ends of each colour in the pattern are

calculated and then split from these stock warps as required. For

special ranges of patterns, where there are no warps of this

description in stock to split from, the quantities of each colour

are ascertained, and should there be several warps of the same
colour and count in the range, they would all be run together

and ordered from the spinner as one warp ; or if too large

for one, perhaps in two warps, afterwards being split up at

the mill by the dressers as required for dressing purposes. A
splitting sheet is supplied to the dresser, from which he is

able to obtain all information regarding the splitting up of the

colours.

The following may be taken as a typical example of a range of

patterns ordered in this manner

:

10 cuts or pieces, 720 yards warp length, 20^ twist.

Written warp patterns.

Pattern 1.

8 White
8 Blue

16

120 patterns

1920
20 selvedge 2-fold

1940

Pattern 2.

16 White
4 Sky
8 Pink
4 Sky

32
60 patterns

1920

20 selvedge

1940
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Pattern 3.

2 White
2 Pink
2 White
2 Pink
2 White
2 Sky
2 White
2 Sky
6 Blue
4 white

6 Blue

32

60 patterns

1920
20 selvedge

1940

Pattern 4.

24 Sky
2 Blue
4 White
2 Blue

82

60 patterns

1920
20 selvedge

1940

Ends in Warp—Pattern 1.

8x 120 = 960 White
9x120 = 960 Blue

20 Selvedge

2-fold

1940

Ends—Pattern 2.

16 x 60 = 960 White
8x 60 = 480 Sky
8 X 60 = 480 Pink

20 Selvedge

1940

Ends—Pattern 3. Ends—Pattern 4.

20 Selvedge 24 x 60 - 1440 Sky
12x60 = 720 White 4x 60= 240 Blue
4x60 = 240 Pink 4x 60= 240 White
4 X 60 = 240 Sky 20 Selvedge

12x60 = 720 Blue

1940
1940
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War]) Splitting Sheets,

Pattei'n iriDK w iiite
Selvedge

2-fold

1

2

960

480 480

960)

(1)
960^

20

20

All

20« twist.

3

4

720

240

240

1440

240 720n

(2)

240)

20

20

10 Cuts,

720 yds.

Total 1920

Say
1930

2160

Say
2170

720

Say
725

(1) 1920
Say 1925

(2) 960
Say 965

80 Except
selvedge

which
is 2/40

The following would be ordered from the spinner, viz., 1 warp
each, 1930, 2170, 725, 1925, 965, 85, with a half-beer lease, and
end-and-end lease. There may be from 20 to 40 ends to the
half-beer, but the number must be stated at the time of ordering

the warps.

It is usual to order a few more ends for a warp than are

actually required to serve for piecing-up purposes, or to take the

place of lost ends during dressing and weaving; they are called
" by-ends."

The warps from the spinner would be delivered to the dyer

and sizer for dyeing and sizing to the colours shown on the

splitting sheet above.



CHAPTER XI

IMPORTANT LABOUR UNITS IN A WEAVING-
MILL.

The Weaver.—At the present time, in order to keep up with
the march of progress " in the weaving industry, it behoves all

workers interested in such pursuits to carefully consider their

position in regard to realising the importance of obtaining or

possessing a sufficient knowledge of their work which will enable

them not only to earn a good wage at the week-end and do their

work easier, but also will enable them to produce work of a

good quality which contains the minimum amount of faults.

For a weaving industry to be carried on successfully it is

essential that all those persons who have allotted to them a task

should perform it conscientiously and to the best of their ability,

no matter how menial may be the work.

Two of the essentials for success are required from the opera-

tive weaver. Namely

:

(1) The maximum amount of cloth must be produced from the
loom every week

;

(2) The cloth produced must be well woven and free from
faults.

How to obtain the Maximum Production from a Loom,—Be
ready to start the looms when the engine starts. Value every

minute. Do not think that being late five minutes each meal-

time does not matter.

Five minutes late each time the engine starts means fifteen

minutes per day, and in a week's time amounts to eighty-five

minutes, or nearly 1J hours.

This means a loss of about eight yards of cloth per loom
putting in fifty picks per inch and running 180 picks per minute.

This would mean on two looms sixteen yards of cloth loss, and
on three looms twenty-four yards of cloth loss.

This works out approximately in money as a dead loss to the

weaver of, say

:

204
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d.

2^ for 1 loom per week.

^2 " " J' >)

6f >> S 5J J? >;

The above is only one source of loss of time. In addition it is

very easy to lose another fifteen to thirty minutes per day on
each loom by not realising that the slowness of motion in

piecing-up and drawing-in broken threads, finding the pick,

changing the shuttle, setting on the loom, going for weft, or

going on other special missions can be made to contribute to

such losses in production. The loss of a few shillings in wages
is soon apparent.

For good production the chief aim of the weaver, therefore,

must be to keep the looms running as continuously as possible

without spoiling work. One way to attain this object will be
for the weaver to keep a strict watch on the warp threads at the

front and back of the loom, and should a thread break not to

let it get entangled with others between the reed and healds or

become fast in the lease rods behind. If it does get entangled with
others, more threads are sure to get broken ; then a greater loss

of time is caused by drawing in the increased broken threads. A
strict watch for broken threads between the reed and healds

would also in many cases prevent the shuttle from flying out.

The warp should always be kept straight at the back of the

loom. This can be done by constant attention and watching to

prevent threads getting crossed.

The warp threads should not be pulled out of the lease rods

as the threads will be liable to get crossed and the pattern wrong
if it is a coloured warp, and then come up fast in the lease rods.

The result will again be a stoppage of the loom and a loss of

production.

The selvedge threads should always be kept in their right

places. They should not under any circumstances be allowed to

weave out. There is sure to be trouble if they do weave out.

It should be seen that the " doubled " or folded " threads are

the outside selvedge threads, as they are much stronger than the

others and are put in specially to prevent any unnecessary

breakages. It should always be seen that no jagged, pulled, or

loopy edges are produced. If a selvedge is not weaving nicely

the overlooker should be informed about it at once, so that it

may be made right. A good selvedge on a cloth both improves
the appearance and ensures the other threads in the warp weaving
better. When a cop becomes about half finished it should be
pushed nearer the shuttle tongue end to prevent pulling in at

the selvedge. The warp beam at the back of the loom should be
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carefully watched to see that the selvedge ends do not wrap
round or get fast against the beam flanges. A good weaver will

always attend to such instructions as given above in order to

prevent unnecessary breakages and loss of time, and consequently

will make both a good selvedge and a good cloth.

Other important points which tend to keep the looms running
continually are : To catch the weft when nearly finished before it

breaks. This saves finding the pick, and in some cases prevents

making a broken pick. It also avoids letting slack, which may
either make a thick place by letting back the taking-up wheel

too many teeth or else it may make a crack or thin place in the

cloth by not letting the wheel back a sufiicient number of teeth.

In both cases bad weaving is the result. If cop weft is used care

should be taken that the cop is gradually worked on the shuttle

tongue and not forced on. If the cop is stabbed the thread will

not weave off, but will keep breaking
;
consequently the loom

will keep stopping, the cloth will be spoiled, and a large amount
of waste made.
The shuttle tongue should be smooth and straight. If it is

rough at the ends and also crooked, it will spoil the cops when
shuttling.

If the bore at the base of cop is closed, it should be carefully

opened either by the point of the shuttle tongue or by a special

skewer provided for the purpose. By using the skewer a clear

way can be better worked through the cop previous to shuttling,

and thus prevent stabbing and spoiling the cop.

A weaver should always take a pride in the cleanliness of

the loom. If all the working parts are carefully cleaned, especially

the bearings, it is sure to be better in its working. If all the

bearings are allowed to get clogged with dirt, grit, and hard oil,

there is bound to be a stiflfness about it which prevents smooth
running, and also sometimes causes the loom to be troublesome

to both the weaver and overlooker. All working parts should be
nicely oiled ; that is, all the parts where friction is created by two
metals working against each other should have just sufficient oil

put on to always keep the parts moist
;
they should never be dry.

All oil holes should be kept well cleared, so that a few drops of

oil may be put in regularly.

All spindles should be continually wiped, and lightly oiled.

The pickers should be kept scrupulously clean in the spindle

hole, underneath, on top, and at sides, so that there is not the
least chance of dirty oil or fluff being thrown into the cloth.

This will also help to make the loom run better. Everything
about the shuttle-boxes should be kept very clean.

The shuttle and shuttle-tips should not be sharp or rough, but
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should be very smooth. If they are rough they will break out

the warp threads sometimes, and so cause loss of production and
bad weaving. If a shuttle should fly out of the loom from any
cause, the shuttle-tips should be carefully examined to see that

they have not been damaged through the shuttle flying out. If

a loom is out of order through the sheds not being right, loom
banging off*, weft fork not working right, checking motion
wrong, dobby working wrong, taking up motion wrong, or from
various other causes, the weaver should see that the faults are

rectified at once by telling the overlooker, and not keep trying

to weave when it is known for certain that something requires

putting right about the loom. Constant attention should be
given to the tension of the warp. As the warp beam is reduced
iu diameter less weight is required on the weight levers. The
weighting should be regulated every time a cut is finished. If

the weight on the levers is continually kept the same, the tension

of warp is sure to get too great, and finally cause bad shedding
and breakages of warp threads. When piecing up broken
threads the knots must be made as small as possible so that they
will go easily through the healds and reed. If any by-ends are

running from the warp they should all be collected and balled up
in a neat manner.
The Overlooker or Tackier.—The duties of a weaving over-

looker are very important, as it devolves upon him to see that

the looms are kept in good running order and replenished with
warps as they become empty. It should also be his duty to see

that the weavers under his charge are always attentive to their

work. A plain loom overlooker will attend to upwards of 100
looms, but in the fancy trade, either for grey or coloured work,
where dobbies or jacquards are fitted on the looms, from fifty to

seventy are sufficient for good oversight. Where there are check-
looms it is customary in many districts to count two checks as

being equal to three plain looms when making up a working
sett. An intelligent overlooker can easily prove his sterling worth
to an employer, and those under his charge, by paying particular

attention to small details which come under his daily notice,

which otherwise in many cases would be left to the cloth-looker

or manager to find out. An intelligent overlooker who intends
that his looms shall run well will nearly always be found near to

his sett of looms. There are occasions when he must go for warps
or to the mechanics' shop, and so forth, but with these few excep-
tions he will always be amongst his looms. There are periods of

time in the routine of the overlooker's duties when he has practi-

cally nothing particular to do, so far as he can see. It is at this

stage where the difference between the two types of overlookers is
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quite palpable. The better type will utilise this period of time

by selecting a section of his sett of looms, and walking round
leisurely to see that everything is in working order, and that the

weaver has oiled the machinery in the proper parts, and also that

the working parts are well cleaned. He will also examine the

cloth at the front of the loom to see that the taking-up motion is

working correctly either in the sense of being under or over

picked, or irregular in pick ; that the sheds are in order ; that

the healds are corded up even and straight to prevent chafing"

of the warp yarn ; that the warp is at the right tension ; that the

frogs and stop rods are set properly to prevent " warp smashes ;

that the selvedges are not frayed or cockled through bad tension of

weft in the shuttle or bad picking ; that the warp beam is not stick-

ing occasionally; that the buffers and check-straps are set to prevent

any undue strain on the picker, or picker-bands ; that the pick
"

is not too strong ; that the tappets or dobby are not shedding too

early " or " too late "
; and that the nuts and bolts on all brackets

and other parts are thoroughly screwed up in their true positions

to avoid unnecessary friction. Any cords or bands which are

showing signs of giving way will also be renewed before they

break. His strict observation will also tell him that if a young
weaver is continually drawing broken threads through the reed

something requires attention, either by him or the manager.
Prevention is better than cure ; and in the end this system of

working proves the best, because less damage is done to the woven
cloth, fewer complaints are made to both the weaver and the

overlooker ; and this overlooker, moreover, can command the best

type of weavers, and, what is more satisfactory to the overlooker

himself, he will have less jobbing " to do amongst his looms,

and consequently no need, under ordinary working conditions,

to scuffle and hurry as if he was the only person in the place who
had any work of importance to perform.

The other type of overlooker does not follow the routine just

mentioned, but waits till the " accident " occurs^ when it invariably

proves a bigger job to set right again, and oftener than not the

accidents " do not come singly. When this is the case this type

of overlooker will always be found to be " busy," but in order to

get through the work some of it will be slipshod, and doubtless a

visit to the same job will again be necessary because of the in-

sufficient repairs given to it at the first attempt. A better know-
ledge of cloth dissection and tie-ups and drafts would considerably

help a number of overlookers engaged in the fancy weaving trade,

and it should be insisted on by employers that every apprenticed

overlooker should attend technical classes to assist him in obtain-

ing this necessary knowledge, with the addition of a fair knowledge
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of applied mechanics. It is a step in the right direction for the

executive of the Power Loom Overlookers' Society to advise all

their members—who have not already done so, and who feel

capable—to take advantage of such opportunities as are now
given to them at the various textile classes in this country. There
are sufficient textile schools which are well equipped in the manu-
facturing centres of Lancashire and Yorkshire, within convenient

distances of all workpeople, to enable the different educational

authorities to give special practical courses for weaving over-

lookers, without necessitating their entry for special examinations

unless they so desire it. Such a course is adopted at one or two

, . ,
/5 Picks to round

Interchangeable/ Picks to round
DriwIngpinlo^s^JCi^^ Picks to found

For 2 Picks
to round \

1 1 1 11 )

\Sccond
f motion
Shaft

')Counter Shaft
^ for Tappets

Tappets

Fig. 310.—Undektkeading Motion with Countee Shaft.

centres, but the system might with advantage be copied by other

important weaving centres. It is surprising, and to be regretted,

that hitherto the percentage of overlookers who attend textile

classes for their own improvement has been very small as com-
pared with other callings in a weaving mill. An overlooker must
be taught by his practical daily acquaintance with the looms, but
his tuition may be made far easier and quicker by taking up a

course as suggested above, and in the end he will be a better man
for his efforts to excel in that branch of study which enables him
to think and reason for himself without having recourse to rule-

of-thumb or guesswork, which in many cases has only been too

palpable to a close observer.

In chapter iv. the power loom and its accessories are dealt

with, but the following remarks are given here as specially

applicable to the overlooker, viz. \

Tappets.—As the second motion shaft of the power loom only
makes one revolution for two of the loom crank shaft (which may
be called the first motion shaft), it will be evident that some means
must be adopted, when working tappets which are more than
two picks to the round, in order to reduce their speed so that
they will only make one revolution for three, four, five, or any

0
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other desired number of picks to the complete revolution, accord-

ing to the weave. This may be done by either of the following

methods, viz.

:

(1) Counter-shafts;

(2) Tubular or cannon shafts
;

(3) Side box or plate tappets.

The counter-shafts and tubular shafts may be worked from
underneath the loom as inside motions from the second motion

shaft, as shown at Fig, 310, where A is the second motion shaft.

^Second rnotion
f Shan

H .
I III

Tappets 0
TuDu/ar
Shaft

Intermediate
wheels.

Fig. 311.

—

Undektkeading Motion with Tubular Shaft.

B, C, D, the interchangeable pinions gearing into the'counter-

shaft wheel E, which drives the counter-shaft F, upon which are

placed the tappets operating upon the treadles connected to the

underside of the healds. The rule to find the number of teeth in

wheel E to give one revolution for the picks to the round of the

counter-shaft is, multiply the teeth in pinion on second motion
shaft by picks to the round of weave required and divide by two.

Exmiple, Suppose wheel B contains twenty-four teeth and a five-

end sateen is required (i.e., five picks to round)

:

24 K 5 120 HA 4. 4.1, • I, 1 17— = = 60 teeth in wheel E.

Assuming that wheel C has thirty teeth, for four picks to the

round

:

30 X 4 120 r>A 4. 4.1, •
1 1:1-— = - 60 teeth m wheel E

;

and wheel D has forty teeth \ov three picks to the round

:

40 X 3 120 4. 4.1. • .1, 1— =r - ^ 60 teeth m Avheel E,
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If the treading plan, therefore, is to be altered, the tappets for

the weave desired are fixed on the counter-shaft and one of the

pinions B, 0, or D, is geared into wheel E to give the necessary

rotation. For a plain weave the wheels will be equal, as shown
at KK

;
only one pinion is in work at one time. As the second

motion shaft only makes one revolution for the crank-shaft's

two, it is necessary to divide by two to give the required speed to

tappets. Tubular shafts are sometimes fixed underneath the

loom, as shown at Fig. 311, where A is the pinion fixed on the

second motion shaft and gears into the wheel B compounded

Fig. 312.—Direct Side Fig. 313.—Tappet Driving of Side
Tappet Driving. Tappet by intermediate wheels.

with C, which in turn drives the cannon wheel D working
round the second motion shaft. Wheel D is cast to the cannon
or tubular shaft E, upon which are fixed the tappets. This

system does not find much favour with overlookers, as there is a

tendency for the second motion shaft to get worn on account of

the friction caused by the rotation of the cannon round it. It,

however, is adopted in a modified form on the Yorkshire treading

motion and some types of side plate tappets, where a much
larger tappet or tubular shaft wheel is employed rotating round
an extended portion of the second motion shaft at the loom side,

or else round a fixed stud, similar to that shown at Figs. 312 and
313. In this system the tappet wheel may be geared direct into

a driving pinion fixed on the crank-shaft, as in Fig. 312, or

driven by means of intermediate wheels, as in Fig. 313. When
directly geared it is a simple matter to calculate the number of

teeth required in the driving pinion or tappet wheel, because the

loom crank-shaft makes one revolution every pick
;

therefore,

assuming a pinion of twenty-four teeth wa« on the crank-shaft
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and five picks to the round were required, a tappet wheel of

5 X 24 = 120 teeth would be necessary to employ for driving

the tubular shaft or tappet wheel holding the tappets. By
employing intermediate wheels it is an easy matter to get any
number of picks to the round of tappets without changing either

the driving pinion or crank-shaft or teeth in tappet wheel. This

is effected as shown at Fig. 313, where A is the crank-shaft,

B crank end pinion, C and D compounded intermediate wheels,

and E the tappet wheel.

To ascertain the number of teeth required in wheels C and D
for any desired number of picks to the round, multiply the

teeth in pinion B by picks to round desired. The product used
as a numerator and the teeth in tappet wheel as a denominator
will give the proportion of teeth.

The top number must gear into the pinion B and the bottom
number into the tappet wheel E. Take the gearing as given
above, and let us assume seven picks to the round of tappet are

required to E. Only one complete revolution is required during
seven revolutions of crank-shaft—say, twenty-four teeth in crank
end pinion.

rr -iao 168 42 21
24 x 7 = 168 =_or3-^or-

Wheel C would therefore have forty-two or twenty-one teeth,

and wheel D thirty or fifteen teeth.

In order to prove the correctness of this, multiply the teeth in

driven wheels together and divide by the product of driven
wheels, viz.

:

Driven 120 x 21 -1x^.1 ijL7Xivt;ii I

^ ^ seven picks to the round.
DriversJ 24 x lo

Determining the Size of Shed,—By reference to Fig. 9 an idea
may be obtained how to calculate the approximate leverages to

obtain the necessary size of shed for a shuttle to pass freely

through. The following are the particulars necessary for calcu-

lation purposes

:

(1) Depth and width of shuttle;

(2) Distance from fell of cloth to first heald stave eyes

;

(3)
^ „ „ „ second „ „

(4) Distance from fell of cloth to nearest point of the shuttle
when passing through the shed

;

(5) Lift or stroke of tappet and point of application on treadle.

As the shuttle is propelled through the shed when the sley is

at its fai*thest point from the fell of cloth, the width of shuttle as
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it runs against the face of the reed in the sley must be deducted
from the sley's traverse, and then from this point must be
determined the depth of shed, and so all other necessary leverages

calculated.

For the purpose of illustration we will take the following

dimensions (see Fig. 9)

:

Depth of shuttle 1 J inches. Width of shuttle IJ- inches.

Distance of front heald from fell of cloth . 8

„ back „ „ „ . 10

„ front part of shuttle from fell

of cloth . . . . 4 „
Stroke of tappet for working the front

heald ....... 2 „
Distance from fulcrum at which tappets

act on friction treadle bowl . , .12
Size of heald eye ..... i inch.

The depth of shed at 4 inches from fell of cloth will have to be
at the least IJ inches (the depth of shuttle).

For the purpose of making the correct connections between
healds and treadles it is necessary to calculate the depth of shed
required to be made by the first and second healds at 8 and 10
inches respectively from the fulcrum. This is obtained by ordinary

proportion.

The first heald being twice thie distance the shuttle is from
the fell of cloth, we have 1|- x 2 = 2| inches.

The second heald being as follows :

4 4

it will be necessary to add to the above figures the length of

heald eye through which each thread is passed in order to ensure

all threads when lifted or depressed forming a straight line.

When a warp thread is to be raised the assumption is that it will

not commence its movement until the lower part of the lieald eye

comes in contact with the thread, and as it is necessary for the

top part of the eye to rest on the thread when it is in its lower

position, and also when being brought from top to bottom of the

shed, this extra traverse must be allowed for. Therefore

21 + 1 = 2| depth of shed for heald No. 1.

+ i ==_^f j> » ?> » ^*

Ignoring for the moment the diameters of top rollers which

will wind on or let off sufficient strap to give the necessary
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traverse or lift of healds, the next point to consider will be the

distance from treadle fulcrum at which the cords should be con-

nected to the healds underneath. The stroke of tappet being 2

inches and its point of application 12 inches from fulcrum, the

calculation will be as follows :

For first heald—
2 : 2| : : 12

M-^^ = 161 inches.

For second or back heald—
2 : 3f : : 12

8

8f X 12 27 X U 81

? X 2

2

= 20i inches.

.
• . Point of connection of first heald

to treadle .... 16| inches from fulcrum.

Point of connection of second

heald to treadle , • . 20|- „

By adopting the above system of calculation, when more than
two healds are used, it will be possible to obtain all the correct

connections.

It will be obvious that as the traverse of heald No. 1 is not so

great as heald No. 2, there must be a difference made in the

diameter of the two top rollers so as to ensure the correct length

of strap being wound on or off, i.e., in this particular instance.

As heald No. 2 passes to the bottom it will unwind from the

larger roller 3f inches of strap, and at the same time should wind
on to the smaller roller 2f inches of strap to give the requisite

lift to heald No. 1. This also is a matter of proportion, and,

assuming t?he larger diameter is 2 inches, we have

3|- : 2| : : 2

4
2 X 2| ^ X 11 X $ 44 .~ = — = 1^4- in,

8| ^ X 27 27

diameter of smaller roller.
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From the above calculation it will be noticed that the point of

connection between the back heald and its treadle will be farther

from the treadle fulcrum than the point of connection between
the front heald and its treadle fulcrum. As the treadles are at

right angles to the healds, and assuming that the connecting

cord on heald No. 1 is in a vertical line with its point of connec-

tion with treadle No. 1, the cord connecting heald No. 2 and
treadle No. 2 would be at an angle. This would have the effec

of pulling the bottom part of heald No. 2 towards the loom front

and against the front heald during its traverse downwards.
The traverse of all healds when forming sheds should be as

near as possible to a vertical line, and the best method to accom-
plish this is to make the connections of cords between the healds

and treadles also in a straight line. That being so, the system
of calculation will be altered. Heald No. 2, which is connected

farther from the fulcrum of treadle than heald No. 1 in the

above calculation, may be connected nearer to its treadle fulcrum,

thus making it necessary to increase the stroke of the tappet

working treadle No. 2. Accepting the distance of 16^ inches

given above for heald No. 1 as being correct, the point of con-

nection between theald No. 2 and treadle No. 2 will be 2

inches nearer the fulcrum, i.e., 14J inches.

Therefore the stroke of tappet for working the back heald

will be (at 12 inches from fulcrum) as follows

:

Size of shed.

141 : 12 : 3f
3

12 X 3f ^ 0 X 27 X ^ _ 81 ^2

3

141 ^ X 29 29
"

Therefore the size of tappet required to work the back heald

will be #1 of an inch greater than the tappet to work the front

heald.

The lengths of treadles are only assumed, and must not be

taken as actual.

When dealing with leverages worked from tappets placed at

the side of the loom it is much easier to adjust the connections

to obtain the necessary lift without varying the size or stroke of

tappet.

The Picking Motion.—The picking ought to be timed so that

the shuttle may enter the shed when it is full open and when the
crank is between its bottom centre and its back centre. A few
remarks may here be made regarding the smooth working of a
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loom with the cone pick. Picking" early should accompany
shedding " early. It is possible, however, to fix both move-

ments too early or too late, with disastrous results to the working
of the warp in the loom. The length of pause or dwell of

shedding tappets and the weaving of the face of cloth above or

below will also determine to a certain extent the requisite timing

of the two motions. So as to allow the picker to work freely on
the spindle in the shuttle-box^ the picking band should be left

rather slack, and in setting for timing the " pick " this should be

taken into account, because, if afterwards tightened, the

picking " might be earlier than is necessary. It would be con-

sidered ordinary timing of picking if the shuttle was entering the

shed when the crank was at its bottom centre. Early picking

would be when the shuttle entered the open shed just before the

crank reached its bottom centre, whilst late picking would be

when the crank had passed its bottom centre when the shuttle is

entering the shed. The same remarks apply to ordinary, early,

or late shedding. The movement of the shuttle out of the

shuttle-box commences immediately the picking band is tightened,

and it should be from this point that the positions of the picking

nose and cone when in contact for giving the final blow or stroke

are determined. This in the majority of cases will be when the

crank has passed its bottom centre. The direction of the force

of the blow should be as nearly as possible through the cone

centre in a line drawn at right angles from a vertical line that

would be parallel with the vertical picking shaft to which the

picking cone is fastened ; a blow in any other direction, upwards
or downwards, will have a tendency to weaken the force of the
" pick,*' the lost power having been consumed in overcoming

additional friction on the brackets and bearings of vertical picking

shafts, and in many cases loosening nuts and bolts on the picking

shaft brackets and picking tappets or breaking cone stud.

In an experiment with a spring balance it was found that a

force of nine pounds, when applied through the picking cone

centre in a direction approximating to a right angle with the

picking shaft, would move the picker forward on the box spindle

through its full distance for propelling the shuttle forward

through the shed. When the force was applied at an approxi-

mate angle of forty-five degrees in either direction it required

twelve pounds to move the same picker over the same distance

on the spindle, i.e., o3i per cent, more power was required.

It must be mentioned that the force in both cases had to

overcome the pressure of the shuttle-box swell caused by the

pulling action of springs on the stop rod for a fast reed loom

shuttle protector.
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The picking tappet or scroll should be so constructed that it

will gradually draw the picking band tight and then commence
to gradually move the shuttle out of the box. As the nose bit

"

on the picking tappet gets to the end of its stroke, and as a final

blow when in contact with the picking cone, it should increase

the velocity of the shuttle's traverse out of the box. Some
looms have the vertical picking shafts placed inside the frame-

work at each side of the loom. The majority, however, have them
placed outside, thereby allowing the picking tappets to be fixed

nearer to the loom bearings of the second motion shaft and
ensuring a more solid and reliable pick than otherwise would be

the case.

For good working the picking cone and bowl should be parallel

with the second motion shaft when in the middle of the stroke of

picking nose bit, and the picking stick should be exactly at right

angles when the picker is half way across the shuttle-box

spindle.

When the pick is out of action on one side of the loom the

picking cone will rest on the bevelled edge of the scroll or tappet

shell. This will represent the nearest point of picking cone to

the centre of the picking tappet. The longer the picking nose

bit is, the greater will be the traverse of the picking bowl fixed

on the upright picking shaft when in extreme contact ; conse-

quently the greater will be the traverse of picker stick arm.
The length of picking nose, therefore, is determined to a large

extent by the length of the shuttle-box.

The vertical picking shaft must be free to turn in its brackets

without undue friction. If the shaft binds at all there will be a

weaker pick. Care must be taken that the picking band is not
too tight, as there will be a tendency to bind the picker on the

spindle and a sudden check in the traverse of picker arm, owing
to the short band bringing picker against the spindle head
bracket before the blow of the picking nose is expended.
A leather bufler is usually placed on the spindle near the head

to break the force of a severe blow from the picker, and when
the picker is in its most forward position

—

i.e., when the picking

nose has pushed the cone to its farthest position from the centre

of the picking tappet—there should be an easy movement against

the bufier without any binding. Many a picking shaft has been
twisted and broken and many a picking stick split through a

lack of oversight at this particular part. If there was a tendency
for the picker to bind at the front spindle bracket and the pick-

ing band was fairly slack at the commencement, the picking

stick could be moved outwards towards the side of the loom by
means of a clutch-box at the top of the picking shaft, which
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consists of a double disc each with teeth on its inner surface,

the top one carrying the picking stick being adjustable, ana
screwed down in position by means of the nut at the top at the

same time as the picker arm is fastened down. By obtaining

the dimensions of the picking nose, its point of appHcation on
the cone, and the length of the picking stick, it is very easy to

ascertain the traverse of the picker on the spindle in the shuttle

-

box.

Let it be assumed that the following are the dimensions

obtained from a loom actually set for working, viz. :

{a) Distance from the second motion shaft to the nearest out-

side edge of the picking shell, 2| inches.

(h) Distance of the " nose-bit " point from the second motion
shaft, 5J inches.

.
•

. 5J - 2| = 2| inches = leverage of picking nose-bit.

The picking nose finally acts on the cone at three inches from
the fulcrum, which in this case will be the upright picking

shaft.

The picker on the box spindle is attached to the picking stick

by means of the leather band 22 inches from the centre of the

vertical picking shaft, which acts as the fulcrum. The traverse

of the picking stick at this point will be :

Point of Stroke of Nose.
Application.

3''
: 22" : : 21" ; lSy\

Before the picking band becomes tight we will assume the

picking stick traverses 8J inches.

Therefore 18J - 8J = 10 inches, which will represent the

actual traverse of picker on the spindle for the propulsion of the

shuttle after the tightening of picking band.
It is a rule with loom-makers to gradually increase the diameter

of the picking shell as it approaches the picking nose, so that a

portion of the slack of the picking band may be taken up previous

to the final tightening and picking across of the shuttle. The
length of the shuttle-box spindle is, say, 17 inches^ and deducting
the 10 inches for traverse of the spindle, leaves 7 inches to

spare, which may be accounted for as follows

:

1^" for buffer space at the front.

2J" „ width of picker.
3" „ working of check strap.

The Positive take-up Motio7i,—Owing to the regularity of

speed, this motion is well adapted for looms weaving cloths com-
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:= Feed Roller

CP.

posed of yarns of a regular uniform character; hence we find that

the majority of looms are fitted on this principle. By referring to

Fig. 9 it will be seen that the cloth passes from the breast beam
L over the feed-roller, M (sometimes known as the roller beam),
and round the cloth roller N. The feed-roller M is covered

with perforated tin, and as it slowly revolves grips the cloth and
carries it round to the cloth roller N, upon which it will roll.

The speed of feed-roller therefore will regulate the traverse of

cloth, and consequently it will determine the closeness of the weft
threads or " picks per inch." A train

of wheels, therefore, is employed which
may be regulated to give any desired

speed to the feed-roller by means of a

change wheel. Figs. 314, 315, and
316 show various trains of wheels.

Fixed on the sley sword is a bracket

and stud which operates a swing lever

backwards and forwards at every
stroke. Fixed on the upper part of

the swing lever is a pushing pawl
actuating ratchet wheel R. For every

pick inserted the pawl impels the ratchet wheel one tooth, and
the movement is in turn communicated through pinions P and
CP., Fig, 314, and carried to the feed-roller wheel F. P is

the change pinion, which is altered according to the number of

picks per inch in the cloth. As it is a driver, the greater the

number of teeth it contains the greater will be the speed of the

cloth roller and the less will be the number of picks to the inch

in the cloth woven. A small number of teeth, therefore, will

give a cloth with a larger number of picks to the inch. The rule

to find the pinions required for any number of picks per inch in

the cloth is as follows : Multiply all the teeth in driven wheels

together and divide by the teeth in drivers multiplied by the

circumference of feed-roller in inches and the number of picks

required per inch, or, to put it in a formula :

Fig. 314.—Positive take,
up (oedinary).

E X 0
P. X CP. X M

= picks per inch.

For an example we will take the following train

:

Ratchet R . . .50 teeth.

Carrier C . . . 120 „
Carrier pinion CP. . 15 ,,

Feed roller wheel F. . 75 „

Cir. of feed roller M, 15 inches.
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Seventy picks per inch are required in the cloth.

40 $
50 X ^^0 X 11^

TiTx JfyTU
. Say 29 teeth

0

The nearest whole number would be taken as the number of

teeth for change-pinion—viz., 29 teeth. The change-wheel for

any other number of picks required may be obtained by inverse

proportion
;
thus, if 80 picks were required, the change-wheel

would be

80 : 70 : : 29 : 25f , a 25 or 26 wheel.

Loom-makers usually supply to manufacturers what is known
as a dividend for a positive taking-up motion, so that the calcula-

tions for change-pinions may be made without having to take the

actual dimensions from the looms. The dividend of a loom is

the change-wheel required to put in the cloth one pick per
quarter-inch with an allowance of per cent, for the contraction

of cloth when taken from the loom. This being taken as a

standard or constant, it is only necessary to divide the picks

required per quarter-inch and the quotient will give the teeth in

the change-wheel. We will take the previously mentioned train

of wheels. The picks per inch in this instance will only be four.

10

^0 $

50 Xm X n ^ 5Q() ^ 11 cej^t ^ 507-5 dividend.

The first example required 11^ picks per quarter-inch,

.*. 507*5 -^ 17*5 = 29 change-pinion.

It will be apparent to the student that the quotient in every

case will not be a whole number, and a change-pinion must be

employed which has a number of teeth slightly over or under,

with the result that it is not always possible to get the exact

number of picks to the inch in the cloth.

An improved form of taking-up motion has, therefore, been
extensively adopted by loom-makers of recent years, and is so

geared that the change-wheel becomes a driven instead of a

driver, and by this means the number of teeth in the change-

wheel increases in proportion to the picks put into the cloth.

Further, for every tooth in the change-wheel there will be a pick

put into the cloth, and consequently this will simplify calcula-
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tions and prevent mistakes. From this it will be seen that what-

ever the number of picks per inch are, a change-wheel with the

same number of teeth must be employed. It is known as Pickles'

take-up motion. Fig. 815 shows that the gearing ratchet E
has twenty-four teeth, and is compounded with a standard wheel

Feed Roller

142 Cir.

m Teeth

Chsngc
wheel

Fig. 315.—Pickles' Positive
TAKE-UP.

32

60 Teeth

Fig. 316.

—

Single Train take-
up, with pick per tooth
for change wheel.

B of 36 teeth gearing into change-wheel P. Swing pinion C, of

24 teeth, is compounded with wheel D, and gears into the

carrier-wheel D, of 89 teeth; pinion E has 15 teeth; feed-

roller wheel F, 90 teeth ; and the feed-roller M is assumed to

be 15*05 inches in circumference.

The following formula may be employed for finding the value

of train without the change- wheel, viz. :

. -
.

- ——rir-— ^ V alue oi train.
B X 0 X E X circumference or M.

24 X 89 X 90 89

It is assumed that

36 X

89^

90-3

24 X 15 X 15-05 90-3

of a pick per inch would be put in the

cloth when in a state of tension in the loom if it were possible to

use a change-wheel with one tooth only. As an allowance is

usually made of 1| per cent, for the contraction when taken from
the loom, we have

89

90-3 1| per cent. 1 pick per inch.

The change-wheel being a driven wheel, it will be obvious that

as the teeth increase the speed of the train will decrease in direct

ratio, and allow a corresponding increase in the picks per inch.
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There will then be one pick per inch for every tooth in the

change-wheel P.

Another formula may be employed to find the value of the train

without either the change-wheel or standard wheel B, as follows :

= Value of train .
•

.

>< >< - =^ = 35-48
C X E X M 24 X 15 X 15-05 15*05

35*48 + 1| per cent = 36. The introduction of standard

wheel B of 36 teeth in the train has the effect of accelerating the

speed in the same ratio.

By employing a standard wheel of 18 teeth the value of the

train is increased twice, therefore a change wheel would be used

containing only half the number of teeth as there are picks per

inch. In the same ratio with a standard wheel of 9 teeth the

change-wheel would only require one tooth for every four picks,

and a 27 standard wheel would require a tooth for every 1^ picks.

For ordinary work, however, the 36 standard wheel is adhered

to, so that the fear of mistakes when changing is reduced to a

minimum, and at the same time the correct number of picks

is obtained to within a small fraction. It may be of interest to

mention that in actual practice the theory does not exactly

agree ; for example, a 64 pick cloth sateen may only require a

62 change-wheel instead of a 64, when a standard wheel of 36 is

used. This, however, depends to a certain extent on the class of

cloth being woven, and requires to be found out by practical

experience. Once this datum is obtained it is only necessary

to bear it in mind at the time of making an alteration in picks.

Of recent years some loom-makers have fitted on the looms an
ordinary positive take-up motion similar to the first one described,

with the exception that, the change-wheel being a driven one, the

gearing is such that one pick per tooth is put into the cloth as

described for the Pickles motion. Fig. 316 shows a gearing of

this kind.

The ratchet-wheel in every case is rotated by the action of a

pawl and lever, which is operated upon from the sley sword by a

stud fixed in a movable bracket to regulate the leverage.

Sometimes the ratchet-wheel is pushed round one tooth each

time the sley sword is at its backward stroke, and at other times

when it is at its front stroke. In the first case the shed is open
and the warp threads apparently at their greatest tension.

In the second case the sley and reed are beating up, and the

tension does not appear so great on the warp threads as in the

first case. The first-named method is usually employed, on the

assumption that the healds draw the warp threads from the beam
when forming the shed, the necessary portion of which is taken
up by the take-up motion.
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PRINCIPAL GEARINGS FOR VARIOUS LOOM-MAKERS,
ORDINARY "TAKE-UP" MOTION

Catch
For Pickles'

Names of Loom-
Cir. of Beam Carrier

Carrier
motion.

feed- 3r feed- wheel or
Stud or Stan-

dard
wheel.

Makers. roller, roller
pinion.

wheel. ratchet

inches. wheel. wheel swing
pinion.

Blackburn Loom
and Weaving
Machinery
Makin g Co. 15 75 15

1 oniZU OU — OU / 0 J2i

Hacking, Bury 15 75 15 120 50 — 507-5 F

Shorrocks, Dar-
120 50 507-5 Bwen 15 75 15

Willan Mills,
1 on OU OU 1 0 JDBlackburn . 15 75 15

— —
Livesey, Black- f

burn . . \

15 75 15 120 50
60

507'5 F
609 F

Hattersley & /
Sons,Keighley\

14-137

14 lo/

125
oU

5)

19

zo

125
104

59
36 Zi 1 810

or

OU

858 F
2 picks

per tooth
1 pick

per tooth

T? TToll fir Snns f 15 75 12 100 50
9Azy: 10

or

36

528 F

nuiy . .
\^

1 0 \JO 89 15 90 24 See
Calcula-

tion

XT r JP ^xlariing & \

Todd J

89 15 o7 zl 24 Do. Tin TT

Pemberton & \ 5) .,

\^U.
J
X>UiIllc5y J

Butter worth &
Dickinson,
Burnley 16 100 lo IZU OU OZo 0 r

iriatb xJros. oc l^o.,

vylLlllclLLl 16

ii

»?

64

5

»

r

1 9

1?

1?

1 in

>:
30
40

— —
355-25 F
473-66 F

n ?5 5? 50 592 F
White & Sons,

Colne 14-J 100 19 125 60 708
Smith Bros. r 15| 50 10 100 60 483
Heywood

|
15 100 20 136 50 575

Geo. Keighley, (

Burnley .

j

15

141

75
125

78

15
19

15

120
125
140

50
60

1
60

507-5 E
862 E
764 E

* Original makers of "Pickles'" take-up motion.

F means the ratchet is rotated one tooth as the sley works to its front position.

B means the ratchet is rotated one tooth as the sley works to its back
position.

E means the motion can be made to work either of the above ways.
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Cover on Cloth. — There is a variety of plain, grey, and
coloured cloths woven which contain only a few threads to a

square inch in proportion to the diameter or counts of yarns

employed. That being so. a bare and open appearance will be

given to the cloth when in the loom state. To compensate to a

certain extent for the absence of the necessary threads which
would be required to produce a perfect cloch, and with a view to

obtaining the best possible appearance under the circumstances,

it is a matter of importance that attention be directed to this

particular point at the commencement of a warp in the loom. If

the warp threads are run two in a split through the reed, the

tendency will be for those two threads to lie closer together, as

they run lengthways of the cloth, and appear to be separated

from the next pair, with the result that a naked effect is pro-

duced. A cloth of this character would be described under
various names, such as reed raked, reedy, bare, grinning, railway

lines, &c., and in the majority of instances would be considered

inferior to a cloth which was free from such defects. The object of

cover is to spread the threads which appear to run in pairs, so that

they will all be equal distances apart or as near this as it is possible

to get them. The difference between a well-covered and a reedy

cloth is very palpable in some cases, and may be the means of com-
manding a better price, or of upholding a good name, in the former,

and losing trade, or obtaining a less price, in the latter case.

An overlooker ought to look to this point for his own credit's

sake when starting a warp, and not wait until his attention is

drawn to it by some other person in authority. In putting on
cover, however, due regard must be taken of the quality of yarn
which is being used, for if it is inferior the chances are that it

will not be possible to stand the increased strain which will be
put upon it. The position of the healds in the loom, and the

timing of the shedding, are the chief factors in determining this

sometimes vexed problem. How this may be effectually done
will be shown by reference to diagram. Fig. 317, which represents

an end view of a warp in the loom along with the healds for an
ordinary two-shaft cloth. The dotted line AB represents the

straight line between front rest and back rest rail. The centre of

the healds, when level, should form a line with the warp, as shown
at AOB. It Avill be noticed that the line of warp in its central

position is a little below the straight line AB. As the shed is

" struck," one shaft is lifted a certain distance, and the other

goes down practically the same distance from the centre. Assum-
ing the front lease rod is in position F, the upper portion of

the warp line will be slacker than the lower portion, because the
line DEF is a less distance than the lower line BGP, and, when
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the reed bumps up the weft in this position, the slack ends are

spread between the tight ones. The object of the overlooker,

therefore, will be to get as slack a top shed and as tight a bottom
one as possible, and at the same time beat up the weft on a

crossed shed. The first attempt at improving the cover would be
to put the shedding a little earlier, with a view to getting the

threads crossed a little more before the reed bumps up. A little

caution is necessary when doing this, as it may be that the change

of healds for closing the shed will commence too early, and if that

is so, sufficient time will not be allowed for the shuttle to pass

through, with the inevitable result of its either getting trapped

or flying out. If very early shedding is desired a tappet with a

longer dwell than usual is necessary. The next remedy will be to

raise the back rest rail B, so as to bring the centre of the healds,

when both are level^ still more below the imaginary straight line

between A and B. In some cases the front rest would also be

raised, but when this is done on an old loom a rearrangement of

parts in front of the loom is necessary, and this would only be

tried as a last resource. As a kind of makeshift, sometimes staves

or bars are placed on the top of breast beam A for the cloth to go

over, which serves the same purpose as raising the rest rail bodily.

This arrangement, however, does not look so neat. Some loom-

makers now fit the front rest separately, so that it may be adjusted

for this purpose. From what has already been said, it will be

obvious that the lower the setting of the centre of healds is, when
level, from the imaginary straight line between front and back rest

rails, the slacker will be the top speed. A point, however, may be

reached where the slackness of the top shed will be detrimental

to the general working of the loom—such as obstructing the

shuttle when passing through the shed or imperfect weaving of

threads
; also, the slacker the top shed is made the tighter will be

the bottom one
;
and, as a natural inference, when the yarn is

unable to withstand the strain the breakages will often be on

the bottom shed for both shafts.

Fig. 317.—Diagkam for "Cover on Cloth.
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The fact of beating up on a crossed shed has also a tendency to

put strain upon the warp threads, and it is a common practice for

an overlooker, at the risk of making a cloth reedy, to change the

shed a little later, if he thinks the yarn will not stand the test of

beating up with a much-crossed shed. The changes in the timing

of forming a shed before, during, or after beating up the weft are

known as early, ordinary, or late shedding respectively. When-
ever a change of this character is desired to be made, an alteration

in the timing of picking

the shuttle across is also

necessary—a duty which

devolves solely upon the

loom overlooker,who alone

can be made responsible

for accurate settings and
alterations.

When lease rods are

used, they should not be

placed too near the back

heald, as there is a ten-

dency to tighten the top

shed rather more than is

desirable when a well-

covered cloth is wanted.
Their exact positions

should be determined by
the length of warp stretch.

Shuttle Easing Mo-
tions.—In the working
of a fast reed loom it is

well known that springs

are necessary to assist in

the keeping of the stop

rod in its lowest position

in order to come in contact

with the frog when the

shuttle fails to enter the box. The pressure of the stop-rod

finger on the shuttle-box swell will vary according to the strength

of the spring used. Whatever may be the amount of pressure

brought to bear on the box swell in picking, it must be overcome
before the shuttle leaves the box, and still allow a sufficient force

to propel the shuttle across. It will be seen that a considerable

amount of power is consumed in overcoming a force which is

employed for preventing damage to the warp, and yet the same
is inoperative during the action of picking. With the object

Fig. 318.- -Shuttle Easing Motion
for fast eeed.
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of reducing the power required for picking and also lessening

the wear and tear of shuttles, pickers, &c., several patents have
been taken out, one of which, known as Butterworth and
Dickinson's, is herewith described and illustrated in Fig. 318.

A cranked finger or lever, 1, is mounted on the stop-rod, 2, of

the loom, and such finger or lever^ 1, extends up to and normally
bears upon the back of the swell, 3, of the shuttle-box, 4, the

necessarypressure thereon being
obtained through a spring, 5,

attached to a short arm, 6, pro-

jecting from the stop-rod, 2, and
to a hook, 7, on the sley sword,

8, A second finger, 9, bent at

its outer end, 10, protrudes be-

hind and underneath the shuttle-

box, 4, and as the sley, 8, moves
backwards, the finger, 9, is de-

pressed by coming in contact

with a bowl or runner, 11,

mounted in the end frame, 12,

of the loom, and as the finger,

9, passes under the bowl or

runner, 11, a partial turn is

given to the stop-rod, 2, and
the first-mentioned finger, 1, is 319.-Loose Reed Easer.

removed from contact with the
swell, 3, the resistance of the spring, 5, being overcome by the

action of the bowl or runner, 11.

Fig. 319 illustrates another form of loose reed which is patented
by Butterworth and Dickinson, a description of its action being

given by them as follows : The object is to so construct the loom
that the reed is fast and firm at the beat-up, but in the event of

the shuttle being trapped in the shed, the reed becomes loose and
free to swing its cap.

The stop -rod, 1, is mounted below the sley beam, 2, in bracket,

3, extending from the sley sword, 4, at each end of the loom.

Near the ends of the stop-rod are fixed the arms, 5, carrying

runners, 6, which move upon curved bow springs, 7, fixed to the
frame of the loom. The springs, 7, are for the purpose of putting

pressure on the vertical arms, 8, carrying the back trash or reed

case, 9, for steadying the reed, 10, in position during the passage
of the shuttle across the race, and unless a trap occurs the reed,

10, will be held securely for the " beat up" by the fingers, 11,

fixed on the stop-rod, 1, coming into contact with the fixed cross-

bar, 12, which locks reed 10 fast.
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The Cut-looker or Cloth Examiner.—It is imperative that

the person appointed to fill this position should be reliable and
steady, A good knowledge of weaving faults and the ability to

instil into weavers the importance of carefulness in weaving and
how to prevent the making of faults under ordinary working
conditions is of the utmost importance. The position of the cut-

looker is a very responsible one, because when the cloth passes

his inspection it is assumed that it is merchantable and ready for

delivery to customer or finisher. By constant handling of the

same qualities of cloth and by periodical checking for picks per

inch he becomes accustomed to the makes of the various cloths,

and may eventually be able to detect whether the cloth is full up
to quality by its feel." He is expected to look for faults in

weaving, of which there are many kinds, and if the woven pieces

are very faulty, to put them on one side as seconds or rejects. A
good cut-looker will not only be able to detect weavers' faults, but

he will be able to detect spinners' and dyers' faults in the warp
and weft. The various faults which come under his notice may
be summarised as follows, viz.

:

Weavers' Faults,—Warp floats ; weft floats ; ends running out

;

broken patterns ; broken picks ; thick places ; weft wrong ; thin

places or cracks weft way ; slack ends in warp ; ends drawn in

wrongly, which produce irregular weaves ; coloured ends in wrong
position for coloured patterns ; loose ends and lumps on cloth

;

scobs ; thick weft ; box marks ; oil stains ; dirt ; bad selvedges

(which may be caused by the bad tensioning of the weft in the

shuttle, selvedge ends running out or being drawn through the

healds wrongly or getting fast on the beam)
;

shortage in cloth

length ; mixed weft
;
unweaving places : smash or trap places

;

reedy or badly covered cloth
;
irregular picks in cloth through the

taking-up motion being out of order or the warp beam sticking

;

uneven weaving of warp caused by bad tensioning or shedding."^

Spimiers' Faults in Cloth.—Uneven warp yarns, such as snarls,

thick ends, lumps
; uneven weft, such as thick and thin threads,

slubs, curly or snarly weft which causes looping, specky weft,

leafy and chippy weft, dirty weft.

Dyers'^ and Sizers' Faults in Cloth.—Uneven shades in warp and
weft, the faults principally occurring in the dyed weft, especially

in striped or self-coloured woven goods
;
poor feel or handle

"

of cloth, caused by undersizing of yarn ; hard feel or handle of

cloth, caused by oversizing or overdrying of yarn
;
tendency for

the cloth to mildew, and tender cloth.

* The last four named are faults which should be rectified by the over-
looker.
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Warpers' and Dressers' Faults hi Cloth,—Wrongly made patterns,

if for coloured woven goods ; lost ends in warp pattern ; cockled

cloth, sometimes caused by uneven warpers' sections ; raw ap-

pearance of cloth, caused by insufficient tension during dressing

cockling of stitch threads in figured coloured woven goods owing
to not being run on the weaver's beam sufficiently tight

;

piecing up with wrong shades of coloured warp threads when
broken during the dressing process

;
wrongly marked cut lengths

;

cuts " without marks.

Plaiting or Folding Machine Faults and Wrong Counting ofLaps,
—If no measuring machine is used errors in the lengths of pieces

may occur owing to the plaited laps being under or over 36 inches

to the yard. A periodical measurement of the folded laps should

be made, as the probabilities are that the manufacturers' atten-

tion will be drawn to short-plaited laps in preference to over-

plaited laps. The counting of the person responsible for putting

the lengths on tickets should also be checked occasionally.

Slashers and Warp Dressers.—The equivalent for a warp
dresser in a grey weaving mill will be " slasher " or " taper.'

His duties are to run the unsized warp threads from the back
beams in a broad sheet through a size mixture and squeezing

roller in a size trough, over drying cylinders and on to the

weaver's beam. The taper is usually responsible for his own
size mixings in addition to making a good weaver's warp, and any
error on his part through bad judgment of size mixings makes it

a very serious and costly matter when the warps are put into the

loom. He must produce a nicely sized warp for weaving purposes,

no matter whether it is to be light, medium, or heavily sized, and
must avoid overdrying or burning the yarn, and prevent sticky

and cakey places. A good slasher is an invaluable servant to a grey

goods manufacturer, because upon the quality of hiswork will depend
in a large measure the amount of cloth production from the loom.

A grey warp dresser on the Scotch dressing machine also

fulfils similar important duties.

A coloured goods warp dresser^ usually known as a " Yorkshire

dresser," deals with the variously coloured warps after they have
been dyed and sized. The process of sizing on the warps is just

as important for this class of work as was mentioned for grey
work. In this process, however, the dresser is not responsible for

the quality of " sizing," this being relegated to the dyer and sizer,

who represent a distinct department and in many cases form
a separate industry. The duties of the Yorkshire dresser are to

split up the coloured warps in various numbers of threads as

required for his weaver's warp, as shown by examples of written

patterns and splitting sheets in an earlier chapter of this work.
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Afterwards the coloured warps are passed separately through
weighting rollers, under and over tension bars to the top part of

the frame at the headstock end, where each colour is kept apart

from the others by passing over its own colour poles. (See Figs.

33G, 337.) The several colours are carried forward to other corres-

ponding colour poles fixed at the opposite end of the frame, and at

this point the separate warps are spread or divided out over the

width of their colour poles by passing through smoothly finished

grooves made at near and equal distances apart across the width.

All the warps are then passed from the second lot of colour poles to

a lower position underneath the levelling poles or rollers, of Avhich

there are usually two or three thereby enabling the dresser to

bring the variously coloured warp threads in a broad sheet and in

a straight line with the weaver's beam, which will be placed in the

frame at the opposite end. The distance between the two points

is known as the " stretch," and varies from ten to fourteen feet.

Before tying the ends of the various coloured warps to the weaver's

beam, however, and before levelling under the levelling poles pre-

paratory to running on," the various coloured warp threads must
be ^^sleyed" to pattern. This consists in drawing by means of

a hook the various coloured threads in their proper order from
their respective lease rods, through a reed, usually four ends

in a dent, and in the correct proportion of colours that will be

required to make up the coloured woven pattern in the cloth.

The dents per inch in the reed will be regulated by the width the

total number of ends in the weaver's warp must be on the

weaver's beam, and for some widths, in order to get the denting

and threads to fit in, a little manoeuvring is requisite on the

part of the dresser. A warp containing 3600 ends, sleyed four

in a dent, which must come in 36 inches wide between the

weaver's flanges, is very easy to calculate, a dresser's reed of

25 dents per inch being required. For other widths and numbers
of ends it is sometimes necessary to use a reed nearest to the

calculated reed, and occasionally alter the number of threads in

the dent to bring out to the correct width, or else occasionally

leave empty dents in the most suitable parts of the pattern to

bring out to the correct width required. The dresser's object

should be, so far as his judgment lies, to uniformly spread the

warp threads according to their thickness over the width of

weaver's beam by means of the reed, and produce a uniformly
built diameter of parallel threads coiled in laps on the beam when
the complete warp is " run on," care being taken at the same
time that a uniform tension is maintained on all the separate

coloured warps, so that a good hard weaver's warp may be

produced.
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When threads have to be unequally dented in the weaver's reed,

such as cramming four or six ends in one dent for narrow stripes,

and the ground-threads are only two in a dent, the dresser must
take this into consideration, and also the " counts " of the yarns,

should there be more than one sort, when determining the reed

for dressing before sleying-in. The written pattern provided for

the dresser's guidance should always indicate any threads in the

warp pattern which have to be crammed in the weaver's reed, and
also the counts, so that their approximate thickness and space

occupied can be gauged for sleying-in purposes, in order to get the

uniform coiled-on diameter of weaver's beams as previously

mentioned.

Some warp patterns, such as cord zephyrs and mercerised

stripes, have very fine warp threads for the ground-weave, with

two ends in a dent in the weaver's reed and only one cord end in

a dent for the same space. The cord end is much thicker than
the ground end (from twice to four times the thickness), and is

usually a two-fold or three-fold thread. Say ground might be 40^

and cord 2/20 or 3/30. The cord end should always be run
separately through a dent in the dresser's reed, because if any of

the single threads of ground were run along with it on the same
weaver's beam one would twine round the other, and in the after

process of weaving they would come up fast in the lease rods and
eventually break and hamper the weaver considerably. Some
dressers would select a reed on the fine side, and, in addition to

only putting the cord thread in one dent, they would leave a

dent empty on each side of the cord to give it plenty of room and
assist it to bed down much better when being coiled round the

weaver's beam. If there were two folded threads of a finer

count, say 2/40^ in one dent of the weaver's reed, instead of the

one coarse folded thread as mentioned above, the space occupied

by these two threads as they coil round the weaver's beam must
be considered in relation to the space occupied by a similar

number of threads in the ground, which may be single and of

much finer " counts." An allowance must then be made, when
selecting the dresser's reed, for any difference which suggests

itself, and when sleying-in the two folded threads the difference

between the number of threads put through one dent for these

and the number of threads put through one dent for the finer

ground threads must be such that all the threads in the pattern

will bed uniformly on the weaver's beam, and no ridgings be
formed or slack winding caused through faulty sleying. Here
again, to assist the bedding" and uniformity of coiling the

threads round the weaver's beam, an empty dent would be left

on each side of the cord threads, assuming that they were placed
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two threads in a dent in the dresser's reed and the ground-threads

four in a dent. In other cases the two threads might be separ-

ately dented. Other kinds of cloths which contain spaces of fine

threads woven four in a dent and then spaces of coarse threads

woven two threads in a dent at the weaver's reed are often met
with, and in such cases as these it would be assumed that the

coarse threads which are woven two in a dent would be approxi-

mately equal to the finer threads woven four in one dent, and the

dresser would sley in his pattern accordingly. Noil stripes are

good examples of such unequal denting. Examples innumerable
could be given, but these must suffice. When preparing for

sleying-in " the dresser arranges the coloured warp threads in

such a manner that the end and end lease in each warp is kept
separate by its own pair of lease rods, as shown at B, Fig. 337.

By this means the exact positions of the warp threads are re-

tained as they were when run on the warping mill in their grey

state, this lease being retained by having passed through it in

the first instance a cotton lease band. The parallel order in

which the threads are fixed in the lease enables the dresser to

transfer in a straight order the various coloured threads as re-

quired by the written warp pattern from their respective pairs of

lease rods to their positions or dents in the dresser's reed. During
the " sleying-in " process, and previous to passing through the dents

of the reed, the threads for each dent are evenly divided by a

dividing-rod shown at C, Fig. 337, which serves to split up the

threads in twos and ensure that never more than two threads

are run together on the weaver's beam, these two threads being
again divided by the end and end lease, which is again afterwards

picked by the dresser. Having finished " sleying-in," the whole
warp width will be passed along with the reed underneath the level-

ling poles or rollers previously mentioned^ and then carried to the

weaver's beam at the opposite end of the frame. The ends of the

warps are now securely fastened and spread in knots over the

width of the weaver's beam, and the two-and-two lease formed
by the dividing rod previously mentioned is forced open to a

position between the dresser's reed and the weaver's beam, when
a rod is again inserted to retain the lease, and is kept in that

position a few inches from the reed, to which it is tied during the

process of dressing the warp. As the warp is coiled on to the

weaver's beam by the beam's revolutions, the dresser brushes the

sheet of threads with a brush held in his left hand, which assists

to open out the broad sheet of warp threads so as to ease their

passage through the dresser's reed, which he holds in his right

hand, and regulates to a certain extent the width at which the

warp shall run on to the weaver's beam so as to fit in nicely between
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the beam flanges. Assuming that four threads have been sleyed

in each dent of the dresser's reed, it will be seen that after opening

out the warp threads by the brush in their width the reed will

split up all the warp threads in fours, and owing to these four

threads being again divided by the dividing-rod at the front of

the reed in pairs, they will run on to the weaver's beam in not
more than two threads together. When there are not many
threads in the warp it is possible for the dresser to run for a

considerable length of time without intermission till a thread

breaks or runs out, or a few threads come up fast, and are pre-

vented from passing through the reeds. His duty is then to

piece up the broken threads or loosen the threads. During the

running on of the warp the threads should only be lightly

brushed for fear of disturbing the fibres on the threads or

brushing off the " size," which is wanted for weaving purposes

In heavy work it is necessary in many cases for the dresser to

brush open the warp threads and run the reed and dividing-rod

the whole stretch of frame, while the machine is stopped, and
afterwards run on the prepared length. This is owing to the

tendency of the threads to be more difiicult to open out when
they are coarser or closer in the reed.

As the warp runs on to the weaver's beam, any loose or lost

ends will be brushed up by the dresser previous to passing through
the dents in the reed. These must be pieced up at once and
threaded through their own dents in the reed, and attached to

their "marrow" thread on the weaver's beam. If the warp threads

are sticky, or a number of threads have been broken and tied

together in the earlier process of warping, they will not pass

through the dresser's reed, and this gives the dresser warning by
forcing forward the reed which he holds in the right hand. He
immediately proceeds to remedy the faults, and again runs on the

warp. Sometimes the warps get badly broken or tendered in

the process of bleaching, dyeing, or sizing. When this does occur

it is a most trying time for both dresser and weaver. When lost

threads cannot be found, it is necessary to run special threads

from bobbins fixed in the frame.

At regular distances apart in the length of the warp there

should be a few ends tied together by the warper, known as tied

cuts. The dresser must loosen the threads and put a coloured red

or ultramarine mark near to the selvedge ends, known as a cut-

mark, to indicate to the weaver that the heading must be put in

when the cloth has been woven up to this point in the loom.

When the tail end of the warp is reached^ and before the
weaver's warp is taken out of the frame, the dresser proceeds

to pick up an " end and end lease," exactly according to the
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number of threads stipulated by the written pattern. By this

means the positions of the coloured warp threads to form the
pattern are determined and kept secure in the whole width of the

warp. Great care is necessary on the part of the dresser when
picking up the end and end lease, because if the threads are

crossed in picking up they will come up crossed from the weaver's

beam and stick or get entangled in the lease rods when weaving,
and finally break out, thereby making bad work and lessening

production. It has already been shown that the four ends in one
dent are split in twos over and under a dividing-rod placed

between the reed and the weaver's beam. When picking up the

end and end lease the dresser proceeds to take one thread of the

pair from the upper part of rod and the next thread, which is the

opposite lease, from the under part of the dividing-rod. Under
no circumstances for a single end lease must the pair of threads

passing over the dividing-rod from the same dent in reed be

picked up consecutively. It is only by splitting them wdth the

end and end lease that they will easily open and pass through
the lease rods without any trouble when working in the

loom.

Sometimes a taped lease is picked up instead of a single lease.

In this case the pair of threads passing over the upper portion of

the dividing-rod would be taken as one lease, whilst the pair of

threads passing under the dividing-rod and in the same dent would
be taken as the opposite lease, and in this manner they would
pass together through the loom lease rods and the heald eyes when
weaving. Sometimes both a taped and single lease is required,

and under these circumstances it is necessary that the dresser

should use extreme caution when picking up the lease, failing

which trouble is sure to arise in the process of weaving when the

single threads come up crossed.

As the dresser picks up his lease with a pricker, or needle, or

other fine-pointed tool, he will form the initial lease with his

fingers, and periodically will pass a tape along to retain this lease

previous to withdrawing his fingers for the picking up of the next

section of the warp width. The permanent lease will be formed
when the tape or cotton banding has been passed through all the

ends comprising the warp width. When this is done the extreme
ends of the various coloured warps are cut away from their fasten-

ings, the dresser's reed drawn away, and knots tied at the tail

ends of the warp to prevent the threads slipping out or being

drawn out of the newly formed end and end lease.

In this process every coloured warp can be separately tensioned,

so that if one colour is not quite so strong as the others it may be

regulated at a less tension. Also, if any of the warps are soft or
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undersized they can be passed underneath the lower levelling poles,

so that as the threads pass through the reed they will not get

brushed very much by the dresser. Delicate dyed shades can also

be kept separate from heavy colours by this means when passing-

through the dresser's reed. Any threads which are to be woven
loosely in the cloth to get special effects, such as stitches, may be
extra tensioned on the warp beam to assist in the weaving by in-

structing the dresser to do so. The dresser's reed is specially

made for the purpose, and is much lighter than a weaver's reed.

The dresser's brush is composed of bristles of different lengths, to

easily penetrate and work between the warp threads, and should

be very light to handle. Occasionally a little wax is rubbed
across the brush to make it easier for brushing purposes.

Section Warper for Coloured Work (see Fig. 829).—The
employment of female labour seems to be the chief reason why this

system of preparation is preferred by some manufacturers to the

Yorkshire dressing. It does not necessarily follow, however, that,

owing to this fact, the total cost of preparation will be less, for

the extra cost of winding the twist from the bundled hank must
be included ; and this, when added to warping and beaming,
brings the expenses not far short of the price paid for the labour

of dressing. The following may be stated as points favourable to

sectional warping, viz. : First, the warp twist being supplied in

the bundle, the colours are hank dyed, which has the advantage
of producing a brighter and better colour than ball warp dyeing
for dressing purposes. Second, a warp with a large number of

colours in the pattern may be produced just as cheaply as a warp
of only one colour. In dressing, the price for labour increases

according to the ends and colours in the warp. Third, warps can
be got into the looms within a few days of order being placed,

when the goods are to be made from yarn which is in stock in the

bundle or on the bobbin.

As a set-off against these favourable points, the following may
be stated as disadvantages :

(a) Uneven sections through careless warping.

(b) Lost ends in a machine which has no self-stopping

arrangement.

(c) No means of regulating the tension of each colour

separately as it runs on the section block.

(d) Winding machines must be employed to prepare
bobbins for the warper, thus increasing the expense
of machinery and bobbins and also taking up floor

space.

(e) Troublesome for short lengths of one pattern, owing to

the extra creeling necessary.
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(/) If yarn has to be ordered from spinner for a short

length of warp there is very often a surplus, which,

if not required again, is very often wasted, should the
bobbins be wanted to hold a different count or colour

of twist.

A very good automatic presser is on the market for making
sections all one diameter, and with care an attendant will avoid

uneven sections. (See Fig. 330.) If the yarn is not of a very good
quality, the threads in running from the bobbins in creel on to

section block must occasionally break, and a careless warper (espe-

cially if on piecework) will let the machine run for a considerable

length before piecing up. When this is so, the weaver will have
to run ends from special bobbins placed behind the loom until the

lost ones turn up. If they become numerous, the weaver is

hampered in his or her work, and time will be lost in fixing up
those temporary ends, which are bound to make a difference in

production at the week end. If not properly tensioned, they will

also cockle up in the cloth. Should a warp of this kind get into

the hands of a careless weaver, no notice will be taken of the

lost ends for some time, as they will be expected to turn up very

soon, the result being that sometimes a considerable length of

cloth will be woven with ends out, and so depreciate it in value.

In order to prevent these broken or lost ends during the

warping process, a self-stopping arrangement is introduced, which
ensures the machine stopping when an end breaks or runs out.

By using this additional mechanism the quality of work is much
better, as there are not so many missing ends as there would be

if warped on a machine without self-stopper. The end when
broken in a self-stopping warper should be pieced up, but in a

very large number of cases it is simply drawn forward by the

attendant, and hitched on to the section-block without piercing,

so that the work will be left to the weaver. In making a warp
for the loom, the aim should be to so prepare it that as little

trouble as possible is given to the weaver, with the sole object of

getting a good production and a well -woven cloth. If the diffi-

culties of the weaver are increased by such drawbacks as lost ends,

bad yarn, uneven tensioning, &c., there must be a diminution in

production, a less wage for the weaver, and a loss for the manu-
facturer. At the same time the quality of the work will be

inferior. This is a very strong point in favour of the Yorkshire

dressing, when the colours in the pattern are not too numerous
and the dressers can be relied upon, as there should not be

any lost ends, and the tension of the colours as they run on to

the weaver's beam may be regulated according to weave, if more
than one kind.
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Drawer-in and Twister.—As will be gathered from the

previous chapters on drafts and tie-ups, the drawer-in is responsible

for the correct order in which the warp threads should be drawn
through the healds and reed when the weaver's warp is passed to

him from the warper, slasher, or dresser. For fancy drafts a chart

or instruction sheet is usually supplied to him for his guidance,

and from this he must select the right " counts " of healds and
arrange their order of staves previous to commencing to draw in.

His duties, in addition to this, are to see that the total number of

warp threads in the weaver's warp comes out to the calculated

width in healds and reed as ascertained by the threads per inch

in the reed divided into the total threads in the weaver's warp.
He should also see that the healds are in good condition, and that

the most suitable healds are used for the work they have to do as

regards the fineness or otherwise of the heald yarn. The reed

should also be carefully examined to see that the surface of the

dents is smooth and that no loose dents appear to project. Also
that the dents are not shuttle worn, strained, or rusty. Any
defects should be remedied before leaving his hands, or else the

defective articles should be set aside for repairs. When the warp
is drawn too narrow in the healds it will come out the right width
at the reed if properly dented, and then there may be a difficulty

in weaving the cloth when in the loom owing to the width of

warp being greater at the reed. The same trouble may arise, but
perhaps not so pronounced, when the warp is drawn too wide at

the healds. For good working it is best to have the width about
half an inch wider at the healds than the reed. The warp will

come too narrow at the healds if there has not been sufficient
*^ dropping '' or casting out " of healds to compensate for the too

close knitting of the healds on the staves. On the other hand, it

will come out too wide if there has been too much ^* dropping" or

casting out of healds. A drawer-in requires to be able to calculate

for himself so as to reduce such mistakes to a minimum. (See

chapter on Heald and Reed Calculations,)

The twister's duties are not quite so responsible as those of a
drawer-in, as the threads to which he must twist from the new
warp are already drawn through the healds. For some classes of

grey work of a straightforward nature there is on the market at

the present time a special twisting-in machine, which is a very
clever and ingenious invention. There is also a clever invention
on the market for bobbing the reed " or drawing the threads
through the reed after they have been drawn through the healds.

The drawer-in is sometimes spoken of as a loomer "
; this term

applies, however, more particularly to a drawer-in who draws the

warp at the loom, say for Jacquards.



CHAPTER XII

MISCELLANY

"Heavy Sizing" of Warps and Finishing" of the
Woven Cloth.—For ordinary weaving purposes it is only neces-

sary to lightly size the warp threads in order to lay the fibres

and to a certain extent strengthen the threads. It is not
practicable to weave single spun threads in the general run of

cotton fabrics without sizing. If it were possible a nicer-looking

and better covered cloth would be produced. It is common
practice, however, to weave folded yarns in the unsized state, and
when this can be done with comfort a more satisfactory cloth is

produced. Ten to twenty per cent, would be considered a light

size. Some cloth buyers depend upon their own judgment of

quality by their feel of certain makes of cloths, to such an extent

that they are apt to deceive themselves at times by insisting upon
being supplied with a cheap cloth that feels full and has a heavy
handle." To obtain the desired results the manufacturer resorts

to heavy sizing, with the knowledge that the cloth buyer is

cognisant of such. The manufacturer in the majority of cases

therefore, at the present time, is not responsible for producing
such a cloth as this, which may contain in the warp an amount of

size filling that may increase its weight 30 to 150 per cent.

It has often been said that the natives of India would, if it were
possible, buy a cloth composed of China clay held together by a

few warp threads if they could buy it at a cheaper rate than the

ordinary heavily sized cloths supplied to them at the present

time, because they do not wash the cloth regularly, but wear it

till it drops in pieces, and then buy a fresh supply. For some
reason or other a great demand has sprung up for these heavily

sized goods, some of which would be far better in their wearing
qualities if they did not contain the excessive sized weight. In
some makes of grey and coloured goods for the home trade a

manufacturer will produce a so-called loom state cloth comprised
of a small amount of cotton and a large amount of rubbish, so

that it will weigh very heavy and come in at a very cheap price.

There is no advantage to be derived by heavy sizing warps
for such a purpose, apart from the apparent cheapness of the cloth
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as compared with its weight. Not only are such cotton goods
unhealthy when worn by the individual, but they will not wear
so long as a clobh which has not been treated in such a manner.
The harsh nature of the heavily sized warp threads soon breaks

the weft when friction is applied during wearing. There is also

a greater difficulty for the individual when making up the

garments, and in many instances the ordinary householder before

making the garment would put the cloth through a washing
process in order to take the stiffness away. At other times the

garment—whatever it may be—will invariably be washed through
before wearing. This is positive proof therefore that the demand
for such adulterated cotton goods does not come from the public

individual, and beyond saying this no further comments will be

here made.

Finishing,—The finishing process improves the appearance of a

cloth considerably, and when calendered a nice gloss may also be

obtained on the cloth surface.

The goods are also nicely made up to be presentable for sale.

From a manufacturer's point of view the usual finishes for cloths

may be divided into three main kinds, viz.

:

{a) Best washed finish, either Scotch finish or equal.

(6) Ordinary finishing, with slight filling or assistance to

give a nice feel to the cloth,

(c) Ordinary finishing,'with heavy filling to give a full and
thick feel.

Nothing objectionable can be said regarding the two first named,
but rather the goods are made to appear very smart and attractive.

The same remarks, however, may be made respecting the last-

named which were given about the heavily sized warps, and the

wearing qualities of the cloth will deteriorate rather than improve
as the weigh of finish " put into the cloth increases.

Mill Situation, &c.—Two considerations should influence

the choice of a site for the erection of a mill, viz. : {a) Convenience
;

(5) economy. Also, when possible, the immediate vicinity and
condition of subsoil should be known as to their sanitary character.

Both will have a decided effect on the health of the workpeople.

Weaving sheds generally should be built to provide for a large

number of looms on the ground floor, as there is less vibration,

more uniformity of humidity and temperature in the atmosphere.
It is also more convenient to arrange machinery and wheel
gearing for driving. Mills should be protected from east winds
and open to moist ones, and, if possible, be built on a clay subsoil

and a solid foundation. The position of the mill for convenience
should be in close proximity to water supply and fuel, within easy

reach of markets to save carriage, and good locality for work-
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people. It is usual to have a separate department for the prepara-

tion machinery, and the arrangement of machines and processes

should be progressive, so that the material will not be taken over

the same ground twice. This will save handling and reduce cost.

Weaving shed walls are usually from fourteen feet to sixteen

feet high, cast iron pillars being used for supporting the roof.

The fewer the pillars the easier it is to arrange the machinery.

Good broad alleys should be allowed between the looms both at

the front and back when possible. This enables warps to be
easily put into the looms by means of a truck. Top lights are

the best for weaving sheds, and they should face the north, as this

gives the steadiest light, and in summer the sun does not heat the

place so much as it would if facing in any other direction. The
position of looms for ordinary purposes should be at right angles

to the lights and placed parallel with the shafting. The draining

of water from the roof is done usually by means of downspouts,

and occasionally drained from the top through the pillars to

channels running under the shed floor. The shafting in various

departments receives motion from one main driving shaft which
in turn obtains its motion from the steam or gas engine by three

distinct methods, viz.

:

{a) direct driving from engine by spur gearing

;

(b) „ „ „ „ „ belts;

(c) „ „ „ „ „ ropes.

The two last-named are mostly adopted. In some new mills

the lines of shafting are being driven by electric motors.

Proportion of Machinery^ Production^ dx.—It is considered

for general work that one slashing frame will supply 300 looms

;

much, however, depends on the class of work being produced.

The following particulars are given for 1000 looms all on grey

work, viz. :

12 to 14 picks per ^ inch, 4 slashers

16 to 20 „ „ „ 3 „
24 to 30 „ „ „ 2 „

about three beaming machines to each slasher.

In the coloured goods manufacturing for medium'^work the

following particulars may be worked from

:

1 dressing frame (Yorkshire) for 20 looms.

1 sectional warper (ordinary) for 60 „
1

,, (self-stopper) for 35 to 40 looms.

1 drum winder, 40 drums, 80 spindles to one sectional

warper.

If weft winding spindles to a loom.
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the reed bumps up the weft in this position, the slack ends are

spread between the tight ones. The object of the overlooker,

therefore, will be to get as slack a top shed and as tight a bottom
one as possible, and at the same time beat up the weft on a
crossed shed. The first attempt at improving the cover would be
to put the shedding a little earlier, with a view to getting the

threads crossed a little more before the reed bumps up. A little

caution is necessary when doing this, as it may be that the change

Fig. 317.—DiAGKAM FOR "Cover on Cloth."

of healds for closing the shed will commence too early, and if that

is so, sufficient time will not be allowed for the shuttle to pass

through, with the inevitable result of its either getting trapped

or flying out. If very early shedding is desired a tappet with a

longer dwell than usual is necessary. The next remedy will be to

raise the back rest rail B, so as to bring the centre of the healds,

when both are level^ still more below the imaginary straight line

between A and B. In some cases the front rest would also be

raised, but when this is done on an old loom a rearrangement of

parts in front of the loom is necessary, and this would only be

tried as a last resource. As a kind of makeshift, sometimes staves

or bars are placed on the top of breast beam A for the cloth to go

over, which serves the same purpose as raising the rest rail bodily.

This arrangement, however, does not look so neat. Some loom-

makers now fit the front rest separately, so that it may be adjusted

for this purpose. From what has already been said, it will be

obvious that the lower the setting of the centre of healds is, when
level, from the imaginary straight line between front and back rest

rails, the slacker will be the top speed. A point, however, may be

reached where the slackness of the top shed will be detrimental

to the general working of the loom—such as obstructing the

shuttle when passing through the shed or imperfect weaving of

threads
;

also, the slacker the top shed is made the tighter will be

the bottom one
;
and, as a natural inference, when the yarn is

unable to withstand the strain the breakages will often be on

the bottom shed for both shafts.

p
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The fact of beating up on a crossed shed has also a tendency to

put strain upon the warp threads, and it is a common practice for

an overlooker, at the risk of making a cloth reedy, to change the

shed a little later, if he thinks the yarn will not stand the test of

beating up with a much-crossed shed. The changes in the timing

of forming a shed before, during, or after beating up the weft are

known as early, ordinary, or late shedding respectively. When-
ever a change of this character is desired to be made, an alteration

in the timing of picking

the shuttle across is also

necessary—a duty which

devolves solely upon the

loom overlooker,who alone

can be made responsible

for accurate settings and
alterations.

When lease rods are

used, they should not be

placed too near the back
heald, as there is a ten-

dency to tighten the top

shed rather more than is

desirable when a well-

covered cloth is wanted.
Their exact positions

should be determined by
the length of warp stretch.

Shuttle Easing Mo-
tions.—In the working
of a fast reed loom it is

ry
well known that springs

are necessary to assist in

the keeping of the stop

Fig. 318.—Shuttle Easing Motion i^s lowest position

FOK FAST EEBD. in Order to come in contact

with the frog when the

shuttle fails to enter the box. The pressure of the stop-rod

finger on the shuttle-box swell will vary according to the strength

of the spring used. Whatever may be the amount of pressure

brought to bear on the box swell in picking, it must be overcome
before the shuttle leaves the box, and still allow a sufficient force

to propel the shuttle across. It will be seen that a considerable

amount of power is consumed in overcoming a force which is

employed for preventing damage to the warp, and yet the same
is inoperative during the action of picking. With the object
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of reducing the power required for picking and also lessening

the wear and tear of shuttles, pickers, &c., several patents have
been taken out, one of which, known as Butterworth and
Dickinson's, is herewith described and illustrated in Fig. 318.

A cranked finger or lever, 1, is mounted on the stop-rod, 2^ of

the loom, and such finger or lever^ 1, extends up to and normally
bears upon the back of the swell, 3, of the shuttle-box, 4, the

necessarypressure thereon being

obtained through a spring, 5,

attached to a short arm, 6, pro-

jecting from the stop-rod, 2, and
to a hook, 7, on the sley sword,

8, A second finger, 9, bent at

its outer end, 10, protrudes be-

hind and underneath the shuttle-

box, 4, and as the sley, 8, moves
backwards, the finger, 9, is de-

pressed by coming in contact

with a bowl or runner, 11,

mounted in the end frame, 12,

of the loom, and as the finger,

9, passes under the bowl or

runner, 11, a partial turn is

given to the stop-rod, 2, and
the first-mentioned finger, 1, is ^ig. 319.-Loose Reed Easer.

removed from contact with the

swell, 3, the resistance of the spring, 5, being overcome by the

action of the bowl or runner, 11.

Fig. 319 illustrates another form of loose reed which is patented

by Butterworth and Dickinson, a description of its action being

given by them as follows : The object is to so construct the loom
that the reed is fast and firm at the beat-up, but in the event of

the shuttle being trapped in the shed, the reed becomes loose and
free to swing its cap.

The stop -rod, 1, is mounted below the sley beam, 2, in bracket,

3, extending from the sley sword, 4, at each end of the loom.

Near the ends of the stop-rod are fixed the arms, 5, carrying

runners, 6, which move upon curved bow springs, 7, fixed to the
frame of the loom. The springs, 7, are for the purpose of putting
pressure on the vertical arms, 8, carrying the back trash or reed

case, 9, for steadying the reed, 10, in position during the passage
of the shuttle across the race, and unless a trap occurs the reed,

10, will be held securely for the " beat up" by the fingers, 11,

fixed on the stop-rod, 1, coming into contact with the fixed cross-

bar, 12, which locks reed 10 fast.
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The Cut-looker or Cloth Examiner.—It is imperative that

the person appointed to fill this position should be reliable and
steady, A good knowledge of weaving faults and the ability to

instil into weavers the importance of carefulness in weaving and
how to prevent the making of faults under ordinary working
conditions is of the utmost importance. The position of the cut-

looker is a very responsible one, because when the cloth passes

his inspection it is assumed that it is merchantable and ready for

delivery to customer or finisher. By constant handling of the

same qualities of cloth and by periodical checking for picks per

inch he becomes accustomed to the makes of the various cloths,

and may eventually be able to detect whether the cloth is full up
to quality by its feel." He is expected to look for faults in

weaving, of which there are many kinds, and if the woven pieces

are very faulty, to put them on one side as seconds or rejects. A
good cut-looker will not only be able to detect weavers' faults, but

he will be able to detect spinners' and dyers' faults in the warp
and weft. The various faults which come under his notice may
be summarised as follows, viz.

:

Weavers' Faults.—Warp floats ; weft floats ; ends running out

;

broken patterns ; broken picks ; thick places ; weft wrong ; thin

places or cracks weft way ; slack ends in warp ; ends drawn in

wrongly, which produce irregular weaves ; coloured ends in wrong
position for coloured patterns ; loose ends and lumps on cloth

;

scobs ; thick weft ; box marks ; oil stains ; dirt ; bad selvedges

(which may be caused by the bad tensioning of the weft in the

shuttle, selvedge ends running out or being drawn through the

healds wrongly or getting fast on the beam)
;

shortage in cloth

length ; mixed weft
;
unweaving places : smash or trap places

;

reedy or badly covered cloth
;
irregular picks in cloth through the

taking-up motion being out of order or the warp beam sticking

;

uneven weaving of warp caused by bad tensioning or shedding."^

Spinners' Faults in Cloth.—Uneven warp yarns, such as snarls,

thick ends, lumps ; uneven weft, such as thick and thin threads,

slubs, curly or snarly weft which causes looping, specky weft,

leafy and chippy weft, dirty weft.

Dyers' and Sizers' Faults in Cloth.—Uneven shades in warp and
weft, the faults principally occurring in the dyed weft, especially

in striped or self-coloured woven goods
;
poor feel or handle

"

of cloth, caused by undersizing of yarn ; hard feel or handle of

cloth, caused by oversizing or overdrying of yarn
;
tendency for

the cloth to mildew, and tender cloth.

* The last four named ^re faults which should be rectified by the over-
looker.
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Warpers' and Dressers' Faults in Cloth,—Wronglymade patterns,

if for coloured woven goods ; lost ends in warp pattern ; cockled

cloth, sometimes caused by uneven warpers' sections ; raw ap-

pearance of cloth, caused by insufficient tension during dressing

cockling of stitch threads in figured coloured woven goods owing
to not being run on the weaver's beam sufficiently tight

;

piecing up with wrong shades of coloured warp threads when
broken during the dressing process

;
wrongly marked cut lengths

;

"cuts" without marks.

Plaiting or Folding Machine Faults and Wrong Counting ofLaps,
—If no measuring machine is used errors in the lengths of pieces

may occur owing to the plaited laps being under or over 36 inches

to the yard. A periodical measurement of the folded laps should

be made, as the probabilities are that the manufacturers' atten-

tion will be drawn to short-plaited laps in preference to over-

plaited laps. The counting of the person responsible for putting

the lengths on tickets should also be checked occasionally.

Slashers and Warp Dressers.—The equivalent for a warp
dresser in a grey weaving mill will be " slasher " or " taper.'

His duties are to run the unsized warp threads from the back

beams in a broad sheet through a size mixture and squeezing

roller in a size trough, over drying cylinders and on to the

weaver's beam. The taper is usually responsible for his own
size mixings in addition to making a good weaver's warp, and any
error on his part through bad judgment of size mixings makes it

a very serious and costly matter when the warps are put into the

loom. He must produce a nicely sized warp for weaving purposes,

no matter whether it is to be light, medium, or heavily sized, and
must avoid overdrying or burning the yarn, and prevent sticky

and cakey places. A good slasher is an invaluable servant to a grey

goods manufacturer, because upon the quality of hiswork will depend
in a large measure the amount of cloth production from the loom.

A grey warp dresser on the Scotch dressing machine also

fulfils similar important duties.

A coloured goods warp dresser^ usually known as a " Yorkshire

dresser," deals with the variously coloured warps after they have
been dyed and sized. The process of sizing on the warps is just

as important for this class of work as was mentioned for grey

work. In this process, however, the dresser is not responsible for

the quality of " sizing," this being relegated to the dyer and sizer,

who represent a distinct department and in many cases form
a separate industry. The duties of the Yorkshire dresser are to

split up the coloured warps in various numbers of threads as

required for his weaver's warp, as shown by examples of written

patterns and splitting sheets in an earlier chapter of this work.
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Afterwards the coloured warps are passed separately through

weighting rollers, under and over tension bars to the top part of

the frame at the headstock end, where each colour is kept apart

from the others by passing over its own colour poles. (See Figs.

33G, 337.) The several colours are carried forward to other corres-

ponding colour poles fixed at the opposite end of the frame, and at

this point the separate warps are spread or divided out over the

width of their colour poles by passing through smoothly finished

grooves made at near and equal distances apart across the width.

All the warps are then passed from the second lot of colour poles to

a lower position underneath the levelling poles or rollers, of which
there are usually two or three thereby enabling the dresser to

bring the variously coloured warp threads in a broad sheet and in

a straight line with the weaver's beam, which will be placed in the

frame at the opposite end. The distance between the two points

is known as the " stretch," and varies from ten to fourteen feet.

Before tying the ends of the various coloured warps to the weaver's

beam, however, and before levelling under the levelling poles pre-

paratory to " running on," the various coloured warp threads must
be *'sleyed" to pattern. This consists in drawing by means of

a hook the various coloured threads in their proper order from
their respective lease rods, through a reed, usually four ends

in a dent, and in the correct proportion of colours that will be
required to make up the coloured woven pattern in the cloth.

The dents per inch in the reed will be regulated by the width the

total number of ends in the weaver's warp must be on the

weaver's beam, and for some widths, in order to get the denting

and threads to fit in, a little manoeuvring is requisite on the

part of the dresser. A warp containing 3600 ends, sleyed four

in a dent, which must come in 36 inches wide between the

weaver's flanges, is very easy to calculate, a dresser's reed of

25 dents per inch being required. For other widths and numbers
of ends it is sometimes necessary to use a reed nearest to the

calculated reed, and occasionally alter the number of threads in

the dent to bring out to the correct width, or else occasionally

leave empty dents in the most suitable parts of the pattern to

bring out to the correct width required. The dresser's object

should be, so far as his judgment lies, to uniformly spread the

warp threads according to their thickness over the width of

weaver's beam by means of the reed, and produce a uniformly
built diameter of parallel threads coiled in laps on the beam when
the complete warp is " run on," care being taken at the same
time that a uniform tension is maintained on all the separate

coloured warps, so that a good hard weaver's warp may be

produced.
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When threads have to be unequally dented in the weaver's reed,

such as cramming four or six ends in one dent for narrow stripes,

and the ground -threads are only two in a dent, the dresser must
take this into consideration, and also the " counts " of the yarns,

should there be more than one sort, when determining the reed

for dressing before sieying -in. The written pattern provided for

the dresser's guidance should always indicate any threads in the

warp pattern which have to be crammed in the weaver's reed, and
also the counts, so that their approximate thickness and space

occupied can be gauged for sleying-in purposes, in order to get the

uniform coiled-on diameter of weaver's beams as previously

mentioned.

Some warp patterns, such as cord zephyrs and mercerised

stripes, have very fine warp threads for the ground-weave, with

two ends in a dent in the weaver's reed and only one cord end in

a dent for the same space. The cord end is much thicker than
the ground end (from twice to four times the thickness), and is

usually a two -fold or three-fold thread. Say ground might be 40*

and cord 2/20 or 3/30. The cord end should always be run
separately through a dent in the dresser's reed, because if any of

the single threads of ground were run along with it on the same
weaver's beam one would twine round the other, and in the after

process of weaving they would come up fast in the lease rods and
eventually break and hamper the weaver considerably. Some
dressers would select a reed on the fine side, and, in addition to

only putting the cord thread in one dent, they would leave a

dent empty on each side of the cord to give it plenty of room and
assist it to bed down much better when being coiled round the

weaver's beam. If there were two folded threads of a finer

count, say 2/40^ in one dent of the weaver's reed, instead of the

one coarse folded thread as mentioned above, the space occupied

by these two threads as they coil round the weaver's beam must
be considered in relation to the space occupied by a similar

number of threads in the ground, which may be single and of

much finer " counts." An allowance must then be made, when
selecting the dresser's reed, for any difierence which suggests

itself, and when sleying-in the two folded threads the difi'erence

between the number of threads put through one dent for these

and the number of threads put through one dent for the finer

ground threads must be such that all the threads in the pattern

will bed uniformly on the weaver's beam, and no ridgings be
formed or slack winding caused through faulty sleying. Here
again, to assist the ''bedding" and uniformity of coiling the

threads round the weaver's beam, an empty dent would be left

on each side of the cord threads, assuming that they were placed
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two threads in a dent in the dresser's reed and the ground-threads

four in a dent. In other cases the two threads might be separ-

ately dented. Other kinds of cloths which contain spaces of fine

threads woven four in a dent and then spaces of coarse threads

woven two threads in a dent at the weaver's reed are often met
with, and in such cases as these it would be assumed that the

coarse threads which are woven two in a dent would be approxi-

mately equal to the finer threads woven four in one dent, and the

dresser would sley in his pattern accordingly. Noil stripes are

good examples of such unequal denting. Examples innumerable
could be given, but these must sufiice. When preparing for

sleying-in " the dresser arranges the coloured warp threads in

such a manner that the end and end lease in each warp is kept
separate by its own pair of lease rods, as shown at B, Fig. 337.

By this means the exact positions of the warp threads are re-

tained as they were when run on the warping mill in their grey

state, this lease being retained by having passed through it in

the first instance a cotton lease band. The parallel order in

which the threads are fixed in the lease enables the dresser to

transfer in a straight order the various coloured threads as re-

quired by the written warp pattern from their respective pairs of

lease rods to their positions or dents in the dresser's reed. During
the " sleying-in " process, and previous to passing through the dents

of the reed, the threads for each dent are evenly divided by a

dividing-rod shown at C, Fig. 337, which serves to split up the

threads in twos and ensure that never more than two threads

are run together on the weaver's beam, these two threads being
again divided by the end and end lease, which is again afterwards

picked by the dresser. Having finished " sleying-in," the whole
warp width will be passed along with the reed underneath the level-

ling poles or rollers previously mentioned^ and then carried to the

weaver's beam at the opposite end of the frame. The ends of the

warps are now securely fastened and spread in knots over the

width of the weaver's beam, and the two-and-two lease formed
by the dividing rod previously mentioned is forced open to a

position between the dresser's reed and the weaver's beam, when
a rod is again inserted to retain the lease, and is kept in that

position a few inches from the reed, to which it is tied during the

process of dressing the warp« As the warp is coiled on to the

weaver's beam by the beam's revolutions, the dresser brushes the

sheet of threads with a brush held in his left hand, which assists

to open out the broad sheet of warp threads so as to ease their

passage through the dresser's reed, which he holds in his right

hand, and regulates to a certain extent the width at which the

warp shall run on to the weaver's beam so as to fit in nicely between
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the beam flanges. Assuming that four threads have been sleyed

in each dent of the dresser's reed, it will be seen that after opening
out the warp threads by the brush in their width the reed will

split up all the warp threads in fours, and owing to these four

threads being again divided by the dividing-rod at the front of

the reed in pairs, they will run on to the weaver's beam in not
more than two threads together. When there are not many
threads in the warp it is possible for the dresser to run for a

considerable length of time without intermission till a thread

breaks or runs out, or a few threads come up fast, and are pre-

vented from passing through the reeds. His duty is then to

piece up the broken threads or loosen the threads. During the

running on of the warp the threads should only be lightly

brushed for fear of disturbing the fibres on the threads or

brushing off the size," which is wanted for weaving purposes

In heavy work it is necessary in many cases for the dresser to

brush open the warp threads and run the reed and dividing-rod

the whole stretch of frame, while the machine is stopped, and
afterwards run on the prepared length. This is owing to the

tendency of the threads to be more difficult to open out when
they are coarser or closer in the reed.

As the warp runs on to the weaver's beam, any loose or lost

ends will be brushed up by the dresser previous to passing through
the dents in the reed. These must be pieced up at once and
threaded through their own dents in the reed, and attached to

their marrow" thread on the weaver's beam. If the warp threads

are sticky, or a number of threads have been broken and tied

together in the earlier process of warping, they will not pass

through the dresser's reed, and this gives the dresser warning by
forcing forward the reed which he holds in the right hand. He
immediately proceeds to remedy the faults, and again runs on the

warp. Sometimes the warps get badly broken or tendered in

the process of bleaching, dyeing, or sizing. When this does occur

it is a most trying time for both dresser and weaver. When lost

threads cannot be found, it is necessary to run special threads

from bobbins fixed in the frame.

At regular distances apart in the length of the warp there

should be a few ends tied together by the warper, known as tied

cuts. The dresser must loosen the threads and put a coloured red

or ultramarine mark near to the selvedge ends, known as a cut-

mark, to indicate to the weaver that the heading must be put in

when the cloth has been woven up to this point in the loom.

When the tail end of the warp is reached^ and before the

weaver's warp is taken out of the frame, the dresser proceeds

to pick up an end and end lease," exactly according to the
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number of threads stipulated by the written pattern. By this

means the positions of the coloured warp threads to form the
pattern are determined and kept secure in the whole width of the

warp. Great care is necessary on the part of the dresser when
picking up the end and end lease, because if the threads are

crossed in picking up they will come up crossed from the weaver's

beam and stick or get entangled in the lease rods when weaving,

and finally break out, thereby making bad work and lessening

production. It has already been shown that the four ends in one
dent are split in twos over and under a dividing-rod placed

between the reed and the weaver's beam. When picking up the

end and end lease the dresser proceeds to take one thread of the

pair from the upper part of rod and the next thread, which is the

opposite lease, from the under part of the dividing-rod. Under
no circumstances for a single end lease must the pair of threads

passing over the dividing-rod from the same dent in reed be

picked up consecutively. It is only by splitting them wdth the

end and end lease that they will easily open and pass through
the lease rods without any trouble when working in the

loom.

Sometimes a taped lease is picked up instead of a single lease.

In this case the pair of threads passing over the upper portion of

the dividing-rod would be taken as one lease, whilst the pair of

threads passing under the dividing-rod and in the same dent would
be taken as the opposite lease, and in this manner they would
pass together through the loom lease rods and the heald eyes when
weaving. Sometimes both a taped and single lease is required,

and under these circumstances it is necessary that the dresser

should use extreme caution when picking up the lease, failing

which trouble is sure to arise in the process of weaving when the

single threads come up crossed.

As the dresser picks up his lease with a pricker, or needle, or

other fine-pointed tool, he will form the initial lease with his

fingers, and periodically will pass a tape along to retain this lease

previous to withdrawing his fingers for the picking up of the next

section of the warp width. The permanent lease will be formed
when the tape or cotton banding has been passed through all the

ends comprising the warp width. When this is done the extreme
ends of the various coloured warps are cut away from their fasten-

ings, the dresser's reed drawn away, and knots tied at the tail

ends of the warp to prevent the threads slipping out or being

drawn out of the newly formed end and end lease.

In this process every coloured warp can be separately tensioned,

so that if one colour is not quite so strong as the others it may be

regulated at a less tension. Also, if any of the warps are soft or
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undersized they can be passed underneath the lower levelling poles,

so that as the threads pass through the reed they will not get

brushed very much by the dresser. Delicate dyed shades can also

be kept separate from heavy colours by this means when passing

through the dresser's reed. Any threads which are to be woven
loosely in the cloth to get special effects,' such as stitches, may be
extra tensioned on the warp beam to assist in the weaving by in-

structing the dresser to do so. The dresser's reed is specially

made for the purpose, and is much lighter than a weaver's reed.

The dresser's brush is composed of bristles of different lengths, to

easily penetrate and work between the warp threads, and should

be very light to handle. Occasionally a little wax is rubbed
across the brush to make it easier for brushing purposes.

Section Warper for Coloured Work (see Fig. 329).—The
employment of female labour seems to be the chief reason why this

system of preparation is preferred by some manufacturers to the

Yorkshire dressing. It does not necessarily follow, however, that,

owing to this fact, the total cost of preparation will be less, for

the extra cost of winding the twist from the bundled hank must
be included ; and this, when added to warping and beaming,
brings the expenses not far short of the price paid for the labour

of dressing. The following may be stated as points favourable to

sectional warping, viz. : First, the warp twist being supplied in

the bundle, the colours are hank dyed, which has the advantage
of producing a brighter and better colour than ball warp dyeing
for dressing purposes. Second, a warp with a large number of

colours in the pattern may be produced just as cheaply as a warp
of only one colour. In dressing, the price for labour increases

according to the ends and colours in the warp. Third, warps can
be got into the looms within a few days of order being placed,

when the goods are to be made from yarn which is in stock in the

bundle or on the bobbin.

As a set-off against these favourable points, the following may
be stated as disadvantages :

(a) Uneven sections through careless warping.

(b) Lost ends in a machine which has no self-stopping

arrangement.

(c) No means of regulating the tension of each colour

separately as it runs on the section block.

(cl) Winding machines must be employed to prepare
bobbins for the warper, thus increasing the expense
of machinery and bobbins and also taking up floor

space.

(e) Troublesome for short lengths of one pattern, owing to

the extra creeling necessary.
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(/) If yarn has to be ordered from spinner for a short

length of warp there is very often a surplus, which,

if not required again, is very often wasted, should the
bobbins be wanted to hold a difierent count or colour

of twist.

A very good automatic presser is on the market for making
sections all one diameter, and with care an attendant will avoid

uneven sections. (See Fig. 330.) If the yarn is not of a very good
quality, the threads in running from the bobbins in creel on to

section block must occasionally break, and a careless warper (espe-

cially if on piecework) will let the machine run for a considerable

length before piecing up. When this is so, the weaver will have
to run ends from special bobbins placed behind the loom until the

lost ones turn up. If they become numerous, the weaver is

hampered in his or her work, and time will be lost in fixing up
those temporary ends, which are bound to make a difference in

production at the week end. If not properly tensioned, they will

also cockle up in the cloth. Should a warp of this kind get into

the hands of a careless weaver, no notice will be taken of the

lost ends for some time, as they will be expected to turn up very

soon, the result being that sometimes a considerable length of

cloth will be woven with ends out, and so depreciate it in value.

In order to prevent these broken or lost ends during the

warping process, a self-stopping arrangement is introduced, which
ensures the machine stopping when an end breaks or runs out.

By using this additional mechanism the quality of work is much
better, as there are not so many missing ends as there would be

if warped on a machine without self-stopper. The end when
broken in a self-stopping warper should be pieced up, but in a

very large number of cases it is simply drawn forward by the

attendant, and hitched on to the section-block without piercing,

so that the work will be left to the weaver. In making a warp
for the loom, the aim should be to so prepare it that as little

trouble as possible is given to the weaver, with the sole object of

getting a good production and a well -woven cloth. If the diffi-

culties of the weaver are increased by such drawbacks as lost ends,

bad yarn, uneven tensioning, &c,, there must be a diminution in

production, a less wage for the weaver, and a loss for the manu-
facturer. At the same time the quality of the work will be

inferior. This is a very strong point in favour of the Yorkshire

dressing, when the colours in the pattern are not too numerous
and the dressers can be relied upon, as there should not be

any lost ends, and the tension of the colours as they run on to

the weaver's beam may be regulated according to weave, if more
than one kind.
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Drawer-in and Twister.—As will be gathered from the

previous chapters on drafts and tie-ups, the drawer-in is responsible

for the correct order in which the warp threads should be drawn
through the healds and reed when the weaver's warp is passed to

him from the warper, slasher, or dresser. For fancy drafts a chart

or instruction sheet is usually supplied to him for his guidance,

and from this he must select the right " counts " of healds and
arrange their order of staves previous to commencing to draw in.

His duties, in addition to this, are to see that the total number of

warp threads in the weaver's warp comes out to the calculated

width in healds and reed as ascertained by the threads per inch

in the reed divided into the total threads in the weaver's warp.
He should also see that the healds are in good condition, and that

the most suitable healds are used for the work they have to do as

regards the fineness or otherwise of the heald yarn. The reed

should also be carefully examined to see that the surface of the

dents is smooth and that no loose dents appear to project. Also
that the dents are not shuttle worn, strained, or rusty. Any
defects should be remedied before leaving his hands, or else the

defective articles should be set aside for repairs. When the warp
is drawn too narrow in the healds it will come out the right width
at the reed if properly dented, and then there may be a difficulty

in weaving the cloth when in the loom owing to the width of

warp being greater at the reed. The same trouble may arise, but
perhaps not so pronounced, when the warp is drawn too wide at

the healds. For good working it is best to have the width about
half an inch wider at the healds than the reed. The warp will

come too narrow at the healds if there has not been sufficient

dropping " or casting out " of healds to compensate for the too

close knitting of the healds on the staves. On the other hand, it

will come out too wide if there has been too much dropping" or

casting out of healds. A drawer-in requires to be able to calculate

for himself so as to reduce such mistakes to a minimum. (See

chapter on Heald and Reed Calculations.)

The twister's duties are not quite so responsible as those of a
drawer-in, as the threads to which he must twist from the new
warp are already drawn through the healds. For some classes of

grey work of a straightforward nature there is on the market at

the present time a special twisting-in machine, which is a very
clever and ingenious invention. There is also a clever invention
on the market for " bobbing the reed " or drawing the threads
through the reed after they have been drawn through the healds.

The drawer-in is sometimes spoken of as a loomer "
; this term

applies, however, more particularly to a drawer-in who draws the

warp at the loom, say for Jacquards.



CHAPTER XII

MISCELLANY

"Heavy Sizing" of Warps and "Finishing" of the
Woven Cloth.—For ordinary weaving purposes it is only neces-

sary to lightly size the warp threads in order to lay the fibres

and to a certain extent strengthen the threads. It is not
practicable to weave single spun threads in the general run of

cotton fabrics without sizing. If it were possible a nicer-looking

and better covered cloth would be produced. It is common
practice, however, to weave folded yarns in the unsized state, and
when this can be done with comfort a more satisfactory cloth is

produced. Ten to twenty per cent, would be considered a light

size. Some cloth buyers depend upon their own judgment of

quality by their feel of certain makes of cloths, to such an extent

that they are apt to deceive themselves at times by insisting upon
being supplied with a cheap cloth that feels full and has a heavy
handle." To obtain the desired results the manufacturer resorts

to heavy sizing, with the knowledge that the cloth buyer is

cognisant of such. The manufacturer in the majority of cases

therefore, at the present time, is not responsible for producing

such a cloth as this, which may contain in the warp an amount of

size filling that may increase its weight 30 to 150 per cent.

It has often been said that the natives of India would, if it were
possible, buy a cloth composed of China clay held together by a

few warp threads if they could buy it at a cheaper rate than the

ordinary heavily sized cloths supplied to them at the present

time, because they do not wash the cloth regularly, but wear it

till it drops in pieces, and then buy a fresh supply. For some
reason or other a great demand has sprung up for these heavily

sized goods, some of which would be far better in their wearing
qualities if they did not contain the excessive sized weight. In
some makes of grey and coloured goods for the home trade a

manufacturer will produce a so-called loom state cloth comprised
of a small amount of cotton and a large amount of rubbish, so

that it will weigh very heavy and come in at a very cheap price.

There is no advantage to be derived by heavy sizing warps
f03? such a purpose, apart from the apparent cheapness of the cloth
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as compared with its weight. Not only are such cotton goods

unhealthy when worn by the individual, but they will not wear
so long as a cloth which has not been treated in such a manner.
The harsh nature of the heavily sized warp threads soon breaks

the weft when friction is applied during wearing. There is also

a greater difficulty for the individual when making up the

garments, and in many instances the ordinary householder before

making the garment would put the cloth through a washing
process in order to take the stiffness away. At other times the

garment—whatever it may be—will invariably be washed through
before wearing. This is positive proof therefore that the demand
for such adulterated cotton goods does not come from the public

individual, and beyond saying this no further comments will be

here made.

Finishing.—The finishing process improves the appearance of a

cloth considerably, and when calendered a nice gloss may also be
obtained on the cloth surface.

The goods are also nicely made up to be presentable for sale.

From a manufacturer's point of view the usual finishes for cloths

may be divided into three main kinds, viz.

:

{a) Best washed finish, either Scotch finish or equal.

{h) Ordinary finishing, with slight filling or assistance to

give a nice feel to the cloth,

(c) Ordinary finishing,'with heavy filling to give a full and
thick feel.

Nothing objectionable can be said regarding the two first named,
but rather the goods are made to appear very smart and attractive.

The same remarks, however, may be made respecting the last-

named which were given about the heavily sized warps, and the

wearing qualities of the cloth will deteriorate rather than improve
as the weigh of finish " put into the cloth increases.

Mill Situation, &c.—Two considerations should influence

the choice of a site for the erection of a mill, viz. : (a) Convenience
;

(6) economy. Also, when possible, the immediate vicinity and
condition of subsoil should be known as to their sanitary character.

Both will have a decided effect on the health of the workpeople.

Weaving sheds generally should be built to provide for a large

number of looms on the ground floor, as there is less vibration,

more uniformity of humidity and temperature in the atmosphere.
It is also more convenient to arrange machinery and wheel
gearing for driving. Mills should be protected from east winds
and open to moist ones, and, if possible, be built on a clay subsoil

and a solid foundation. The position of the mill for convenience
should be in close proximity to water supply and fuel, within easy

reach of markets to save carriage, and good locality for work-
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people. It is usual to have a separate department for the prepara-

tion machinery, and the arrangement of machines and processes

should be progressive, so that the material will not be taken over

the same ground twice. This will save handling and reduce cost.

Weaving shed walls are usually from fourteen feet to sixteen

feet high, cast iron pillars being used for supporting the roof.

The fewer the pillars the easier it is to arrange the machinery.

Good broad alleys should be allowed between the looms both at

the front and back when possible. This enables warps to be

easily put into the looms by means of a truck. Top lights are

the best for weaving sheds, and they should face the north, as this

gives the steadiest light, and in summer the sun does not heat the

place so much as it would if facing in any other direction. The
position of looms for ordinary purposes should be at right angles

to the lights and placed parallel with the shafting. The draining

of water from the roof is done usually by means of downspouts,

and occasionally drained from the top through the pillars to

channels running under the shed floor. The shafting in various

departments receives motion from one main driving shaft which
in turn obtains its motion from the steam or gas engine by three

distinct methods, viz. :

(a) direct driving from engine by spur gearing

;

(b) „ „ „ „ „ belts;

(c) „ „ „ „ „ ropes.

The two last-named are mostly adopted. In some new mills

the lines of shafting are being driven by electric motors.

Proportion of Machinery^ Production, d-c.—It is considered

for general work that one slashing frame will supply 300 looms

;

much, however, depends on the class of work being produced.

The following particulars are given for 1000 looms all on grey

work, viz. :

12 to 14 picks per J inch, 4 slashers

16 to 20 „ „ „ 3 „
24 to 30 „ „ „ 2 „

about three beaming machines to each slasher.

In the coloured goods manufacturing for medium'^work the

following particulars may be worked from

:

1 dressing frame (Yorkshire) for 20 looms.

1 sectional warper (ordinary) for 60 „
1 ,, ,, (self-stopper) for 35 to 40 looms.

1 drum winder, 40 drums, 80 spindles to one sectional

warper.

If weft winding spindles to a loom.





Fig. 324.—Section of Winding Feame, showing two Systems
FOR Winding the Thread from the Coloured Hanks

TO Barrel-Shaped Bobbins

Left-hand side shows " Bird-cage " system. Eight-hand side shows
'* Kyce " or " Swift " systera
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Fig. 327a.—Section of Steam-heated Coils for

Warming the Cold Air previous to passing into

Drying-Chamber of Cool Air Sizer
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Fig. 337.—"Sleying in" a Coloured Warp

(A) Colour poles. (B) Lease rods, two for each colour. (C) Dividing rod

for splitting threads in twos. (D) Dresser's reed. (E) Creel for

selvedge bobbins

{See descriptive matter Chapter XI)



Fig. 338.

—

Smallware Waep Beaming Machine
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Fin. 341.—OvERPiCK Strong Calico Loom
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Fig. 342 —Underpick Fustian Loom with Side Box-plate Tappets,
Horizontal Treadles, and Top and Bottom Jacks

Fig. 342a.—Underpick Heavy Fustian Loom Fitted with Oscillating
Side Chain Tappet suitable for Weaves with a large number of
Picks to the Kound. Non-positive or Drag Take-up Motion. Top

AND Bottom Jacks and Side Treadles for the Shedding Motion
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Fig. 343.—Circular Box or Revolving Box Loom with
Outside Tappet Motion and;Cross-rods and Quadrants
FOR Lifting Healds. Sometimes called the "York-

shire Treating Motion "

Fig. 344.—Overpick "Eccles" Drop-Box Loom Fitted
up with Under Tread Tappet Motion
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Fig. 345.—OvERPicK Revolving Box Loose Reed Loom for
Coloured Goods Weaving, with Yorkshire Treading
Motion and Pickles' Positive Take-up Motion. Also Wood
Breast Board to protect the Cloth as it winds round

THE Feed Roller
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Fig. 346.—The Hattersley Drop-Box Loom with Undertread
Tappet Motion and Foot Gear for Adjusting the

Shuttle Boxes
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Fig. 347.

—

Plain Overpick Loom with Top Loom Rail Extended
TO Support the Double Lift Dobby

Dobby draw-knives are shown as receiving their motion by means of

the connecting-rod from the second motion shaft of loom

Fig. 348.

—

Plain Overpick Loom Mounted v.itii a Double Lift Dobby
FOR Producing an Extra Warp Figure at the Side of Cloth

Can also be used for ordinary figuring purposes. As the dobby is a " double lift " it is

aptuatcdfi'om the second motion shaft of loom by means of the connecting-rod shpwn
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Fia. 350.—Tape oe Small-Ware Loom

There is a separate shuttle for each tape woven



Fig. 351.—Boot Web or other

Figured Tape Loom

Mounted with a single lift

Jacquard machine
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Fig. 358.

—

Illustration showing how to Fix the Sweep

Plate to the Tappet-shaft Wheel to Drive the Dobby,

ON Looms not prepared with an Extending Shaft End



CITY AND GUILDS OF LONDON INSTITUTE

EXAMINATIONS DEPARTMENT

TECHNOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS, 1898

28 —COTTON WEAVING.

Ordinary Grade.—First Year's Course.

Friday, May Qth, 7 to 10.

Instructions.

A Card, with a Number on it, is given to each Candidate, and the

number on the card must be copied by the Candidate on his Answer Paper

at each examination, where more than one.

Candidates who have already passed in this subject, in the first class of

the Ordinary Grade, are required to take the Second Year's Paper or that

of the Honours Grade.

No Certificate will be awarded on the results of this examination (First

Year's Course), but the Candidates' successes will be notified to the Centre

at which they were examined.

The number of the question must be placed before the answer in the

worked paper.

A piece of point paper and a blue cloth pattern for analy^ds are supplied

to each Candidate.

Where peg plan only is asked for, no extra marks will be allowed for

marking out the full design.

Three hours allowedfor this paper.

The maximum number of marks obtainable is affixed to each question;

Not more than twelve questions to be attempted.

1. What do you understand by the term "Counts of Cotton Yarn "
?

What would be the counts if two hanks of yarn weighed 9 dwts. 2J grains 1

Also if 10J yards of warp containing 2400 ends weighed 7J ounces ? Also
give the length of yarn you would expect to find on 4 cops of 24^ if they
weighed 3^ ounces. (20 marks.)

2. Describe the frame for winding from cops to warpers' bobbins. Make a
289
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sketch showing the principal parts in position, and explain how the barrel

form is given to the full bobbin
;

or, instead of the above, describe a drum
twist winding-frame, and show by sketch how the mangle wheel gives to the
traverse rail its requisite motion. (40.)

3. Sketch both an empty and full pirn bobbin, and explain what you con-
sider defects in the building of the weft on a pirn bobbin ; also state what
you consider the cause of each defect

;
or, instead of the above, describe and

sketch parts of the disc pirn winding-frame, giving its advantages or dis-

advantages compared with the old method. (30.

)

4. Explain any mechanical arrangement by which the sections of a warp
are automatically made exactly uniform in diameter ; also the construction
of the indicator for counting the revolutions of the section-shaft in the
sectional warping-frame. (40.)

5. Describe any machine employed in the process of sizing hanks. If the
dzing and wringing machine made three wringers of IJ lbs. each in one
minute, what length of time would it take to put 45 bundles of cotton yarn
through the machine ? What nature and percentage of size would you
recommend for the warp of each of the following cloths :

—

40" twist for fine zephyr dress cloth

;

20^ „ „ heavy sateen skirting
;

24s „ medium matting shirting ? (35.)

6. What are the advantages and disadvantages of Yorkshire dressing as

compared with the other methods of preparing warps for coloured goods ?

If you were required to place a warp containing 2600 ends on a beam 34

inches wide, what counts of reed would you employ, and how many threads

would you place in each dent ? (30.)

7. What would be paid for the winding, warping and drawing-in of a

warp containing 2400 ends, 720 yards long, 24^ counts, if the rate of pay
was 6^. per bundle for winding, 7d, per 1000 hanks for warping, and 5|ci.

per loco ends for drawing-in ? (20.)

8. Mark out three drafts which you consider suitable to be applied to the

tappet plan given below, and mark out on point paper the designs which
would be produced.

(.30.)

9. Sketch any arrangement for drying the yarn in the slasher sizing

machine ; also explain the means provided for drawing the yarn from the

beam, carrying it forward, and winding it upon the weaver's beam. State

the purpose for which the following ingredients are mixed in size, viz.,

Paraffin wax, China clay, Jipsom salts, and chloride of zinc. (40 »)

10. If you had a warp containing 1984 ends which had to be drawn*in on

8 shafts of healds as draft given, width in reed 32 inches, what would be the

total number of healds left empty if the front 4 shafts contained 18 healds

per inch, and the back 4 shafts contained 4 healds per inch ? Indicate by

crosses on the draft in what position you would leave the empty healds on

each shaft.
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2i;.

25.

14. 30.

13. 29.

4. 8. 12. 16. 20. 24. 28. 32.

3. 7. 11. 15. 19. 23. 27. 31.

2. 6. 10. 17.18. 22.

1. 5. 9. 21.

{25,)

11. Sketch the position of the train of wheels in any positive taking-up
motion. State the number of teeth in each wheel, and give the circumfer-

ence of feed-roller requisite to place 15 picks per J inch in the cloth ; also

explain how the cloth roller takes up the cloth as it is produced. (30.)

12. Sketch a method of driving under-tappets, and give the number of

teeth in the wheels which will give the requisite speed for a 4 -pick tappet
;

also show the plan of top rollers for a 2-by-2 twill, and explain why this

arrangement is not suited to any other twill weave. {30.)

13. Describe the action of the weft fork stop motion. State its use.

Why does the hammer or catch receive motion every two picks ? Where
should the crank and shuttle be when the cam for working the hammer
comes into action ? {30.)

14. If a cloth was woven in the two-shaft calico order of weave, what
would be the effect of the following arrangements of warp and weft :

—

(a) If fine counts of warp and coarse weft were used :

(b) Fine warp, and pick and pick fine and coarse in the weft

;

(6-) Five threads of fine counts and one thread coarse counts in both
warp and weft

;

{d) As a, but every alternate thread heavily weighted, and every
alternate thread very lightly weighted ! (25.^

15. Find the quantity of warp and weft required to make the following
cloth :—96 yards cloth from 100 yards warp, width in reed 36 inches, 80
ends per inch in reed

—

WARP PATTERN.
4 Ends 40S Blue.

8 „ 32 White.

12

11 picks per J inch, 12^ white weft. Allow 40 yards per hank for waste in

both warp and weft. {35.)

16. Mark out a stripe design comprised of three of the following weaves :

— Calico ; 3-shaft twill
;
2-by-2 twill ; 8-end honeycomb ; 8-end diagonal

5, 8, or 12-end satins. {25.)

17. Mark out a design on 16 ends which you would consider suitable for

an all-over figure effect ; show 4 repeats on design paper
;
or, instead of the

above, mark out a small spot effect which would weave on 16 shafts of

healds. {30.)

18. Mark out peg plan and draft for cloth given, and suggest a rearrange-
ment of the figure and twill which you think would be eff ective. (55.)



1899

Wednesday^ Afay d, 7 to 10,

Instructions (otherwise same as for 1898).

A piece of point paper and a sky and white stripe cloth pattern for analysis

are supplied to each Candidate.

1. What is a hank of cotton yarn ? In what details would a hank of 20^

cotton differ from one of 40^ cotton ? Under what circumstances, or for what
class of goods, would you buy cotton weft ia the hank in preference to the

cop form ? (20 marks.)

2. What would be the weight in grains of three hanks of 26^ cotton yarn ?

Also find the counts of a warp 15 yards long, containing 2560 ends, and
weighing 10 ounces. (20.)

3. Describe any one frame for winding cotton yarn upon warper's bobbins.

Point out the parts most subject to wear and tear. Also state the class of

work for which the frame you describe is best adopted. Give reasons for

your opinion. (35.)

4. Enumerate the causes of glazed weft on pirn bobbin Name any
colours more liable to glaze than others, and state any remedy you would
apply to prevent weft from becoming glazed (25.)

5. Describe the beam warping frame. Also explain and sketch any
method of stopping the frame when an end breaks or runs out. (35.)

6. What would be the cost of beam warping and slashing for 500 pieces

of cloth ; 100 yards of warp per piece, 2400 ends and 24^ counts, 480 ends on
a beam. Rate of payment :

—

hd. per wrap of 3500 yards for warping,
and 6s. per 100 pieces of 100 yards for slashing ? (25.)

7. What are the respective merits of (1st) sizing hanks with a mixture
of which flour forms the chief component, and (2nd) sizing hanks with a
mixture the chief constituent of which is starch ? Why are some warps
required to be more heavily coated with size than other warps ? (25.)

8. Describe a press beaming frame which is used for placing ball warps
on the weaver's beaniw Make a sketch showing the jiressing rollers, and
indicate the direction of their revolution. State the advantages of having
Warps hard on the warp beam, and the result likely to accrue from its being

too soft. (30.)

9. Make a sketch, showing the line of warp in position in the slasher

sizing machine. How would you obtain the division of the warp (intended
to be retained by the dividing rods) when feeding the machine with a set

292
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of warps, and by what arrangement would you prevent the burning or

scorching of the yarn when changing weaver's beams ? (40.)

10. Mark out the full design from the peg plan A and draft B, and give

another peg plan which would produce the design C. (^40.)

C

11 State the counts of healds and reed required for the draft B (question

10), in order to place 2100 ends 30 inches wide in reed. Would the relative

number of ends on a shaft, or the more loosely woven effect produced by

other shafts, influence you in fixing the position such shafts would occupy

when arranging drafts ? {^0.)

12. Mark out a stripe design composed as follows :—

16 threads calico,

8 threads satinette,

16 threads calico,

8 threads of any suitable figure
;

or, instead of the above, form a spot design on a 4-shaft twill ground, the

whole to weave on not more than 12 shafts of healds. (SO,)

13. Mark out peg plan and draft for the sky and white stripe cloth given.

Give the number of picks per inch, and state what counts of reed you would

use to reproduce it. (50.)
^ <^ ^ ^ -

14. What is the usual method of sheddingm a light calico loom / J^xplain

the means applied for preventing a breakage of yarn in case the shuttle is

caught in the shed.
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15. Describe the picking motion you consider suitable for a light plain

calico loom. Explain the method of increasing or diminishing the strength
of pick. (30,)

16. Find the quantity of warp and weft required to make the following
cloth :—115 yards of cloth from 120 yards of warp, width in reed 32 inches

72 ends per inch in reed

—

WARP PATTERN.
8 White 24S.

2 Blue 28s.

2 White 248.

2 Blue 28s.

8 White 248.

2 Red 328.

24

18 picks per J inch of 24^ soft white weft. Allow 40 yards per hank for

waste in both warp and weft, (30.)

17. Yarn intended for use as weft in coloured goods may be dyed in the

cop or the hank. State the comparative advantages and disadvantages of

each system. (25,
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Wednesday, May 2, 7 10.

Instructions (otherwise as for 1898).

A piece of point paper and a sky and white stripe cloth pattern for

analysis (question 7) are supplied to each Candidate.

1 . What is the circumference of the reel upon which cotton yarn is wound,
and how many revolutions must be given to the reel before one hank is

formed ? How many pounds of 24^ yarn would be required to fill 240
warpers' bobbins to the extent of ten hanks each ? What length of warp
could be made from this yarn, supposing the warp must co^itain 2160 ends ?

What would be the weight per yard of warp ? {25 marhs,

)

2. Describe a drum winding frame for warp yarns. State the cause of

some bobbins being slightly conical in form
; or, instead of the above,

describe the cop winding frame, and point out the respective merits of

warpers' bobbins made from wood, and those made from paper. (30,)

3. What do you understand by the terms :
—" Ttvistmg^'^ '''' Drawing-iti"

or " Looming "
? How is the process of twisting performed, and under what

conditions is it more economical than drawing-in 1 (30.

)

4. Explain the process of long chain beaming for coloured goods, and
name the conditions under which you consider it to be more advantageous
than Yorkshire dressing. (30,)

5. Mark out the design which would be produced by working the healds

in the order given at peg plan A, if the threads were drawn through the
healds in the manner indicated by draft B. Give another draft which, by
means of a peg plan A, would produce the design shown at C. (40.)

6. Explain three distinctly different methods of counting reeds in use
where cotton goods are manufactured. Give the counts of a reed in each
system which would contain 40 dents per inch

;
or, instead of the above,

give heald knitting instruction for draft B (question 5), warp 30 ins. wide
in a reed containing 36 dents per inch, 2 ends in each dent. (30.)

7. Mark out peg plan and draft for sky and white spotted stripe cloth

given. (30.)

8. Suppose a winder operating on 16 ends earns an average wage of 15s.

per week, and is paid l^d. per bundle of 24^ counts, how many winders' ends
will it be necessary to employ to provide a constant supply of bobbins for

three warpers who are paid 7d. per 1000 hanks, and earn an average wage
of d&l per week each ? Make no allowance for waste in winding. (30.)

295
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9. Name the object of the side shaft, and sketch the arrangement for
driving the beam by friction in the slasher sizing machine. How is the
automatic marking of the cuts performed? Give a sketch showing the
relative position of the train of wheels. (40.)

1 1 TIT M 1 1 1 rn I I I I I M i I I t I i I i M i 1 i I I I I I M I

10. Enumerate eight ingredients used in size, and state their respective
properties. Specify some particular class of goods, and give a size mixing
which you consider suitable for application to the warp yarn. (40.)

11. Make a design on 32 ends and 32 picks constructed as follows, viz.

:

First mark out on 24 ends and 24 picks an 8-end honeycomb, and surround
this by 4 ends and 4 picks of calico weave. (30.)

12. Describe a sectional warping frame. Show by sketches how an
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approximately equal speed is retained while the section increases in

diameter. Would you alter the portion of the machine which controls the
presser when changing from a warp containing 2000 threads of 20^ to a warp
containing 2400 threads of 24^ counts ? Both warps to be the same width
on the beam. (35.)

^ „
^

^ //

J_l

/5 fy
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Z M 2ol^ !(> bo >>$

/ ^ 1/ 2i- z<j by

Draft B.

13. Describe a hand-loom mounted with long and short levers, jacks, and
treadles. How would you secure the treadles to the long and short levers

for an 8-end satin ? State the conditions under which more treadles are
required than the number of shafts of healds employed. {30,)

14. Sketch a shedding motion in which the introduction of "stocks and
bowls " combine to form the whole into a positive motion. Point out the
means provided for increasing the lift of the healds according to their

distance from the fell of the cloth. (30.)

15. Calculate the quantity of each kind of material required to make 90
yards of gran drill shirting cloth from 96 yards of warp. Width in reed, 30
ins. ; 100 ends per inch in reed. 18 picks per \ in. of 16^ cop weft. Allow
40 yards per hank for waste in warp, and 4 per cent for waste in weft.

WARP PATTERN.

30 Grandrill 2/40^.

3 Sky22s.
3 Indigo 20S.

18 Grandrill 2/40^.

3 Pink 24S.

3 Bed 24«.

_0 (40.)

16. Describe the construction of the shuttle-box of a plain over-pick loom
with a fast reed. State the means provided for preventing the rebound of
the shuttle when it enters the box, and also the arrangement for guiding
the picker. (30,)
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Wednesday^ May 1, 7 to 10.

Instructions (otherwise the same as for 1898).

A piece of point paper and an indigo and white stripe cloth pattern
for analysis (question 16) are supplied to each Candidate.

1. Explain the meaning of the terms:

—

^'•cross-reeled,'' wrap-reeled,^^

dcnible-hanli ^'' and ''^ slngle-hanU,''' as applied to hanks of cotton yarn.
Mention the purpose for which each kind is best adapted. (20 marks.)

2. If four cops from one skip weigh respectively 30, 31, 29^ and 32J
grains per wrap or lea, what is the average counts ? If we ordered
warps from the spinner 800 yards long, 920 ends, 24^ counts, what should
be the weight ? Also give the counts, supposing the warps were 61bs. too
light. (25.)

3. Explain the action of any pirn-winding frame. Describe clearly the
mechanism for making the i)irns revolve, guiding on the yarn, maintaining
the conical formation and the automatic stoppage of each full pirn. (30.)

4. Describe what is known as " mill warping." How is the length of

warp ascertained ? Enumerate the faults, and their causes, which are

common in mill warps. Is it likely that this system of warping will be
entirely superseded ? (25.)

5. State the respective merits of cylinder contact, and hot-air drying in

sizing machinery. Sketch the arrangement for marking the warp into cut
lengths, and give the requisite wheels for 40 yards per cut in the slasher

sizing machine. (JO.)

6. What would be the cost of labour per 100 yards warp in the prepara-
tory processes for a warp containing 3000 ends of 24^ counts, and 800 yards
in length

;
winding warp, 7d, per 10-lb. bundle

;
warping, 8d. per 1000

hanks
;
beaming, l^d. per 120 yards : drawing-in, 6J^. per 1000 ends ?

(20.)

7. Arrange a design containing the four weaves. A, B, C, D, in stripe form,
and give the draft and tappet plan for weaving it. (30.

)

(Design A, (7, see page 299.)

8. Construct a design on 16 ends and 16 picks, similar in form to design
E, which occupies 12 ends and 12 picks. (30.)

(Design B, seepage 299.)

9. Give three methods of countiug reeds, and state the districts where
they are in vogue. If a 5-end satin warp, drawn through a reed 33 dents
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per inch and 4 ends in a dent, was required to be altered to an 8-end satin,

woven with 3 ends in a dent, what reed would you use to bring it the same
width ? Also how would you drop the healds if you had to use 8 shafts

with 18 eyes per inch on each ? (30,)

10. Find the quantity of each colour of warp and weft required to

produce 400 yards of a fine Oxford shirting. Length of warp, 430 yards
;

width in reed, 31f ins. ; 68 ends per inch in reed, 15 picks per Jin. 20^ cops.

Allow 40 yards per hank for waste in both warp and weft.
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WARP PATTERN.

24 Sky 18^.

2 Blue 2/40S.

4 White 2/40S.

2 Blue 2/40S.

24 Sky 18s.

6 White 2/40S.

2 Blue 2/40S.

6 White 2/40S.

X 30 repeats 4- 24 sky 18 and 32 white 2/40 selvage.

Total ends 2156. (40.)

11. Sketch the form of a riser and a faller segment of a Woodcroft tappet.

Explain how a complete tappet is built up and held together. What are

the ideal features of a perfect shedding motion, and in what points does the
Woodcroft fall short of the ideal motion ? (40.)

12. How would the operations of shedding, picking and beating up be
timed in relation to each other :— (1) To produce cover on the cloth

; (2) To
make the operations as easy on the yarn as possible ? (30.)

13. Give drawings and briefly describe the purpose and action of the
weft fork stop motion, and the brake of a loom. (30.)

14. Mark out a design combining a 3-warp 1-weft 1-warp 1-weft twill,

and a Harvard or 2 x 2 twill, alternate ends of each ; or, instead of above,
mark out designs for a diagonal, honeycomb and satin, requiring not less

than 12 shafts of healds to weave them. (25.)

15. Mark out the draft and peg plan required to weave design F on
p. 301. (30.)

16. Mark out peg plan and draft for the indigo blue and white stripe

cloth given. Give the number of picks per inch, and state what counts of

reed you would use to reproduce it. (35.)
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Wednesday^ April 23, 7 10.

Instructions (otherwise the same as for 1898).

A piece of pointed paper and a pink, figured, stripe cloth pattern for

analysis (question 17) are supplied to each Candidate.

1. Name the different forms in which cotton yarn is supplied to the

manufacturer, and state the circumstances under which you would deter-

mine to buy yarn made up in the different forms you name. {20 marks.)

2. What is understood by the " counts " of cotton yarn ? What is the
system of counting yarn below 1^ and by what name is it known ? Give
the weight in grains of a lea of 24^, 28^, 38s and 44s.

(^25.)

3. State (in general terms) the winding frame which you would employ

—

1st, to wind from hanks to warper's bobbins
;
2nd, to wind from cops to

warper's bobbins
;
3rd, to wind from hanks to pirn bobbins. Describe one

of these frames in detail, and sketch some of the principal parts. {35.)

4. Describe the sectional warping frame, and name any parts where care-

less adjustment will cause defects in the warp
; or, instead of the above,

describe the beam warping frame with stop motion, and arrangement for

measuring the length of yarn. {30,

)

5. For what purposes are the following ingredients introduced into

size :—Flour, starch, sago, farina, paraffin wax, tallow, chloride of zinc,

and china clay ? Suggest a size mixing for a sateen 16 by 22, 24 twist by
30 weft ; also one for a fine damask, 24 by 20, 40 twist by 50 weft. {25.)

6. Sketch and explain the driving and slow motion of a slasher sizing

machine ; or, instead of above, sketch and explain the process and machine
for sizing hanks. (35.)

7. If you required a warp containing 2000 ends of 24^ indigo blue, 800
yards long, which would be the least expensive way to produce it of the
two following ;—1st, by Yorkshire dressing at 4<^. per cut of 70 yards for

1200 ends, and an additional ^d. per cut for every 100 ends over 1200
;
2nd,

by winding, warping and beaming at Id. per 10-lb. bundle for winding. Id,

per 1000 hanks for warping, and id. per 90 yards for beaming ? Name any
other particulars, besides wages, which you think ought to be taken into

consideration. (30.)

8. What are the advantages and disadvantages of using yarn dyed in the

cop in comparison with using yarn dyed in the hank, and wound on to

pirns? (25.)
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9. Arrange a design containing the weaves, A, !:>, 0, in stripe form, and
give draft and peg plan for weaving it. (30.)

A B C

10. Mark out designs for a honeycomb, eight-end satin, and a 3-warp

3-weft 1-warp 1-weft twill, also arrange the latter in satin order. (30.)

11. Describe a beaming frame for ball warps, and point out the essential

parts in which it differs from the frame used for beaming warps prepared

on the sectional warping frame. (30.

)

12. Make a sketch showing the position of the lease rods, healds, and
beams in the drawing-in and the twisting frame ; also explain the means
employed to aid the picking up of the threads and the heald eyes in

rotation. {30,^

13. Find the quantity of each colour of warp and weft required to

produce 760 yards of sateen skirting. Length of warp, 800 yards ; width
in reed, 32 ins. ; 120 ends per inch in reed ; 16 picks per J in 24« sized blue

weft. Allow 40 yards per hank for waste in both warp and weft.

WAKP PATTERN.

80 blue 24 counts
5 red
10 blue
5 red

20 blue
20 orange 2/40 „
20 blue 24 „
5 red

11 11

10 blue 11 11

5 red 11 )1

80 blue 11 5)

10 white 2/40 „
20 blue 24 „
5 white 2/40 „

10 blue 24 „
5 white 2/40 „

10 blue 2i „
5 white 2/40 „

10 blue 24 „
5 white 2/40 „

340 + 11 repeats + 60 blue and 40 selvage, 2/40 white

Total ends—3840. (35.)

14. Explain the method of shedding by means of top rollers and under
tappets. Sketch the arrangement of rollers and connections to healds, for
weaving 4-shaft 2-by-2 twills, and for S-shaft sateens. (30,)
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15. Explain the movement of the parts which stop the loom and prevent
a smash of yarn when a shuttle is caught in the shed of a loose reed loom,
and describe the arrangement for increasing the resistance of the reed

during the beat-up. (30.)

16. Mark out the draft and peg plan required to weave design P. (30,)

I>

17. Mark out peg plan and draft for sample of pink striped cloth given
;

also write out the warper's pattern. (35.)
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Wednesday^ April 29, 6 to 10 p,m.

Instructions (otherwise the same as for 1898).

A piece of point paper and a Heliotrope cloth pattern for analysis

(question 17) are supplied to each Candidate.

Four hours allowed for this 2^(^p^^'»

1. Name the different forms in which 'cotton yarn is supplied by the
spinner to the manufacturer, and state the circumstances under which you
would determine to buy yarn made up in the different forms you name.
(25 marks.)

2. If you had to make a warp containing 4000 ends, how many yards
could you make from 200 warping bobbins if each contained J lb. of
32s yarn ? (Allow 40 yards per hank for waste and yarn left on bobbins.

)

What do you understand by the terms '* counts," "bundle," "hank'* and
" cross-reeled " as applied to cotton yarn ? (25)

3. (a) A cop is known to contain 480 yards of yarn, and there are 42 to

a lb. What is the counts ?

(V) If 7J lbs. of waste was made out of a case of cops weighing
240 lbs., what would be the percentage of waste ?

(c) A warp before sizing weighed 80 lbs., and after sizing 95 lbs. What
percentage of size has been added ? (25.)

4. A warp containing 1720 ends, 420 yards long, is to be made on a ball

warping mill 18 yards in circumference. Supposing 200 bobbins are put in

the creel, how many journeys must the heck make, and how many revolu-

tions in each direction must the mill make ; also what length of yarn will

be taken from each bobbin ? Describe how the " lease " is formed by
means of the "heck." (25.)

5. Give detailed sketch illustrating the principle of a latch and catch
single drum winding frame. Explain how the traverse motion is effected,

and state any advantages that a double drum winder has over the single

drum, or that the latch and catch has over the inclined " slot " method of
holding the bobbin and spindle. (SO.)

6. Describe a sectional warping frame. Show by sketches how an
approximately equal speed is retained while the section increases in

diameter. Would you alter the ratio of speed between presser and revolu-
tions when changing from a warp of 2400 ends 24^ to a warp of 3000 ends
of 30s, |3oth warps to be same width on the beam ? Explain how the
" lease " is formed by a lease-reed. (30.)
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7. Describe a slasher-sizing machiDe. Show by sketches how the steam
is admitted into the cylinders. Name the chief items requiring attention

whilst working the machine. (30.

)

8. What are the ingredients commonly introduced into size ? State the
reasons for their introduction. Describe any machine which is used to

facilitate size mixing. (30.)

9. Describe the processes of drawing-in and twisting. Name the condi-

tions under which each process would be employed. What do you under-
stand by spaced healds, or healds knit to pattern ? When are they
necessary ? State the merits and defects of wire, or slider healds, as an
alternative to spaced healds. (30.)

10. Mark out on design paper three stripe effects on not more than 16

shafts. In at least one case show how coloured or mercerised stripes may
be brought prominently to the surface. (30,

)

11. Mark out peg plan and draft from design A. (30,)

Note.—Design A shows more than one repeat.
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12. What action takes place in a fast reed loom if the shuttle fails to

reach the shuttle-box ? Make a sketch showing the position of the parts

when the shuttle stops in the shed during the beat-up. {30.)

13. What do you understand by " cover " on a plain cloth ? How would
you time the shedding, picking and beating-up to increase " cover " ? Why
is a plain calico warp usually drawn on four shafts of healds and secured in

couples when weaving ? {30.)

14. If you had a crank-shaft pinion with 20 teeth, and a tappet wheel
120 teeth, what compound carrier would be required to give the correct

driving for an 8-shaft satin tappet ? (20.)

15c Find the quantity of yarn, and amount of each colour, required to

produce 25 pieces of cloth, 120 yards long, from 128 yards warp. 24s warp,
2400 ends, 40 ins. wide in reed, 15 picks per J-in., 20^ cops.

5 pieces warp pattern, all blue.

5 „ „ „ 8 white, 8 blue.

5 „ „ „ 12 white, 8 blue.

5 „ „ „ 2 white, 6 blue.

5 ,^ „ „ 3 white, 1 blue.

All to have 16 ends, 2/36 white for selvage at each side. Allow 40 yards
per hank for waste in both warp and weft. {30,

)

16. How is the shuttle of a plain overpick loom prevented from re-

bounding when it enters the box ? Explain the use of the *' picker,"

"buffer," " check strap," or other equipments of the shuttle-box. (30,)

17. Mark out peg plan and draft for the Heliotrope check sample. Also
mark out a full design on the same number of ends and picks which would
make the lustre spot in the form of a diamond. (35,)
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Saturday, April 23, 2.30 to 6.30 p.m.

Instructions (otherwise the same as for 1903).

A piece of point paper and two cloth patterns for analysis (questions 14
and 15) are supplied to each Candidate,

1. What do you understand by the terms '* cotton yarn,** *' healds,"

"reed," "warp," "weft," '*cops" and "hanks." (25 inarhs,)

2. What would be the counts of cotton yarn if

—

(a) 72 yards of yarn weigh 20 grains
;

(h) 15 double hanks weigh f lb.
;

(c) A warp containing 1920 ends, 420 yards long, weighs 48 lbs ? (25,)

3. What would be the average counts

—

1
1600 ends of 40s

(a) If a warp contains-! 400 „ „ 24^

I
200 „ „ 12«

Total ends 2200
(h) If the wrappings from 4 cops weigh respectively 31, 29, 28J,

31i grains ? (25,)

4. If a firm of manufacturers paid Id. per 36 hanks for twist winding, and
S.Z. per 1000 hanks for warping, what would be the average wages of the 18
winders and 4 warpers employed, if the following weight of yarn was used
in a week :

1000 lbs. of 40s

;

1000 „ „ 20s

;

1500 „ „
32S

;

600 „ „ 24S

;

400 „ „ 16S; (30.)

5. Describe a winding frame which is suitable for winding sized twist

hanks on to warpers' bobbins. Explain how the hanks are held in position

for winding from, and the system of weighting or putting drag on the yarn.

What is the objection to drag boards for a frame of this description ? (30.)

6. Describe a beam warping frame. Sketch the arrangement for measur-

ing the le ngth of warp, and explain how the driving drum is adjusted to

varjdng widths of beam. (SO.)

7. Compare the respective merits of the vertical mill and the section

frame a3 systems for warping coloured yarns. Describe one of the frames,

and m-^ko sketches? of the most important details. (35.)
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8. What is the object of the slasher sizing machine ? Sketch the slow

motion, and explain its purpose. What arrangements are usually made to

prevent too high steam pressure, or control the formation of vacuum by

condensation in the cylinder ? What length of cut mark would be obtained

from the following train of wheels :—Tin roller wheel, 60 teeth ; stud

wheel, 100 ; bell wheel, 45 teeth ; circumference of measuring roller,

14-4 ins? {35.)

9. Until very recently sized cotton hanks have been dried in stoves which
idJwere built in tiers and heated with steam pipes. Do you know of any hank-
drying machine now used as a substitute for stoves ? State what advantages
are claimed for the new method ? (30,

)

10. Describe the process of Yorkshire dressing. What is the meaning of

the terms " slaying," " leasing," end-and-end lease, and half-beer lease ?

(30.)

11. Describe any method of winding weft either on pirns or on tubes
(other than the ordinary cup pirn winder). {30.)

12. Mark out a peg plan which would produce design A if the warp was
drawn-in as draft B. (30.)

(For Design J., Draft D, see ab(yve.)
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13. Mark out a design for a 3-warp, 3-weft, 1-warp, 1-weft twill ; also

rearrange the same in 8-end satin order ; also mark out a honeycomb design,

and indicate which portion of the design would form the centre of the cavity.

{30.)

14. Mark out the peg plan and draft from the "mock check" blue and
white sample of cloth. (30.)

15. Mark out the peg plan and draft from the blue, pink, &c., shirting

pattern ; also make another figure on 8 ends which could be substituted for

the zigzag stripe. (30.)

16. Explain the method of shedding with under-tappets and top rollers.

Sketch the arrangement of top rollers for 3, 4 and 5 shafts. (30.)

17. Give a sketch of the weft fork and holder showing how it is held in

position, and explain how it serves to stop the loom when the weft fails.

Name the essential features of a good fork. {30.

)

18. Find the quantity of yarn and amount of each colour required to

produce 100 pieces of flannelette, 120 yards long, from 130 yards warp,
2446 ends, 34 ins. wide in reed, 26^ warp, 12 picks per J in., 12^ cops.

Allow 40 yards for waste in both warp and weft.

Waep Pattern.

f6 White.
4 Pink.

* 4 2 White.
4 Pink.
6 White.
'4 Sky.
6 White.
2 Blue.

2 White.
2 Blue.

6 White.
4 Sky.

48

50 repeats + 22*.

2400
22
24 White, selvage 2/40.

2446 {30
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Saturday^ Apinl 29, 2.30 to 6.30 p.m.

Instructions (otherwise the same as for 1904),

A piece of point paper and two cloth patterns for analysis (questions 12

and 13) are supplied to each Candidate.

1. Name the various forms in which cotton yarn may be purchased from
the spinner ; also give briefly the reasons why it may be desired in each
form. (25 marhs,)

2. How many yards are there in :

—

{a) One hank of cotton yarn
;

(&) One ounce of 36^ cotton yarn :

(<?) One warp containing 2400 ends of 20*^ and weighing 90 lbs. ? (55.)

3. If you had to weave 6000 yards of cloth 36 ins. wide in reed, 80 picks

per inch, with 50^ white weft, what would be the difference in cost of weft

:

—(1) If you bought the weft in hank at l.v. per lb. and paid Id, per bundle
for bleaching, and Id. per 25 hanks for winding, and allowed 40 yards per
hank for waste ; or (2) if you bought 50^ pin cops at \\d. per lb., and paid

\d. per lb. for bleaching in cop, and allowed 70 yards per hank for waste ?

(30.)

4. Sketch an end view of a frame for winding from cops on to warpers
bobbins. Explain how the traverse of the yarn is effected, and how the
form of the filled bobbin is determined. (30.)

5. Describe a sectional warping frame, and explain the arrangement for

regulating the diameter of the sections. How is the speed of winding on the

yarn made approximately equal ? (30.)

6. Some weaving lists mention warps prepared for the loom as " dressed
warps," "half-dressed warps," and "undressed warps." What is the
difference in the preparation of these warps ? Describe fully one of the
processes. (35.)

7. What are the essential features of a good heald ? Sketch the con-
struction of the heald, showing clearly how the eye is formed. How are

healds secured in the drawing-in frame preparatory to drawing in a warp ?

Also explain the reason why black dents are inserted into reeds. {30.)

8. Describe a pirn winding frame. Explain, by aid of sketches, how the
pirn is automatically stopped when full. What would be the effect on the
full pirn, if insufficient weight was hung on the ryce," or if the spindle was
too short? (35.)

9. Mark out the design for a " pique," " Bedford cord," " honeycomb,"
and 8- shaft-satin. (30.)
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10. Long chain beaming and Scotch dressing are largely used in Scotland

and America for the preparation of warps for colom*ed goods. Describe

this process, and compare its merits with Yorkshire dressing. (35,)

11. Form a design by combining Harvard twill and 3-warp, 2-weft twill,

alternate threads of each; also re-arrange 8-shaft, 3-warp, 3-weft, 1-warp,

1-weft twill in satin order. (30.)

12. Mark out peg plan and draft, and write out warper's pattern for the
cream and pink (silk weft) stripe cloth given. (^55.)

13. Mark out the small basket effect design which is used for the ground
of the sky, white and pink cloth given. (30.)

14., Mark out a peg plan and draft for design A. {30,)

(For design A see above.)

15. Sketch an end view of top rollers arranged for 3-shafts and 5-shafts.

Why cannot top rollers be used to weave a (5-shaft) 8-end honeycomb
design ? (30.)

16. Describe the construction of the shuttle-box of a plain loom. What
do you understand by buft'ers, buffer straps and check straps. What is

their form, position and purpose 1 (30.)

17. Construct a tappet pattern for a Harvard or 2-and-2 twill. Dwell
one-third of a pick. Centre of tappet shaft to nearest point of contact with
tappet bowl 4 ins., lift of tappet 2 ins., bowl IJ ins. diameter. Draw half

scale. (35.)

18. Find the quantity of yarn of each colour required to produce 600
yards of sateen suiting

;
warp 618 yards long, 3410 ends, 31 ins. wide in

reed, 64 picks per inch, 24^ blue weft. Allow 40 yards per hank for waste
in warp and weft.
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Wakp Pattern.

27 Blue 223

3 White 24«

30
113 repeats

90
30

30

3390
20 Blue, selvage 2 0

3410
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SafMvday, April 28, 2.30 to 6.30 p.m.

Instructions (otherwise the same as for 1898).

A piece of point paper and two cloth patterns for analysis (questions 8

and 13) are supplied to each candidate.

1. What do you understand by the terms " weft way " and "twist way"
as applied to yarns ; for what particular purposes are they used, and why 1

Name some of the objects of doubling yarn. (25 marlis.)

2. What count of folded yarn would result if one thread each of 12^, 18^

and 36s were twisted together, and what weight of each count would there

be in 144 lbs. of such threefold yarn ? What should be the weight of one
lea of each of the counts named ? [25,)

3. What is the length of yarn on a warper's beam which contains 420
ends of 20^ twist and weighs 31 2J lbs, nett ? If you had to prepare for a
set of " tapers " back beams, with a total of 2520 ends and 17,500 yards in

length of 32s twist, what weight of yarn would be required for the winding
and warping, assuming that you allow IJ per cent, for waste ? (25,)

4. Give a list of the different systems of counting reeds in the cotton
trade in use at the present time. Why are reeds made from various gauges
of wire 1 What do you consider the essential features of a good reed for

weaving purposes ? State your reasons fully. (30.

)

5. Sketch and describe any form of building motion you may be
acquainted with, as applied to a winding frame. What is meant by the

terms " straight-built " and " barrel-shaped " bobbins ? (30.)

6. Name the principal ingredients used in sizing, giving their characteris-

tics and objects. State the functions of the compression rollers in any
sizing machine, and explain why the top roller or rollers have their

surfaces covered with flannel. What would be the effect on the yarn if

such covering were allowed to become hard with wear or neglect ? (35.)

7. Sketch and describe any form of marking motion as applied to a sizing

frame. Give tin roller and stud wheel which would be required to mark a
piece every 28 yards. Circumference of measuring roller, 14*4 ins.; bell

wheel, 45 teeth. How is it arranged to make two kinds of marks when
required in the same warp ? (30.)

8. Mark out peg plan and draft for the blue and white stripe "drill"
cloth given with this paper. Also mark out another design which could be
applied to the same cloth. (30.)

9. What are the chief points to observe in the proportioning or designing
of a good twill or satin weave in either a warp or weft effect ? Give
design on point paper for a 16-end fancy twill effect, and state how you
determine the number of picks any fancy twill effect is complete upon. (30.)

10. What is meant by the term " drafting "
? Name the principal forms

of such, and give examples of design where each system can be used. Com-
bine an 8-end and G-end twill, end and end, and state how you determine
when the pattern is complete, (30.)
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11. Write out warper's pattern, and mark out a design for an extra-warp
figured stripe on about 60 ends and 36 picks, and give draft and peg plan

;

the same to be woven on 16 shafts of healds. {35.)

12. What would be the cost of manufacturing 100 pieces of cloth of the
following particulars :—Width in reed 38f ins., 72 ends per inch in reed,

24 picks per I inch. Length of piece 75 yards (allow 12 per cent, on to

length for contraction in weaving), 30^ twist, 34^ weft
;
price of twist 8^d,

per lb., weft. 8^d. per lb. Allow 40 yards per hank for waste in yarns.

Cost of labour from winding to twisting inclusive. Id, per lb. ; cost of

weaving, Ss. id.
;
overlooking, 7J per cent, of weaving; other expenses, 70

per cent, of weaving price per piece. (35. )

13. Mark out peg plan and draft, for the red diagonal cloth. Also mark
out a design on either 12 or 16 ends which would form a " corkscrew "

diagonal effect suitable to be applied to the same cloth. {35. )

14. Design a crepe, honeycomb and huckaback effect ; and say what reed,

pick, and counts of yarn you would advise to be used. Also state for what
purpose the cloth produced would be suitable. {35.)

15. What is meant by the differential rate of motion of the healds whilst

shedding, and why is such a motion adopted ? What is meant by the
" dwell " of healds ? Has the extent of the dwell any effect upon the
appearance of the cloth ? If so, how and why ? (30.)

16. Construct a tappet to weave a 1-up and 2-down twill. Give your own
dimensions suitable for an inside motion applied to a loom of 40-in. reed
space. {30.)

17. Sketch and describe the cone-picking motion. Give your opinion of

its merits as regards power required, character of motion given to shuttle,

and wear and tear of material. (30.)

18. Calculate the weight of yarn of each colour to produce 800 yards of

the following shirting :—Warp 880 yards, 1940 ends, 32 inches wide in reed,

64 picks per inch ; weft 20^ white. Allow 4 per cent, for waste in twist

and 4^ per cent, for waste in weft :

—

Warp Pattern.

6 White ^

4 Pink
1 White
2 Red
1 White
4 Pink
6 White
8 Blue

y20s twist.

32
59 Repeats + 24.

288
160

24

1912
28 Ends 2/40 selvage white.

Total 1940

35.^



1907

Saturday^ ApHl 20, 2.30 to 6.30 p.m.

Instructions (otherwise the same as for 1906).

A pitce of point paper and one cloth pattern for analysis (queistion 12)

are supplied to each Candidate.

Not more than foicrteen qtuestions to be attempted.

1. Cotton yarns are supplied to manufacturers in various forms. Briefly

enumerate all the different ways with which you are acquainted, and state

for what particular branch of the textile trade they may be best utilised.

(25 marhs.)

2. What is the meaning of the term " hank ? and state what purpose it

serves in the numbering of cotton yarns. Also explain the system of

numbering woollen worsted and linen yarns. (25.)

3. A lea of yarn weighs 25 grains, what are the counts ? Also what total

length of yarn will there be on four cops which weigh together 2f ozs., and
are known to be 24^ counts ? (25.)

4. What are the resultant counts of 30^, 15« and 10^ yarns twisted

together ? Also what would be the resultant count in cotton of a 24^

Worsted and 24^ cotton doubled together / (25.)

5. A warp contains 1800 ends, which are proportioned as follows :—Two-
thirds of 50s twist, one-fourth of 20^ twist, and one-twelfth of 10^ twist.

What is the average counts of twist of the whole warp ? (30.)

6. A beam warper earns 24.9. per week for warping 32^ twist, 450 ends to

a beam, and is paid at the rate of \%d. per 1000 yards. What length and
weight is produced ? Also what number of winding spindles would be
required to supply the warper with bobbins, assuming each spindle earns

5J^i. per week, the rate paid for winding being 0.36^?. per pound ? (30.)

7. If you are of the opinion that a plain weave is capable of any orna-
mentation, enumerate as many methods as you can by sectional, point paper
or other designs, pointing out at the same time any peculiar or distinctive

feature obtained / (25.)

8. Ee-arrange in satin order any 8, 10, and 12-end regular twills. Also
design a 16-end fancy twill by combining a figure weave along with the

diagonal. (25.)

9. Arrange the spot marked A in 5-end satin order on 20 ends and 20

picks, and fill up the ground with a 5-end satin weave in contrast to the

spot. (25.)

12345

12345
A.

3 6



EXAMINATION PAPERS.

10. Design a striped effect suitable for a Harvard shirting cloth, and
capable of being woven on 12 shafts with a mixed draft. Also show the
design which would be produced from the draft marked B and pegging plan
marked C. The design is complete on 16 ends and 16 picks. {30.)

B.

11. Name the uses of cloth known as fustian. Give a design showing the

weave of the cloth, and also state what is meant by the term "races " as

applied to fustians. What purpose do they serve ? (30.)

12. Write out the warper's instructions, and mark out the peg plan and
draft for the Harvard shirting sample given with this paper. (30.

)

13. Name some of the points necessary to be observed, when proportion-

ing and designing extra warp or other crammed effects, in order to produce
the best effect when woven. Illustrate your meaning. (30.)

14. What is the meaning of the terms "cover of cloth" and "reedy
cloth" ; what may be the causes, and what steps would you take to remedy
the same in the loom ? State fully the reasons of your methods. (25.)

15. Make a drawing of a 5-end satin tappet. Fix your own dimensions,

and construct same for either an under or side tappet loom of 36-in. reed

space. {25.)

16. What do you understand by the terms positive, open shedding, and
centre shedding 1 State the distinctive features of each, and give a rough
outline sketch of one shedding motion of each kind. (30.)

17. Sketch the loose reed motion of a loom ; fully describe its action and
purpose. (25.)

18. Give a sketch of any single or double acting dobby, and explain the

action of same. State any advantages which a dobby possesses over a
shedding motion controlled by tappets. (30.)

19. Sketch and explain a negative take-up motion. Name some fabrics

in the weaving of which such a motion is employed, and state why it is

employed. (30.)

20. Calculate the weight of each colour of twist and weft required to

produce 800 yds. of cloth to the following particulars :—20^ warp, 880 yds.,

ends 2048, width in reed 32 ins., picks per inch 64, counts of weft 18s.

Allow 5 per cent, for waste in warp, and 2J per cent, for waste in weft,
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Warp Pattern.

4 Blue
6 White
2 Sky
2 Red
6 White
4 Blue
4 White
4 Sky
4 White

36
56 repeats

216
180

2016
32 2/36 selvage ends.

2048

Weft Pattern.

4 Blue
6 White
2 Sky
2 Red
6 White
4 Blue
4 White
4 Sky
4 White

36
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A

Action of healds and tappets for—3-end
twill, 10

plain tappets, 9

Alhambra quilts, 74, 170
All-over weaves, 34

Allowances for waste in warp and weft,

137
Alteration in fabric weave, 21

American and English spun yarns

—

Table of breaking- weights of, 180, 181

Analysis of cloth for—design and struc-

ture, 129
quality, 130

Animal fibres, 242
Art of forming a cloth or fabric, 1

Automatic action of movements on the
power loom, 112

Automatic let-oif motion, 128
Automatic looms, 126
Automatic weft supply, 113
Auxiliary motions in connection with

the power loom, 112
Average costs for a range of patterns,

145

Average healds per inch when drawing
in section pattern warps, 198, 199

B

Backed fabrics, 85
Backing weaves, 83

Balanced cloth (to retain), 245
Balled warp, back beams, 186
Barley corns, 61

Bastard checks, 114

Baulk of dobby, 123
reed, 4

Beating up the weft, 4, 108, 111
Beating up on a crossed shed, 225, 226
Bedding of threads on the weaver's beam
during dressing process, 231

Bedford cords, 61

Belting and hosepiping, 96

Best washed finish, 239

Binder warp for three-ply fabric, 98

Binders for width of rib in corduroy
weave, 83

Binding of extra weft figure, 79

Binding of picker, 217
Binding of vertical picking shaft, 217
Blackburn automatic loom, 128

and Burnley Dobby, 125
Bleached cops, 166
Bobbing the reed, 237
Bolton, Bradford and Blackburn reed

counting, 195, 196
Bore of cop, 206

Bottom doups, 106

Breaking strains—Table for one lea of

yarn, 180, 181

Brocades, 162, 169

Broken draft, 18, 33, 52

picks, 206, 228
twill, 16, 32, 33, 34

Brussels carpets, 83, 84

Builers and check straps, 120
Bump yarn, 170
Bumping up extra weft, 79

By-ends, 203

C

Cabled yarns, 171
Calculations for take-up motions, 221
Calculations for tappet gearing, 210
Calculations for weight of warp—Rule

to obtain, 187
Calico or plain loom, 107
Calico order, spots in, 66

Candlewick and condenser yarns, 170
Canvas for cross stitching, 96

Canvas weave, 63

Carbonic Acid, 247

Carded and combed yarns, 168

Cartridge belts, 91

Catch cords and their users, 1 1

9

Centre, open and closed shed tappet, 109

Chafing of warp yarn, 208

Chamber of Commerce Testing House,
190
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Change wheels on take-up motion, 219

Chart for drawing-in, 237

Check straps and buffers, 120, 217

Checked effects, 23

Checking- of yarn weights, 185, 187

Checking-, original idea of, 114

Chief users of textile fibres, 244

Circular box or check loom, 114, 207
Cleaning and oiling of loom parts, 206
Cleanliness of spun yaro, 182, 190
Climax and Catlow dobby, 125

Cloth quoting or costing, 137

Cloth, three times the reed width, 96

Clutch box for picking arm, 217
Colour poles for Yorkshire dressing, 230
Coloured goods, manufacture, 162, 240

preparation of, 164
warp dresser, 229

Colourings for checking and check
chains, 115, 116

Combination leno stripe, 104

stripe weaves, 28

twills, 43

Combinations in stripe form, 27

Common multiple shuttle-box loom, 77,

114'

Completion of design, 25

Compound fabrics, 85

Conditions under which yarns are tested

for moisture, Chamber of Commerce
Testing House, 190

Conditions which should govern the siz-

ing of a warp, 166

Cone pick, 110

Constructing a perfect sateen, 35

Contraction of warp in width and length
of cloth, 136

Contraction of terry warp, 84

Contraction, determination of, 136
Corduroy, strength of warp for, 83

Cook's cop changer, 128
Cool air sizer, 165
Cop dyed weft, 166

weft, 166
winding machine, 163

Cops on paper tubes, 186

Cord zephyrs, dressing of, 231

Corduroy weaves, 8 3

Corkscrew weaves, 40

Correct form of checking, 114

Costing for coloured section warp, 140
dressed warp, 141

fancy check, 151
fancy cloth, 142
fancy mercerised stripe, and extra

warp, 146
gauze dress fabric, 149
grey calico (twistcop), 138

(backbeam), 139

Harvard shirting, 142

Costing

—

{continued)

Oxford check, 147
average costs, 145

Cotton fibres, 243
industry, division of, 162
manufacturer, 162
spinner, 162

from which yarns are spun, 168
weights and measures, 169

Counter and cannon tappet shafts, 210
change weaves, 33, 52

Counter or tubular shafts, 109, 211
Counting or gristing of cotton yarns,

170
folded yarns, 170, 171, 173
linen yarns, 173

mercerised yarns, 173
silk noil yarns, 173
spun silk yarns, 173
worsted yarns, 172

Cover on Cloth, 224
Cowburu automatic loom, 128

Cracks and thin places in cloth, 206,
228

Cram-denting, 28, 72, 199, 200
Crank and connecting-rod of steam

engine, 111
Crape weave, 63, 64

Cross shed, 103, 225, 226
Cross weaving, 100, 101

Cross wound nose cop, 166
Crossing threads, 101, 103, 104
Cutlooker, 228
Cut mark, 233, 234
Cut pile, 81, 83

D

Delivery of yarn in wet or foggy
weather, 186

Dents of reed, 4

Design, 4, 6

enlargement of, 26

examples of, 50

paper, use of, 25

Designs, production of, by checking, 116
suggestions for new, 54

Dew point, 247
Diameter of yarns, 245
Diamond or zig-zag draft, 50

Diced or diaper weaves, 61

Dissection of cloth, 129, 208
Dividend of loom, 220
Dividing rod for dressing warps, 232,

234
Dobby machine, 121
Dobby work, limitation of, 60
Double box loom for two distinct

fabrics, 91
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Double cloth, special stitching warp
for, 93

fabrics, fasteued at one side only, 90

hank, 198

warp face, double weft face, sateen

weaves, 63, 85

Doup heald, 101

Drafts, 6, 7, 57, 69, 75

best arrangement of, 52, 53

brolsien and straightover, 16, 18, 32,

33, 53

herring bone, 51

with irregular denting, 199

Drag take up motion, 113

Draw knife of dobby, 121

Drawer-in and twister, 237

Drawing-in plan for plain gauze, 102

Drawing-in plan, 6, 48

Dress goods, 162, 169

Dressers and beamers, 229

spilling sheet for, 203
Dressers' brush, 235

faults in cloth, 229
reed, 231, 235

Dressing warp for, 233

noil stripes, 232

cord zephyrs, 231

mercerised stripes, 231

single and folded threads, 231

Drills and ducks, 22

Driving from engine, 240

Drop box loom, 114

Dropped healds and casting out, 197,

199, 287

Drum-winding, 262

Dry and wet bulb thermometer, 247

Dwell of tappet, l'25

Dyed cotton spun cops, 166

Dyed weft cops, 166

Dyers' and sizers' faults, 228

E

Early shedding, 216, 225
Eccentricity of loom and sley, 111

Economy in use of hank dyed weft, 166

Elasticity of a thread, 175

Eleven float velveteen, 82

Elongated twills, 42

End and end lease, 203, 234

weave, 43

Ends and picks per inch, 132

Enlargement of design, 26

Even shedding, 110
Examining machine for testing regularity

of spinning, 190

Examples of design, 50, 54, 55, 56

drafting and calculations for healds,

196, 197, 198

Examples of—{continued)
plain cloth texture, 22

warp colourings and checkings, 28,

56, 115
Extra warp figures, 70

F

Fabrics, two and three-ply, 87

tubular, 87

woven two and three in width, 119

Fancy drafts, 196, 197

weaving, 162

Fast reed looms, 113, 226
frog for, 113, 208

selvedges for splits, 119

Faults in cloth ; weavers', spinners',

dyers' and sizers', 228
warpers, dressers and plaiting,

229

Features of a good warp yarn, 174
Feel of cloth, 228, 23 8

Feeler motion for automatic loom, 127

Fell of cloth, 108, 109, 213

Fibres used in the manufacture of tex-

tile fabrics, 242
Figured dhooties, 74

twills, 44, 46,

Figures produced by combination of

warp and weft colours, 118

Finest yarns spun on mule, 178
Finishing of cloths, 239
Fishing net and heald yarns^ 171

Five-end sateen, 16

float velveteen, 82

Flying shuttles, 120

Folded yarns, 2, 136, 169, 170, 171

which consist of different

counts of thread, 171

Force of blow in jDicking, 216

Forms in which yarns are received by
manufacturers, 163

Four-end twill, 12

(working of healds for), 12

ply fabrics, 8 7, 98

pick stitch weave, 2 8

Fourth schedule (C. C. F. Act), 248, 249

Frame doubled yarns, 134

Frictional strain on warp threads, 174

Frog for fa»t reed loom, 226

Function of reed and healds, 4

G
Galatea weave, 10

Galoon tapes, 90

Gauze or cros8weaving,100
slackeners for, 103, 104, 106

X
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Gearing- and dividends for take-up
motions, 223

Genoa back velveteen and corduroys, 82
Gregson and Monk loom, 128
Grey goods, manufacturing-, 162, 241

warp dresser, 229

H
Half-beer lease, 203
Handle of cloth, 238
Hank weft, 166, 168
Hanks, sing-le and double, 188
Hard twisted and hard spun yarns, 168,

169

Harvard shirting-, 64, 65

twill, 15

Hattersly automatic loom, 128
dobby, 122

Heald eye, length of, 213
staves required, 9

yarns, 171
calculations, 196

Healds, counting, 196
fancy spaced, 196, 197, 198
good condition of, 237
instructions for knitting, 198
number per inch, 198, i99
working of for four-end twill, 14

Heavy sizing of warps, 238
filling "finish," 239

Herring-bone draft, 51

Honeycombs, huckabacks, 61

Horse-power to drive loom, etc., 242
Humidity in factories, 246
Hygrometers, 247

I

Identification of swivel spots, 80

Imperfect sateens or satins, 35

Improved narrow tape for dressmakers,
90

Insertion of coloured wefts to produce
special spot weaves, 118, 119

Interlacing the warp with weft, 5

Intermediate wheels for tappet driving,

211

Irregular denting of threads, or cram
denting, 28, 72, 199, 200

J

Jeanette back, 82

K
Keighley dobby, 121

Kip Baker automatic loom, 128

Knotless folded yarn for fine reeds, 135

L

Labour units in a weaving mill, 204
Ladder tapes for Venetian blinds, 100
Lappet figures and weaving, 74

needle frames for, 75
Lea testing-machine, 175
Lease rods, 205, 226

permanent, 234
Length, limitation of cloth, 2

Leno weaving, 101, 103, 162
Levelling poles for dressing, 230, 235
Lifting plan, 50
Limitation of cloth length, 2

Linen counts and linen, 173, 244
Loom, accessories, 119

connecting-rod, length of, 111
crank, size of. 111,

multiple shuttle-box, 77, 114, 207
sley movement of, 111
width of, 107

Loomer, 237
Looms attended by one weaver, 112, 113,

126
automatic, 126

Loops and wires, sizes of, 84
Loose reed, 113, 227

slips for gauze weaving, 102, 106
Loss of time in weaving, 204
Lost ends, 233

M
Machinery, figures of, 255-288

method of driving, 240
production of, 240
speed of, 241

Manciiester Chamber of Commerce,
system of testing for moisture,
190, 191

and Stockport system of reed count-
ing, 195

testing-house system of ascertaining
the counts of yarns, 132

Market report copy, 157
Matted or taped threads, 19
Maximum production from a loom, 204,

205
Medium spun yarns, 168, 169
Mercerised cloths, 22, 119

folded yarns, 173
stripes (dressing of), 231

Mill, grey and fancy, working expenses,
155

situation of, 239
Moisture in cotton yarns, 186, 190-194
Moleskin weaves, 83

Motions controlled by the hand-loom
weaver, 112
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Mule twist, 167, 178, 188
Multiple shuttle-boxes or check looms,

77, 114, 207

N

Nankeen weave, 10

Narrow tapes for dressmakers, 90

Needle frame for lappet, 7 5

Noil stripes, 232
yarns, 173

Non-positive and positive tappets, 109
or drag- take-up, 113

Northrop loom, 127, 280

Nose-bit or picking nose, 217

Number of looms attended by weavers,

112, 113

O

Oak-tanned and chrome picking bands,

120

Oatmeal weave, 61

Official cloth quotations, 159, 160

cotton and yarn quotations, 159, 160

Oiling of loom parts, 206

Open shed for gauze weaving, 103

shedding—open shed tappet, 109

Organzine silk, 243

Ovens for yarn testing, 192

Overdrying of yarn when sizing, 165,

228
Overlapping of threads when reeling, 184

Overlooker, or tackier, 207

other types of, 208

Overpick loom, 110

Oxford shirting, 64

P

Pattern chain, or lattice for dobby, 121

Pegging plan, or weaving plan, 49, 50

special, 65, 66, 67, 68

Perforated tube cops, 186

Pick and pick loom, 78, 114

weave, 43

at will loom, 78, 114

Pickers, 111, 120, 208, 216, 217
wiping of, 206

Picking bands, tightening of, 208, 217

oak tanned and chrome, 120

cone, 217
early, 216
motion, 110, 215
nose or nose-bit, 216, 217

shaft, 217
shaft binding, 217
stick, 217
tappet or scroll 217

Picker, traverse of in shuttle-box, 218
Picking band, tightening, 217

nose, length of, 218
-up end, and end lease, 234

Picks, 1

joining of in figured twills, 45
per inch, 3

Piecing up of broken threads, 203, 207
Pile cutter, 81

float, length of, 82
weaving, warp and weft, 81, 82, 83

Plain cloth and plain weaving, 1, 162
examples of light texture, 22

heavy texture, 22
or calico loom, 107, 274

Plaiting or folding machine faults, 229
Position of back rest, 225

cone and picking stick, 217
front rest, 225
lease rods in loom, 226

Positive and non-positive tappets, 109
Preparation of a warp, 165

machinery for greymill, 241
Preston system of reed counting, 196

Production of machinery, 240

Q

Quadrant yarn testing balance, 132
Quality, analysing cloth for 130, 132

and strength of fabric, 3, 22

of spinning, 134

R

Race-board of Sley, 111, 174
Radcliife system of reed counting, 195
Raised back fabrics, 23

Reeds, 4, 108, 135

Reeds and loom sley, 108, 111

Reed counting and calculations, 195
in which cloth is woven, 135
pick and counts of yarns, 174
space and speed of looms, 107

Reeds for looms, fast and loose, 113'

in good condition, 237
selection of, for various numbers of

ends in dressing, 230
Reedy or reed raked cloth, 224
Reel—specially designed, 184
Reeled hank, 187

yarn terms, 188
Reeling at uniform tension, 183, 184

two threads together, 1

8

Regatta weave, 1

0

Reversible fabrics, 85

tubular fabrics, 93

Revolving boxes. 114
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Ring- twist aud weft, 167, 178
Ring- yarn on bobbins, 186
Rove weft, 169, 188
Running-on a warp, l64, 230, 231

S
Sateen, 16, 34

use of live end, 21

weaves, arrangement of intersec-

tions, 39

perfect, 35, 38
Sateens, determination of intersecting

point for, 35

Satinette, 16

Scotch system of reed counting, 196
Section warping, 164, 165, 235

self-stopping machine for, 236
Selvedges, 2, 205, 206, 208, 233
Selvedge, double or folded threads for,

2, 205
Sewing-cotton yarns, 171
Shed, 6, 109, 208, 212

Determining size of, 213
Regulating size of, 110
small, less strain on yarn, 110

Shedding motion, 6, 107, 110
early, 208, 216
ordinary, early and late, 216, 226
timing of, 109

Sheen, or shot effects, 23
Shots, or picks, 1

Shuttle easing motion, 226
guards, 120
protector, 113
tips, 206
tongue examining, 206

Shuttles, flying, 120, 207
self-threading, 128

Silk Noil yarn, 173
Single hank, 188
Sizer, cool air, 165
Sizing of single thread, 2, 238
Slasher sizer, 163, 165, 229
Slasher's Beam, testing from, 185
Slashers and warp dressers, 229
Sley, eccentricity of. 111

for loom, 108, 111

Sleying in for dressing, 230, 271
Soft spun yarns, 2, 24, 169, 178

Softness and elasticity in mule spun
yarns, 178

Spaced healds, 196
Spacing of threads in reed for dressing,

231

Speed of machinery, 241

Spindles, wiping of , 206
Spinners' faults in cloth, 228

instructions for warping, 203
tares and weights, 185

Split aud selvedge motions, 119
Splitting sheet for warps, 203 •

Spot and sponge weaves, 63, 64
weaves by checking, 118

insertion of coloured weft to ob-
tain, 118, 119

Spots in calico order, 66
satin, 67

satinette, 67

Spring tops for healds, 109, 283
Spun cotton yarns, hard, medium and

soft, 2, 24, 169, 178
silk, raw or reeled and waste, 173,

243
Stabbed cops, 206
Stainless picking bands, 120
Standard weaves, 60

Stepping, 41

Stitching three cloths together, 97

two cloths together, 92
Stockinette weave, 1

5

Stop rod and tongue, 113
of loom for fast reed, 208, 216

Strain on warp yarn when weaving, 174
Strength of thread, 168, 180

testing, 180
yarns, testing, 175

Stretch of dressing frame, 230
Styles and colourings, 116, 118, 156
Styles of design for different markets,

156
Summer and winter textures, 156
Swiss embroidery, 81

Swivel shuttles, 80
weaving, 80, 162

T

Tabby back velveteen, 82

Table of breaking weight for one lea of

yarn, 180, 181

cotton weights and measures, 169

Tackier or overlooker, 207
Take up motions, 113, 219

and dividend, 220, 223
Taped and single lease, 234

or matted weaves, 18, 19

Tapestry, patent, 84

Tappet plan, tie up, treading plan, 7, 50

stroke of, 212, 213
Tappets, 6,108, 109, 209

closed, centre and open shed, 109

rearrangement of, 15

two picks to round of, 9

Taper or slasher, 229

Temperature in factories, 246
Temples, 119
Tension of warp, 136, 207

special reel for uniform, 184
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Teny, or Turkish towels, 83

tight and slack warp for, 84

Testing- counting glasses for accuracy,

132

for counts, 181

lengths, 185, 186

moisture, 190

regularity and cleanliness, 190

turns per inch, 189
from backbeam, 186

from balled warp, 186, 187

from cop, 183

ring- bobbin, 186

hank, 184

reeled hank, 187

slasher's beam, 185

Testing machine for yarns, 175, 178

special, 132
single threads, 175, 178

Thermometer (wet and dry bulb), 247

Threads per inch, 3, 132

Throstle twist, 167

Tied cuts, 233
Timing of shedding and picking, 108,

109, 216

Top doups, 106

Top lights in weaving sheds, 240

Top rollers, 109
Traverse of picker on spindle, 218

Turkish Towels, 83

Turned drafts, 51,54
Twill weaves, 30

sixteen-end figured, 46

three-end, 9

Twined folded yarns, 135, 170

Twist or turns per inch in warp and
weft, 2, 167

testing machine, 189

way of yarn, 168
yarns, 1, 2, 163, 167, 168

Twisters and drawers, 237

Twisting-in machine, 237

U
Uncut pile, 83

Underpick loom, 110
Underpicks, types of, 110
Undertread tappet motions, 109, 209, 216
Uneven section in warping, 229, 235

tension in dressing, 229, 231
Uniform tension when reeling, 183, 184
Uniformity in spinning, 190
Units—labour, 205
Universal assorting balance, 1321

Utrecht velvet, 84

V
Vegetable fibres, 242
Venetian blind tapes, 100

Ventilation, 251
Vertical warping, 164, 267

w
Ward's dobby, 125
Warp, 1, 2

direction of turns or twist, 167
interlacing, 5

dressers' (Yorkshire), 229
rule for ascertaining turns per inch,

168
face sateen, 16, 63, 134
pile, 83

preparation of, for loom, 163, 165
slackeners for cross weaving, 103,

104, 105

smashes, 208
splitting sheet, 203
tight and slack, for terry, 84
way of cloth, 6

weight of, 137

width of, at dressers' reed, 230
yarns and yarn testing, 174

Warps, regulation of tension of, when
dressing, 23 4

Warpers' and dressers' faults, 229
Waste in warp and weft, 137

or spun silk, 173, 243
yarns, 170

Weather, delivery of yarn in wet or
foggy, 186

Weave, 4, 6

two-and-two stitch, 28

Weaver, the, 204
Weavers' faults in cloth, 228

warp or beam, 3, 5

Weaving a plain cloth, 7

plans, 7, 8, 29, 47, 49
-shed-walls, 240

Weft, 1, 2

and warp face twills, 22

face sateen, 16, 63, 134
fork stop motion, 113
way of cloth, 6

spun yarns, 168
weight of, 137

Wefts to produce special eifects, 116

Weights and measures, cotton, 169
Whip yarn for lappets, 74

Width of loom, 107

of fabric, determination of, 2

Wire warp pile weaving, 84

Wool and worsted, 172, 243
Worsted yarn counts, 172

Woven belting and hose piping, 96

cartridge belts, 91

coloured fabrics, 23

ladder tapes, 100

Wrap reel, water twist, 188
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Y

Yarn and cloth quadrant, 132
strength, variation of, 175
for warp, features of good, 174
testing, 174
for cleanliness and moisture, 190
counts, 181

length, 185
regularity of spinning, 190
strength, 180
turns per inch, 189
from balled warp, 185
cop, 183
hank, 184

Yarn—(continued)

reeled hank, 187
slasher's beam, 185

Yarns, counting or gristing of 132, 170
for manufacturing- purposes, 167
hard, medium, and soft spun, 2, 24,

169, 178
ring and mule, 178

Yorkshire dressing, 165, 229

Z

Zephyrs, 22, 169, 231
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